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Preface

After 30 years, the Department of English and American Studies at Paderborn University again hosted the Anglistentag from 23 to 26 September 2015. The academic programme brought together various research perspectives on the Anglophone world,
while in our social programme, the focus was on regional specialities in and around
Paderborn.
Before the official start of the conference, new digital language resources and the infrastructure for English Studies in Germany was presented and discussed in a CLARIN Dworkshop. Moreover, the German Research Foundation (DFG) kindly offered a workshop on submitting proposals to the DFG, combined with contact opportunities during
the conference. The premises in Paderborn made it possible to bring together both the
publishing houses with their book stalls and all the conference participants in one big
hall. This proved to be an excellent opportunity for discussion. In the course of the
conference, the 'Dissertationspreis' was awarded to Mareile Schramm (Siegen) and Jan
Wilm (Frankfurt). The Helene Richter award, which is sponsored by Franz Karl Stanzel,
was personally awarded by him to Dorothee Birke (Freiburg) for her book Writing the
Reader.
Among the topics of the plenaries and the sections an important focus lay on the diversity of Anglophone languages, literatures and cultures, particularly as far as the ethnic
origins of cultural agents and their relationship with postcolonial issues was concerned. In his plenary, Paul Gilroy of King's College, London concentrated directly on
Britain's 'postcolonial culture' and its historical contexts, using Raymond Williams'
approach to isolate dominant 'structures of feeling' in a contemporary Britain threatened by gradual 'break up' (Tom Nairn). Englishness was scrutinised in different manifestations with regard to its ex- or inclusionary potential, as well as being linked with
broader European and global concerns. With a more pronounced focus on literary developments, Courttia Newland (Kingston University London) set out to capture the
complexity of established readings and theories of Black British writing by focusing
on the shared 'New African diaspora aesthetics' of very diverse contemporary authors.
Newland charted their explorations of their transnational pasts and present, reading the
works concerned as expressions of Pan-Africanism and contextualising them with regard to developments in other media. Documenting his output as both creative and
academic writer, he also drew upon some of his own works, especially his most recent
novel The Gospel According to Cane (2013). In the linguistic plenary, Thorsten Piske
discussed whether minority language students are at-risk learners. The results of the
studies presented in his plenary can be found in this volume (publication by Steinlen
and Piske).
In five thematic sections, well-established members of the Anglistenverband's scientific community as well as many young researchers put forward their latest ideas and
analyses, with three sections specifically foregrounding postcolonial issues. 'Un/Making Homes in Anglophone Culture' organised by Stella Butter (Gießen) and Dorothee
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Birke (Freiburg) problematised shifting notions of the home across a wide range of
historical contexts, also combining the methods of literary and cultural studies with
those of linguistics. The primary material analysed ranged from narratives originating
in different cultural contexts (e.g. Anglo-Jewish and South African) to contemporary
drama and television, with the family and the community, boundaries and figures of
the Other as well as the importance of place and space for identity construction constituting some of the dominant issues addressed. 'Reading Multiraciality in Anglophone
Narratives' chaired by Miriam Nandi (Freiburg) and Jan Alber (Aarhus) analysed representations of racial hybridity and its implications for identity construction in a broad
spectrum of texts and modes of writing, paying special attention to the destabilisation
of fixed classifications involved. The papers often emphasised the intersection with
other categories like gender and social power relations and invited comparisons between genres with pronounced 'literary' connotations (like the long poem) and more
'popular' forms of expression like the middlebrow and fantasy. The section 'English in
multilingual individuals, societies and schools' (Angela Hahn, Munich and Tanja Angelovska, Salzburg) focused exclusively on linguistic research. The investigation of
codeswitching in bilinguals, EFL teacher education, English in Namibia, acceptability
ratings of learner English and the situation of Modern languages in the UK were covered.
Two further sections contributed additional perspectives to the discussion. Diversity
and heterogeneity also featured prominently in 'Multiple Modernities / Multiple Modernisms?' organised by Jens Elze (Göttingen) and Annika McPherson (Augsburg).
This section set out to identify and examine multiplicities within, below and beyond
the often seemingly clear-cut cultural processes understood as 'modernist', deliberately
adopting a more global perspective than the established narratives of literary history
and also bringing in the level of material cultures. The analysis of temporality and its
literary representations connected many of the papers, while the re-reading / re-discovery of seemingly well-known modernist texts like Ulysses also played an important
role. The papers in the section 'Brain Drain or Brain Gain? The Future of Cognitive
Literary Studies' (Sibylle Baumbach, Mainz, Ralf Haekel, Göttingen and Felix Sprang,
Munich), which will be published elsewhere, looked for new ways of conceptualising
the production and reception of literary texts. They tested the benefits and limits of
empirical aesthetics and explored the connections between cognitive approaches and
cultural studies, repeatedly arguing for the adequate inclusion of historical contexts in
cognitive literary studies.
The social programme of the Anglistentag 2015 included a memorable opening reception in the rooms of the Volksbank Paderborn, whom we would like to thank for their
generous support. Food and drinks during the reception were kindly sponsored by the
Volksbank Paderborn and 'Paderborn überzeugt', for which the organisers would again
like to express their thanks. Tradition has it that the mayor welcomes the members of
the Anglistentag. Paderborn's mayor, Michael Dreier, not only hosted an excellent reception in the Rathaussaal but also talked to many participants of the Anglistentag personally. We would again like to express our gratitude for his hospitality. A lavish conference dinner took place on Friday evening. On Saturday, 26 September, the social
programme was then rounded off by the excursion to Schloß Corvey, a former Benedictine Abbey and as of June 2014 a UNESCO world heritage site.
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The organisation of such a large conference with around 180 participants is not possible without the help of many. For reasons of space, we cannot list everyone involved,
but we would like to take this opportunity to single out the following for their special
contributions: Joana Brüning was in charge of all the organisational details and ensured the smooth running of the conference throughout, Martin Brock designed our
impressive logo and helped with numerous design issues, Christina Flotmann-Scholz
(among other things) compiled and edited the conference programme, and Anna
Lienen provided invaluable editorial support for this volume. We would like to thank
all of you and our many other helpers again for your excellent work. A special 'thank
you' also goes to our sponsors: Apart from Volksbank Paderborn and 'Paderborn
überzeugt', these were Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, Universitätsgesellschaft
Paderborn, all publishers present at the conference and the University of Paderborn,
particularly the Vice President for Operations Simone Probst, whose constant support
for the Anglistentag proved enormously beneficial on more than one level.
Christoph Ehland, Ilka Mindt and Merle Tönnies

COURTTIA NEWLAND (KINGSTON UNIVERSITY LONDON)
The New Diaspora Aesthetic and the Black British Writer

Much is made of the African diaspora writer's postcolonial themes and influences. Authors including Caryl Phillips and Zadie Smith are mainstays of a sub-genre that,
whilst encompassing many aspects of their work, sometimes leaves glaring omissions
with regard to their artistic endeavours. The insistence on a postcolonial reading of
contemporary writers of colour in Britain, what C.L. Innes calls, "the degree to which
the colonizer imposes a language, culture and a set of attitudes, and the degree to
which the colonized peoples are able to resist, adapt to or subvert that imposition,"
(2002, 244) severely hinders the depth of any serious study. Research dependent on
the work of artists of colour who articulate a postcolonial experience as an 'experience
of otherness' unintentionally stifles the work of writers who strive to render diverse
realities, limiting the range of the Black British literary landscape for the next generation of writers, their critics, and those who may facilitate their work.
Graham Huggan calls this inadequacy cultural translation; "not so much a process of
convergence, mutual intellection and cross fertilisation […] but rather the superimposition of a dominant way of seeing, speaking and thinking onto marginalised peoples
and the cultural artefacts they produce" (2001, 24). Stuart Hall expressed concerns about
this cultural and social imbalance, calling the subjugation of colonial experience "a critical exercise of cultural power and normalisation, precisely because they were not superficial. They had the power to make us see and experience ourselves as other" (1996,
213).
The truth that such a narrow literary reading cannot be fully applied in the case of many
contemporary Black British writers is coming to the fore. Texts such as Write Black,
Write British: From Postcolonial to Black British Literature (2005), "Black" British Aesthetics (2007), Black British Perspectives (2011) and Black British Writing (2004) take
up the challenge of breaking the confines of former academic research and approaching
the new generation of African diaspora writers in Britain with fresh eyes. For many academics, practitioners, or facilitators, there is a sense of intellectual outrage, the burgeoning idea that what is happening on the ground has yet to be captured by the academy.
The necessity of locating Black British literature within a transnational framework that
bears witness to its connections, indeed its communication with indigenous literatures,
and the literatures of the African diaspora, is being voiced with increasing regularity.
If diaspora literature exists, it seems to be said, so might its aesthetics, although many
critics remain unsure of exactly what is being done, and how. Attempts to examine the
literature more closely is often met by frames of reference long defunct, a reluctance to
venture beyond former paradigms, or even to critique works by authors who are actively publishing, but have not been analysed with any strict rigour, or sometimes at
all. While an awareness of missing links does exist with regard to contemporary Black
British writers' aesthetic intent, there seems a lack of articulation as to precisely how
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these aesthetics might be composed, or even whether there might be the possibility of
a uniform, shared intent on the authors' part.
Alison Donnell speaks of "the really fascinating horizontal connections across the 'spatially constricted' terrain of Britain that have received far less attention" (2006, 195).
Donell believes a more unified outlook "would be immensely instructive to our ways
of theorising black British identities and the connections, rather than separations, between nationality and transnationality" (ibid.). British Critic and writer Koye Oyedeji
declares that "[t]he shackles of 'Post-Colonialism' […] have slipped loose" (2005, 371)
and such theoretical framework is an insufficient means of dealing with Black Britain's
most recent writers, "far less the future Black writers of British shores" (ibid.). The
aesthetic discussed here attempts to provide connections where there was once separation, sufficiency where there was none. It is an aesthetic long voiced by African heritage writers, from C.L.R. James, to George Lamming, Alex Wheatle, Helen Oyeyemi
and countless others, one that is consistently overlooked. Chris von Gagern emphasises its Caribbean British manifestation as:
A perpetuation or reinvention of Caribbean traditions – not so much in the form of strict traditionalism or in the search for African roots (for the authors prove to be sceptical towards any
exclusivist identity) but rather faithful to the principles of creolization – combining cultural
elements of different origin thus creating cultural variation. It is a continuity that allows for, and
even encourages change. (2001, 16)

As John McLeod remarks regarding the transition from Commonwealth to postcolonial
literature, "[s]uch new kinds of writing require new transformed modes of reading"
(2010, 18). The same could be said of the recent transition from Postcolonial to Diaspora, and the formation of terminology labelled by some critics as a 'diaspora aesthetic'.
The artistic methods Black or African heritage novelists in Britain used to articulate
the lives of Black, or African heritage people in Britain are a literary response that can
be defined as The New African Diaspora Aesthetic. This aesthetic, true to its name, is
not confined to Black British literature; it exists all over the African heritage world. In
contrast to the literary definition of a 'diaspora aesthetic', one focused on hybridity and
otherness, this contemporary aesthetic formulates around a cohesive Black British experience of being born, raised, or spending a large amount of formative time in the
United Kingdom; ultimately, one of belonging. A response to the cultural practices and
ideologies, often antagonistic, of the host nation, the aesthetic is most recognisably
articulated as a presence of Pan-African cultural practices, cosmology, ancestor worship and thought articulated in literature, for the purposes of this paper, fiction.
The considerations are termed a New African Diaspora Aesthetic because they eschew
the traditional academy definition of diaspora identity. This previous, longstanding
definition produced an aesthetic which is simply a revised version of postcolonialism.
The aesthetic as defined by the academy and not the diaspora artistic community, and
its narrow focus on the negative results of migration, colonialism and decolonisation,
the stresses which come from the lack of a 'real' home – displacement, hybrid identities
of the 'in-between' – could theoretically be replaced in favour of one that is PanAfrican, and relatively positive in focus. This is not to say that a Pan-African influence
on contemporary writers would negate the role migration, colonialism and decolonisation plays in its aesthetic formation. That would not be possible. Or that the works
produced by this aesthetic are exclusively positive. That would be unrealistic. It simply
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highlights that for some members of the diaspora and the writers who grow from these
communities, the void created by their shared history is bridged somewhat by a transnational recognition of similarities inherent in that history. These similarities lead to
them become 'centred' in their various locations, to use Stuart Hall's phrase. They have
taken ownership of the territory. Music, literature, drama, art and academic texts act as
blueprints of Pan-African thought, and play a role in this shift. Although such thought
has been in place since at least the early 1900s, the results are most evident in the generations born during or after the early 1970s, and before the early 1990s.
If contemporary Black British writers articulate an examined reality of African Heritage
people, the first question must be what exactly is a New African Diaspora Aesthetic?
There are eight defining values or preoccupations, which can be used to define this aesthetic. They are not rules, more aspects of process and intent that can be used for critical
consideration. Some are drawn from greater minds and writings on this subject; others
are my own personal thoughts. Works of African heritage literature can express as little
as one, or as many as all of these criteria to constitute adherence to the aesthetic.
A New African (or Black) Diaspora Aesthetic, should:
1.

"[C]elebrate complex representations of a black particularity that is internally divided: by class, sexuality, gender, age, ethnicity, economics, and political consciousness. There is no unitary idea of a black community […] and the authoritarian tendencies of those who would police black cultural expression in the name of
their own particular history or priorities are rightly repudiated" (Gilroy 1995, 32).

2.

Be transnational, either in geographical terms, or a range of cultural influences
(dress, music, art, food, religion, language / dialect, familial heritage), or all of
the above.

3.

Express overt or underlying manifestations of Toni Morrison's examination of
"what the writer does with the presence of the ancestor" (1999, 201). This includes a discovery of Africa as a source of race pride, and the use of African
heritage heroes and heroic episodes from African history, folklore, and cosmology. These should be interpreted to create original, inventive literary works.

4.

Express the use of African villains and episodes of trauma from African History,
folklore and cosmology to create works specific to a tragic literary form. These
should also be interpreted to create original, inventive literary works. Examples include: Kgebetli Moele's The Book of the Dead, Orlando Patterson's Children of
Sisyphus, Joan Riley's Unbelonging, and Ann Petry's The Street. The use of these
villains and episodes of trauma can be formulated via literary genres such as horror,
science or speculative fiction, and forms such as satire, comedy, or ghost stories.

5.

Encompass a wide range of literary FORMS, from experimental to realism or
amalgamations of both as an acceptance that these forms articulate the plurality
of African Diaspora experience as detailed in point 1.

6.

Espouse transnational "similarities to be found in diverse black experiences in
the modern West" (1995, 120). I would also like to add that these similarities
may also be found on the African continent, particularly in regions which have
undergone colonisation.
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7.

Be "sympathetically alert to contemporary ways of life," (Arana 2009, 4) or historical ways of life.

8.

Write with a purposeful rejection of one, or all of the above points.

The first truly Pan-African author in literary work and deed to land on British shores
was the Trinidadian C.L.R. James. Born in 1901, James received a 'classical British
education' as taught by expatriate Oxford and Cambridge masters, and lived in Britain
and America before he returned to Trinidad for a time, eventually revisiting England,
where he lived for the remainder of his life. Eric Williams, the inaugural Prime Minister of Trinidad, was James' former student at Queen's Royal College. Jomo Kenyatta,
the first president of Kenya after independence, the activist George Padmore, and
Marcus Garvey's first wife Amy were among friends and associates. But it was in what
could be argued as his most popular book, The Black Jacobins, that James' political
Pan-African sensibilities were fused with a transnational literary aesthetic. The resulting work became a benchmark for writers to follow.
It is no coincidence that James had an ongoing connection with many figures of importance, men like King, Nkrumah, Kenyatta, and Williams. It is also worth noting that
James by his own admission "worked closely with George Padmore in London"
(James 2001, 14), who himself worked closely with John La Rose, the Trinidadian
political activist and publisher of New Beacon books, who published the poet Linton
Kwesi Johnson, who in turn ushered the fledgling author Caryl Phillips inside James'
Brixton flat sometime in the eighties, where he arrived eager to receive counsel. Padmore and LaRose were equally instrumental in spreading James' ideals in life and
thereafter. La Rose's New Beacon books continue to distribute and sell important fiction and non-fiction from across the diaspora. The George Padmore Institute campaigns in the local community to this day, stamping an eternal legacy on the political
and cultural landscape. Both were staunch proponents of a Pan-African vision articulated through political activism and the arts.
If James can accurately be described as a father figure for Black British writers, then his
politics might well be seen in the work of authors who followed. And there were many.
The men and women of African descent who re-crossed the Atlantic published 137 novels "[i]n the 15 years between 1952 and 1967 alone," (L. James 1995, 35) besides a
wealth of short stories, poems and plays. After wrestling with their initial desire to make
sense of their shared migratory experience, as in the case of Lamming and Selvon who
travelled on the same ship, there is also a strong sense of searching for assessment, a
grasp for a wider view. Selvon's eleventh novel, Moses Migrating sees his protagonist, a
Trinidadian who has made a home in west London, return to the land of his birth if only
for a spell. Lamming, considered the less 'light-hearted' writer by critics, was more obvious in his desire to provide a wider context for the struggles of Caribbean immigrants.
Lamming's novels concerning the migration of Caribbean people to 'the Motherland'
have proved the most enduring. Of Age and Innocence and Season of Adventure,
which deal with the Caribbean itself, "never received popular recognition" (L. James
1995, 41). The Trinidadian poet and critic Vladimir Lucien is particularly critical of
such a selective reading of Caribbean works as a whole, stating, "[t]he whole notion of
writing back i [sic] think is a sinister kind of synechdoche [sic] in which a fraction of
writers' oeuvres are made to seem like the bulk of their work" (2014, n. pag.). This
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fragmentary criticism has been instrumental in forming the literary canon of postcolonial writing of previous generations, but also those writing today.
In the essay "The Disturbing Vision of George Lamming", Louis James suggests one
reason for Lamming being the least read of his contemporaries could be his political
stance, although he admits that Wilson Harris declared that his "restless vision can be
at odds with the basic requirements for fiction" (1995, 46). Lamming's interests lay not
only in the psychological trauma of colonisation, but, also, in the means in which the
colonised attempt to forge connections with the land from which they originated.
James describes how
[i]n 1956, on a visit to Haiti, Lamming had watched the Ceremony of the Souls, in which the
celebrants recover contact with the spirits of the ancestral dead. It was an experience to which
Lamming was to return in several works, as a potent image of cultural healing. (1995, 42)

Lamming's many works suggest a complete awareness of the 'larger African diasporic
tradition' and 'multiple relationships', argued by American critic Adrienne Taylor in
her own case for a Black British aesthetic. It can also be seen in the work of Caryl
Phillips, who makes the strength of Lamming's influence plain in the essay "Following
On: The Legacy of Lamming and Selvon". Phillips explains how his initial influences
were African-American – Baraka, Wright, Ellison, and Baldwin – urban writers, in
tune with his inner city Leeds upbringing. Widening his search, he came across Selvon
and Lamming whose non-fiction book The Pleasures of Exile "places the migration of
Caribbean peoples into a global political and cultural perspective" (1999, 36). Phillips
readily admits this was a tradition C.L.R James had pursued for many decades.
His resulting fictional works, from The Final Passage and Higher Ground, three stories set in Africa, America, and England, to Dancer in the Dark, which explores the
life of a Caribbean 'blackface' entertainer in America, make the concerns of James and
Lamming Phillips' own. His non-fiction work goes even further in this exploration,
leading Phillips to be described as "a Black Atlantic writer, since much of his fictional
output is defined by its interest in, and searching exploration of, the experience of peoples of the African diaspora in England, the Caribbean and the United States".1
In the following wave of Black British writers, those who emerged in the early to midnineties, these concerns became less overt, more embedded in the text and lives of the
writers. James' generation forged their own pathways; there was little Caribbean or
Black British writing before them. The next generation, Lamming and Selvon's, were
influenced by their direct ancestors, and expanded their vision in fictional terms. For
Caryl Phillips' generation elders like James were much more difficult to find. In his
own words, Phillips believed that in the 1970s there was not what he would term a
Black British literary tradition.
But there was. The writers of the 1970s expressed an aesthetic that was defined as
postcolonial and yet was really diasporic. The writers of the mid to late 90s gained
access to this previous generation of Black writers through independent book stores,
sympathetic friends, family, librarians and teachers, who opened up a world of fiction,
non-fiction and poetry. The blueprint, drawn in the form of literary text, was steeped in
diaspora vision.
1

"Caryl Phillips." (2016): Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia, Web. <https://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title=Caryl_Phillips&oldid=725094222> [last accessed 13 June 2016].
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From Andrea Levy and Jackie Kay, to Diran Adebayo and Stephen Thompson, Black
British writers have begun to wrestle with the task of tackling the 'settler' experience in
the UK from a non-indigenous background, entwined with the wider notion of belonging to an international heritage that informs and influences who they are. Levy, in novels that seem journey backwards in time, charting second generation Black British
women in Every Light in the House Burning, to the women of the post-war Windrush
era in Small Island, to the women of the Caribbean slavery era in The Long Song. Kay,
in her poetry, short stories, and novel Trumpet, concerning the Black Scottish Jazz star
Joss Moody, who upon his death is discovered to have been a woman. Of equal importance is Kay's use of the Blues, the first diasporic music to be adopted by descendants
of slaves and the colonised. Adebayo's Some Kind of Black is an African-British
bildungsroman, and My Once Upon a Time a novel of African cosmology retold via
inner city London. Thompson's sophomore novel, Missing Joe, is the story of a Jamaican man who comes to England for the first time to search for his lost identical twin
brother.
These new Black British writers and those who have come after them are adept at exploring their transnational pasts and present, continuing a tradition set in place by
C.L.R. James. Diana Evans, Zadie Smith, Helen Oyeyemi, and Alex Wheatle all set
their literary and cultural roots in varied international soil. And so the New African
diaspora aesthetic is perhaps not so new, but an examination of a pre-existing artistic
framework. The current generation encounters James' Pan-African perspective in the
works of Selvon and Lamming, or Phillips, Kay and Levy, alongside numerous
sources, not all of them literary, encompassing the wider arts of dance, film, drama and
the visual arts. This is very apparent in the work they are producing. Such an organic
brand of Pan-Africanism becomes not simply a political ideal, or a regurgitation of
tried and tested ideas, but an expression of lived diaspora reality, long overlooked,
which might yet gain the recognition it deserves.
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ANJA STEINLEN AND THORSTEN PISKE (ERLANGEN-NÜRNBERG)
Minority Language Students as At-Risk Learners:
Myth or Reality? Findings from an Early German-English
Partial Immersion Programme

1.

Introduction

The merits of bilingual programmes, and in particular the merits of bilingual programmes following immersion principles, have been described in a large number of
studies (see, e.g., Wesche, 2002 for a review). Most of these studies have examined the
linguistic and academic achievements of majority language children, i.e., of children
whose family language corresponds to the language spoken by the majority of a country's population (e.g., German in Germany). Only a few studies have, however, examined in detail to what extent children or students whose family language is not the majority language spoken in a country (henceforth referred to as 'minority language children', see, e.g. Bild / Swan 1989, Genesee / Jared 2008, and many others) also benefit
from bilingual programmes. According to Genesee and Fortune, children from an
"ethnically and linguistically diverse background […] including minority ethnic
groups" (2014, 196) are often considered 'at-risk' students. This is also the case in
Germany, where an immigrant status in conjunction with a first language (L1) background different from the majority language German has repeatedly been described as
a risk factor for children's adequate acquisition of German and where limited skills in
German have repeatedly been found to hinder participation in education and society
(e.g., Baumert / Schümer 2001, Stanat 2006, Dubowy et al. 2008, Chudaske 2012).
In Germany, most minority language groups consist of immigrants from diverse linguistic and ethnic backgrounds that may coincide with a relatively low socioeconomic
status (e.g., Bos / Pietsch 2006, Hesse et al. 2008, Kessler / Paulick 2010, Chudaske
2012, Schwippert et al. 2012). According to the German Federal Statistical Office
(2013, 7), an individual is regarded as an immigrant if s/he (or at least one of her / his
parents) migrated to Germany after 1949. In 2012, this was true for 20% of the total
population (Statistisches Bundesamt 2013, 7) and for 33% of all elementary school
children (Autorengruppe Bildungsberichterstattung 2014). Does this latter number imply that about one third of all German elementary school children are potential at-risk
learners?
This paper explores the relationship between an immigrant and an at-risk status by examining the literacy skills of elementary school children from ethnically and linguistically diverse backgrounds enrolled in a German-English bilingual programme in Germany. As in many other countries, the number of schools offering bilinguals programmes is steadily increasing in Germany. Currently, these schools include almost
300 bilingual (state or private) elementary schools, which correspond to 2% of the total number of elementary schools in Germany (FMKS 2014).
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Throughout Europe, the umbrella term that has come to be used to refer to the educational option of teaching non-language subjects through a second language (L2) is
Content and Language Integrated Learning or CLIL. More specifically, this term is
used to refer to "all types of provision in which a second language (a foreign, regional
or minority language and/or another official state language) is used to teach certain
subjects in the curriculum other than [the] languages [sic] lessons themselves" (Eurydice 2006, 8). CLIL programmes operating according to immersion principles have
been found to be particularly effective (e.g., Genesee 1987, 2004; Wode 1995, Wesche
2002, Pérez-Canado 2012). Immersion programmes are the most time-consuming varieties of CLIL programmes. Each school subject selected for immersion is taught entirely in the L2, and for several years the L2 is used to teach at least 50% of the school
curriculum (e.g., Genesee 1987, 2004, Wode 1995).
In a literature review of studies examining early French immersion programmes in
Canada, Wesche concluded that these programmes "may be seen as the most effective
means of school second language instruction yet developed for majority language
children" (2002, 362). Of course, the effectiveness of any school programme ultimately depends on its suitability for students from very different backgrounds, be they
linguistic, ethnic or otherwise (Genesee / Fortune 2014). So far there is a paucity of
studies examining the question if and to what extent early immersion programmes are
also suitable for minority language children and thus, for children who have repeatedly
been described as at-risk learners. In the present study, this question is examined by
comparing the reading and writing skills of minority and majority language children
enrolled in an early German-English immersion programme lasting from grade 1 to
grade 4, because literacy skills belong to the basic skills acquired during the elementary school years and because they are crucial for the acquisition of academic knowledge and later participation in education and society (e.g., BMBF 2007). In this 'partial immersion' programme, English is used as a language of instruction for part of the
curriculum, i.e., English is used in all subjects, except for German, mathematics and
religious education, which are taught in the majority language German.1 For the majority language children, English is an L2 and for the minority language children it represents an L3 (see section 2.1).
1.1 General Aspects of Reading and Writing
Extracting and integrating various types of information from the text and combining it
with what is already known are essential components of the reading comprehension
process (e.g., Koda 2005). According to the OECD reading literacy can be defined as
the ability "to understand, use and reflect on written texts in order to achieve one's
goals, to develop one's knowledge and potential, and to participate effectively in society" (2000, 21). Among other things, successful reading depends on world knowledge,
a positive attitude towards reading, the ability to rapidly access lexical items, broad
and in-depth vocabulary knowledge, knowledge of text features and, of course, reading
speed (see also BMBF 2007).
1

'Total immersion' programmes, in which all school subjects are taught in an L2, are not offered
by German state schools because in Germany state schools are required to teach at least the subject German language arts in the majority language German (cf. KMK 2013).
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Writing has, for example, been defined as "a process-oriented, goal-directed and problem-solving process, which involves the writer's awareness of the composing process
and the teacher's or peer's intervention at any time needed" (Dyson / Freedman 1991,
58). It is a complex task which requires the coordination of fine motor skills and cognitive skills, and it usually reflects the social and cultural patterns of the writer's time.
Writing places a heavy demand on working memory, and there usually is a strong interaction between writing skills and reading skills because the process of composing a
text always involves reading and rereading of the unfolding text. Other fundamentals
of successful writing, for example, include topic knowledge, a positive attitude towards writing, the ability to rapidly access lexical items, vocabulary knowledge,
knowledge of text features, visuospatial performance and, in addition, spelling skills
and strategies (e.g., Myhill / Fisher 2010). In an elementary school context, evaluations of writing proficiency mainly rely on components such as spelling, punctuation,
vocabulary and grammar (e.g., Rathvon 2004). Some of the results previous research
has produced with regard to majority and minority children's reading and writing skills
will be summarised in the following two sections of this paper.
1.2 Results of Studies Examining Children's Literacy Skills in a Majority
Language
In Germany, most elementary school children learn to read and write in the majority
language German first. Reading and writing in an L2 such as English are mostly acquired in passing, and a concept for systematic and continuous literacy instruction in
English is apparently still missing (e.g., Burwitz 2010). Children's literacy skills in the
majority language German have been examined in both studies carried out in 'regular'
school programmes, which are also referred to as mainstream programmes in the literature, as well as in schools offering immersion programmes.2 In a large-scale study
examining majority language children's literacy skills in the majority language German, Zaunbauer and colleagues did not find any differences between majority language children in elementary schools offering partial immersion programmes and children in mainstream programmes at the end of grade 4 (e.g., Zaunbauer et al. 2005,
2013; Zaunbauer / Möller 2006, 2007, 2010; Gebauer et al. 2012; see also Baumert et
al. 2012 for 6th grade students). Similar results regarding majority language children's
literacy skills in their L1 have been reported for the Canadian immersion context (e.g.,
Lambert / Tucker 1972, Genesee 1978, Swain / Lapkin 1982, Genesee et al. 1989,
Rubin et al. 1991, Geva / Clifton 1994, Turnbull et al. 2001, Genesee / Jared 2008).
Consequently, attending an immersion programme does not appear to have negative
effects on majority language children's literacy skills in their L1.
A large number of studies carried out in Germany have also examined the German
reading and writing skills of minority language children attending mainstream programmes in elementary school. The results of these studies clearly indicate that majority language children generally outperform minority language children in tests of
German reading and writing (see e.g., Bos / Pietsch 2006, May 2006, Dollmann 2010,
2

In mainstream programmes, the L2 English is usually taught in two lessons per week from
grade 1 or grade 3 onwards, depending on the federal state. In most programmes following an
early partial immersion approach, an L2 such as English is already used as a language of instruction from grade 1 onwards.
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Chudaske 2012, Haag et al. 2012, Schwippert et al. 2012). Similarly, in secondary
schools, minority language 9th graders have also been found to perform worse than
their majority language peers in tests of German reading and writing (e.g., Hesse et al.
2008, Köller et al. 2010, Rauch et al. 2010; Stanat et al. 2010; see also OECD 2009,
Mullis et al. 2012 for the international context). Two explanations that have repeatedly
been offered for the finding that minority language students attending mainstream programmes have usually been found to perform worse than majority language students in
studies examining literacy skills in the majority language German are a) that there is a
mismatch between the minority language children's L1 and German as the main language of instruction and b) that a minority / immigrant status is often associated with a
low socioeconomic status (e.g., Bos / Pietsch 2006, Hesse et al. 2008, Kessler / Paulick
2010, Chudaske 2012, Schwippert et al. 2012).
Surprisingly, only very few studies have, as yet, systematically examined how the majority language skills of minority language children develop who attend an immersion
programme in elementary school. In a small-scale longitudinal study comparing majority and minority language children with respect to their German reading skills in
grades 1 to 4, Steinlen and Piske (2015) did not find any differences between majority
and minority language children. Similar results regarding English reading skills have
been reported for older students in two-way immersion programmes in the United
States (e.g., Lindholm-Leary / Hernández 2011, Thomas / Collier 2012, Marian et al.
2013). To our knowledge, studies systematically examining minority language students' writing skills in a majority language have not been carried out in an immersion
context at all, neither in Germany nor in other countries.
1.3 Results of Studies Examining Children's Literacy Skills in an L2 / L3
Unlike L1 reading and writing, reading and writing in an L2, of course, always involves the interaction of different languages. As Koda points out, this "dual-language
involvement implies continual interactions in between the two languages as well as
incessant adjustments in accommodating the disparate demands each language imposes" (2007, 1). Based on this statement, it seems that L2 reading and writing are inherently more complex than L1 reading and writing. Success in learning to read in an
L2 is, among other things, dependent on a learner's L1 reading skills, her / his L2
grammar and vocabulary knowledge as well as on the degree of automation of L2
word recognition (see Frisch 2013 for an overview). For minority language children
who speak a family language and the majority language of the country they live in, a
new language learned in a foreign language classroom usually is their L3, with the L2
usually being acquired in kindergarten and the L3 in school. Learning an L3 may pose
additional cognitive and linguistic demands on learners because two previously
learned languages are likely to affect the reading and writing outcomes in the third
language (e.g., Cenoz / Gorter 2011). One of the issues discussed in the context of L3
learning is whether L3 skills are more strongly influenced by a learner's L1 or by her /
his L2 (e.g., Cenoz 2009, Angelovska / Hahn 2012, Dyssegaard et al. 2015).
With respect to their reading and writing skills in the target language, immersion students (irrespective of whether they are enrolled in partial or total elementary or secondary school immersion programmes) have repeatedly been found to outperform their
peers in mainstream programmes (e.g., Lambert / Tucker 1972, Genesee 1978, Swain /
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Lapkin 1982, Genesee / Jared 2008, Nold et al. 2008; Baumert et al. 2012, Zaunbauer
et al. 2012 and see Wesche 2002 for a review). Native-like reading skills may emerge
during the 4th year of immersion teaching (e.g., Zaunbauer et al. 2012) but not earlier
than that (e.g., Malicky et al. 1988, Cashion / Eagan 1990, Geva / Clifton 1994; see
also Genesee / Jared 2008 for more details). Native-like writing skills in the target language, as measured in terms of fluency, complexity (both lexical and grammatical) and
accuracy are usually not achieved in early immersion programmes (see, e.g., Wesche
2002 for a review).
Turning to minority language children's L3, there are only a few studies that have examined reading and writing development in a third language. Usually these studies
have focused on children attending mainstream programmes in which children learned
English as an L3. With respect to reading skills in English, Kessler and Paulick (2010)
reported that majority language (i.e., German) 4th graders achieved slightly better results than their minority language peers (unfortunately, no statistical analyses were
supplied). Moreover, Turkish-speaking children were reported to having been outperformed by children with L1 Russian, French, Spanish or Polish, who obtained scores
similar to German children. Such differences seem to disappear in the following years.
For example, no significant differences between minority and majority language students with respect to their performance in English reading and writing tests have been
reported in studies examining 9th graders in Germany (cf. Hesse et al. 2008). A study
of L3 writing was carried out by Cenoz and Gorter (2011), who examined the writing
skills of 165 bilingual Basque / Spanish 15-year-olds who had started to learn the L3
English in grade 1. The results obtained in this study indicated that the different dimensions evaluated in the three languages Basque, Spanish and English (i.e., content,
structure, receptive vocabulary, grammar, and orthography) were related to each other.
In other words, students with a high score in writing mechanics or receptive vocabulary in one of the languages also obtained good results in the other languages and vice
versa. Crosslinguistic influence, therefore, is a multidirectional phenomenon, which is
not limited to transferring skills from the L1 to the L2. Previous studies on L3 acquisition have already suggested that language typology and linguistic distance influence
crosslinguistic transfer (e.g., Bild / Swain 1989, Swain et al. 1990, Swain / Lapkin
1991; Ringbom 2001, Rothman 2011). Additional determiners which may be influential for the activation of a language in L3 production include L2 status, L2 proficiency
and recency of L2 use (Williams / Hammarberg 1998; see also Angelovska / Hahn
2012 for L3 writing).
As has already been mentioned, only very few studies have examined minority-language children's L3 literacy development in immersion contexts. For example, Genesee and Jared (2008) noted that minority language children in early French immersion
programmes do not necessarily show weaker French reading skills than their monolingual French peers (see also Bérubé / Marinov Todd 2013 for similar results). Steinlen
and Piske (2014) compared 16 majority (German) and minority language children in a
partial immersion programme in Germany with respect to their English reading development in grades 3 and 4 and did not find any significant differences between these
two groups, irrespective of the grade level. L3 writing skills by minority language
children in immersion programmes have apparently not been assessed yet.
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1.4 Hypotheses of the Present Study
In the present study, the focus is on elementary school students' reading and writing
skills in the majority language (German) as well as in the L2 / L3 (English) acquired
by minority and majority language 4th graders in an elementary school offering a partial early immersion programme. More specifically, the following hypotheses will be
tested:
(H1) In contrast to minority language children's German reading and writing skills majority language children's German reading and writing skills will develop in an age-appropriate way in an early German-English immersion programme3 (e.g., Chudaske
2012).
(H2) Majority and minority language children will not show any differences in terms
of their L2 / L3 English reading and writing skills (e.g., Kessler / Paulick 2010, Hesse
et al. 2008, Köller et al. 2010).
(H3) The test outcomes will be affected by factors such as gender, the majority and
minority language children's cognitive background and family variables related to literacy activities carried out at home (e.g., OECD 2013).
2.

Method

2.1 Participants and Procedure
The data presented in this paper were collected in a (non-private) district elementary
school in the city of Tübingen, Germany. The school offers both a music programme
and a partial immersion programme, which started in 2008 / 2009 with one cohort per
year. In the partial immersion programme, all subjects are taught in English from the
first day of grade 1 onwards, except for German, religious education and mathematics.
The immersion students are thus exposed to both English and German for about 50%
of the teaching time. In those subjects in which English is used as the language of instruction, the teachers only speak English, but technical terms are always introduced in
both English and German. Usually the immersion teachers are no native speakers of
English, but they studied English at the university in order to work as English teachers
(see Tamm 2010). The children were taught to read and write in German first, just like
in any other German elementary school. According to the teachers, reading and writing
skills in English were acquired in passing and were not taught systematically.
Altogether, 94 children participated in this study, 51 girls and 43 boys. Almost half of
the children (48.9%) had a minority language background.4 Such a background was attested when one or both parents were born abroad (see also Bos / Pietsch 2006, Dollmann 2010, Chudaske 2012, Schwippert et al. 2012) and, more importantly, when a language other than German was spoken at home. According to the parents' questionnaire
(with a participation rate of 75%, see section 2.2.3), there were no minority language
children in this sample who only spoke German or who did not speak any German at all
at home. The minority language children were all born in Germany. The parents' ques3
4

The term age-appropriate refers to L1 norm values as established in standardised tests for monolingual German-speaking children.
There were 22 boys and 26 girls in the majority language group and 25 girls and 21 boys in the
minority language group.
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tionnaire did not provide any information as to how the minority language families had
used their specific family languages and the majority language German before the children entered elementary school. It was, therefore, impossible to determine whether the
children had learned German as an L1 or an L2. However, in informal interviews most
parents stated that the family language was their children's L1, with German being acquired in preschool (from age 3 onwards) at the latest. The family languages spoken by
the minority language children included Arabic, French, Greek, Kiswaheli, Kurdish,
Persian, Russian, Serbian, Croatian, Spanish, and Turkish.5 According to the parents,
none of the children examined in this study had hearing problems.
The children were tested at the end of grade 4 at an average age of 10;3 years (SD: 5.5
months, range: 108-144 months). The data from four cohorts in grade 4 were collapsed.6 The number of participants per test varied due to sickness or school-related
reasons. The measures were taken six weeks before the end of the school year. At the
same time, information about the children's family background was collected by
means of a parents' questionnaire.
2.2 Measures
2.2.1 German and English Reading and Writing Tests
German reading test: Reading comprehension was measured by means of the ELFE
(Ein Lesetest für Erst- bis Sechstklässler [A Reading Comprehension Test for First to
Sixth Graders]; Lenard / Schneider 2006). This test measures reading comprehension
at word, sentence and text level. At word level, one of four words had to be assigned to
a picture. In the sentence comprehension task, the students selected one of four alternative words to complete a sentence. At text level, the children answered questions on
short texts. Altogether, 10-16 minutes were allocated for this test. Internal consistency
reliability estimates of .92 to .97 were reported by the publishers (dependent on the
subtest), based on data collected from 4,893 German students. Furthermore, moderate
to high correlations were noted with respect to other reading test formats, teacher
evaluations and grades for German (.45-.71).
German writing test: As in other studies examining minority language children's performance in German (e.g. Chudaske 2012) or majority immersion students' performance in German (Zaunbauer / Möller 2005, 2007, Zaunbauer et al. 2012), spelling
skills were tested by using the HSP (Hamburger Schreibprobe, Hamburg Writing
Sample; May 2002). As a measure of spelling ability the number of correctly spelled
words is computed. The HSP also enables one to analyse the correct use of graphemes
(i.e., the number of correctly written letters or letter combinations). The publishers
reported internal consistency reliability estimates of .93-.98 (the normative sample
consisted of 23,000 students from grades 1-9) and high correlations with other reading
5
6

Only the children with a Turkish background received Turkish lessons in school (one hour per
week since grade 1); the other minority language children were not instructed in their respective
family languages.
For grade 4, one-way ANOVAs did not reveal any significant differences between children in
the four classes with respect to their age (F (3,84) = 1.636, p<0.05) or with respect to their cognitive abilities (SPM, Standard Progressive Matrices, see section 2.2.2: F (2,64) = 1.272,
p<0.05).
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test formats, teacher evaluations and grades for German language arts (.72-.85). The
test for grade 4 consists of 16 individual words and five sentences. Just like the ELFE
(see above), the HSP is used in many German schools to evaluate reading skills, and
the teachers were all familiar with the test formats.
English tests: The PSAK (Primary School Assessment Kit, Little et al. 2003) was
originally designed for assessing immigrant children's English language skills in Ireland (i.e., for children who learn English as an additional language). The PSAK comprises of four parts (i.e., writing, reading, speaking and listening). The test was chosen
because grading is carried out in relation to the three levels used in the English Language Proficiency Benchmarks – A1, A2 and B1 (Council of Europe 2001). The lowest level is A1, i.e., for new pupils with little existing English language proficiency.
The highest level used in the PSAK is B1. The publishers note that when students are
capable of performing at this level in the assessment tasks and achieve the scores indicated, then their full integration into mainstream learning (i.e., with monolingual English students and teachers) is possible. All sets begin at level A1 and continue up to
level B1. The PSAK was chosen because of its colorful design, which, according to
many students, motivated them to work through the booklet.
English reading test: The reading part of the PSAK (henceforth called PSAK-R) consists of nine parts: In part A1.1 children draw a line from each word to the matching
picture; in part A1.2 the children read small phrases (i.e., a green pencil) and draw a
circle around the matching picture. Afterwards, children look at a picture, read sentences related to the picture and choose 'yes' or 'no' for each sentence (A1.3 and A2.1).
In parts A2.2 and A2.3, children see six pictures which they have to match with 8 sentences. B1.1 is a text comprehension task, with children answering questions on a text,
in B1.2 children read a text and circle the correct word from each box. The final task
(B1.3) requires children to answer additional questions on the two previous texts. On
the whole, 45 points can be obtained in the reading test, with 45-39 points corresponding to level B1, 38-22 points corresponding to A2 and scores below 21 to A1.
English writing test: The first sub-test of the writing part (PSAK-W) is based on picture prompts (i.e., matching words and pictures by copying the appropriate word from
a box and filling out gap texts, parts A1 and A2 of the writing test). The focus here is
on vocabulary and spelling. The final subtest requires free writing (part B1), i.e., writing five sentences on a given topic (here: Yesterday…). The texts are then evaluated
for vocabulary, grammar, spelling and punctuation. A total of 39 points can be obtained, that is, 18 points for A1, 12 points for A2 and 9 points for B1.
As test quality criteria are not available for the PSAK, the authors decided to compute
some measures based on the present sample of children. Split half reliability values of
.85 and .80 (Cronbach's alpha) were computed for grade 4, yielding a satisfying result
for internal consistency. Furthermore, the PSAK-R in grade 4 correlated moderately
(between .56 and .57) with other English reading tests (i.e., with the Test of Reading
Comprehension, Mossenson et al. 2003 and the Test of Silent Word Reading Fluency,
Mather et al. 2004, respectively) conducted with the same children at the same time.
Due to the fact that additional writing test formats in English, teacher evaluations and
grades given to the children for English language arts were not available, correlations
with the PSAK-W could not be computed. With the present sample of children, the
PSAK-W exhibited split half reliability values of .68 and .42, the second low value
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relating mainly to the free writing part. As Greenberg (1992) has pointed out, essay
tests are particularly prone to having low inter-rater reliability correlations.
It must be mentioned that the German and English test formats for reading and writing
are not equivalent. For example, although the HSP and the PSAK are both writing
tests, they use different methods, i.e., the HSP focusses on orthography whereas the
PSAK-W is not only concerned with spelling and punctuation, but also with grammar
and vocabulary. Similarly, the two reading comprehension tasks differ in their design,
in particular with respect to sentence comprehension: Here, the PSAK-R employs pictures at a sentence-based level, whereas the ELFE does not. These differences may
have ramifications on the outcomes of the study.
2.2.2 Control Variables
Cognitive variables were examined as control variables in this study because test scores
pertaining to linguistic or academic achievements may be affected by children's cognitive skills (e.g., Gamsjäger / Sauer 1996, Bleakley / Chin 2004, Chudaske 2012). The
focus here was on general non-verbal intelligence, which was assessed by using the
SPM (Standard Progressive Matrices, Raven 1976) in grade 4. Using one of eight possible alternatives, the children's task was to complete an incomplete geometrical pattern.
The test consists of 48 items, which were presented in four sets of 12, in increasing order of difficulty within each set. 20-30 minutes were allocated for the test. The publishers (Heller et al. 1998) report the internal consistencies to lie at r=0.81 for German elementary school children and the SPM to be a good indicator for Spearman's g-factor
(which generally yields satisfying correlations with school performance tests).
2.2.3 Parents' Questionnaire
In the questionnaire, the parents provided information on their child's age and her / his
country of birth, the language/s used at home and their educational background, with 0
corresponding to no school certificate and 6 to a university entrance certificate (following Zaunbauer et al. 2012 with respect to all rating procedures in the questionnaire). On a five-point scale ranging from 1 (not wealthy at all) to 5 (very wealthy), the
parents assessed their relative wealth compared to other families. In addition, preschool reading activities at home (e.g., Dickinson et al. 2012) and parental supervision
of the child's homework (e.g., Fan / Chen 2001) were rated on a four-point scale (1 =
never, 4 = very often). Altogether, 70 parents filled out the parental questionnaire,
which means that the questionnaire was not filled out by 24 of the children's parents
(13 parents of minority language and 11 parents of majority language children, see
Table 1 for further information).
3.

Results

SPSS version 23 (2014) was used to compute statistical analyses, employing ANOVAs,
linear regression analyses and correlation analyses. The data were not cleaned for outliers, and missing data were not imputed. In all of the analyses, it was seen that the
assumptions of homogeneity of variance and sphericity were met. The following results are reported in raw scores.
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3.1 Family Variables
The family variables were taken from 70 parents' questionnaires, corresponding to a
response rate of 74.5% (generally, 75%-80% are considered acceptable, e.g., Draugalis
et al. 2008). According to the teachers, non-responses were usually due to skepticism
about surveys in general and / or parental time constraints, which may also account for
the fact that not all questions were always answered.
Using one-way ANOVAs (Table 1), minority and majority language children were
compared with regard to their family background (parents' self-estimated wealth, parental educational background) and family activities, such as supervision of homework
and preschool reading activities.
Max.
points

Majority language children (N 26-39), M, SD

Minority language children (N 22-32), M, SD

Comparison
(F-test)

Family's selfassessed wealth
Mother's educational background
Father's educational background
Parents read books
to preschooler
Child reads alone

5

3.38 [0.85]

3.09 [0.92]

6

5.64 [0.87]

4.93 [1.43]

6

5.60 [1.19]

4.68 [1.63]

4

3.24 [1.04]

2.72 [1.17]

4

3.11 [1.00]

3.10 [0.91]

Parents supervise
homework

4

2.83 [0.85]

2.68 [0.91]

F(1,46)=1.31,
p=0.258
F(1,63)=6.02,
p=0.017*
F(1,56)=6.07,
p=0.017*
F(1,67)=3.89,
p=0.053
F(1,67)=0.01,
p=0.971
F(1,68)=0.46,
p=0.501

Table 1:

Results of one-way ANOVAs comparing minority and majority language children with
respect to their family background. Significant differences are indicated by an *.

As shown in Table 1, two of the comparisons reached a conventional significance level
(p<0.05), relating to the parents' educational background: Both groups had a high educational background, but the majority language parents' school leaving qualifications
corresponded to a university entrance certificate (Hochschulreife), whereas the minority parents' school leaving qualifications corresponded to an entrance certificate for
applied universities (Fachhochschulreife). No significant differences for language
background were noted for the other family variables.
As regards their self-assessed wealth, the parents in general considered their economic
background as 'average', and they reported that they strongly supported their children,
as shown in the high values obtained for preschool reading activities and homework
supervision. On the whole, then, the parents of the present study may – irrespective of
their migration status and / or their language background – be described as middleclass, highly educated and concerned about their children's educational welfare.
3.2 Cognitive Differences and Gender
The children's non-verbal intelligence, as operationalised by the SPM conducted in
grade 4, was tested using a two-way ANOVA, which compared boys and girls and
minority and majority language children. The results of the ANOVA did not indicate
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any significant differences between the different groups of children or an interaction
between the two variables language group and gender. In addition, the analysis revealed that the children showed age-adequate performance.
Group
Gender

Language group

Group 1
M [SD] (N)
Girls
37.4 [7.5] (N=35)

Group 2
M [SD] (N)
Boys
40.8 [5.0] (N=32)

Majority language
children
40.2 [6.8] (N=35)

Minority language
children
37.8 [6.2] (N=32)

Interaction
Language group *
Gender
Table 2:

Comparison (F-test)

F(1,63)=3.242,
p=0.062
F(1,63)=1.731,
p=0.193
F(1,63)=1.898,
p=0.173

Results of a two-way ANOVA with respect to the scores of the non-verbal intelligence
test SPM in grade 4 for minority and majority language children, boys and girls and the
interaction between language group and gender. 48 points could maximally be obtained.
According to the publishers the norm values for this age group are 35-42 points.

In many studies, it has been reported that girls regularly outperform boys in tests examining L1 and L2 performance (e.g., Bos et al. 2012 for L1 German and Paulick /
Groot-Wilken 2009 for L2 English in German mainstream schools). This is why we
also tested whether the findings for German and English reading and writing were different for girls and boys. The respective analyses of one-way ANOVAs in this study,
however, did not yield any significant effects of gender, neither for the German nor for
the English reading and writing tests.
Measure

Max.
points

Norm values /
CEFR level

German reading test
German writing test
English reading test
English writing test

120

88

42

30-33

45

B1: 39-45

39

B1: 35+
A2: 22+

Table 3:

Girls
M [SD] (N)
94.4 [18.2]
(N=42)
33.7 [6.1]
(N=43)
38.0 [5.2]
(N=31)
27.9 [5.6]
(N=31)

Boys
M [SD] (N)
91.2 [16.8]
(N=40)
32.7 [7.1]
(N=42)
38.3 [3.4]
(N=29)
25.6 [6.2]
(N=28)

Comparison
(F-test)
F(1,80)=0.686,
p=0.410
F(1,83)=0.459,
p=0.483
F(1,58)=0.088,
p=0.767
F(1,57)=2.432,
p=0.124

Mean values (M), standard deviations (SD), sample size (N), maximal points, norm values (if applicable) and the results of one-way ANOVAs with respect to the scores of the
reading tests in German and English for boys and girls.

3.3 Reading and Writing
Table 4 presents the results of the two reading and writing tests conducted in grade 4
for minority and majority language children separately, including the results of oneway ANOVAs.
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Measure

Max.
points

Norm
values

German reading
test
German writing
test
English reading
test
English writing
test

120

88

42

Table 4:

30-33

Majority language background
M [SD] (N)
92.8 [15.7]
(N=42)
32.9 [6.7] (N=42)

Minority language background
M [SD] (N)
92.8 [19.4]
(N=40)
33.6 [6.5] (N=43)

45

B1: 39+

38.0 [3.9] (N=31)

38.3 [4.9] (N=29)

39

B1: 35+
A2: 22+

26.1 [6.7] (N=30)

27.6 [5.2] (N=29)

Comparison (Ftest)

F(1,80)=0.000,
p=0.993
F(1,83)=0.256,
p=0.614
F(1,58)=0.088,
p=0.767
F(1,57)=0.638,
p=0.366

Mean values (M), standard deviations (SD), sample size (N), maximal points, norm values
and the results of one-way ANOVAs with respect to the scores of the reading and writing
tests in German and English for the two groups of minority and majority language children.

As shown in Table 4, no significant differences were noted for the German and English reading and writing tests contrasting the performance of minority vs. majority language children. In other words, majority language children did not outperform minority language children, neither with regard to German nor with regard to English literacy skills. In this sample, the language background did not affect academic competences of 4th graders in a partial immersion elementary school programme.
Moreover, the children generally obtained values for the German reading and writing
tests (ELFE and HSP) that were within the age norms of monolingual German peers
attending mainstream programmes. Apparently, the development of the children's
German reading and writing skills was not affected in a negative way although 50% of
their instruction was conducted in English from the first day of grade 1 onwards.
For the English reading test PSAK-R, the 4th graders in the partial immersion programme obtained an average score of 38 points, almost reaching level B1 (threshold
level, starting with 39 points, IILT 2003). For the English writing test PSAK-W, the
children obtained scores which fall into the A2 (waystage) level (IILT 2003).
Finally, it was tested how reading and writing interrelated, i.e., the same test formats
across the two languages, different test formats within one language and cross-language and test-format independent correlations were examined. As the results for majority and minority children did not indicate any significant differences (see above),
the sample was not further subdivided for language background for the following correlation analyses (Table 5).
1. German reading (ELFE)
2. German writing (HSP)
3. English reading (PSAK-R)
4. English writing (PSAK-W)
Table 5:

1

2

3

0.33*
0.19
0.14

0.46*
0.38*

0.50*

4

Intercorrelations for all tests. All significant correlations (p<0.05) are indicted by an (*).

Significant intercorrelations were noted for the German writing and reading test and for
the English reading and writing test. In other words, the higher the children's reading
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scores were, the higher were their scores in the writing tests (and vice versa), independent of the language. Reading and writing are, therefore, intimately linked within each
language and influence each other, at least with respect to the results of this sample.
Whereas German reading scores did not significantly correlate with the English test
scores, this was not true for the German writing test whose scores were found to significantly correlate with the English reading and writing tests. That is, the higher the
scores of the German writing test were, the higher were the scores in the English reading and writing tests. It is probably not surprising that L1 and L2 writing skills are
closely connected (see e.g., Gebauer et al., 2013 for similar results). However, we did
not find any correlations between the German and English reading tests, which may
have been due to different test designs. The PSAK-R is a picture-based test whereas
the ELFE is not (see section 2.2.2).
Finally, language-independent and skill-independent correlations were also noted,
namely for the German writing test HSP and the English reading test PSAK-R. At this
point it is not clear why this is the case, or why significant correlations were not found
for the German reading test ELFE and the English writing test PSAK-W.
4.

Discussion

The present study examined German and English reading and writing skills of minority
and majority language children who attended a partial elementary school immersion
programme in Germany. As minority language children are often described as at-risk
learners, it is important to determine what they can achieve in different educational contexts. After all, the real effectiveness of any school programme depends on its ability to
cater for different groups of students including minority language students.
The most important finding of the present study is that the minority and majority language children examined here performed equally well in both English and German
reading and writing tests. Thus, the variable majority / minority language background
did not exert any influence on the reading and writing skills the immersion children
displayed in the majority language German and the L2 / L3 English.
The results of the present study particularly differ from the results of many other studies
that have been conducted in mainstream elementary schools and that have compared
minority and majority language children's performance in the majority language German. In these studies, minority language children have regularly been outperformed by
majority language children (e.g., Bos / Pietsch 2006, Chudaske 2012, Dollmann 2010,
Haag et al. 2012, Schwippert et al. 2012). Moreover, both groups of immersion students
compared in this study obtained age-appropriate values in comparison to their monolingual German peers in mainstream (German) school programmes (refuting H1), independent of their gender. Three possible reasons for the encouraging results obtained for
minority language children in this this study may be noted: First of all, advantages in
German and English reading and writing performance may be due to an interaction between cognitive ability and language background between the two groups of minority
and majority language children (refuting H3). In the present study, the two groups of
children obtained age-appropriate values and did not differ with respect to the values in
the cognitive test of non-verbal intelligence (SPM, but see e.g., Bleakley / Chin 2004,
Chudaske 2012, Gamsjäger / Sauer 1996 for different findings for students in main-
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stream programmes). Secondly, the German lessons were often conducted by the same
teachers who also taught the content subjects in English. This may have resulted in a
transfer of immersion teaching strategies from English to German. The methodological
and didactic principles and strategies of immersion teaching may have given minority
language children more opportunities to acquire and improve their German (Burmeister
/ Pasternak 2004). Thirdly, owing to factors such as low socioeconomic status and mismatch between their L1 and the language of instruction (German), minority language
students in Germany are often considered at-risk students. In the present study, minority
group status and language background were confounded as majority language children
exclusively spoke German at home and minority language children used German in addition to their family language. Although both groups differed with respect to their parents' educational background (Fachhochschulreife vs. Hochschulreife), this difference is
a rather small one within the German educational system. Independent of their migration
status and / or their language background, the parents of the present study, therefore,
may be described as middle-class, highly educated and concerned about their children's
educational welfare.
As regards performance in an L2 / L3 learned in an immersion programme, the finding
(confirming H1) that minority language children do not perform differently than their
majority language peers has also been reported for the Canadian immersion context (and
by Steinlen / Piske 2013, 2014, 2015 for the German context): For example, Genesee
and Jared (2008) noted that minority and majority language students did not differ with
regard to their reading skills in the target language French in early French immersion
programmes. Swain and her colleagues suggested that minority language children's (L3)
French literacy skills (in grade 8) may be affected by the typological proximity between
the family and the target language and by literacy experiences at home (see, e.g., Bild /
Swain 1989, Swain / Lapkin 1991, Swain et al. 1990). For this study it appears more
reasonable to assume that the phonological and orthographic similarities between many
German and English words (the minority language children's L2 and L3) may have positively affected the outcomes of the English reading and writing tests. For example,
Ringbom (2001) pointed out that for lexis, L3 learners at an early stage will frequently
make use of L2 words in their L3 production if the L2 and L3 are related and have a
number of common cognates. Williams and Hammarberg (2001) identified typology, L2
status, proficiency and recency of L2 use as influential for the activation of a language
in L3 production. In their study of L3 writing by adult students with different L1s, L2
German and L3 English, Angelovska and Hahn (2012) identified only a few cases of L1
transfer, but they found evidence of L2 syntactic and lexical elements being transferred
to L3 English. Similarly, it may be argued that due to their relatively high competence in
German, the minority language children of the present study rather relied on the L2
German than on their L1 when reading and writing in English, with German being
closer to English than to the children's family languages (e.g., Arabic, Kiswaheli, Kurdish, Persian, Serbian, Croatian, Spanish, or Turkish). This assumption should, however,
be examined in more detail in a future study.
At the end of grade 4, the children of the present study reached level A2 with respect to
reading and writing in the L2 / L3 English (according to the levels set by the IILT 2001
in conjunction with the Council of Europe Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages, Council of Europe, 2001). For the English reading test, half of the chil-
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dren even obtained scores attributable to level B1, which means that these children can
"read straightforward factual texts on subjects related to his/her field and interest with a
satisfactory level of comprehension […,] can understand the description of events, feelings and wishes in personal letters well enough to correspond regularly with a pen friend
[…, and] can find and understand relevant information in everyday material, such as
letters, brochures and short official documents" (Council of Europe 2001, 69-70). At
level A2, students "can write short, simple formulaic notes relating to matters in areas of
immediate need and very simple personal letters expressing thanks and apology" (Council of Europe 2001, 83). These competences go way beyond the skills that children in
mainstream programmes acquire after four years of English lessons (in Germany usually
two 45-minute lessons per week), which would roughly correspond to levels A1-A2 for
reading and not more than A1 for writing (following the Bildungsstandards Englisch
Klasse 4, Ministerium Baden-Württemberg für Kultus, Jugend und Sport 2004). On the
whole, then, this study confirms the finding of numerous other studies (see, e.g., Genesee / Jared 2008, for Canada and Gebauer et al. 2013 for Germany) that immersion students generally outperform their peers in mainstream programmes with respect to the
level of competence they reach in a new language learned at school.
Various limitations of this study have to be noted. The PSAK which was used to test
reading and writing in the L2 / L3 English is not a standardised test so that further tests
with a greater sample are necessary to validate the results reported here. Moreover, in
this study, students' attitudes and their motivation were not examined, but, of course,
these factors may have contributed to the children's acquisition of reading and writing
skills in German and English (e.g., Gardner / Lambert 1972, Lambert / Tucker 1972).
Furthermore, the present study did not discern how German and English reading and
writing instruction per se may have related to the results of the reading and writing
tests (see, e.g., Jared et al. 2011). Therefore, further research is needed to explore in
more detail the effects of teaching form in the immersion classroom (in particular with
respect to minority language children).
In spite of these caveats, the results of the study presented here clearly suggest that migrant students growing up with more than one language do not automatically represent
at-risk learners. The results obtained for minority language children in tests examining
their reading and writing skills in the majority language German and the L3 indicate that
migrant students can, in principle, reach the same levels of linguistic competence as
non-migrant students. In Germany – just like in many other countries – migrants still
often have a lower socioeconomic background and are less well educated than nonmigrants (see, e.g., Autorengruppe Bildungsberichterstattung 2012). This is why studies
examining migrant populations always have to determine whether migrant students' linguistic or academic performance is mainly influenced by a migrant status as such or
rather by different variables confounded with this status. All students – whether migrant
or non-migrant – will easily turn into at-risk students if they receive little parental support, grow up under difficult socioeconomic circumstances or receive their instruction in
less supportive learning environments. The findings reported in this paper support the
assumption that early immersion programmes may represent rather supportive learning
environments, in which, according to Genesee and Fortune, "learners from a variety of
ethnic minority backgrounds achieve as well and sometimes better than their nonimmersion peers with similar demographic characteristics" (2014, 202).
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DOROTHEE BIRKE (AARHUS) AND STELLA BUTTER (GIESSEN)
Un/Making Homes in Anglophone Cultures

Home is one of the most cherished ideals in societies worldwide. At the same time,
notions of home are highly diverse. 'Home' can refer to physical structures in all
shapes and sizes, and even to immaterial entities, as the proliferation of 'home'pages on
the World Wide Web shows. The scale of what counts as the home sphere is equally
varied. 'Home' can refer to larger units such as one's hometown, the nation or homeland or even the planet. Significantly, sites of home are not just found or are simply
just there. It is through specific practices that spaces are transformed into homes, imbued with positive and / or negative emotional qualities. Home is also a socially and
politically loaded concept: in the past months, we have been made highly aware of
home as a contested site as large numbers of refugees are in search of new homes.
The complexity of the issue is addressed in the ever-growing research field on home in
sociology and geography.1 This introduction briefly surveys some key conceptualisations of home in these disciplines, which offer a framework for the papers presented in
this section. Our discussion is indebted to Alison Blunt and Robyn Dowling's "critical
geography of home" (2006, 2), which they develop by analysing home in terms of its
multidimensional and "multi-scalar" (ibid., 6) character and as a "spatial imaginary"
(ibid., 2).2 A 'critical geography of home' furthermore entails a "politicized understanding of home" (ibid., 22) attuned to how home is implicated in power relations.
Drawing on Blunt and Dowling's research, we would like to distinguish five dimensions of home: first, the spatial dimension. Second, the material dimension, for example, objects associated with home or interior decoration. Third, the social dimension: for many people, home is closely tied to their relations to others and connotes
family or community. As Shelley Mallet notes in her review article on research on
home, for some scholars the overlap between home and family is so large that they use
the terms as synonyms (cf. 2004, 73). Fourth, there is the emotional dimension of
home: what makes home such a highly charged concept is that homes are understood
as "affective space[s]" (Blunt / Dowling 2006, 22). In Western culture, the ideal of
home is associated with "a sense of belonging or attachment" (ibid., 2), and it is precisely this association that explains why home is invested with an auratic quality.
Fifth, we differentiate a cognitive dimension that pertains to the idea of home as a site
of familiarity (cf. Brah 1996, 4). In practice, these dimensions feed into each other.
Nonetheless, the grid may be helpful for a precise comparison between different conceptualisations of home in literature or film. Which of these dimensions of home are

1
2

See Mallett 2004; for a research review that includes literary studies, see Bennett / Carroll /
Mackay.
On "home as a multidimensional concept" (Mallett 2004, 64), see also Shelley Mallett's concise
research summary (2004). For a discussion of home as multi-scalar, see also Morley (2000) and
Marston (2004).
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especially foregrounded, how are they portrayed and what specific connections are
drawn between these different dimensions?
One can explore these aspects of home with the help of a number of theoretical approaches. An approach that is widespread in current studies of home is practice theory,
as developed by thinkers such as Pierre Bourdieu or Michel Foucault.3 From this perspective, what is called 'home' is produced through social practices. A praxeological
approach thus conceptualises home in terms of a verb: 'doing home' or 'making homes'.
The title of our panel gestures towards the idea that homes are made through various
practices on a daily basis.
A second key approach to thinking about home is to consider the multi-scalar character of home. On a basic level, this means that home can range from a small to a large
unit, from the body to the planet as home. Accordingly, home can be theorised with
regard to different levels and their interaction. Studies on scale in geography, for example by Erik Swyngedouw (2004), Helga Leitner (2004) or Sallie Marston (2004,
2000), insist that geographic scale is not "a fixed, nested hierarchy of bounded spaces
of differing sizes, such as the local, regional, national, supranational, and global"
(Leitner 2004, 238).4 Instead, these scholars concentrate on the social construction of
scale and the dynamics of power this entails:
The construction of scale, whether through material practices (production, distribution, consumption, regulation, surveillance, administration) or rhetorical practices (e.g., discourses on
globalization or on the hollowing out of the nation-state) of individuals, groups and institutions,
is a contested process that involves conflict-laden power struggles [...]. (Leitner 2004, 238, with
reference to Lynn Staeheli)

The claim that scale is "made by and through social processes" (Marston 2004, 172) is
borne out by the fairly recent addition of a new level: the supranational scale of the
European Union. The current embittered battle between different stakeholders over the
level on which decisions may be made – is the EU allowed to force its members to
take a certain number of refugees? – is an example of the political implications that the
scalar organisation of space entails.
Thinking about home in terms of scale also draws our attention to home as a "site from
which other scales [...] are addressed and occupied" (Marston 2000, 236). A case in
point is Thatcherite discourse in Britain with its equation of home ownership and good
citizenship. The ideological work of home is addressed by the geographer Sallie Marston, who is interested in how the household serves as a "key site of social reproduction in modern capitalism" (2004, 172) and as a place where "capitalist consumption
practices are [...] entrained" (Marston 2000, 233).
The third conceptualisation of home arguably results from the posited multi-dimensional and multi-scalar character of home: it belongs to the spatial imaginary of cultures. 'Home' is infused with ideas and ideals, norms, values and feelings. Political and
ethical discourses often draw on a specific "normative imaginary of home" (Blunt /
Dowling 2006, 29) to bolster their claims, as can also be seen in the current migrant
crisis, for example in the sensationalist newspaper coverage in Great Britain and other
3
4

On practice theory see, Reckwitz 2006, 262-362.
For discussions of scale in geography, see the contributions in Sheppard / McMaster 2004 and
MacKinnon 2010.
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countries with its insistence that all doors should be shut against 'the invasion'. Here,
the imaginary of home hinges on the idea of a strict division between inside and outside, between those who belong, those whom we invite inside, and those who must
stay outside. Notions of home can, however, be equally used to promote the agenda of
human rights, as the scholar Marion Iris Young (1997) argues. The safety, comfort and
privacy associated with home should not, she insists, be the privilege of a few, but instead be extended to everyone.
As language and literature play a key role in shaping the cultural imaginary of home,
the discipline of English studies can make vital contributions towards understanding
how hegemonic ideals of home are un/made through (re-)imaginings in representations. Specifically, there are two approaches with a strong tradition in focussing on
home. The first is postcolonial studies, which is interested in homes as contested sites
of individual and collective identity construction. In postcolonial studies, issues of exclusion and inclusion loom particularly large. Jochen Petzold's paper in this section
can be seen as a part of this continuing critical enterprise:5 he looks at representations
of home in Nadine Gordimer's novels and explores how the emotional dimension of
home is entwined with material and relational factors in a shifting political environment. The microcosm of home, Petzold argues, embodies and reflects the changes
from Apartheid to post-Apartheid South Africa.
The second approach with a well-established tradition in home studies is also invested
in the issue of identity politics: feminist studies have made important contributions to
the analysis of home as a gendered sphere. Scholars like Nancy Armstrong, Susan Gilbert, Sandra Gubar and Thomas Foster have helped us to understand how domestic
ideologies were shaped and contested in eighteenth- to twentieth-century literature.
Both in postcolonial and feminist studies, then, home has been understood and examined as "the embodiment of social relations of empowerment and disempowerment and
the arena through and in which they operate" (Swyngedouw 1997, 169, quoted in Marston 2000, 221). The ongoing productivity of the two frequently intersecting research
approaches can be seen in publications such as Susan Strehle's postcolonial feminist
study on Transnational Women's Fiction (2008), which explores the "use [of] fictional
homes to criticize and effectively unsettle home and homeland" (3, emphasis in the
original).
The contributions to this panel reflect the flourishing field of home studies and point to
research foci that draw on, but also expand or shift approaches to home in Anglophone
cultures. Sarah Heinz' paper, for example, reflects the current interest in critical whiteness studies and in intersectionality, i.e. the interrelations between different systems of
discrimination. In her article, she brings together issues of class and race by analysing
how recent British TV shows reinforce or critique "normative and normalising notions
of ideal homes and subjects". These cultural constructions of who is "properly capable" of homemaking, Heinz emphasises, are central to ideals of middle-class subjectivity.
5

The activities of the CoHab ("Diasporic Constructions of Home and Belonging") Network, coordinated by Klaus Stierstorfer at the University of Münster, are further proof of the present
productivity of approaches to home that are informed by postcolonial perspectives, see
http://itn-cohab.eu. The network aims at "establishing diaspora studies as a transdisciplinary research area in its own right" (http://itn-cohab.eu/about-cohab).
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An interest in understanding the relation between the spatial imaginary of home and
concrete ways of 'doing home' also underpins other contributions to this panel. Caroline Lusin's paper engages with the representation of practices of homemaking in
Anglo-Jewish novels – practices that tie together individual, family and community.
While analysing representations of practices of home in media is one large field of
enquiry, the other prominent issue is to what extent and how language and medial
practices themselves are ways of 'doing home'. Christian Mair's paper shifts the focus
to linguistic and medial homemaking practices: he examines how diasporic communities of West African and Caribbean immigrants to the US use pidgins and creoles to
create but also to complicate senses of home on the internet.
English Studies can also make central contributions to the analysis of scales of home
and hence add its voice to the ongoing research debate on the conceptualisation and
politics of scale. Literature and language are vital means of constructing the units that
we see as meaningful emotional, relational and cognitive dimensions of home. Janine
Hauthal's contribution engages with a re-conceptualisation of scale: she looks at novels
that construct Europe as an 'imaginary homeland' and thus explore the significance of a
level between the nation state and a globalised community. Her paper is an especially
striking example of how scales of home are renegotiated in literature on the level of
content. At the same time, the contributors also engage with the question of how aesthetic form serves to conceptualise home as multiscalar. Ellen Redling looks at contemporary dramas which stage household settings in ways that allegorically extend
their significance to national or even global concerns. This is one example where the
interdisciplinary perspective of home studies generates new questions for the analysis
of phenomena that have long been at the heart of literary studies: devices like metaphor and allegory are now re-examined as centrally involved in the construction of
scales of home.
The focus on home as a multi-dimensional phenomenon engenders fresh perspectives
on much-discussed issues such as globalisation, cosmopolitanism and diaspora, which
are touched upon in various ways by many of our contributors. Altogether, the contributions to this panel highlight how 'home' is key to the un/making of communal lives
in a world transformed through processes of modernisation.
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JANINE HAUTHAL (BRÜSSEL)
Travelling with Ghosts: Europe as Imaginary Homeland
in Dead Europe and Soul Tourists

Blurring the distinction of past and present, the figure of the ghost is a recurring feature
in contemporary Anglophone writing1. In postcolonial fiction, in particular, ghosts often
point to unresolved histories of racial and ethnic oppression and tend to indicate crises
of identity and belonging in the aftermath of colonialism.2 Likewise, journeys in search
of identity frequently inspire, or feature prominently in, contemporary postcolonial and
diasporic writing. Often, the representation of travel and the depiction of cross-cultural
encounters in these texts tends to "dra[w] on the conventions of the travelogue only to
expose this genre's (tacit) racial givens and Eurocentric assumptions" (Wachinger 2001,
363). This tendency has helped to put forward travel writing's potential for cultural critique and for exploring questions about home and belonging, displacement and diaspora.3 Concentrating on home as "spatial imaginary" (Blunt / Dowling 2006, 2, emphasis in the original), this paper will focus on two contemporary travel narratives by diasporic writers in which the ghostly serves as a means to (dis)engage with Europe as
imaginary homeland, namely Bernardine Evaristo's Soul Tourists and Dead Europe by
Australian writer Christos Tsiolkas.4 Both novels feature protagonists who 'travel with
ghosts' and, rather than turn to their countries of residence or of their parents' origin (i.e.
England / Africa and Australia / Greece respectively), set out for Europe.
Soul Tourists (Evaristo 2006 [2005])5, a fictional travelogue first published in 2005,
features a couple of Jamaican and Ghanaian descent who meet in London and, together, embark on a journey across Europe. On this journey, one by one, ten historical
figures of colour, who lived on the continent at different periods in the past, but were
erased from European history, start haunting the novel's male protagonist Stanley Williams and reveal European history to be one of exclusion, which has ignored or deliberately forgotten Black presences in Europe.6
1
2

3
4
5
6

The research for this article was financed by the Research Foundation – Flanders.
See, e.g., analyses of Black British, Canadian and New Zealand writing by Craps (2013, 60-71),
Feingold (2005) and Sugars (2003), which explore works by David Dabydeen, Fred D'Aguiar,
Margaret Mahy and Jane Urquhart, as well as the contributions to the co-edited volume Postcolonial Ghosts / Fantômes Post-Coloniaux by Joseph-Vilain and Misrahi-Barak (2009).
Wachinger's quote refers to Caryl Phillips's 'counter-travelogue' The European Tribe (1989). Cf.
also, e.g., Holland / Huggan 1998, Nyman 2009 and Edwards / Graulund 2011.
In an earlier article, I compared Tsiolkas's novel with Caryl Phillips's The European Tribe, focussing my discussion of the novel on its creation of reader complicity, through narrative unreliability and magical realism, and on its use of photography (cf. Hauthal 2015).
In the following, the abbreviation ST will be used when quoting from Soul Tourists.
Stanley, in fact, encounters the first ghost (Lucy Negro) while he and his girlfriend and travel
companion Jessie are still in England (cf. ST 60-69). The apparition makes him decide to join
Jessie but when he tells her that he is "going to travel with [her]", the ambiguous reply is: "You
already have done" (ST 69).
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Like Evaristo, Tsiolkas 'writes back' against hegemonic constructions of Europe and
European history. In Dead Europe (Tsiolkas 2011 [2005])7, published in the same year as
Soul Tourists, Tsiolkas depicts Europe from the perspective of Isaac Raftis, the novel's 36year-old gay protagonist, a photographer and Australian-born son of Greek immigrants.
Isaac's first-person account of his travels through Europe alternates with chapters relating
gruesome xenophobic folk tales from his family's past in a Greek village. Eventually, the
two narrative strands merge when readers realise that Isaac is possessed by the demon of a
Jewish boy, a force that has been haunting both past and present storylines.
The ghostly also figures in Isaac's depiction of Europe. Throughout his journey, Isaac
experiences a Europe that is immersed in globalised consumer culture and oblivious
both to its history and to the poverty of its current migrants. In this 'new Europe', power
has shifted away from the nation states, causing their decline. In this post-national
Europe, racism and anti-Semitism are on the rise. Travelling through Athens, Venice,
Prague, Paris, Amsterdam, Cambridge and London, Isaac participates in several druginfused, often exploitative sexual encounters. However, despite his complicity in its decay, Isaac distances himself from a Europe that he perceives – as the novel's title indicates – as dead: "Europe stank, it stank of ghosts and shadows" (DE 358).
Hence both Soul Tourists and Dead Europe combine the figure of the ghost with the
motif of the journey. Both novels, moreover, feature second-generation migrants
whose journey to and through Europe is motivated by a sense of crisis. In the following section, this sense of crisis and the role of travel in the depiction of diasporic experience in the two novels will be explored in more detail.
1.

Journeys into Europe, Trips of Self-Discovery: Travel and 'Homing Desire'
in Soul Tourists and Dead Europe

In both novels, a sense of crisis is discernible right from the start. In Dead Europe, Isaac
initially suffers from artist's block. Just before the arrival of an email from the Greek Ministry of Culture, inviting him to "participate in a week of activities celebrating the artistic
achievements of the Greek diaspora" (DE 46, emphasis in the original), Isaac had reached
an artistic impasse and "stopped [his] work, stopped believing in [him]self" (DE 46).
A sense of crisis also characterises Isaac's photographic work, which frequently points
to his subjects' mixed origins, thus making postcolonial alienation and unbelonging
one of its major issues. This is particularly conspicuous in his photographs of the
Greek diaspora in Australia, in which "the theme of homesickness, of exile and return"
(DE 35) prevails. When exhibiting his work in Athens, however, Isaac learns from the
female journalist who interviews him that this theme and "the Greece [he] knew in
Australia" are "irrelevant to modern Greece" and to the "modern Europeans" inhabiting it (DE 35). The journalist, in turn, points to Australia's settler colonialism, of
which Isaac seems to be unaware:
[Isaac:] —Maybe those themes are no longer relevant to you Greeks, but they are indeed relevant to Australians. In Australia we all ask ourselves where we come from.
8

[the female journalist:] —Even the Aborigines? (DE 35)
7
8

In the following, the abbreviation DE will be used when quoting from Dead Europe.
Later in the novel, Sal Mineo, an Australian-born son of Greek immigrants and friend of Isaac's
who now lives in Prague, questions Isaac's artistic mission even more fundamentally in view of
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However, Isaac's preoccupation with the theme of homesickness, exile and return does
not only affect his photographic work. Throughout the novel, his repeated references
to Australia as home draw readers' attention to his own homesickness:
I was not home. I was far away, in cold harsh Europe. (DE 181)
Happiness was coursing through me and with it an inevitable distant longing for home. Colin,
food on the table, the radio or the stereo or the television in the background. Home. (DE 341)
I wanted the harsh bright open light of home. It was my yearning for such a light that finally
made the continent I live in my home. (DE 353; cf., similarly, DE 40, 45, 292)

At first sight, the frequency of these references seems to indicate an untroubled sense
of identity and belonging. Readers, however, also witness how Isaac is unable to pass
as either Greek or Australian. The Russian youth he pays for sex in a hotel in Athens,
for instance, doubts Isaac's 'Greekness': "—Your skin very white for a Greek" (DE 27).
Yet, in England, Isaac fails to pass as an Australian: "—Where you from, love? / —
Australia. / The old woman's face lit up, and then she looked puzzled. / —You don't
look it." (DE 331).9
Moreover, despite his continuous and consistently positive references to Australia as
home, Isaac refrains from calling himself an 'Australian'. He rather refers to himself as
'a Greek but from Australia', thus indicating a more complex attitude towards the notions of home, identity and belonging: "—He is not a Greek. / —I am, I said, but from
Australia" (DE 69; cf., similarly, DE 27). As this last brief exchange indicates, Isaac
tends to adopt a European perspective when describing himself to others. The most
striking example in this respect is his use of "antipodean" (DE 84). According to the
Concise Oxford English Dictionary, 'Antipodes' refers to Australia and New Zealand
and is "used by inhabitants of the northern hemisphere" (Soanes / Stevenson 2006, 57).
Hence, even though Isaac refers to Australia as his home, his sense of identity also
clearly connects to Europe and in particular to Greece. According to sociologist Avtar
Brah, this tension is characteristic of diasporic experiences and indicates what she calls
a "homing desire" (1996, 193). According to Brah,
'home' is a mythic place of desire in the diasporic imagination. In this sense it is a place of no
return. […] The concept of diaspora places the discourse of 'home' and 'dispersion' in creative
tension, inscribing a homing desire while simultaneously critiquing discourses of fixed origins.
(Brah 1996, 192-193; emphasis added)

Brah's idea of a 'homing desire' suggests that there is no place of origin – be it one's
own or that of one's (grand)parents – that those living in the diaspora can return to.
Their territory-based home usually belongs to the past; it has become distorted by the
'broken mirror' of nostalgia and/or been subject to historical change.10 The idea of a
'homing desire' thus refers to both a diasporic yearning and the psychic need to feel at

9
10

global capitalism and a Czech / Balkanist context: "So you're still hoping to subvert the racist
representations of colonial iconography? […] Look around you, Isaac. […] Do you know what
contempt these blokes have for you, with your headstart in capitalism and you're still fucking
mouthing off about silly ideas you learnt at college. […] They'd sell their fucking children for a
buck. And you want to talk about fucking aesthetics and ethics" (DE 202-203).
See also the discrimination that both Isaac's friend Sal Mineo and his mother (the latter when
still a child) have suffered as "wogs" in Australia (cf. DE 183; 306-308; 323-324).
See, for instance, the characters of Vera and Zivan in Dead Europe whose "homeland [Yugoslavia] has vanished" (DE 359).
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home. This desire differs from that for a 'homeland' as it includes an awareness of the
latter's unattainability as a fixed place of origin. A similar thought has been put forward by Salman Rushdie in his 1982 essay "Imaginary Homelands":
It may be that writers in my position, exiles or emigrants or expatriates, are haunted by some
sense of loss, some urge to reclaim, to look back […]. But if we do look back, we must also do
so in the knowledge […] that our physical alienation from India [the place of origin] almost inevitably means that we will not be capable of reclaiming precisely the thing that was lost; that
we will, in short, create fictions, not actual cities or villages, but invisible ones, imaginary
homelands, Indias of the mind. (Rushdie 2010 [1991], 10; emphasis added)11

Stressing the fictional nature of 'homelands of the mind', Rushdie points out how
memory and fragmentation lend them a resonant and evocative quality, resulting in the
diasporic imagination of homelands that are "imaginatively true" and to which one is
"willing to admit [one] belonged" (2010 [1991], 10).
Seen in the light of Brah's and Rushdie's considerations, Isaac's reference to the notion
of 'antipodean' indicates what further passages in the novel confirm, namely that,
based on his 'European' education (cf. DE 177-179) and especially during his first trip
to Europe twelve years ago, he had nurtured a 'homing desire' for Europe as his imaginary homeland. Then, "playing the tourist" (DE 80), he had been "absolutely in love
with Europe" (DE 87). Now, however, he realises with increasing disillusionment that
the urban, sophisticated, and historically resonant Europe of 'then' has changed beyond
recognition – a realisation that increases his sense of alienation.
This was not the Greece I had thought I would find. When I had first travelled here, I had seen
the cities and I had toured the islands, playing the tourist. Back then I had found another country. The streets of Athens were dusty, the walls were covered with slogans, and it was I who was
the materialist interloper. Now, […] it was all Prada, Gucci and Versace […]. (DE 80)

Isaac's reflections clearly indicate that the Greece he had hoped to find no longer exists. This experience repeats itself in Prague, where he had been ten years before. Just
as in Greece, Isaac observes how consumerism and exploitation have turned the hopeful Prague of the past into its opposite: "I walked the dark city, […] repeating to myself, […] I once had a teacher, and he taught me there was a city called Prague and that
once hope existed in this city, and I kept walking and walking but dawn came and I
had found no hope" (DE 233; cf., similarly, DE 179-180). That this negative turn is not
restricted to Athens and Prague, or to the nation states of Greece and Czechoslovakia,
but affects Europe as a whole is substantiated in statements by both Giulia ("Greece is
dying […], this is Europe now"; DE 135) and Isaac ("[T]he Eastern Bloc doesn't exist
anymore. This is all Europe"; DE 184).
Bygone and unattainable, both Greece and Prague epitomise a Europe that can be aptly
described as an 'imaginary homeland' in Rushdie's sense. Already in the novel's first
chapter, Europe's unattainability and its fictitious quality are implicitly foregrounded
and humorously reflected when Isaac's young nephew asks, responding to the opening
lines from a Star Wars movie ("A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away…"): "Uncle
Colin, […] does that mean Europe?" (DE 11). Similarly, in a later flashback, in which
11

Rushdie stresses that the experience of loss, discontinuity and being 'elsewhere' is not limited to
exiles, expatriates and migrants (but might be more urgently felt by them): "It may be argued
that the past is a country from which we have all emigrated, that its loss is part of our common
humanity" (2010, 12).
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Isaac recalls how he discovered his (parents') origins on a map, the use of the attribute
'magic' not only points to a 'homing desire' on his behalf, but also implicitly questions
the possibility of connecting to a fixed place of origin by exposing the imaginary quality of maps and of map reading in particular.12
When I was six, my father had given me a map of the world and asked me to find Thessaloniki.
He had told me nothing about where it lay on the planet. I had taken the map into my room […]
and I had pored over mountains and oceans, desert and sea, until I found the magic word. I was
excited when I took it back to Dad. You see, he told me, it's not hard to find where you come
from. (DE 85)

The idea of a 'homing desire' in Brah's sense thus plays a pivotal role in Tsiolkas's
novel, drawing readers' attention to the issues of migration and mixed identities and to
the fact that Isaac is suffering from more than just artist's block. Not unsurprisingly, in
fact, he manages to overcome his creative crisis once he has arrived in Europe and
takes up his camera, feeling once again "hungry to create something" (DE 45) even
while his troubled sense of identity increases. He realises that "[t]his journey seems to
be taking me further away from myself, from all my certainties, from even a sense of
my origins" (DE 260). Gradually, and against his rational mindset, Isaac (and with him
the novel's reader) is convinced that his family is cursed ("Yes, I am cursed"; DE 297).
He is persuaded to acknowledge the existence of the ghost of the Jewish boy who had
been unjustly murdered by Isaac's grandparents and who is increasingly taking possession of him, turning him into a vampire ("I think I am possessed"; DE 366).13 Finally,
the novel culminates in a violent scene of double murder, after which, in the third and
final chapter, Isaac disappears as first-person narrator.
Depicting a continuous disintegration of bodies and subjectivities, Dead Europe shows
how Isaac's search for Europe as imaginary homeland is disillusioned and frustrated because of the continent's post-national decline and consumerist moral sell-out. The novel
delineates how this experience results in a diasporic unhomeliness that nearly costs the
protagonist his life. In this way, Dead Europe stages, as Milena Marinkova (2013, 176)
has aptly put it, "a shambolic Grand Tour of vampiric contamination, which exposes the
vacuity of Europe's self-professed ideals of progress, rationality and liberalism".
Evaristo's Soul Tourists likewise reiterates and connects to the tradition of the Grand
Tour. Stanley's journey is fuelled by a notion of travel as a means of education and
self-formation. His resistance to the history and cultural myths of Eurocentrism and his
oppositional stance towards conventional modes of travel and tourism, however, make
him akin to what Patrick Holland and Graham Huggan have called "(postcolonial)
countertravelers" (1998, 198). Moreover, Soul Tourists challenges the notion of Western superiority that underlies (reports about) the Grand Tour by focusing on the
achievements of historical figures of colour.
Like Tsiolkas's Dead Europe, Evaristo's novel posits a crisis of identity as the motive
for travel. In Soul Tourists, the death of his father Clasford makes financial analyst
Stanley Williams become aware of the stifling influence that had prevented him from
developing an identity of his own:
12
13

See Huggan (1989) for a deconstructive exploration of the literary figure of the map in Canadian, Australian and other postcolonial writing.
Scholars have repeatedly discussed Tsiolkas's rendition of the vampire, cf. Huggan 2006,
Marinkova 2013, Ng 2013, Padmore 2007, Parlati 2011, Shek-Noble 2011, Hauthal 2015.
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I longed for adulthood, but when adulthood came, I didn't have a clue about what I wanted out
of life. The muscle for making my own decisions hadn't been used, you see. I was just a product
of my father's instruction, an automaton. (ST 239; cf., similarly, ST 52)

Stanley realises that he neither shares his parents' immigrant mentality nor his father's
refusal to belong ("We doan belong ina this country … we doan belong, Stanley"; ST
19, emphasis in the original).14 He also refuses the advice of his girlfriend Jessie, who
emphatically embraces her Yorkshireness ("I'm a Yorkshire woman, and reet proud of
it"; ST 198) and who urges him to consider himself as English:
'You're just another Englishman, don't kid yourself. You think like an Englishman, walk like an
Englishman, talk like an Englishman, eat like an Englishman and most likely you dance like an
Englishman. You've spent all your life in England, Stanley, so what does that make you? Mongolian? Peruvian? Egyptian?'
Did it make sense? Maybe. But I wasn't going to be crushed like a can of Coke.
'I don't have any real roots here. None of us has.' (ST 51)

In the course of the narrative, however, Stanley matures and develops a new sense of
identity based on difference that offers him a way out of the impasse of feeling neither
Jamaican nor entirely British:
Clasford always said that Jamaica delivered and England
destroyed him, but he was wrong, Joseph, you see
both formed him – one with the sun, the other with rain
as you were the bastard son of the islands and La France
and you dared to make that difference your own,
so I will discover my difference and make it my own (ST 122-123)

Accordingly, on his journey through a Europe that he increasingly experiences as his
'imaginary homeland', Stanley discovers new ways of belonging based on a plural and
transnational affiliation which culminate in the following assertion: "I'm a Londoner
and, well, it might sound pretentious, but these days a citizen of the world, so to speak,
or of Europe at least" (ST 222).15
Near the end of the novel, Stanley has not only emancipated himself from his father
but has also split up with his dominant older girlfriend. Consequently, at the novel's
close, he stands alone on the shore of the Kuwaiti desert and feels "like a monolith
[…] like a man" (ST 281; cf., similarly, ST 239). Despite the sense of closure implied
in this statement, Evaristo refrains from 'fixing' her protagonist's identity and defies a
'rite of passage' by not having Stanley return to Britain and reintegrate into British society. Whether a positive future awaits him remains unclear. After all, the community
with which he affiliates himself is unreal and belongs to the past, and he does not meet
any 'kindred spirits' in present Europe either. Rather, his declared readiness to continue
travelling suggests that he is likely to maintain a nomadic existence: "I cannot return
home. Perhaps not ever. The mammoth ocean-going junks […] are waiting for me.
[…] I will be ready for anything. / And this is what I want" (ST 282).
Hence, despite his desire to belong, Stanley acknowledges that to return 'home' might
be impossible. The novel's ending indicates a diasporic condition that does not end
with finding one's identity, but that requires continuous connection and reshaping of
14
15

Stanley describes this mentality as follows: "If I had flu, my parents dosed me up and sent me
in. It's the immigrant mentality. I couldn't – so you must" (ST 45, emphasis in the original).
See also Stanley's statement, which strikingly resembles Isaac's act of plural affiliation in describing himself as a 'Greek but from Australia': "I'm British […]. Of Jamaican parents" (ST 238).
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the self. Soul Tourists's representation of diasporic identity therefore resonates with
Brah's notion of a 'homing desire' and can be linked in particular with her critique of
fixed origins. In comparison to Isaac, however, Stanley's initial identity crisis is more
directly related to postcolonial alienation.
Comparing the role of travel in the two novels thus reveals striking similarities: To
begin with, travel confronts the protagonists in both novels with their diasporic identity and urges them to come to terms with it. Moreover, it induces or encourages their
ability to see and commune with Europe's ghosts, calling attention to the continent's
suppressed guilt and forgotten histories.
Moreover, by means of their respective ghosts both novels imagine Europe as "a space
that is internally marked by cultural difference" (Bhabha 2009 [1990], 299) and thus
hybridise monolithic conceptions of the continent. Evaristo's excavation of black presences in Europe, in particular, raises readers' awareness of Eurocentric amnesia on the
one hand and of alternative European histories on the other. Her "fresh, enabling
Afroeuropean articulation of time and space" (McLeod 2011, 180) therefore epitomises what Graham Huggan – with reference to Paul Gilroy – has defined as a "postcolonial Europe":
Europe, according to Paul Gilroy, has officially entered its postcolonial moment. […] 'Postcolonial', in this sense, is about the unmaking of Europe as a space of exemplarity, exception, and
privilege, but also the remaking of Europe as a convivial space of inclusiveness, transcultural
ferment, and openness to the rest of the world. (Huggan 2011, 1, emphasis in the original)

Tsiolkas's dystopian vision of a "dead Europe", by contrast, demonstrates that unmaking Europe does not necessarily result in a remaking of Europe in the way Huggan
suggests. Rather, the novel questions all-encompassing notions of convivial cosmopolitanism and multiculturalism. This difference between Dead Europe and Soul Tourists
becomes particularly conspicuous with regard to how the "ghosting of colonialism"
(Gikandi 1996, 3) figures in each novel.
2.

The "Ghosting of Colonialism": Ghostly Storytellers vs. Vampiric Demon

In Soul Tourists, the compulsive spectral storytellers Stanley encounters on his journey
instigate transcultural dialogue across time and conjure polycultural worlds. Integrating humourist and magical realist elements, Evaristo's playful appropriation of the
ghostly is remarkably positive and empowering. The ghosts in Soul Tourists not only
embody but also explicitly refer to Europe's unresolved histories and, like the Chevalier de Saint-Georges, demand of Stanley to "make of [them] a memory once more /
Let [them] be known" (ST 121).16 In turn, the ghosts allow Stanley to stake a claim for
his right to belong to Europe.
Was he, Stanley, really an outsider? Maybe you didn't have to blend in or be accepted to belong.
You belonged because you made the decision to and if you truly believed it no one could knock
it out of you. These visitations came from inside the body of history, turning its skin inside out
and writing new history upon it with a bone shaved down to a quill dripped in the ink of blood.
Europe was not as it seemed, Stanley decided, and for him, at least, Europe would never be the
same again. (ST 189)
16

Similarly, Alessandro de' Medici implores Stanley: "You must restore the reputation of poor
piccolo Alessandro so that I can sleep. I have not slept for […] so many centuries" (ST 190).
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The passage explicitly refers to the ghosts' capacity to rewrite history, based on and
legitimised by their testimony to Europe's unacknowledged 'bloody' past. Changing
Stanley's perception of Europe, the ghosts make it possible for him to assert his identity through an act of alliance, i.e. in a way that locates agency within the subject and
is not based on assimilation but on resemblance and choice.17 In other words, Stanley
only discovers Europe's plurality and starts considering it as a possible homeland because of the ghosts.
In Dead Europe, by contrast, the spectre functions as a means to highlight Europe's
inability to come to terms with racism and anti-Semitism,18 as well as its spiritual need
and exhaustion. Europe's exhaustion becomes particularly palpable when Isaac denounces the "men of England, of Europe" as "bloodless and effete" (DE 364) and
imagines their destruction:
[T]his is what men descend to at the end of all empires, this whimpering effeminate posing. […]
The enervated men at this table are spent. They are at the end of time, awaiting their extinction.
[…] A fire, just and swift and magnificent, should rage through all of Europe. (DE 368)

The contrast between the ghosts also clearly shows in the diametrically opposed effects they have on each protagonist, i.e. their healing and pathogenic forces. Stanley,
addressing his dead father, highlights how the ghosts help him to overcome his initial
crisis: "Father, / I have found a fiery woman of whom / you would not approve, […] /
[…] and stirring all around / are whispers, winds, are ethereal beings, / who might just
make me whole" (ST 70; cf., similarly, ST 190). The vampiric demon of Tsiolkas's
novel, by contrast, negatively affects Isaac's sense of identity and belonging. As a consequence, Isaac feels separated from, and contemptuous of, the human race:
I feel contempt. […] I walk and I wander, a huge smile on my face, aware as I have never been
before of my separation from the mass of bodies that throng this metropolis. The whole human
species exudes a foul, bitter stench.
[…] I experience no loneliness, no fear. I am not even a tourist in this city [Berlin], for to consider myself a tourist would require a home to have begun my journey from. I am above all that.
In this heightened state of omnipotence, […] I am alone in this world. (DE 260-261)

The quotation shows that Isaac's feeling of isolation is linked to a sense of unhomeliness ‒ and thus of the uncanny. The slippage between the unhomely and the uncanny
is captured, as Freud notes, by the German term 'unheimlich'. The novel's ending also
reflects this connection. Under the demon's influence and enhanced by drug consumption, Isaac develops a hunger for human blood that nearly kills him and that finally
induces him to commit a double murder. Ultimately, only his mother is able to save his
life by taking the curse onto herself. Her act of sacrifice allows her son finally to settle
down. At the novel's close, it is therefore Rebecca / Reveka who, because of the demon, is "[n]ever to settle, to have roots, to belong" (DE 403). The vampire thus reproduces in the victim it possesses the sense of haunting and unhomeliness that it embodies, and Dead Europe's ending, as Graham Huggan (2006, 202) observes, evokes and
at the same time disrupts "the symbolic economy of sacrifice". Like the ghosts of Soul

17
18

The notion of resemblance is introduced in Stanley's encounter with Lucy Negro: "[N]o one
resembled me – until now. / […] / This history, this country – could it really be mine?" (ST 69).
Critics and scholars have frequently debated the novel's persistent and highly controversial engagement with anti-Semitism; cf., by way of example, Huggan 2006, Padmore 2008.
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Tourists, the vampire continuously returns as a reminder of a history of violence and
oppression which society itself (still) fails to acknowledge.
3.

(Re-)Thinking Home – (Re-)Imagining Europe in Contemporary
Anglophone 'Fictions of Europe'

With their focus on what has been suppressed, excluded or forgotten, both novels, by
way of their ghosts, not only confirm the continuity of the past in the present, but also
question uniform and universal notions of an idealised Europe. The novel's plots,
moreover, suggest that coming to terms with these ghosts is central to Europe's future.
Hence, while the two texts share an interest in the culturally, economically and historically marginalised, and conjointly criticise past and present Europe for its Eurocentric
amnesia, each of them makes use of the figure of the ghost in a different way. According to McLeod, Evaristo's spectral vision and her attention to pan-continental histories
transcends singular ethnic and national frames and opens up new ways of conceiving
identity, "prompting a post-racial alternative to myths of racial and national purity that
is open to everyone" (2010, 49). On the other hand, Tsiolkas's dystopian depiction of
Europe, as well as the novel's overall ambiguity, contrasts with Evaristo's didactic play
with history and her critique of Eurocentric historiography. Figuratively 'writing off
Europe', as one review put it (cf. Zabala-Notaras / Redzovic 2005), Dead Europe thus
illustrates how a transcultural conceptualisation of identity does not necessarily coincide with a positive outlook that foresees a convivial and multicultural Europe.
The two novels, however, do not only (re-)imagine Europe but also – as I hope to have
demonstrated – (re-)think the concept of home. Contesting received notions of Europe
and European history, both works depict life-worlds characterised by border crossing
and diasporic experience and offer utopian and dystopian visions of Europe, respectively. (Dis)Engaging with Europe as an imaginary homeland, in turn, questions nationbased and fixed notions of home, origin and belonging by offering characters the possibility of alternative, transcultural affiliations. In both novels, post-national identities
emerge that are based on difference and that transgress the intercultural notions of
Greek-Australian and Black British. Shifting attention from nation-based British or Australian frames of reference to Europe and a (new) European frame of reference, both
Evaristo's and Tsiolkas's "fictions of Europe" (Nederveen Pieterse 1991) are characterised by a transcultural shift that connects 'un/remaking' Europe with 're/thinking' home.
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CAROLINE LUSIN (MANNHEIM)
'Home Matters': Home, Family and Community
in the Contemporary Anglo-Jewish Novel

Upon his retirement in 2013, the Chief Rabbi of Great Britain and the Commonwealth
gave an interview to The Times in which the concept of 'home' is central. In this interview, Lord Sacks argues that multiculturalism in Britain has failed, resulting in "segregation and inward-looking communities". To pinpoint this failure, he compares Britain to a hotel where "nobody is at home": "It doesn't belong to anyone, we've each got
our own room and so long as we don't disturb the neighbours we can do whatever we
like".1 The hotel, depicted as the less desirable equivalent of home, functions here as a
pars pro toto for society in general. This imagery closely associates the notion of being at home with belonging, connectivity, communication and a shared normative
framework. In sum, Lord Sacks is emphasising the vital role of shared institutions for
the functioning and consolidation of communities. With this notion, Lord Sacks agrees
with current studies in sociology, which emphasise the unabated need for communal
connectedness in the age of increasing globalisation and individualisation. Community
networks, in turn, are "composed to a significant degree of family relationships" (Crow
/ Maclean 2004, 69). A sense of familial and communal connectedness, in other words,
is still essential today for creating a feeling of security and belonging.
In using the notion of home in a metonymical way, Lord Sacks is joining the ranks of a
range of authors writing in English now who assign central functions to the concept of
home in their works. The contemporary British, Irish and Anglophone novel often not
simply reflects on home as house and home as family, but shows it as endangered. In
Ian McEwan's Saturday (2005) and Kiran Desai's The Inheritance of Loss (2006), for
instance, strangers invade homes and threaten the families' physical integrity. This invasion is identified with general issues of individual and cultural identities in these
texts. Home and the family, it appears, function in the contemporary novel as a touchstone for negotiating topical social and cultural issues. In particular, home as well as
the family feature in current literature as a site of intractable conflict between individuality and collectivity. Since home represents, as Sarah Heinz argues, "an idealised
micro-unit or symbolical core of community" (2015, 28), it is perfectly suited to highlighting the timeless conflict between individual and community, which seems to have
gained added momentum in the British, Irish and Anglophone novel of late.
As a site for negotiating notions of individuality and collectivity, home and the family
figure especially prominently in a number of recent Anglo-Jewish2 novels. Modern
1
2

Quoted in "Chief Rabbi Lord Sacks accuses David Cameron of failing to promote marriage" (19
August 2013): The Guardian.
It is notoriously difficult to define 'Jewish' writing, as the term itself remains rather fuzzy: "For some
[…], Jewishness is an innate, inalienable property, for others a learned tradition; for some, a belief
system, for others a cultural construct; for some a race, for others a religion; for some a nationality,
for others a sensibility; for some a historical legacy, for others a metaphysical state" (Brauner 2001, 3).
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Judaism is largely defined by the experience of galut or exile and diaspora. The notion
of home and the homeland – or rather the lack of it – therefore bears strongly on modern conceptions of Jewishness. Jon Stratton in fact goes as far as to state that "[t]he
crucial Jewish experience of modernity was the lack of a national home" (2000, 140).
Where the lack of an original homeland thus impinges on localising a shared collective
identity, creating a sense of continuity falls to the micro-unit of the family: "[W]ithout
a Jewish nation […], the family was entrusted with the task of perpetuating a sense of
Jewishness" (Finkielkraut 1994, quoted from Stratton 2000, 155). Due to its "special
role in the transmission of Jewish identity" (Tylee 2006, 17), the family takes centre
stage in Jewish rites and practices. If the Anglo-Jewish novel, such as Elaine Feinstein's family saga The Survivors (1982), has long taken account of the family's elevated status, contemporary texts reassess the family from a critical point of view.
Charlotte Mendelson's When We Were Bad (2007)3 and Naomi Alderman's Disobedience (2006)4 depict home and the family as a site of intractable conflict between the
individual on the one hand and the collectives of the family and community on the
other. The texts converge strikingly in flaunting this conflict from the first: Both titles
gesture towards a transgression of rules and norms, which both novels address through
a religious discourse centred on a Rabbi as the head of the family. Both novels draw
on central issues of Jewish culture and religion to dramatise a conflict that echoes John
Searle's distinction of individual and collective intentionality. Both novels portray
home and the family as the hotspot of a struggle between "individual intentionality,
which is described in the first-person singular forms such as 'I desire', 'I believe', 'I intend'", on the one hand, and "collective intentionality, which is described in the form,
'we believe', 'we desire', 'we intend'", on the other (Searle 2006, 16). The foil of Judaism adds but more poignancy to this conflict, which is otherwise universal.
2.

Charlotte Mendelson, When We Were Bad (2007)

In her observations on ethnic semiosis, Susanne Reichl (2002, 60) draws attention to how
book covers pre-condition semiosis previously to the actual reception of the text. The
original cover of When We Were Bad is certainly a case in point, as it displays a stately
home with a thundercloud above its top and a female silhouette in the upper window.
While the cloud announces turbulent times, the female figure evokes the role of the
mother, which is indeed central to the novel. In the printed text, too, the notion of home
and the family takes centre stage from the first line: "The Rubin family, everyone agrees,
seems doomed to happiness" (1), the prologue begins – a thinly veiled allusion to the famous beginning of Lev Tolstoy's Anna Karenina (1875-77): "Happy families are all
alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way" (Tolstoy 1998, 1). Familial disintegration looms large in Tolstoy's text, as the narrator introduces the family Oblonsky:
Everything was in confusion in the Oblonskys' house. The wife had discovered that the husband
was carrying on an intrigue with a French girl, who had been a governess in their family, and
she had announced to her husband that she could not go on living in the same house with him.
This position of affairs had now lasted three days, and not only the husband and wife themselves, but all the members of their family and household, were painfully conscious of it. Every
person in the house felt that there was no sense in their living together, and that the stray people
3
4

In the following, the abbreviation WWWB will be used when quoting from When We Were Bad.
In the following, the abbreviation D will be used when quoting from Disobedience.
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brought together by chance in any inn had more in common with one another than they, the
members of the family and household of the Oblonskys. (Tolstoy 1995, 1)

Strikingly reminiscent of the imagery used by Lord Sacks, this passage paints a gloomy
picture of a home in which all ties are disrupted. Not only has the marriage of the Oblonskys disintegrated; its disintegration affects all other members of the household. This
pretext provides a disturbing foil for When We Were Bad, which is closely modelled at
first glance on the contemporary ideal of home and family as "a dominant or ideal version of house-as-home, which […] portrays belonging and intimacy amongst members
of a heterosexual nuclear family, living in a detached, owner-occupied dwelling, in a
suburban location" (Blunt / Dowling 2006, 101). But When We Were Bad uncovers the
negative effects of belonging and intimacy in an exaggerated version of this ideal home.
Starting with the abortive wedding of the eldest son Leo, who elopes from the altar with
his secret lover, the novel charts the disintegration of the Rubin family.
From the start, When We Were Bad sets up the concept of the family as the single focal
point in the characters' lives, with the domineering figure of the mother at its centre. If
an idealised mother figure is traditionally at the heart of Jewish families (Stratton
2000, 155), then ideas of maternity and home are often conflated (Morley 2000, 1).5
Claudia Rubin, the unchallenged head of the family, dominates the prologue in an absurdly omnipotent fashion. At the wedding of her first-born Leo, it is Claudia who
takes centre stage, not the future couple:
There is one star of this show: tall and distractingly voluptuous in sea-green silk devoré. With
her in their midst, […] who could not be happy? Every one of the three professionals' cameras,
the eighty-one amateur Nikons and Canons, points at that bone-structure, that smile. […]
[T]heir eyes are drawn in one direction, in her direction: at Rabbi Claudia Rubin, mother of the
groom. (WWWB 1-2)

This highly sexualised image is blatantly inconsistent with the stereotype of the caring
mother; the association with "sea-green" casts Claudia in the role of a seductive mermaid, the longstanding alter ego of the femme fatale. Claudia embodies the magnetic
centre of events, and the cameras identify her with an ironic undertone as a media personality putting on a show for the public benefit. Being a public model of woman- and
motherhood – "a family goddess, the soul of the nation" (WWWB 38) – is what Claudia
strives for, as she is trying to promote her latest book. Her book encapsulates both her
stubborn claim on moral authority and the irony involved in a fatal clash between theory
and practice: It is supposed to be "part a moral and ethical handbook for families of the
new millennium" (WWWB 48). The novel traces the widening gap between family ideals
and individual aspirations as the Rubin family's shiny façade starts to crumble.
In When We Were Bad the conflict between individual and collective intentionality is
thus rooted in the overpowering figure of Rabbi Claudia Rubin, who merges and controls the spheres of family and community in an attempt to safeguard absolute continuity. If safeguarding continuity is, as recent studies underline, a key concern of AngloJewish leadership today (Gidley and Kahn-Harris 2012), Claudia seeks to embody this
ideal. Stability is the keyword in her philosophy of life, even as a note of doubt starts
creeping in: "Surely absolute unchanging stability is everything, the only safety?"
(WWWB 104). The family home, accordingly, is supposed to function as a centre of
5

Grözinger (1998, 141-142) refers in this context to the proliferation of idealised mother figures
in popular Jewish songs.
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warmth and security, a bulwark of stability meant to defy challenging outside influences.6 As Claudia muses in an attempt at self-assurance on one occasion: "We are
strong and happy. Danger comes from outside. Nothing needs to change" (WWWB
247). With its clear-cut distinction of 'inside' and 'outside', her conception of the ideal
home as a repository of safety, warmth and stability comes close to how Zygmunt
Bauman describes an ideal, utopian version of community:
To start with, community is a 'warm' place, a cosy and comfortable place. It is like a roof under
which we shelter in heavy rain, like a fireplace at which we warm our hands on a frosty day.
Out there, in the street, all sorts of dangers lie in ambush […]. In here, in the community, we
can relax – we are safe […]. (2001, 1-2)

The analogy which Bauman establishes by using home as a metaphor for an ideal type
of community reoccurs in the figure of Claudia: As a rabbi, she is the head of both her
family and the community.
In When We Were Bad, the processes of community-building and home-making
closely tie in with a peculiarly conscientious use of culinary culture. Claudia actively
strives to turn her home into a communal sanctuary by inviting guests for meals on
festive occasions and religious holidays. Shared meals have always been a means of
asserting communal identities and coherence in various cultures. As the editors of an
anthology on Eating Practices persuasively show, food may fulfil crucial functions in
"defin[ing] homes as well as cultural otherness" (Döring / Heide / Mühleisen 2003, 4).
Functioning as "an essential part of the discursive practices that determine a community's insiders and outsiders" (ibid., 2), culinary culture may establish boundaries between 'self' and 'other', 'us' and 'them' on different levels; it may "define group and
gender identities, celebrate social cohesion and perform rituals of cultural belonging"
(ibid.). In Jewish culture and religion in particular, food is used to symbolically represent community (Jochnowitz 2008, 302). Dietary laws serve to create a sense of communal coherence across space and time, providing "a virtual presence for people separated in space but proximate in practice" (ibid., 295). If space and spatial practices are
generally central to Jewish life (Schlör 2008, 226-227), the culinary site of the table
touches on its very core: "The phrase 'the set table' (shulhan arukh), is the synecdoche
within Jewish practice for the entire complex of Jewish observance" (Jochnowitz
2008, 299). In line with this, Claudia heavily draws on culinary culture to create her
ideal version of family and community. During one of her festive dinners, the table
virtually fulfils a unifying function:
An enormous uneven tabletop stretches the length of the house, from the kitchen sink up the little step into the skinny dining room […]. It billows with white cloths, it shines with silver dishes
and candlesticks, vases of flowers, Chinese kiddush cups from wellwishers and coverings embroidered by grateful oldies, junk shop serving spoons, wineglasses and soup bowls: a minisynagogue's worth. Beauty, tradition, the happy prospect of food: Claudia has excelled herself.
(WWWB 243-244)

Stretching the length of the house, the table practically as well as symbolically unites
what is otherwise separate. The table incorporates tokens of other people's gratitude as
proof of Claudia's success. Focalised through her husband Norman, this lavish description of the richly adorned table encapsulates Claudia's conception of herself and her
6

The association of home with the mother becomes particularly apparent in When We Were Bad
in its designation as "the mother-ship, the constant" (19).
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family. In thus constructing community through Jewish rituals and practices, she
strives to provide her guests with, as she puts it, "spiritual sustenance, a sense of community, self-respect" (WWWB 245), making them feel at home and part of the family
(cf. WWWB 244).7
Claudia's ideal self-conception notwithstanding, the actual reality of her family home
comes in fact closer to the drawbacks of what Zygmunt Bauman describes as real (opposed to ideal) communities. A real community sensu Bauman "demands unconditional
loyalty and treats everything short of such loyalty as an act of unforgivable treason"
(2001, 4). The price for communal safety, Bauman argues, "is paid in the currency of
freedom, variously called 'autonomy', 'right to self-assertion', 'right to be yourself'"
(ibid.), and this is precisely what happens in When We Were Bad. In the Rubin family,
the family collective, which tacitly demands unconditional loyalty to home and to the
family as number one priority, absorbs and undoes any attempt at individual intentionality or autonomy. When We Were Bad carries the idealisation of the mother to an extreme
where motherhood turns into matriarchal repression. All four Rubin children have failed
so far to build up autonomous lives for themselves. As Claudia's elder daughter Frances
reflects on her own unwilling complicity with the obligation of exchanging daily phone
calls: "Even she does it. They take the smallest silence so personally" (WWWB 19).
Frances, accordingly, is feeling "the threads of family still tight around her neck"
(WWWB 27), even after she has set up house with her husband. The metaphor of threads
around the neck, being tantamount to a feeling of being caught and strangled, casts the
family in a negative light; collective intentionality must always come first.8
The final clash between individual and collective intentionality comes with an ironic
twist associated with the highly ritualised celebration of the Passover Seder. This feast
marks the first night of the Jewish festival of Passover or Pesach, which commemorates the Jewish liberation from slavery in Egypt. Its name as well as its purpose
epitomise the conflict between the Rubin family collective and two of its members in a
metaphorical way. The word 'Seder' literally encapsulates Claudia's penchant for control, as it means 'order' or 'arrangement' (see Benner 2004) – for Claudia, it represents
"control in the guise of relaxation" (WWWB 252). Yet she finds her control efficiently
subverted on this night: Where the Seder ritual celebrates the Jewish liberation from
Egypt, this particular evening at the Rubin home turns out to mark the liberation of
Frances and her brother Leo from the restrictive collective of the family. Leo subversively brings with him his married lover – another rabbi's wife, with whom he had
eloped from his own wedding –, and Frances simply leaves the celebration and her
own husband and children to start another life. If this highly ritualised occasion creates
a warm feeling of home and belonging even for the guests, it also brings the ambivalences of these concepts to the fore at its sharpest. Yet, ironically, the fact that Leo's
and Frances' transgressions echo the Jewish liberation from Egypt implicitly sanctions
their deviation from the rule institutionally to some degree.
7
8

The symbolical use of food becomes particularly apparent in the celebration of the Passover
Seder depicted in this novel, as each of the traditional Seder dishes represents a certain aspect of
slavery in Egypt (cf. Adler / Dembitz).
Accordingly, the narrator describes the wedding of the first-born at the beginning of the novel
not in terms of personal happiness, but reveals its actual importance with an ironic undertone:
"the next installment of family history has been ensured" (WWWB 1).
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Naomi Alderman, Disobedience (2006)

If one now turns to Naomi Alderman's Disobedience, the cover again takes up a central motif of the novel. For the protagonist Ronit, who is in her early thirties like the
elder Rubin children, the positive aspects of 'home' are associated with a pair of ritual
silver candlesticks. The winding decorative ornaments on the book cover remind of
this ritual object, foregrounding the centrality of Jewish institutions to this text. For
Ronit, the candlesticks embody an intimate family ritual, one of her only distinct
memories of her long deceased mother on Friday nights, lighting her candles in huge
silver candlesticks covered in ornament, "sinuous, wreathed in flower and foliage" (D
39). Having lost her mother already as a child, she wants to recover these candlesticks
after her father has died, too. Ronit is the daughter of a Hendon Rabbi who enjoys
world-wide renown as a Jewish sage; at odds with her close-knit community from
early on, she left her home to study in the US and now lives in New York. On her father's death, Ronit returns to Hendon for the first time, which, in confronting her with
her former life, sparks off a process of intense self-reflection. Returning to her old
home forces her to tackle the same conflict of individual and collective intentionality
which the Rubin children have to face. This conflict emerges from what she experiences as the negative side of home: the religious doctrines of her Orthodox father.
To highlight the tension between individual and collective intentionality from the first,
the narrative structure of Disobedience is composed of two main perspectives.9 First,
there is a frame story told by an overt heterodiegetic narrator who adopts the perspective of a Jewish sage; apart from relating the plot, this narrator quotes and explains
sections from religious texts, locating himself clearly within the Jewish community
(see Kindermann 2014, 209). This heterodiegetic narrative is interspersed with sections of an autodiegetic narrative told by Ronit, and another heterodiegetic narrative
focalised through her childhood friend Esti. It is crucial that each chapter begins with
the main heterodiegetic narrative, and that each has a motto taken from a written or an
oral source of Jewish culture and religion. In explaining these mottos, the heterodiegetic narrator more often than not uses the collective pronoun 'we', as in this example about the conflict between secrets and truth:
It has been taught that if the Lord were […] to show us but the slightest glimpse of His truth, we
should be blinded by brightness, colour and pain.
From this we learn how facile it is to believe that all things should be known and revealed. […]
It is not necessary for all that exists to be seen. (D 78-79)

The collective pronoun here functions as a communal voice. Rather than simply designating an inclusive 'we', the communal voice as Lanser defined it in Fictions of Authority articulates "a practice in which narrative authority is invested in a definable
community" (1992, 21), in this case, the Jewish one. Through this narrative strategy,
Alderman emphasises the notion of a collectivity of norms, thought and opinion,
which is at the core of her novel. In her narrative, Ronit explicitly mentions the overwhelming influence of this collectivity:
It's difficult to work out the meaning of life in Hendon. I mean, it's difficult to work it out for
yourself, rather than allowing other people to tell you. Because in Hendon there are plenty of
people just dying to explain the meaning of life to you. (D 30)
9

Kindermann (see 2014, 206) even describes the text as polyphonous, emphasising how it combines different and sometimes contradictory perspectives.
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By thus embedding Ronit's narrative in the heterodiegetic frame story, the novel emphasises the intractable conflict between her individual attitudes and the normative
framework of her former community as represented by her father, the late Rabbi.
Indeed the novel purposely conflates home, house and community in several ways to
depict home as a site of overwhelming, religiously sanctioned collective intentionality.
The synagogue as the centre of the community is identified with a house, whereas
Ronit's home is set in relation to the synagogue. Several times one of the narrators
mentions the genesis of the synagogue, which consists of what were "originally merely
two semi-detached houses knocked together and hollowed out" (D 2). Ronit's father,
the head of community, vice versa turns his home into a religious sanctuary, a synagogue of sorts: "The house was a place for meditation, for thought, and, yes, for angry
debates over words of Torah as well" (D 83). Ronit thus repeatedly deplores having
felt out of place at home, perhaps nowhere more than on her first actual return to the
house: "Ah, I thought, and here we find the root to the weirdness of my life. I felt
pleased with this evidence: no play room in this house, no children's room, no family
room, but a huge, knocked-through, double-length room for books" (D 74). The metaphor of roots distinctly recalls Zadie Smith's White Teeth (2000), which plays in various ways on the notions of roots and root canals to visualise the characters' relationship to the past. Disobedience spells out this imagery more precisely to imply how
Ronit is virtually blemished by the past, since the metaphor of the root reoccurs in a
highly significant section. On first returning to the area, Ronit almost walks past her
former home, only to stop short at the sight of a certain tree root:
The ridiculous thing is that with all the smoking and marching and thinking, I almost walked
straight past it. I was only brought up short by the sight of the uneven place on the pavement,
where a tree root had pushed its way through, slowly and persistently, shaking off the stones
like a dog would shake off water, so that it stood, nakedly twisting in green and brown amid the
concrete. Not just any tree root; the tree root. The root that is part of me. I tripped on it when I
was thirteen, whacked myself, spun round and managed to cut my elbow open. I bled all over it.
There's a tiny bit of bark still in there, small and beneath the skin. (D 72)

Closely preceding the previous quotation, this passage encourages the reader to consider how Ronit finds herself – literally – permanently marked by her orthodox Jewish
upbringing. As the previous quotation suggests, Ronit traces "the root to the weirdness" (D 74) of her life to the fact that her home lacked the typical rooms associated
with family life to be dominated instead by her father's enormous library. In Disobedience, this room is at the core of an extensive imagery centred on the related notions of
books and words.
Building on the Jewish belief that god created the world through speech and presented
men with his words in the form of the Torah, the book of law, Disobedience associates
words and books with a divine power of creation invested with normative authority. In
his last religious service, in the course of which he dies, Ronit's father Rav Krushka
himself draws attention to the power of words:
'[…] In the Torah, we read that Hashem created the world through speech. […] Exactly as he
spoke, so it was. […]'
'The Torah itself. A book. Hashem could have given us a painting, or a sculpture, […] and
idea in our minds to explain His world. But He gave us a book. Words.' (D 7)
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Bolstered by Rav Krushka's institutional authority, this initial sermon functions as a
springboard for the conflict between individual and collective intentionality which
haunts the rabbi's daughter. Where her mother's candlesticks stand for a positive, intimately familial type of rituality, Ronit associates her father's books with a negative,
repressive kind of normativity. Her dislike of orthodoxy finds poignant expression in
the way in which she perceives her father's books:
[T]he books were the commentaries on the Torah, and the comments on those commentaries,
and the further notes on those comments and the debates regarding the notes, and the criticisms
of the debates […]. This is the problem with having been brought up in an Orthodox Jewish
home, with those ancient stories about Torah scrolls that debate with each other […]. And, naturally, books in my father's house would be hyper-critical. I could hear them, […] whispering to
each other: no grand-children, they said, not even a husband. (D 74-75)

If the name 'Torah' means 'doctrine' (see Jacobs / Blau), this section pinpoints its normative character and centrality in Judaism.10 Ronit, who casts aside the ritual preparations of Sabbath as a "peculiar form of obsessive-compulsive disorder" (D 92), finds
herself indoctrinated by her home and marked by her failure to comply with its prime,
collectively sanctioned demand on the Jewish individual: get married, produce children, and thus safeguard continuity. From Ronit's perspective, the Jewish community
represents a static and restrictive social group as good as paralysed by a wish for absolute continuity: "Everything will remain as it has been. Nothing need change" (D 20).
The result of this, in her eyes, is a community – and a home – which stifles individuality for the benefit of complete subjugation to the collective: "I thought about how God,
belief in God, in this God, has done violence to these people. Has warped them and
bent them so that they can't even acknowledge any longer that they have desires, let
alone learn how to act on them" (D 121). The effect of this religious doctrine on Ronit
comes acutely to the fore in her intensely physical reaction to a dream about her father's library. When she wakes up after this dream, Disobedience graphically points to
the power of books and words: "I woke up with a headache, which I never get, but it
was as if someone had dropped a dictionary on my scull during the night" (D 11). A
dictionary, by definition, fulfils a normative function by defining words in a fixed
meaning, encapsulating the significance of books in this novel.11 Books are thus associated in Disobedience with a normative power which Ronit tries to subvert.12
Drawing on a revised version of this metaphor, Disobedience in the end affirms the
value of norms and institutions to suggest a more conciliatory point of view. From
early on, Ronit tries to escape the restrictive world of Orthodox doctrine when she
makes a habit of sneaking into WH Smith on her way home from school to get an al10

11

12

Ronit's resentment of the books is exacerbated by the fact that while Judaism considers the
study of the law as "the highest ideal of young and old and of small and great" (Jacobs / Blau
n. d., n. pag.), as a woman she was prevented from studying them, as she perceives the books to
affirm: "But you weren't supposed to read us, the quiet books murmured, you were supposed to
get married and have children" (D 74; for her exclusion from the library see Kindermann 2014,
229-230).
Alderman uses the dictionary in a manner strikingly similar to Zadie Smith in NW (2012),
where one of the main characters tries to assert her agency and independence by using the metaphor of the dictionary, too: "I am the sole author of the dictionary that defines me. A good line
– write it out on the back of the magazine" (3).
Ronit's conflict with Orthodoxy is rendered even more acute by the fact that she is bisexually
inclined (see Kindermann 2014, 226).
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ternative perspective on life from reading magazines. The magazines open up to her a
completely different world, which includes "music, films, TV, fashion, celebrities and
sex" (D 31). Where her father's house is filled with learned books, Ronit's own home
in New York is filled with stacks of magazines, which she is in the habit of buying to
assert her independence. On the occasion of her father's death, however, her anti-institutional approach to the world proves deficient, and she craves the ritual guidelines
provided by her former community:
Strangely, though, I find there's no magazine called Death. […] It's like this essential feature of
human beings simply doesn't exist in the full-colour magazine world. […] And I thought: in my
father's house, they would know what to do. In my father's house, they wouldn't need any magazine to tell them. (D 31)

The value of ritual practices and institutions comes to the fore from the start in the circumstance that despite Ronit's open rebellion against the norms and practices of her
former community, she has after all come back to Hendon specifically to retrieve a
ritual object, her mother's silver candlesticks, which she associates with a feeling of
Sabbath peace. In the end, Disobedience thus to some degree affirms the value of institutions as a bulwark providing direction and stability. Significantly, a conciliatory
statement by the communal voice, which openly addresses the legitimacy of disobedience, confirms this compromise:
We learn that there is value in making our own choices, even if God himself communicates
clearly that the choices we make are wrong. We learn that we may argue with God, that we may
disobey His direct commandments and yet delight him with our actions. (D 250)

The authoritative communal voice here lends institutional sanction to a life led not in
compliance with all institutions of the community. In basing this judgment on a story
from the Talmud, "the true word of God" (D 249), the communal voice ultimately reconciles individual and collective intentionality by endorsing a personal agency.
What may appear paradoxical at first glance – to sanction institutionally a rebellion
against the selfsame institutions – seems less so in light of the status accorded to the
book of law in Jewish culture. "So, I've come to a conclusion. I can't be an Orthodox
Jew. I don't have it in me and I never did. But I can't not be one either. There's something fierce and old and tender about that life that keeps on calling me back, and I suppose it always will" (D 256). The phrase "calling me back" implies return to an original place, especially since it is here connected to a feeling of tenderness; in other
words, Ronit here associates her own Jewishness with an incontrovertible feeling of
belonging and home. This attraction to an immaterial home of sorts echoes the centrality of the book in Jewish religion as proposed by George Steiner in his essay "Our
Homeland, the Text" (1985) (see Mendelsohn 1997, 32-33). As the title suggests,
Steiner locates the notion of home in the text itself, identifying "[t]he dwelling assigned, ascribed to Israel" as "the House of the Book" (Steiner 1985, 5): "In post-exilic
Judaism, but perhaps earlier, active reading, answerability to the text on both the meditative-interpretative and the behavioural levels, is the central motion of personal and
national homecoming" (ibid.).13 The result is, as Steiner puts it, "an unhoused at-homeness in the text" (ibid.) which comes fairly close to Ronit's reconciliation with her Jewish identity in the end.
13

Kindermann (cf. 2014, 212) also sees 'home' located in the community and the study of Torah,
without, however, connecting Steiner to the all-pervasive imagery of the book in Disobedience.
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Conclusion

Both novels can be read as a critical reflection on the function of shared norms and
institutions as a prerequisite for successful home-making, which Chief Rabbi Lord
Sacks emphasised in his interview with The Times. Lord Sacks had previously used the
metaphor of home in his book The Home We Build Together (2007) to substantiate his
claim "that common culture and common values are needed to glue a diverse society
together" (Gidley / Kahn-Harris 2012, 182). While Lord Sacks went so far in the cited
interview as to present the Jewish community as a model for a successfully integrated
minority, When We Were Bad and Disobedience in particular emphasise its tendency
to isolationism. Both use home and the family to interrogate the role of norms and institutions for the functioning and consolidation of communities as well as individual
identities. The novels emphasise the role of collectivity by focusing each on the family
of a Rabbi as the moral and religious centre of gravitation of the community, but they
approach this subject from opposite directions. Whereas When We Were Bad places
the focus on the characters' emancipation from the family collective to expose the restrictiveness of norms and institutions, Disobedience traces the protagonist's partial
reconciliation with her Jewish reference collective.
Both When We Were Bad and Disobedience latch on to certain traditions of the AngloJewish novel while shifting away from others. With their critique of restrictive notions
of collectivity, Mendelson and Alderman are writing in the tradition of Israel Zangwill's Children of the Ghetto: A Story of a Peculiar People (1892). In this canonical
Jewish novel, "all of the major characters […] wish to transcend a Judaism that is described, at a pivotal point in the novel, as an 'endless coil of laws winding round us and
cramping our lives at every turn.'" (Mendelsohn 1997, 24). If When We Were Bad and
Disobedience are anything to go by, they simultaneously indicate a shift in AngloJewish literature from a previous concern with negotiating "a monolithic Englishness"
(Mendelsohn 1997, 23) to more general questions of individual and collective identities.14 Both novels certainly criticise distinctive features of Anglo-Jewish communities. Critics have lauded Disobedience and its outspoken Jewishness in particular as
the "voice of a new generation" (Weber, n. pag.) setting itself apart from the post-war
generation, which tended to deny its Jewish heritage (see Cheyette 2008, 94-95).
However, both novels simultaneously use their critique of British Jewry to chime in
with a general contemporary discourse about the forms, functions and significance of
home, family and community. In defying the strict institutional framework which they
associate with the Jewish community, When We Were Bad and Disobedience endorse
Gerard Delanty's assertion that today "community as belonging is constructed in
communicative processes rather than in institutional structures, spaces, or even in
symbolic forms of meaning" (2003, 187). In the upshot, both novels thus certainly
support Brian Cheyette's prediction that contemporary Jewish literature will play an
essential part in "eventually help[ing] replace narrow national narratives and gendered
identities with broader, more plural diasporic fictions" (2008, 112).

14

Mendelson herself suggested a more universal subject matter in an interview (Westbrooke
2007).
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CHRISTIAN MAIR (FREIBURG)
Digital Yaads, Cyber-Naija, and Homegirls on the Web:
Using Pidgins and Creoles to Create Place in Cyberspace

1.

Introduction: Cyber-Diasporas and the Globalisation of Vernacular
Linguistic Resources

The present contribution to the panel "Un/Making Homes in Anglophone Cultures" is
offered as an essay in linguistically informed cultural studies. It emerges from the author's research on language use in postcolonial diasporic web-forums from West Africa (Nigeria, Cameroon) and the Caribbean (Jamaica).1 The theoretical foundations
and methodological principles of the research are described in detail elsewhere (Mair
2012, 2013, 2014, Mair / Heyd 2014). For the present purpose, the following facts are
important.
The work is interdisciplinary, placing itself at the interfaces of corpus linguistics, sociolinguistics, the discourse analysis of computer-mediated communication, and postcolonial studies. It is based on the systematic quantitative and qualitative analysis of
very large amounts of text drawn from the following web-based sources:
• www.jamaicans.com (2,128 members; 252,015posts; 16.9 million words; 20002008)
• www.cameroon-info.net (3,140 members; 179,563 posts; 22.1 million words;
2000-2008)
• www.nairaland.com (11,718 members; 244,048 posts; 17.3 million words; 20052008)
These discussion forums are hosted by members of the global Jamaican, Nigerian and
Cameroonian diasporas, with the aim of providing a link between the historic 'home' of
the community and its far-flung diasporic outposts. Obviously, participants do not
form speech communities in the traditional sense of the term, but the regularly active
core members of these forums can nevertheless be said to constitute "communities of
practice" (Meyerhoff 2003) coming together around a shared interest in the respective
countries, cultures and (postcolonial) predicaments.
The texts – an extremely large number of web posts adding up to occasionally fairly
long 'threads' – are not literary or fictional. Many are entirely mundane in nature (e.g.
practical advice on how to deal with bureaucratic red tape, etc.). A fair proportion of
the material, though, is centred around issues of identity and authenticity, such as
threads on "Africans In America Who Have Decided To Live the 'Urban' Ghetto Lifestyle" (Nairaland 1) or "None [sic] Nigerians Trying To Act Nigerian" (Nairaland 2),
and these texts tend to display considerable verbal creativity, rhetorical styling and
1

The present chapter is based on research carried out in the framework of the project 'CyberCreole', which was funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) from October 2011 to
September 2015 (DFG MA 1652/9). The author is grateful for this support.
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elements of dramatic performance. For such performances, many participants can rely
on multilingual and multidialectal style repertoires, which – given the diasporic situation they find themselves in – are often very complex and used with considerable dexterity.
The original thrust of the research project was to emphasise the mobility of linguistic
resources in the contemporary world's rapidly changing transnational mediascapes and
ethnoscapes (cf. Appadurai 1996) and to shine a light on global linguistic flows (cf.
Alim, Ibrahim and Pennycook 2009) – in contradistinction to traditional models of
World Englishes (e.g. Kachru 1992, Schneider 2007), which mainly rely on the often
weak postcolonial nation state and its territorial boundaries as the top-level criterion
for the classification of varieties of English around the world. For the digital diasporas
which we have investigated, the internet is not a 'non-place', a boundaryless space in
which anything is possible. Rather, members of the digital diaspora stake out their
place in cyberspace through a variety of linguistic and semiotic strategies, and they
link their metaphorical place in cyberspace to offline geographical locations and social
domains in systematic ways. To put the aim of the present contribution in a nutshell: in
a project which has largely focussed on participants' linguistic behaviour when they
are away from 'home' – be it physically, in the diaspora, or metaphorically, on the
World Wide Web –, I would now like to add the complementary perspective and ask
the question: how do they conceive of home?
In my previous studies (Mair 2012, 2014, forthcoming), I concentrated on a basic
quantitative analysis of the data, based on the visualisation of the amounts of linguistic
activity which can be related to specific countries and cities. This is largely irrelevant
to the concerns of the present study, except for one detail: the analysis shows very
clearly that the diasporic homes (Jamaica, Nigeria and Cameroon) play different roles
in the three cyber-communities. Most of the communicative activity in the diasporic
Jamaican forum emanates from cities along the Atlantic seaboard of the US and Canadian centres of Caribbean in-migration such as Toronto; participants actually resident
in Jamaica play a relatively minor role as contributors. This is entirely different for the
Nigerian forum, in which Nigeria itself plays the dominant role, closely followed by
the US and the UK. In the Cameroonian forum, the home nation is also prominent,
though – as if to epitomise the long shadow of colonialism – the major overseas centre
is Paris, both for Cameroon's majority 'Francophone' population and the 'Anglophone'
minority.2 The focus of the present study, however, is not on such large-scale quantification and visualisation of the data, but on a qualitative analysis of how forum participants use language to signal home, identity and belonging.

2

This anomaly, i.e. the co-presence of two ex-colonial official languages in one country, is due to
history. When the formerly German colony was ceded to the victorious allies after World War I,
the greater part was taken over by the French, but two provinces bordering Nigeria moved into
British administration. I use the terms Francophone and Anglophone in quotation marks because in the Cameroonian case they imply local ethnopolitical affiliation as much as actual language usage and competence. Thus, identifying as Anglophone and Francophone does not necessarily imply regular use or fluent command of English or French for all speakers.
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Standard and Nonstandard English: Practical and Emotional Discourses
of Place and Home

The first step towards creating an online identity is the selection of a name. To give a
few examples from the Nigerian forum: Chiogo (who will return in an analysis of one
of her posts below) sends an ethnic (Igbo) and a gender signal (female). Oziamotv signals affiliation with Igbo language and culture and the Christian faith (oziamo = 'gospel') – and an indirect reference to Treviso (= TV), this participant's Italian city of
residence.
The issue of 'home' is addressed more directly in the name Homegirl, adopted by one
of the less prolific contributors to the Nigerian forum. As her posts reveal that Homegirl attended school and works in the US, the intended meaning is probably not the
traditional one ("a young woman or girl who likes home or staying at home; a domesticated, shy or unworldly woman or girl", OED, s.v. homegirl), but veers between two
more recent and originally US ones also listed in the OED: "woman or girl from one's
home town, region, or neighbourhood" and "African-American or Hispanic woman,
esp. one who is from an inner-city area or who is a member of a street gang. In later
use also: a woman or girl belonging to the hip-hop subculture". Divided loyalties are
expressed in the name USnaijagirl, which combines neutral reference to the United
States and the locally marked and emotionally charged variant Naija for Nigeria.
Creative use of multilingual, standard and nonstandard linguistic resources is not only
in evidence in the creation of names, but also in many of the posts to the forum themselves. The following text produced by Chiogo gives a good idea of how US and Nigerian nonstandard English can be used to signal stance – and how the stance thereby
signalled need not necessarily coincide with the ideas and views openly expressed.
The topic of this particular thread is "Nigerians & Foreign Accent", its (female) author
one of the regular and prolific contributors to the forum in the period from 2007 to
2011:
Like i have cousins who are born here, even though their parents speak igbo to them, they understand but they can't speak it. And they all got igbo names, no english name and they say it
with this accent, makin' their names sound funny. I just be crackin' up when they call eachother 'cause they can't really pronounce their names in d real way a naija would pronounce it.
But You can't blame them, they call themselves Nigerian-americans and they are 'cause they're
all grown and have only been to naija once. What am sayin' is that i find it annoyin' if You're
a real JJC and then You come out and be speakin' like that. uh uh. And all these people in
naija who don't even live here and speak like that inside naija. c'mon, that makes no sense.
who You frontin' for? lol. (Nairaland 3, emphases added)

The argument of the passage is straightforward: Mild censure is reserved for secondgeneration Nigerians who still bear Nigerian (Igbo) names, but are otherwise Americanised in language and culture; strong criticism, on the other hand, is levelled at those
who propagate American speechways within Nigeria itself.
The linguistic make-up of the short text, however, is more complex. The baseline style
is a neutral to colloquial North American English, as is marked by nonstandard in'spellings for the participles, which are used consistently, or the use of 'cause for because. In addition, there are the international conventions of Netspeak, for example the
abbreviation lol. In spite of criticising others for adopting American speechways, this
first-generation immigrant adopts habitual be, a high-profile grammatical feature of
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African American English, herself (I just be crackin' up = 'I tend to / usually crack up
…'). Who You frontin' for displays another typical feature of this variety, the copulaless progressive, and in addition features the type of urban slang popularised globally
through rap and hip hop (to front = 'act in an inauthentic way', 'not keeping it real'). In
the same breath, however, the writer uses features of Nigerian English and Nigerian
Pidgin which are not widely familiar outside a Nigerian context. Naija is an informal
version of 'Nigeria', 'Nigerian', occasionally also used as a name for Nigerian Pidgin.
JJC is short for 'Johnny just come', which refers to an inexperienced newcomer or a
'greenhorn'.
Use of African American English alongside Nigerian Pidgin is more consistent with a
name such as USnaijagirl, who actually comments on her multiple allegiances:
And why does it bother You the way I rep where I'm from? What's wrong with stating that I
have cultural heritage that spans back to Aruondizogu Nigeria, is because I know precisely
where my lineage is from? ?Angry Yes, I'm American ( 1st born gen.) but I know where my
people are from, so why am I not entitled to claim it?
[…] the best Aruondizogu-Imo State-SE-Niger Delta-Igbo-Nigerian-American-Michigan girl
You've eva met.? Kiss? (Nairaland 4)

Against such a background, the combination of North American urban slang (rep
where I'm from = 'proudly represent one's community / neighbourhood') and the Nigerian localism Naija is not incongruous any more.
Analysis of the material reveals definite tendencies. There is an international English
terminology for the notions of 'home vs. abroad', which contrasts systematically with
community-specific and emotionally connoted alternatives. In addition to the neutral
code of home and abroad, which Jamaicans share with the rest of the English-speaking
world, they have their own community-specific option: Jamaican Creole a / inna yaad
vs. a farrin.
Yaad, derived from the eponymous English term, is a synonym for 'home' which bears
numerous stylistic and emotional connotations and extended meanings. Similarly, a
farrin has a meaning which is less precisely defined than the English 'foreign', from
which it derives. For example, both (English-speaking) Barbados and (Spanish-speaking) Cuba are technically foreign countries from a Jamaican perspective, but – being
part of the Caribbean cultural sphere – these two would not usually be referred to as a
farrin, which is largely reserved for the major English-speaking destinations of Caribbean migration (US, Canada, UK).3 Yaadie is an informal designation of a Jamaican
local, but in diasporic contexts may also refer to any fellow Jamaican. In addition, the
term has come to refer to "a member of any of a number of West Indian (esp. Jamaican) gangs engaged in usu. drug-related organized crime" (OED, s.v. yardie). This use
is relatively widely known outside the Jamaican community because it has been
propagated by Victor Headley's successful crime novels set in London (e.g. Yardie
[1992]) and in documentary and travel non-fiction such as Laurie Gunst's Born Fi'
Dead: A Journey through the Yardie Underworld (2003) and Ian Thomson's The Dead
Yard: Tales of Modern Jamaica (2010).
Here are typical uses of home and yaad in the Jamaican forum data. Participant galpikney (a programmatic name, being a Jamaican Creole compound combining the
3

Joseph Farquharson, personal communication.
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roots 'girl' and 'child') talks about settling down and integrating in a US community,
which she envisages not as 'yaad', but as "home":
For now, I only volunteer at my daughter's school. I made being with her my priority this first
year, making sure she feels safe and secure in our new home, country and community.4

Coordinating "home" with the new (and presumably ethnically mixed) community in a
new country outlines the pathway of integration, assimilation and success through upward social mobility. The reference to one's own group and the diasporic homeland, as
expressed in yaad, is not relevant here.
Yaad can be used for a home in the United States in the appropriate circumstances, as
in the following post, which congratulates another participant on accomplishing a
move within the US:
Anyways, good luck on yuh new yaad. (Jamaicans 1)

Here, the context is not the new home in the new country, but the new home independent of the wider context, which makes yaad a suitable term.
The wider sense of yaad ('Jamaica') is represented in the following post (by Jah yout =
'Jah youth', a name evoking Rastafarian allusions):
it struck me that one woman i work with says that everytime she hangs up... not saying it's a bad
thing but i don't remember j'can people doing this that much- at least inna yaad... (Jamaicans 2)

That which is said "everytime she hangs up", incidentally, is the formula I love you,
whose trivialising over-use is being discussed as potentially offensive by yaad standards – a nice example of cross-variety contrastive rhetoric.
The plight of the returning emigrant is highlighted in the following fairly lengthy narrative:
A suh mi decided one a di week fiteck the kids to dem first all inclusive experience. As how mi
neva know All Inclusive hotel till mi well inna mi adulthood, mi think it was cool to be able
[…] to do this for the kids. Suh mi meck reservation a resort inna trelawny fish mi get bout 3
diffrent price the three different times mi called. Mi notice at first dem tone blazay when dem
hear di Jamaican accent, but once u meck dem know u made the reservation from "I wan at
home in ontario(canada)" the "ohh a farina" bell guh off and dem demeano becomes less condesending.

In the context of the Jamaican exclusive "all inclusive" resort experience, the local accent is met with condescension, until it becomes clear that the speaker calls from farrin and is "at home" in Ontario.
The three anchors of the in-group mental map of the Nigerian diaspora are Naija,
"home", Jand, which comprises London, England and the UK, and Yankee, a cover
term for the whole of the US. The three terms are illustrated in the following strongly
emotional context:
Like I always say, I BE NAIJA TILL I DIE, I go go yankee or Jand, BUt NAIJA NA MY
BLOOD, Na for my eye this country go become great pass the ones wey my Papa or grand pa
talk about. NAIJA FOR LIFE (Nairaland 5)

4

This post is no longer available on the Web, but archived offline as part of the data legacy of the
Cyber-Creole project. The same holds for all those quoted without web address below.
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They also fit well into the following utopian fantasy, which turns the current global
balance of power on its head:
The Nigeria of my dreams is a place where British and American people play lottery so that
they can come and work and live in the best Nigerian run companies and environment......
Its a place where they have to apply for a visa with a humiliating process in order to get one and
even then they are not assured of one!!
Its a place that I would be proud to take any of my British friends!!
Its a place where I will hate to leave in order to come and do some work in Jand or Yankee....
(Nairaland 6)

3.

Narratives of Belonging, Told on the Move

A phenomenon commonly encountered in the data – and one which has direct bearing
on the topic 'home' – are narratives of belonging. These have been studied by Heyd
(2014). Heyd and Honkanen (2015) present an example of the genre in its minimal
form:
My dad is from Oko in Anambra state, my mom is from Dallas, Texas[usa]. I was born in
Huntsville, Alabama. I went to Naija for 4 years. Now, I be original Igbo man[I na-ghota]
(Nairaland 7)

Linguistically, this narrative displays yet another instance of the mobilisation of diverse linguistic resources to reflect a diverse identity and to signal subjective stance in
the communicative situation. The very name of the poster, Thundathug, indexes affiliation with North American urban street culture. Family relations are expressed
through informal American English (dad and mom5). Note that, in spite of the claimed
Igbo identity, the Nigerian-born father is not referred to as nna. But Nigerianness is
expressed through the use of Naija for Nigeria and the brief switch into Nigerian
Pidgin (I be original Igbo man). Igbo is present in the final tag I na-ghota, which literally means 'you have to pick' but roughly has the same function as utterance-final you
see or you know in English. In order to appreciate the expressive potential of such rhetorical strategies, it is best to translate the text into neutral Standard English for comparison:
My father is from Oko in Anambra State, my mother is from Dallas, Texas. I was born in
Huntsville, Alabama. I went to Nigeria for four years. Now, I'm a genuine Igbo man, you see.

In this sanitised form the same story makes bland reading indeed.
4.

Conclusion

In this experiment in linguistically informed cultural studies I have used web-forum
data produced by Jamaican and Nigerian diasporic communities in order to explore
how the communities' standard, nonstandard and – particularly in the African case –
multilingual resources help speakers (i) to define a place of their own on the World
Wide Web, (ii) to negotiate what is 'home' and 'foreign / abroad' in the diasporic context, and (iii) more generally to signal personal identity and subjective stance in the
communicative situation.
5

Note that mom is used instead of mum, the British and colonial variant traditionally dominant in
West African Englishes.
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The wider background of the research is defined by contemporary cultural globalisation. Two theoretical concepts which have proved helpful in understanding what is
going on in the digital diasporas investigated are the fast-changing transnational ethnoscapes and mediascapes, which Appadurai (1996) has seen as the social and cultural
complements of the global finanscape and technoscape (which represent the economic
and technological hard-wiring of globalisation).6 Manuel Castells (2010), theoretician
of the global network society, has seen the transition from a traditional and stable
'space of places' to a more dynamic but unstable 'space of flows' as one of the hallmarks of contemporary culture: The textual and linguistic volatility and mobility that
the web and the social media display is clearly a prime example of this trend. But in
spite of all the dynamism and mobility, the Jamaican digital diaspora has managed to
turn a simple homepage, www.jamaicans.com, into its own digital yaad (Moll 2015),
and digital 'Nairaland' has turned out to be a similarly vibrant and creative cultural and
linguistic space.
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JOCHEN PETZOLD (REGENSBURG)
"I'm not going." Questions of Home and Society
in Nadine Gordimer's No Time Like the Present

In South Africa, the topic of home and the question where one is allowed to live have a
long and troubled history. In order to contextualise Nadine Gordimer's treatment of the
concept of home, I will first provide an overview of some of the cornerstones of this
troubled history. In a second step I will briefly examine the representation of home in
some of Gordimer's earlier novels, before focusing on her last novel, No Time Like the
Present, published in 2012. I will argue that the question how 'homely' the home can
be and the related question how one can feel 'at home' in South Africa have been addressed in a number of Gordimer's novels, particularly during the years of Apartheid
legislation. Furthermore, I will show that the issue has not become less troubling in the
years of transition or in the so-called 'new' South Africa, quite on the contrary. Thus,
making – and the possibility of losing – one's home is a central concern of No Time
Like the Present, a novel that charts the rise and fall of the hopes of a middle-class
family to an open ending.
1.

The Troubled History of Where to Make One's 'Home'

The space that is now South Africa has been contested ground for millennia: Various
peoples had migrated into and within this area long before Europeans first rounded the
Cape of Good Hope in the fifteenth century, and before Jan van Riebeeck started establishing an outpost for the Dutch East India Company in the middle of the eighteenth
century. Colonisation is, of course, all about controlling access to and ownership of the
land, and there is evidence that van Riebeeck already tried to prevent local Khoi or San
from settling near the newly erected fort (cf. Böeseken 1975, 30). Over the next 150
years, various wars were fought between white settlers and Africans, and between
white settlers of British and Dutch descent, before the Union of South Africa was established in 1910, forming a state in the space that is now the Republic of South Africa. In the colonies, the white colonisers 'naturally' claimed the right to own land, but
while blacks had been able to buy land in the British-controlled Cape Colony, they
were usually barred from owning land in the former Boer Republics. The consolidation of white minority rule in the new state led to a harmonising of property laws, and
pressure from white farmers to curb unwanted competition helped pass the Natives'
Land Act of 1913, an act that made it illegal for blacks to own land outside areas specifically designated for black ownership (cf. Davenport 1983). Thus, the state that has
developed into what is now South Africa made it all but impossible for its black inhabitants to feel at home, and to establish a permanent home within its borders.
When the Afrikaner-dominated National Party won the national elections in 1948, it
started implementing the policy of apartheid, a web of laws and regulations calculated
to control the lives and economic opportunities of non-whites. The Population Registration Act of 1950 made it possible to classify each South African according to his or
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her supposed 'race' – as white, coloured, Indian or Bantu/black – and the Group Areas
Act, passed later in 1950, provided the quasi-legal foundation for the physical separation of those different 'races' into designated areas. As Zachary Levenson (2014) points
out, "the fortification of South African cities as white spaces" lay at the heart of apartheid: "Above all, this meant the prevention of non-whites from entering city centres by
force if necessary and cloaking this in the rhetoric of legality". In 1951, the Bantu Authorities Act established the framework for the creation of 'homelands', also known as
Bantustans, designated living areas for various so-called Bantu races. In combination,
these laws provided the framework for countless forced removals. One of the most
infamous cases is that of Sophiatown, a suburb of Johannesburg that was destroyed in
1955, its circa 54,000 black inhabitants relocated to the township Soweto (cf. Clark /
Worger 2004, 64-65); the former Sophiatown was rebuilt as a white working-class
neighbourhood, significantly called "Triomf" (triumph), but the old name was restored
in 2006 (cf. Davie 2006). Another important case was the re-classification of Cape
Town's District Six into a white area in 1966, which led to the forced removal of some
60,000 people over the next decade (cf. Mager / Mulaudzi 2011, 386-387).
All apartheid legislation was repealed in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and in legal
theory all South Africans now have equal rights – and are hence equally 'at home' in
South Africa. The preamble to the constitution of 1996 states the belief that "South
Africa belongs to all who live in it" and article 26 of the constitution declares that
"Everyone has the right to have access to adequate housing" (South African Government). This, however, does not mean that the concept of home has become less problematical or less contested. One manifestation of this is the housing situation, which
has not really improved for many among the black majority since the end of the apartheid years. Before the general election of 1994, the ANC had promised to build and
distribute (free of charge) one million houses in their first five years in office (cf.
Marais / Krige 1999, 115); since then, "3.3-million low-cost homes have been built"
(Brand / Cohen 2013, n. pag.). But despite these achievements, South Africa is in what
Padayachee / Desai call a "crisis of expectation" (n. d., n. pag.), or, as Levenson calls
it, a "crisis of delivery" (2014, n. pag.) as regards the housing situation. Brand / Cohen
point out that the "housing backlog of about 1.5-million in 1994 has burgeoned to 2.1million" (2013, n. pag.), and those qualifying for the housing scheme have to wait
some 30 years before they can hope to get one (cf. Qabaka 2013). Those 'lucky' ones
who do receive a government house often feel betrayed in two ways: not only are
many houses of extremely poor quality and barely habitable; in addition, many "public
housing projects for the poor are located far away from places of social and economic
opportunities" (Mongwe n. d., n. pag.) and hence the allocation of a free house may
well increase a family's financial difficulties, as the costs for commuting to work multiply. Furthermore, the concept of home comes under threat in a different way for
those who actually have decent living quarters in the 'new' South Africa. As Padayachee / Desai point out:
High crime levels are taking their toll on South Africans. Surveys show that crime rather than
socio-economic issues now dominates people's concerns, and that fear of crime is increasing.
Currently, fewer people feel safe and believe the government has the situation under control
than in previous years. (n. d., n. pag.)
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Given this situation it is not surprising that the concept of home is connected to hopes
and dreams, but also fraught with fears and tensions in the 'new' South Africa.
2.

Home in Gordimer's Earlier Fiction

The previous section has shown that the concept of home has a troubled history in
South Africa. Hence it is not surprising that questions of home and belonging should
play a significant role in many of Nadine Gordimer's novels. This section does not
propose to present a comprehensive overview of her large oeuvre. Rather, I want to
point to three novels that make very specific statements about the possibility of a
(white) home in South Africa, statements that correspond to political developments in
the country.
In 1974, when apartheid legislation was thoroughly established and many forced removals had already taken place, Gordimer published a farm novel of sorts, The Conservationist. The choice of genre is significant, since the Afrikaans plaasroman (farm
novel) was of paramount importance for imagining the Afrikaner 'nation'. In the traditional plaasroman, Carlie Coetzee points out, "the farm stands metonymically for land
as the farmer stands for the Afrikaner" (1997, 117) and Malvern van Wyk Smith emphasises the continuing ideological importance of farmers: "Though probably less than
5% of South Africa's white population can still be described as farmers, their iconic
status in white ideology is not only substantial but still foundational" (2001, 19). Thus
it is highly symbolic that the white protagonist of The Conservationist, the pig-iron
dealer Mehring, decides to buy a farm. He does not see himself as a farmer, rather, he
buys it out of a whim, "a hankering to make contact with the land" (Gordimer 2005,
17). But although he comes out to the farm almost every weekend, he cannot make it
his home, he does not even really feel at ease on the farm. Gordimer uses a rather drastic image to symbolise Mehring's uneasiness: the corpse of an unknown black man.
The dead body is discovered on Mehring's farm at the beginning of the novel and is
buried without much ceremony in a shallow grave. This unmarked grave and its corpse
come to haunt Mehring. As J.M. Coetzee has pointed out, the farm novel is usually
silent "about the place of black labour" (1988, 71). In the case of Gordimer's Conservationist, however, "the dark side of farm life, its buried half, the black corpse in the
garden" refuses to remain buried (ibid., 81): a period of torrential rain literally makes
the body resurface. At the end of the novel the black farm labourers give the unknown
corpse a proper burial, and the very last words raise the question of land-ownership:
"They had put him away to rest, at last; he had come back. He took possession of this
earth, theirs; one of them" (Gordimer 2005, 323). Paradoxically, the unknown black
corpse is more at home on the farm than Mehring can ever be. Legal possession cannot
connect the white man to the land, cannot make him belong.
This questioning of a white home in South Africa is pushed even further in Gordimer's
July's People, published in 1981 and almost immediately banned in South Africa.
After the Soweto uprising of 1976 and the ensuing wave of violence, many South Africans had seen their country on a road to civil war (cf. Attwell / Harlow 2000, 4), and
this is what Gordimer imagines in July's People. Because of the war, the Smales family have to flee Johannesburg. They can take refuge with their former domestic employee, July, and have to come to terms with a complete reversal of their fortunes and
power relations.
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In The Conservationist and July's People, both written during the time of apartheid policy, the concepts of home and of belonging are questioned, rendered problematical and
ultimately negated for the white protagonists. However, the end of apartheid legislation
does not automatically make the idea of home less problematical for Gordimer. In The
Pickup, published in 2001 and hence roughly a decade after the repeal of apartheid laws,
Gordimer again undermines an easy sense of belonging or home. In this novel Julie, a
young white middle-class woman, 'picks up' – or is being picked up by – Abdu, a black
illegal immigrant. In Gordimer's analysis of the 'new' South Africa, class has replaced
race as a marker that makes people feel they do not belong to certain places and undercuts the idea of a shared home. When Abdu is threatened with forced eviction, Julie decides to accompany him to his former home; she even marries him to conform to cultural expectations in his family. Abdu, now called again by his former name Ibrahim,
still dreams of economic and personal success, and for him this means success in some
western country. But Julie, despite the linguistic and cultural differences, feels more and
more at home in the Arab village in the desert – particularly the desert holds a strong
fascination for her. When they are granted entry visa to the USA, she decides to stay
behind. She has become accepted by the women in Ibrahim's extended family, and as
Sonja Altnöder puts it, she has found a "new home for the soul" (2008, 141).
3.

No Time Like the Present

It has become clear that Gordimer has frequently dealt with the concept of home, but I
will argue that No Time Like the Present, published in 2012, is her most extensive examination of the topic – certainly within a setting of the so-called 'new' South Africa.
The novel follows the lives of a small middle-class family over a period of some ten
years, starting in the late 1990s. At first sight, this family, the Reeds, may well be
taken for a cliché of the so-called rainbow nation, since she is black and he is white,
and Jabulile (or Jabu) and Steve were both activists in the struggle, living clandestine
lives during the years of apartheid. Now, in the new South Africa, they are using their
freedom to build successful lives – a process very much tied to the concept of home.
Indeed, the text starts with discussions of home; these are the very first words of the
novel:
Glengrove Place. It isn't a glen and there isn't a grove. It must have been named by a Scot or
Englishman for features of a home left behind, when he made money in this city at more than
five thousand feet and entered the property market enterprise. But it has been a place. It was
somewhere they could live – together, when there wasn't anywhere to do so lawfully. (Gordimer
2013, 1)

Significantly, this passage introduces a number of topics that are treated at various
points in the novel: making one's home in a strange place, immigration or emigration,
and South Africa's history of racism and racist segregation, a history that had and has
severe consequences on who could make their home in the country, and where. More
specifically, the paragraph points to the illegality of Jabu and Steve's attempts of making a home for themselves. The Group Areas Act had made it illegal for members of
different 'races' to live together, but despite these laws, the inner city areas of large
towns saw a certain amount of 'greying'. Particularly Hillbrow in Johannesburg received a fairly large influx of non-white inhabitants in the early 1980s – according to
NGO estimates, there were some 10,000 illegal residents in the Hillbrow area (illegal
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in the sense of the Group Areas Act), and Keith Beavon suggests that the government
must have been aware of these developments (cf. 2004, 220). Indeed, the breach of the
immorality act would have been the more serious crime under apartheid law, and the
novel makes it clear that there was a risk involved in living together. It is hardly surprising that Jabu becomes emotionally attached to the flat, "the place that took them in
when nowhere, no one allowed them to be together as a man and a woman. […] Glengrove Place. The place. Our place" (Gordimer 2013, 15).
Clearly, for Jabu the place is a home, but it is a home that is marked by the compromises that were necessary during apartheid. It is getting small for the young family
that now includes a baby girl, and the area is – apparently – not ideal: "They were sitting on their Glengrove Place balcony just after sunset among the racks of child's
clothes draped to dry. A motorbike ripped the street like a sheet of paper roughly torn"
(ibid., 5). Prompted by the violent intrusion into their "companionable silence" (ibid.,
6), Steve raises the question if they should not rent a house. The idea was suggested by
a comrade from the struggle years, who has moved into a formerly white neighbourhood and is trying to form "some kind of community out of dispersed comrades, in this
suburb claimed against the past" (ibid., 10). After some deliberation, Steve and Jabu
decide to take the step and rent a house in this neighbourhood, although Jabu is clearly
reluctant – on the day of their move, when all their belongings are packed, she announces: "I don't want to go" (ibid., 14). She knows that this statement is both irrational and inconsequential:
Of course she is thrilled delighted with the house, the terrace where she's looking forward to
putting out their child to play in the sun … she had planned zestfully how the rooms would
serve them, she agreed that he could sing for occupancy. I don't want to go. She knows it has no
meaning; they are gone, it remains only to close the door and drop the keys with the caretaker.
(ibid., 15)

The reluctance to move presumably derives from the emotional attachment to the flat,
but also from an attachment to their former identities that were defined by the struggle.
A few pages later, these personal implications of moving to the house are made explicit: "Occupying a house in a suburb is a sign of the shedding of whatever remnants
of the old clandestinity, the underground of struggle and defiance of racial taboos"
(ibid., 18). Jabu's reluctance to leave the old flat is apparently connected to her emotional attachment to a lifestyle that been foundational for her identity as well as her
relationship to Steve. However, Jabu does not really want to live in the past and another few pages later it becomes clear that she and Steve embrace their new lifestyles
and are willing to make the house their new home:
Moving to a house is more than arranging furniture. There's the child, however small and
young, now in possession of a room of her own. There's the planting of the gift hibiscus in a
private garden; the acknowledgement that there is a neighbour, neighbours, not only comrades
Isa and Jake, the Mkizes. […] A house. It implies home, not a shelter wherever you can find
one. Home is an institution of family […]. (ibid., 20)

In the novel's first paragraph, their flat is called "a place", the newly rented house now
"implies home". The image of planting the hibiscus is significant here: it suggests that
Steve and Jabu are starting to put down roots. What they are doing, in fact, is entering
a typical middle-class lifestyle that is no longer defined by their joint history during
the struggle against apartheid. And from a middle-class point of view, they are making
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a success story of their lives. Steve, who used to work in a chemical plant, is offered a
teaching job at a university and although he does not rise to fame and fortune, he is
doing quite well for himself. Jabu is doing even better, first studying law by correspondence and later working as a lawyer. At the same time, they manage to maintain
their political ideals: Steve is concerned with the quality of education the new students
receive, offering additional tutorials for those whose schooling was substandard; Jabu
works for a non-profit organisation. A second child (a son) is born, the family grows
and prospers, and when the chance comes up, they take the next step in the middleclass success story and buy the house they had only been renting. Significantly in our
present context, this decision is expressly linked to the idea of home:
Was it after Steve one month paid the rent again among other obligations, online, that he and
Jabu first thought of buying the house. [sic] It had made claims of being their home – Gary Elias
learnt to walk there, Wethu's quarters evolved out of a chicken shed, grease marks on the wall
behind the divan-doubling-as-a-sofa where comrades had leaned their heads, garden progressed
under Jabu's hands from initial planting of the Dolphins' welcoming hibiscus plant – ownership
wasn't legally justified. (ibid., 108)

The house has become a home through layers of emotional attachment and again
Gordimer uses the image of the garden to suggest that the family has become rooted.
The last phrase "ownership wasn't legally justified" refers to the fact that their lease
specifies that they could be given three months' notice to evacuate should the landlord
decide to sell the house, hence it means that their feeling of ownership of the house has
no legal justification. However, the text also questions the justification of buying a
house "while others including comrades … millions are still under tin and cardboard"
(ibid., 108). But despite these pangs of a guilty conscience at their own success, they
buy the house. "Class difference could take over from colour in what's going to be
made of freedom" (ibid., 53) – the statement is presented as Steve's realisation, but it is
clearly at the basis of Gordimer's continuing analysis of the political situation in the
'new' South Africa and was already palpable in The Pickup. In fact, the middle-class
success story of Jabu and Steve is contrasted with numerous discussions of what is
going wrong in the country, countless references to corrupt elites, mismanagement,
injustice and a growing xenophobia that tries to blame problems on illegal immigrants
from other African countries.
Given this combination of personal success and public failure, I would argue that the
underlying trope of Gordimer's novel is chiasma: the upward trajectory of Jabu and
Steve's personal prosperity is set against the downward trajectory of the affairs of the
country at large. Significantly, the 'hits' of what is going wrong in South Africa draw
increasingly closer over the course of the novel: A friend of theirs is badly wounded at a
carjacking; they decide to send their children to private schools to escape the problems
of the school system; near the end of the novel, Wethu, a relative who lives in a small
outhouse on their property, is attacked and the house burgled. Thus, violent crime invades their home – an experience shared by many South Africans: in 2011, 5.4% of
South African households were victims of a break-in or burglary (cf. "Victims" 2012, 3)
– by comparison, in Germany less than 0.4% of households get burgled per year.1 Not
1

The "Polizeiliche Kriminalstatistik" lists 152,153 cases of burglary for 2014 (Bundeskriminalamt 2015, 17), which hence affected circa 0.4% of 40 million German households (cf. Statistische Ämter 2014).
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surprisingly, then, fear of crime is a widespread phenomenon in South Africa. According to the "Victims of Crime Survey" published in 2012, almost half of respondents
said that they avoided open spaces or parks because they were afraid of crime. In Gauteng, the province in which the novel is set, roughly half of the respondents said they
felt "very unsafe" when walking alone in their area of residence at night.
The Reeds are not shown to be particularly afraid of rising levels of crime, the topic
does not dominate their lives. Nonetheless, at the point in the story when they become
victims of the burglary, they have already decided to emigrate to Australia, to leave the
country and its many problems behind. At the very end of the novel, at a gathering of
the former comrades, the frustration with how things have developed in South Africa
becomes very palpable:
UBUNTU. One of the African words everyone, all of us, any colour, we know – we know it
means something like we are all each other – shouting – Say it! Say it! Say it for what it is.
Turned out to be! Corruption's our culture. The Spirit of The Nation. U BU U N TU UBUNTU
U U.
They sit alone together, in this company of comrades.
– UBUNTU UBUN-TU UBUNTU-U U U –
Suddenly – facing this comrade Steve:
Jake's gut, stomach, lungs, sucked back to the spine under his Mandela shirt, spews – You lucky
bastard – you're out of it – (Gordimer 2013, 421)

Jake is utterly frustrated with South African politics, with the widespread corruption
that is termed 'the spirit of the nation'. Given the levels of real and perceived crime and
corruption, it makes perfect sense to want to leave and there is clearly a level of envy
when Jake calls Steve a "lucky bastard". The novel could conceivably have ended at
this point, and it would have been a rather bleak comment on the state of the nation.
However, these are not the last words of the novel. Set off from the passage just
quoted are two more lines:
The moment holding a life.
– I'm not going. – (ibid., 421)

Since Gordimer does not use speech tags, it is impossible to be certain who says those
very last words of the novel. However, the most likely candidate would seem to be
Jabulile. But does it mean she is really not going to emigrate, after all? When leaving
the flat in Glengrove Place she had also expressed her wish not to leave, and had left
nonetheless. But then her words were "I don't want to go". "I'm not going" is much
more decisive, a declaration not of a desire, but of a decision reached.
Nothing more is said in the novel, so we can only speculate on her reasons for remaining behind – if this is indeed what happens in the fictional world of Gordimer's novel.
One possible reason hinted at in the text again has to do with the concept of home.
Many people refer to the place where they grew up and where their parents live as
home – and Jabu is shown to have this kind of attachment to where her parents live in
KwaZulu:
Jabu didn't always expect, or even want Steve to come with her on her return home – that other
kind of home he didn't have, couldn't have as his ancestors were of another country or countries,
for that matter; they had come to this one, at best, only some generations back. (ibid., 27)

This is a very specific usage of the term home, which implies a historical, genealogical
rootedness that Steve, ultimately the son of immigrants (if a few generations back),
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cannot have. To use the garden metaphor employed earlier, Jabu has roots in Africa
that grow much deeper than Steve's, she belongs to Africa in a way she can never belong to Australia – where, incidentally, she would stand out as racially different. None
of this is made explicit in the novel. But since it is very much a novel about the creation of home, and how this home is threatened by developments outside a person's
control, it seems reasonable to assume that Jabu's decision to remain in South Africa –
if she does carry it through in the speculative space beyond the pages of the novel – is
also based on her idea of belonging, of home.
If we adopt this reading, we have come full circle from The Conservationist or July's
People: Despite the end of apartheid, whites still do not belong to South Africa, it is
not their true home – at least, they do not belong enough to be willing to remain
against all obstacles and in the face of serious difficulties. If it was the crime of stateimplemented racism that made South Africa an 'unhomely' place under apartheid, the
hope of making it one's home is now beset by poverty, crime and corruption – class,
not race, having become the defining paradigm. Despite the openness of its ending,
Gordimer's novel arguably finishes on a bleak note. The upward trajectory of Steve
and Jabu's middle-class success story has come to an end, at least in South Africa; the
downward trajectory of the state of the nation continues unabated. If there is hope at
the end of the novel, it is in the (potential) decision to stay, and to continue in the attempt of making South Africa a home.
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SARAH HEINZ (BERLIN)
Unhomely Spaces and Improper Houses:
Representations of Whiteness and Class on British Television

In the second season of their sketch show That Mitchell and Webb Look from 2008,
British comedians David Mitchell and Robert Webb make fun of property television
and have a married couple visit a house with the show's host. The place where the
television presenter chooses to start the tour of the potential new home is the bathroom. The room has been fitted with an avocado-green suite, a fact the couple fails to
remark upon during the first two camera trials. At the end of his tether, the show's presenter then angrily delivers the following rant:
Sorry, what kind of people are you? The bath is not white! […] The rule is that no one can live
with or stand for a second any bath that is not white. And if you look like you can on television
everyone will just think you're scum. You're supposed to say: 'I couldn't live with that bathroom
suite, that would have to go.' And then we all agree along with the whole of Britain. […] So I
advise you to march instead with the rest of the white-bathroom loving nation. Remember like
racism: white is right! (Mitchell and Webb Look 2008, series 2 episode 5)

This over-the-top rendition of property television combines the aspects of home and
house that I will discuss in my paper: a normative sense of how to do home is tied to
notions of whiteness as the norm and connected with the role of taste and ideas about
class and national belonging.
In my paper, I will use two recent television productions by Channel 4, the documentary Benefits Street, aired between 2014 and 2015, and the series Misfits, which ran
between 2009 and 2013, to discuss the nexus of home as a normative cultural discourse and specific material practices. My thesis is that there are dominant and idealised versions of house-as-home that reflect norms of ideal subjects. Property and propriety, owning a home and inhabiting it in specific ways, converge in normative ideas
of a white, heterosexual and middle-class subjectivity. As a consequence, such normative subjectivities both shape our sense of how to 'do home' and create images of 'improper' subjects whose home-making practices are seen as excessive or deviant.
To prove this thesis, I will proceed in three steps. First, I will outline the connection
between house and home and the idea of home-making practices. I will then connect
these ideas about house-as-home with my definition of whiteness and the issue of
whiteness as an invisible norm. In a final step, I will then use examples from Benefits
Street and Misfits to show that these television productions disclose normative and
normalising notions of homes and subjects, the one (Benefits Street) by mostly reinforcing them, the other (Misfits) by criticising them.
1.

House-as-Home and the Role of Home-Making Practices

A helpful way to start an analysis of wide-spread ideas about home is a short google
image search. If you type in the search term 'home', the results are strikingly homogeneous. Apart from a few images from the recent DreamWorks movie entitled Home
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(2015), nearly all other examples from the search results show either photographs of
houses, animations of houses, house interiors (most of them living rooms), house layout plans, or icons in the form of a house. What these images illustrate is that Western
discourse strongly tends to conflate ideas of home and house: if we talk about 'going
home', we mostly talk about returning to the material buildings we inhabit.
At the same time, the google search also shows that it is a specific version of house-ashome that current cultural discourse presents to us: all the houses are large freestanding or detached residential buildings, made for one nuclear family, and many include a garden or at least a yard. This has been a prevailing ideal and consistent preference in most Western cultures for the last decades (cf. Mallett 2004, 67). Thus, home
is not simply or just an architectural form. It already implies who the people are who
typically live (or can afford to live) in such buildings, and most of us have an implicit
sense of who would not be able to afford living in such buildings. Blunt and Dowling
call this an "identity politics of home" that includes "the spatial layout and perception
of many forms of dwelling [which] correspond to dominant ideologies of home"
(2006, 89). Following Anthony Giddens, Saunders and Williams also analyse these
identity politics of home as a "socio-spatial system" (1988, 82) in which space, social
roles, and social institutions overlap and in which different relations and patterns of
action are enabled or constrained. As a consequence of such an identity politics of
home, imaginaries of house-as-home are strongly connected to how we present ourselves to others (or are supposed to present ourselves to others), how we can experience ourselves, and how we can relate to the larger public. Discourses of house-ashome therefore already have the normative quality I am concerned with. In light of the
cultural currency and tacit implicitness of these norms, it cannot be stressed enough
that these connections between idealised houses, social structures, relations, and hierarchies as well as material practices are made, they are not simply there. Blunt and
Dowling accordingly talk about the need to look at the "processes through which
houses become home" and go on to provide a "critical geographical analysis of houseas-home" (2006, 88).
The issue that is raised by such a critical analysis of house-as-home is the question
whether "home is (a) place(s), (a) space(s), feeling(s), practices and/or an active state
of being in the world" (Mallett 2004, 62). If we see home as a multidimensional concept with diverse and sometimes even contradictory meanings, then normative ideologies of home and ways to resist these come into view. My position is that home is
something that we do, but that this practice is intimately tied to material forms like
buildings, social conventions of taste and decorum, economic issues like income (cf.
Blunt / Dowling 2006, 94), and a notion of identity within distinct social and national
locales (cf. McElroy 2008, 43). Like forms of subjectivity, race, or gender, our ideas of
home are thus culturally contingent and created through performances, but within our
cultural discourses these contingent performances tend to take on a self-explanatory
and natural quality. Adapting a well-known passage from Judith Butler's Gender
Trouble, I would claim that home "is performatively constituted by the very 'expressions' which are said to be its results" (1990, 25). Quoting Tim Cresswell, Stella Butter
has formulated this connection as follows: "Home is not something that one 'has', but
is instead something that one 'does'. The place one calls 'home' is the result of 'reitera-
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tive social practice' and as such 'made and remade on a daily basis'" (2014, 119; quote
in quote Cresswell 2004, 39).
It is therefore no coincidence that the google image results and the spatial layout of
ideal homes already imply specific ways of behaviour, daily routines, a specific sense
of taste and aesthetic feelings, ways of living together as a family and a community,
and the economic and social positions needed to uphold all of these practices. They
include expectations about noise, cooking, cleaning, mowing the lawn, or the choice of
furniture, but they equally include expectations about which practices are proper in
which rooms and parts of the house, and which rooms should be upstairs or downstairs, in the back or the front of the house. We expect the kitchen to be on the ground
floor and the bedrooms on the first floor, or we have increasingly come to expect that
the children's sleeping quarters are separate from the parent's bedroom. The dustbins
are mostly in the back, the flowerbeds in the front. The fact that house layouts in the
Western world have changed considerably in the last sixty years has not tended to destabilise such normative ideas about proper home-making practices and the feeling that
these are 'natural' and 'common'.1 What Western discourses of home still tend to idealise is a version of "belonging and intimacy amongst members of a heterosexual nuclear family, living in a detached, owner-occupied dwelling, in a suburban location"
(Blunt / Dowling 2006, 101).2
2.

Home-Making, Class, and the Invisibility of Whiteness

Identity categories like race and class are highly relevant for an analysis of idealised
versions of house-as-home and for the "intersection of home, imaginaries of home, and
home-making practices" (Blunt / Dowling 2006, 103). Precisely because ideals of
house-as-home are often taken for granted, I want to discuss their racialised and classinflected character in the following. Here, I will use two recent studies which connect
notions of home, house, race, and class in the British context, one from a media perspective, the other from an anthropological perspective.
In a study of property television in the UK published in 2008, Ruth McElroy demonstrates that shows focusing on houses and homes rest "upon the close relationship of
home ownership to citizenship" while at the same time offering "a compelling crossing
of the domestic household" (45). Home, taste, and property coincide in the ideal of the
'property-owning democracy', a notion put forward in the 1920s by Scottish Unionist
politician Noel Skelton. Interestingly, the English language terms the proprietor of a
house a 'home owner', not a 'house owner', and it thus combines the possession of capital with the capability of making a home and "creating a place that is secure, comfortable and welcoming" (Blunt / Dowling 2006, 93). In the ideal of the home owner,
class, economics, and increasingly also race intersect in a normative notion of property
1

2

For this aspect, see the analysis of changing Australian house layouts from the 1960s to the
2000s in Blunt / Dowling (2006, 105-106). See also the influential study of historical changes in
American and European house design since the Middle Ages by architect Witold Rybczynski,
Home: A Short History of an Idea (1986).
Historically, the construction of such a "homely home" as ideal "can be traced back to the separation of public and private spheres in late-Victorian Britain", ideologies of "bourgeois family
life" with spatially demarcated public and private, masculine and feminine spaces, and ideas
about domesticity (Blunt / Dowling 2006, 101; cf. also Reckwitz 2012, 259).
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that is intertwined with hegemonic ideals of national belonging and individual identity:
"Home owners – addressed as citizens and consumers – are also addressed as imaginative agents, their aspiration to change itself providing a route into citizenship via their
stylized consumption" (McElroy 2008, 47). Those who do not or cannot aspire to this
ideal are then constructed as 'poor' citizens in every respect, very much along the lines
of the Mitchell and Webb sketch about the avocado bathroom: if you look like you do
not aspire towards property or if you do not conform to the national taste-consensus in
your choice or design of property, 'people will think you're scum'. As McElroy emphasises, property television not only features mostly white, middle-class people looking
for houses, but if, for example, black British citizens are shown looking for houses
they are more often than not constructed as either deviant citizens or as unrealistic in
their housing aspirations (cf. ibid., 56-58). She thus argues that property TV "offers us
one way of seeing how real subjects on national screens negotiate inclusion and exclusion, belonging and the unfulfilled longing to belong" (ibid., 59).
Similar to McElroy, Katherine Tyler's anthropological study on the construction of
ethnicity, class, and the role of different places of residence in 1990s Britain makes
clear that the countryside is still perceived as predominantly white and bourgeois: the
'village in the mind' of people in Britain "represents a White, rural and essentially
middle-class ideal of Englishness" (2012, 5). British Asian residents who had moved
to the village where she did her fieldwork were perceived as 'not really belonging' to it
or even as an 'invasion'. Home-making practices that differed from the white and middle-class mainstream were then interpreted as outward signs of this non-belonging: the
extended British-Asian families were seen as too large for the buildings they inhabited;
they were assessed as too noisy; the families' cooking was experienced as 'smelly'; and
villagers disapproved of the blurring between public and private space, e.g. in families
establishing their businesses within their private homes or building a mosque in their
garden (cf. ibid., 39-78). Race and class intersected in a notion of British-Asian homemaking practices as a direct expression of their deviant and excessive identity that was
seen as less desirable, specifically within the space of 'the English village' where 'these
people' were felt not to belong: "[…] this worldview of White cultural superiority is
intersected with the discourse of White amnesia of the colonial past to depict BrAsians
as raced and classed urban Others to the racially unmarked White rural/village self and
culture" (ibid., 34).
What these two studies make clear is that some positions in the cultural imaginary of
home are less marked and visible than others. The British-Asian inhabitants of the
English village become hypervisible in both their bodily and social practices while the
white majority can still see themselves as 'just normal'.3 This is one of the major points
of departure of critical whiteness studies: the invisibility thesis. The central argument
is that whiteness has turned into a universal and unquestioned norm which has been
used to measure the humanity of individuals and groups. What follows from this thesis
is the demand that we need to uncover this normality and normativity as a construction
3

The case of Ingrid Nicholls, a forty-six-year-old black British mother who was told that she had
to have her leg amputated in 2003, illustrates how deep this normalisation of whiteness actually
runs and how far-reaching the consequences of being 'just normal' are. The British National
Health Service would have paid for a pink prosthetic limb while Nicholls would have had to pay
the additional costs of £ 3,000 for a brown one as a private patient (cf. Gilroy 2005, xiii).
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and a source of power. In publications and research statements, several reformulations
of this thesis can be found. Voicing common stereotypes, Richard Dyer puts it this
way: "Other people are raced, we are just people" (1997, 1). Ruth Frankenberg formulates: "[…] whites are the nondefined definers of other people. Or, to put it another
way, whiteness comes to be an unmarked or neutral category, whereas other cultures
are specifically marked 'cultural'" (1993, 197). And legal scholar Barbara J. Flagg
speaks about the "transparency" of whiteness (1993, 969) and states: "The most striking characteristic of whites' consciousness of whiteness is that most of the time we
don't have any" (ibid., 957).
To counter this powerful invisibility, I define whiteness as an effect of social relations
that are structured by hierarchies of power and fuelled by white people's inconspicuous
normality. In that sense, whiteness is a social and cultural construction with real and
profound effects. Like home, its material and discursive dimensions overlap in our
daily practices and cultural representations. Whiteness is an everyday experience, a
privilege as well as the kind of knowledge that a hierarchical and racialised system
produces about 'us', 'them', and the world. This knowledge underlies every single of
our daily practices and routines and shapes how we can relate to whom and with what
consequences. It therefore also deeply influences how we can imagine and practice our
being-at-home. The result of such an approach to whiteness is that it is not an identity
but a process of identification which is relational and "constructed through opposition
to that which is 'other'" (Byrne 2006, 26). Critical whiteness studies therefore tends to
avoid concentrating on 'white identity' as a social, cultural, or physical given. It rather
analyses the norms, relations, the behaviour, and strategies of recognition that make
someone pass as white. In that sense, whiteness is a "situational accomplishment"
(Messerschmidt 2004, 55), an identification which has to be performed incessantly and
according to the rules and conventions of "whitely scripts" that govern people's behaviour if they want to be recognised as white (for the notion of whitely scripts see Bailey
1998; Gray 2002).
To summarise my central theoretical points about home, in Western discourse, home is
constructed as a private space, but in this intersectional realm of class, race, gender,
and nation (among others) we do the business of our society and culture: "Home reflects and resembles nation: not a retreat from the public and political, home expresses
the same ideological pressures that contend within the nation" (Strehle 2008, 1; cf. also
Morley 2000). As Butter has put forward, "[f]ar from being a neutral place, home is
bound up with identity politics that define membership to a community" (2014, 123).
In these identity politics specific positions are then marked while others are unmarked
and assessed as 'just normal'. The invisible but powerful and privileged ideal still is the
white, middle-class, heterosexual nuclear family living in their owner-occupied house.
3.

Improper Homes on British Television: Misfits and Benefits Street

I now want to analyse two recent British television series that present deviant housesas-homes and the improper subjects inhabiting them. Here, I concentrate on the striking absence of ideal houses-as-homes in the programmes: both exclusively show
home-making practices and family arrangements that noticeably differ from normalised white, middle-class models. The effect of this absence in the two programmes is
very different, however. While the documentary Benefits Street tends to depreciate the
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home-making practices of the inhabitants of the two streets and often turns the people
whose lives we follow into objects of the implicitly white, middle-class gaze, the fictional series Misfits invites viewers to re-assess their evaluations and expectations of
home-making practices. In my analysis, I will focus on three complementary aspects
of the programmes: firstly, on the presentation of home spaces and practices; secondly,
on family models and how they are acted out in the space of the homes; and thirdly, on
the specific filmic aesthetics that the series use.
The Channel 4 series Benefits Street is a documentary about the residents of two
streets in Britain where most inhabitants were reported to claim benefits. Currently,
two series have been made. The first one with five episodes in 2014 documented the
lives of the people of James Turner Street in Birmingham, the second series was
filmed on Kingston Road of the Tilery Estate, Stockton-on-Tees, in summer 2014 and
aired in 2015.
With respect to the representation of home spaces and practices, the title of the documentary already sets the programme's agenda: Benefits Street mostly concentrates on
the social and home-making practices that the inhabitants of James Turner Street and
Kingston Road engage in outside. Central and frequently recurring images include
people congregating in front of houses, sitting in crowds in the front gardens, simply
hanging around outside, or sitting on living-room furniture like sofas on the street. In
addition, the inhabitants are mostly shown in large groups and in front of houses that
are not their own. This visual focus on large groups in the outdoor space of the streets
can be read in two ways: on the one hand, Channel 4 itself is very careful to provide
the viewer with the explicit message that the people in these two streets have formed a
close-knit community and help each other out. Therefore, the constant being outside in
large groups seems to indicate the community spirit of the street. However, the actual
practices that are being filmed indicate that this is only the overt message of the programme. While sitting on furniture outside, couples have rows and shout at their children. The young men of the estate mostly enter houses by climbing up balconies, and
doors are frequently unlocked or kicked in, signalling that it is easy and even acceptable to enter the private spaces of other people's homes. In the front gardens, the
groups of people drink and smoke. Hanging around on the street, the children and
young men are uncontrolled and damage property, and in terms of dress and propriety,
the inhabitants are presented as deficient as well, for example by showing them walking around on the street in their nightgowns or bathrobes in plain daylight. White,
middle-class conventions are flaunted by ignoring invisible rules of back and front,
inside and outside. Covertly, I would argue, Benefits Street thus establishes an image
of improper home-making practices only very thinly covered by the emphasis of 'these
people's' community spirit. The recurring image of dustbins and rubbish heaps (always
in front of the houses) as well as general chaos within the houses, including broken
toys, dirty dishes, or rotting food, reinforce this image of deviant homes and the inability of the benefits claimants to create a proper, comfortable, and safe home environment.
In contrast to the documentary format of Benefits Street, Misfits is a fictional representation of 'deviant' subjects and how they do home. Its five seasons were aired between
2009 and 2013 and followed the lives of two groups of teenagers who acquire superpowers in a freak storm while doing community service on their estate. The series was
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very well-received and was praised as "a 'Famous Five' for the ASBO Generation"
(Time Out, dust jacket of DVD edition), a praise that together with the series' title already hints at the focus on behaviour and practices deemed anti-social or non-community-oriented. The programme heavily works with the inversion of normalised practices and evaluations and employs strong metaphors for the teenagers' social and individual predicaments. One example for this are the super powers the protagonists acquire in the first season, which are each an expression of their personalities: painfully
shy Simon can turn invisible, beautiful Alisha can cause sexual frenzy in everyone she
touches, self-conscious Kelly can hear what others think about her, or former athletics
star Curtis, who has fallen from grace after a drugs incident, can turn back time.
Although they belong to different racial and ethnic groups, none of the teenagers belongs to the normalised position of the white middle class. The group only meets because they have all flaunted conventions of the national mainstream by destroying
property, buying drugs, physical violence, or other unlawful behaviour, and they are
forced into creating a community by killing several of their probation workers. None
of them has a job after community service has ended, and their world (and therefore
also the visual setting of the series) is confined to their housing estate which the series
very rarely leaves. Skin colour therefore is less important for the social position of the
teenagers than the experiences and practices they share in their specific and limited
socio-spatial setting.
This sharing of social space becomes obvious in the representation of home spaces,
which take on surprising forms. One of the most prominent and frequently recurring
views in the series are the tower blocks of the housing estate where the community
centre is situated. The show was filmed in South East London, mostly on location
around the Southmere Lake in Thamesmead, including the signature shot of four
multi-storey buildings that is also the final image in the series' opening title. These
tower blocks are a far cry from the detached, single-family home with a garden that
dominates ideals of house-as-home. In every episode the viewer gets frequent views of
the tower blocks at different times of day, but instead of being presented as the antithesis of a homely space, they are often shot in surprisingly romantic settings with swans
or boats gliding on the lake, a big full moon, during sunset or sunrise, or with dramatic
cloud arrangements. In tune with this, the main characters spend most of their time
outside or in the public space of the community centre. We meet the protagonists on
benches, in the park, on the labyrinthine stairs or concrete corridors between the tower
blocks, in alleys, and parking lots.
This focus on outdoor settings and the re-interpretation of potentially bleak urban
spaces also sets the tone for the way indoor spaces are presented and used in Misfits.
We follow the teenagers into spaces that would normally be improper to enter in
someone's home: toilets and showers, changing rooms and bedrooms. In contrast,
spaces like the kitchen or the living room, so prominent in the interiors from the
google search, do not feature much, and if they do, they take the form of the group's
self-made living room on the roof of the community centre or the ironic version of a
kitchen on an abandoned industrial area where the group cleans up litter (which includes several old fridges, one of which contains cans of beer that the group then
drinks together). It is in these outdoor spaces turned home that members of the group
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engage in intimate activities or have their most intense bonding experiences and personal conversations.
Both the broken boundaries of the indoor spaces and the outdoor recreations of home
spaces invert normalised notions of public and private, back and front. The rooms we
would normally hide from view or at least not share with a visitor in our house here
come under intense scrutiny. This already hints at the CCTV aesthetics to which I will
return below. At the same time, however, we see the group creating homely spaces in
areas normally deemed unsuitable for a home. In the context of home spaces and
home-making practices, this inversion confronts us with our evaluations of practices
that deviate from what we 'normally' do in our own homes. Simultaneously, the
group's recreation of homely spaces in uncommon ways and locales points to them
neither being anti-social nor anti-community. We rather see them building alternative
communities and engaging in social behaviour in spaces that are turned into makeshift
homes. The teenage offenders might be doing community service to 'give back' to the
community, but this mainstream community remains an absence in the series that is
never filled.
The way family models and spaces are depicted in both programmes ties in with the
striking absence of normalised home spaces, but again with very different effects. In
Misfits, parents play a very limited if any role. The viewer hardly gets to see the parents or parent of the teenage protagonists, and the same holds true for siblings, who are
only mentioned in passing. The teenagers are their own world and community, and
parental models or family are not relevant to this. The only exception is Nathan, whose
family life with his mother, his separated father, and in one episode a brother whom he
did not know about are featured. By nearly completely blanking out family as a topic
in the series, Misfits neither stresses the protagonists' dysfunctional social environment
nor makes it possible to insert conventional notions of the white, middle-class family
as a foil. What the programme is interested in is the highly artificial world of teenagers
who develop their own social positions in a social space and community of their own
making.
Benefits Street is far more explicit in its depiction of families. Dysfunctional family
practices are openly shown and the missing of parents or parental care is one of the
most central topics of the documentary. Both seasons focus on the figure of the street's
matriarchs who pull the community together and function as everyone's mothers. In
the Birmingham season, these are White Dee and Black Dee, in the Stockton-on-Tees
season Julie and Sue take up this role. I will shortly focus on Julie and Sue to outline
how the overt message of community spirit is again undermined by the programme's
presentation of family practices. Julie and Sue are introduced in the first episode of
season two as "having 11 children between them" (2015). Both are unemployed and
the different fathers of their children have all walked out on them. This image of a
large, fatherless family (in spite of several fathers potentially being available) then sets
the tone for the street as a whole. One of the most recurring images is groups of young
women, either pregnant or with prams and small children, hanging around on the street
or in front of Sue's house. Instead of emphasising a close-knit community, these images rather create a feeling of breeding masses and invasion, and, quite literally, many
of the young women or children are faceless because due to legal reasons, their faces
were pixelated. Julie and Sue might be the mothers of the street, but the infantilised
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people they care for are mostly stereotypical specimens of the single 'welfare Mom'.
As fathers, men are unavailable because they are in prison, on drugs or alcohol, have
been violent and abusive, or have just simply vanished. Thus, the image of Julie and
Sue as the caring matriarchs is undermined by the presentation of the improper practices and damaged family homes of the other residents: if this is the kind of family life
that Julie and Sue are enabling, then it is not the kind of family that the middle-class
viewer has internalised as normal, functional, or desirable.
Finally, and drawing the topics of home-making practices and family models together,
I will shortly discuss the aesthetics of the two programmes. Misfits was shot with a
handheld camera, and its cinematography makes an effort to reduce the sharpness of
the HD camera via soft lighting, lenses that make the images grittier, and filters which
produce fuzzy borders, slightly out-of-focus material, and a washed-out look. Indoor
lighting was mostly created through fluorescent tubes on the floors, which resulted in a
cold look rich in contrast. This indoor lighting markedly differed from the warmer colours for many outdoor settings, specifically many shots of the tower blocks and the
group's makeshift living room. This again testifies to the use of inversion made by the
series: even in terms of colour and contrast, the fabricated outdoor home spaces of the
group are homelier than official versions of home or community, for example the
community centre.
A second stylistic means of the series is the use of a CCTV aesthetics when we follow
the group into spaces normally deemed private, e.g. the changing rooms of the community centre. This technique was especially used in the short online films that accompanied the airing of the second season of Misfits in 2010. To make clear that we
are watching the characters as if we were using a security camera, four small frames
were added around the edges of the images, visual obstructions were pointedly included, or camera angles from above or within objects like lockers were used. This
aesthetics intelligently reinforces the series' critique of normalised notions of home.
Because the five teenagers have legally been deemed anti-social, the controlling gaze
of the nation is allowed to follow them into spaces otherwise seen as private. The
viewer is therefore allowed or even asked to transgress personal borders. We turn into
voyeurs who are faced with our own desire to pry into the private spaces and personal
practices of the protagonists. This is yet another means of confronting the viewers with
their normalised sense of home and privacy and contrasts with the warmer colours and
non-CCTV aesthetics of the outdoor shots. The alternative community of the group
takes place out of sight of social surveillance and beyond the norms and practices of
mainstream Britain.
At first glance, the aesthetics used in Benefits Street seem to be very similar to Misfits.
The immediacy of the hand-held camera is here created by a so-called 'fly on the wall'
documentary format. This format produces the impression that the viewer is directly
listening in on people's lives and conversations without the mediation of editing or the
foregrounding of camera style. However, the effect of this artificial immediacy is
completely different from Misfits, and it can easily be debunked as artificial when
looking at each episode's topic, the careful selection and sequence of images, or effects
like repetition and the insertion of music. Misfits' hand-held camera and use of CCTV
aesthetics creates an estranging effect and thus makes it possible for the viewers to
reflect on their position and gaze. In contrast, the viewer in Benefits Street is put into
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the place of the gazing subject without any hint at the power structures and normative
evaluations inherent in this position. The sparsely inserted narration does not change
this effect because the voice of the narrator seems to inform us about mere facts like
the time of day or seems to just describe external circumstances. As the fly on the wall
we are never asked to assess our own role in creating the deviant subjectivity of the
people portrayed in the documentary: this is simply how 'these people' are.
In this context, it is interesting that all establishing shots of the documentary are taken
from far above, maybe a helicopter, to then zoom in onto the street. These shots start
every episode and return us to the programme after each advertisement break. This
gives the viewer, the camera team, and the creators of the documentary the position of
an invisible and implicitly neutral observer with a god-like omniscient perspective. We
literally fly over 'these people's' streets and observe their habits and lives, but in its
aesthetics, the show never asks us to reflect on this position. While other observing
institutions like the police or the local media are explicitly introduced as prying, offensive, or unwanted in the street, the Channel 4 team is never seen on camera. In a twist
of what Pratt has described as "imperial eyes", the viewer's position can remain comfortably invisible and unchallenged in its normative, evaluative, and implicitly white,
middle-class position, while, simultaneously, Channel 4 can assure its viewers of its
well-meaning intentions (cf. Pratt 1992).4
4.

Conclusion

In my paper, I have worked with a notion of home as a multidimensional concept that
includes space, feelings, material practices, and economic positions as well as imaginaries and discourses which shape the social interactions of individuals and groups.
House-as-home is often idealised and can have a normative tendency for setting up
what is proper, good, and desirable. The issue of who is 'properly capable' of making
and owning a home therefore tends to be problematic, and national television makes
and re-makes such norms and ideals by representing practices and discourses of home
that are seen as excessive or deviant.
In their representation of home-making practices, family models, and in their aesthetics, Benefits Street and Misfits resemble each other in the striking absence of normalised models of home and the depiction of alternative houses-as-homes. However, the
4

In this context it is interesting to note that the show was highly controversial: the police, Channel 4 and the media regulator Ofcom received hundreds of complaints, both by viewers who attacked the people presented on the show and by people who felt misrepresented by the show.
However, Benefits Street gave Channel 4 their highest viewing figures for any show since 2012,
and the makers argued that the reaction and the viewing figures demonstrated the importance of
making such a documentary. In the context of the show's objectifying aesthetics, what I find
most striking is the accusation that Channel 4 was creating so-called 'poverty porn' (cf. for example McTague 2014). Poverty porn has been defined as "any type of media, be it written, photographed or filmed, which exploits the poor's condition in order to generate the necessary sympathy for selling newspapers or increasing charitable donations or support for a given cause"
(Aid Thoughts 2009). It is a term also used when media is created not in order to generate sympathy, but to cause anger or outrage. In the light of its objectifying gaze and the fact that all
positive community practices are weighed against improper or even illegal behaviour, Benefits
Street can indeed be assessed as poverty porn, and its aesthetics does nothing to reflect upon the
position and power of the viewer's gaze.
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effect of this absence is quite different. Benefits Street makes it possible for the viewer
to lean back and look at 'these people's' non-normal, improper homes and lives, whereas Misfits zooms in onto the viewer's role in constructing deviant subjects and presents
the teenage group as successfully creating alternative homes. In both programmes, unhomely spaces and improper houses are central, but the one reinforces the invisible
norm while the other makes its constructedness visible. Returning to the avocado bathroom of the beginning, in Benefits Street we "march with the white-bathroom loving
nation", while in Misfits we are at least asked to look at other colours and bathroom
arrangements.
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ELLEN REDLING (HEIDELBERG)
Home and Away: Place and Political Allegory
in Contemporary British Drama

This article will look at 'home' in drama both in terms of a family home and of a nation, or 'homeland', presented on stage. 'Home' or 'homeland' can be vital concepts in
drama as they often entail the idea of a hierarchy, and therefore of a potential conflict,
which in turn is a key element in most plays. The questions that may arise in such
plays are: who is the head of the 'home' and who is powerless, who is 'inside' the home
and who is 'outside'? By focusing on "power and exclusion" (Kelleher 2009, 4), a frequent topic of political plays, 'home' can thus point beyond itself to a larger political
struggle, whereby the stage becomes a space in which wider national or global issues
are discussed.
If a 'small-scale' action on stage stands for a larger-scale and more generalised issue in
the world outside the theatre,1 then such types of drama can be read as political allegories. This does not mean that the particularity of the 'small-scale' event is not important
when taken by itself, which is a criticism frequently levelled against allegory. Rather,
this event signals – e.g. through the use of unspecified place or character names or by
means of a generalising title – that it is to be understood on two or more levels at the
same time.2 Allegory thereby becomes a technique that enriches signification rather
than limiting it. It can mean 'thinking big' as well as 'thinking outside the box' of typical options. In political drama, as will be demonstrated here, allegory often reveals an
insightful linkage between politics and ethics through its inherent connection to wider
human concerns.
The plays discussed here can be said to be allegorical in that, in general terms, they
deal with a battle between those in power and those either lacking or seeking power.
As will be shown in the first section of this paper, from the ancient Greek tragedies
onwards, dramas dealing with 'home' or 'homeland' have always also addressed larger
political issues. What appears to be different now, i.e. in contemporary British drama,
is that the larger-scale power struggle to which a play can point has become much
more tangled and may seem overwhelming. The central problem often is no longer
who has power and in which arena. Now the major issue at hand may be whether or
not humans have any influence at all regarding 'random' crime and terrorism, climate
change and globalisation, which constantly threaten to overpower the individual. As
1

2

Non-sacred or post-Enlightenment allegory such as political allegory often works on precisely
this basis of differing scales and enlargement (cf. Redling 2015, 82-84). It is important to note
that while religious allegory reaches from the 'known' to the transcendental 'unknown', nonreligious allegory mostly is, to use Gordon Teskey's definition, "in the broad sense of the term,
mathematical, the product of a self-contained calculus for linking the already known to the also
already known" (Teskey 1996, 157).
Compare Northrop Frye, who argues that in complex forms of allegory the text "means this and
also something else" (1967, 91; emphasis in the original).
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will be argued here, the plays analysed in this paper explore in ethical terms what such
an influence of human beings could potentially look like in the face of great uncertainty.
1.

'Home' from Aristotle to Ibsen

Since drama often only presents few actors on stage, many dramatists throughout the
ages have chosen to portray members of one family in their plays. Aristotle famously
regarded tragedies that centre on family stories as the best ones since, as Simon Bennett explains, "[p]lot structures that emphasize deeds done by one family member to
another […] are most effective in achieving the full impact of pity and terror" (Bennett
1988, 1). Not only does a family – and thereby also this particular notion of 'home' as
household – entail types of relationships with which the spectator is basically familiar.
It also provides room for potential conflict, a feature that lies at the very heart of
drama. There may be arguments between members of different generations of this
family. Alternatively, a play could present rivalries between siblings or spouses. Crucially, however, from antiquity onwards, the family on stage has mostly stood for more
than just themselves. Thus, the idea of 'home' traditionally reaches beyond itself to
something greater than the individual household, namely to larger political issues and
power structures.3 The plays thereby become political allegories.
An ancient Greek example of the linkage between the personal and the political is
Sophocles' Antigone (c. 442 BCE), in which the struggle between Polynices and Eteocles, Oedipus' two sons, for the control over Thebes causes a clash between the new
ruler, Creon, and Oedipus' daughter Antigone. The latter wants to give her now deceased brother Polynices proper burial rites. Creon, who was enraged over Polynices'
attempt to take the city with the help of foreign forces, aims to prevent Antigone from
doing so. Antigone's standing up against Creon is not only a personal but also a political act. She fights against Creon's misguided tyranny, his hubristic understanding of
leadership, which ultimately results in her own death as well as that of Creon's son and
wife.
Shakespeare's King Lear (c. 1606) similarly demonstrates how the conflicts within a
ruling family do not only reveal crucial misunderstandings within the 'home' itself, but
also point to much larger issues. Famously misjudging the 'true' feelings of his children, King Lear leaves his kingdom to his malicious daughters, Goneril and Regan,
rather than to his kind-hearted daughter, Cordelia. This is because Cordelia had failed
to declare her love for her father openly, while Goneril and Regan had lied and said
they loved him. Lear thus is taken in by showiness rather than by silent truthfulness.
Shakespeare's play not only reflected a real-life concern of the insecure beginning period of James I's rule after Elizabeth I's death. It also more generally questions rulerfigures who lack insight and sound judgement and who misuse their power to exclude
people from their spheres and good will on a mere whim.
Eighteenth-century tragedies such as George Lillo's The London Merchant (1731),
Gotthold Ephraim Lessing's Miss Sara Sampson (1755) and Emilia Galotti (1772) are
predominantly set in a bourgeois context rather than in the sphere of ruling families.
3

In a similar vein, see also Simon Bennett, who notes a tendency in ancient Greek as well as
Shakespearean drama "to focus on politics as if it were a family affair" (1988, 1).
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Nonetheless, they also reach beyond their particular stories since they are meant to
encourage the rising middling classes to behave honestly and truthfully at the workplace and at home. The bourgeois tragedies aim to morally educate the spectators by
presenting to them the abhorrence of crime and making them feel empathy for
wronged victims of such deeds. While not so much concerned with a ruling figure,
they do shed light on hierarchies at work and at home. The London Merchant depicts a
benevolent employer, Thorowgood, whose employee steals from him. Miss Sara
Sampson presents an ultimately kind-hearted father whose daughter has run away. In
the period leading up to the French Revolution, such well-meaning figures of middleclass and lower-gentry authority preserve hierarchies within these middling ranks of
society, but are often set against malicious figures of 'traditional' authority,4 e.g.
wicked aristocrats like the Prince Hettore Gonzaga in Emilia Galotti, who puts pressure on Emilia and her middle-class family since he has become obsessed with making
her his mistress.
Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the middle-class home as a realistic, fully
furnished stage set became a mainstay of Western theatre. As Nicholas Grene writes
regarding Henrik Ibsen's A Doll's House (1879), the playwright here "moved inward
into a purely domestic space and created a drama of the interior that was to provide a
new theatrical paradigm for a century to come. […] The setting of the play, the living
room of the Helmers' flat, is very precisely realised" (2014, 17). Ibsen's realism seems
to work in favour of particularity and against allegorical generalisations. However, the
title A Doll's House hints at a larger signification. Torvald Helmer seeks to control his
wife Nora as if she were a doll in his house. The use of the indefinite article, which is
also present in the Norwegian original Et dukkehjem, suggests that she is not the only
woman treated in this way. Questions of power thus also play a crucial role in this
play. The play's struggle between an authoritarian husband and his loyal, but also intelligent and freedom-loving wife sheds light on power relations in the patriarchal family
and advocates women's rights.
Contemporary drama to some extent continues the idea of connecting 'home' to struggles between those in power and those lacking or striving for it. But in a post-Cold
War and post-9/11 world, the lines between 'friends' and 'foes' as well as the arenas in
which conflicts play out are presented as being not as clear-cut as the ones mentioned
above and as marked by greater uncertainty. The plays examined here demonstrate that
much like acts of terrorism, 'random' crime may hit a home 'out of the blue', and that
the adverse effects of climate change or globalisation may arrive faster than one
thinks.
2.

'Home' under Attack: debbie tucker green's random (2008)

In debbie tucker green's play random, the home of a black British family is suddenly
under attack and thereby changed forever, as the son of the family is 'randomly'
stabbed to death on a London street. Both the actual perpetrators and those attempting
4

Regarding bourgeois tragedy, Helga Stipa Madland explains: "As it gained economic and cultural, if not political, power, the middle class sought to differentiate its identity from that of the
aristocracy. Middle-class values and ideology placed primary emphasis on moral virtue and particularly stressed the sexual purity of bourgeois women. The middle class regarded itself superior to the aristocracy in the moral realm" (2000, 138).
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to address and report on the crime, i.e. white police officers and the media, increase
the family's trauma. They all invade the family's most private space – the perpetrators
by causing an actual wound to the body of one member of the family, the white officers and the media by disrespectfully entering and prying into the house and affairs of
the family. When the family's son is stabbed to death, this fatal penetration becomes
inextricably linked with the invasion of the home.
On the one hand, this is a play concerned mainly with British topics. As Lynette Goddard explains, "[t]he original production must be seen in the context of the sharp rise
in the number of teenagers being stabbed to death in London during 2007 and 2008,
which became an issue of concern to the national government and was regularly reported in the news" (2013, 206). On the other hand, the play may call to mind terrorist
attacks such as 9/11 and 7/7, that is 'invasions' and killings taking place in the American and British 'homeland'. When seen in this context, the reactions of the white officers and media in the play random may signal a criticism of the way these terrorist
attacks were subsequently (mis)handled.
These larger issues to which random may be reaching out are conveyed not through an
Ibsenite realistic 'home'. Neither are they seen from a 'male' perspective that focuses on
perpetrators and revenge. Instead, random puts the body of a young black actress on
stage that in itself represents a generalised version of 'home'. She plays all the roles of
the members belonging to this family: Sister, Brother, Mum, Dad – as well as the roles
of the people and forces who enter forcefully and break this home's boundaries. random "focuses on (black) female perspectives of the impact […], resonating with tucker
green's primary concern with the effect of traumatic and violent occurrences rather
than their causes" (Goddard 2013, 206).
The vicious deed of the boy's murder, which may shock and surprise the viewers /
spectators in a similar way that it does the family, divides the play into two parts. In
the first part, the mother's thoughts play a large role within the Sister's frame-narration
of the events before the stabbing, while in the second part the Sister's voice takes over
almost completely from that of the "destroyed Mum" (tucker green 2008, 50), who has
now seemingly lost her voice.
Initially, it appears to be an ordinary weekday morning at the home of the family. As
Sister, the narrative focus, relates, the sun is shining, the birds are chirping. But something is not right. Both she and 'Brother' had a restless night. In retrospect, Sister might
even be regarded as having a premonition that something will happen later that day.
Somewhat reminiscent of Caesar's wife Calpurnia in Shakespeare's tragedy Julius
Caesar (c. 1599), she senses that there is "something in the air" (tucker green 2008, 3).
Mum is making breakfast and thinking to herself that her daughter still dresses too
lightly despite the cold weather outside and that her son is trying everything to display
his unique personality by means of his clothes even though he has to wear a school
uniform. Brother is presented as a nice boy. He kisses his mother on the cheek before
leaving the house. Mum thinks that both her children believe they are young and invincible. In hindsight, this can also be interpreted as a foreshadowing on the part of a
female member of the family.
The mother stays at home while her son and daughter leave for school and work, respectively. Her home is her castle and she sets the main rules in it. Both she and her
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husband have always tried to protect their home. They have told their children to stay
out of trouble. But trouble now quite literally comes to their doorstep – in the form of
two white police officers who inform the parents about their son's death. The actual
words conveying this message are not spoken. Instead, the mother notes how the officers have practically invaded the family's safe haven. Subsequently, she needs to sit
down, "bewildered" (ibid., 27):
Mother: Dark boots an' heavy shoes inna my house.
[…]
on my clean carpet
In my good room –
[…]
Outside shoes ent worn in this house […]. (ibid., 26)

Their home is forever marked by this event – by this absence of the son of the family
and this utter "difference" (ibid., 43). The "difference" invades the private lives of the
family in a similar way as the knife has run through the body of the young boy. One
cut has even destroyed the birthmark that distinguishes his body from that of other
teenagers. Thus, his uniqueness and identity were destroyed by the knife. One could
say that he has become one of the many victims of 'random' knife attacks in London.
This is the way the tabloid media, who now pry into the family's private sphere, wish
to sell the story.
However, Sister describes the attack as anything but random. This is because the adjective 'random' to her seems to take away the particularity of the case as well as the
intention and guilt behind it. Thus, while tucker green emphasises an allegorical dimension of the play through the use of the generalised names 'Sister', 'Brother', 'Mum'
and 'Dad', which signals that the play reveals a larger problem, she also appears to
stress that every single case is important and needs to be looked at in detail. Sister
notes that "Random don't happen to everybody" (ibid., 49). Earlier in the play, she implies that the perpetrator who is responsible for the "killer cut" (ibid., 36) made a decision to kill her brother. It was not done randomly (cf. ibid., 37). The other cuts would
not have caused his death (cf. ibid., 36).
This scene again recalls Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, in which Marc Antony speaks
about Caesar's dead body and draws attention to "the most unkindest cut of all"
(3.2.174). As in the case of Shakespeare, the murder of Brother is a personal and political act. It has implications not only for those directly involved, but also for many
others. debbie tucker green creates a modern-day tragedy in which the hero is not an
emperor but a black boy, whose killing nevertheless counts as much as if he were an
important political figure. The dramatist shows that the personal is political and that
the story of the black family's home is of national – as well as perhaps global – concern. The 'home' or 'homeland' cannot be protected if outside forces wish to attack it.
At the same time, the play also seems to suggest that the reaction to the crime / attack
– i.e. the sudden invasion by the white police officers and the prying of the media – is
similarly dependent on decisions that people make. Their behaviour ultimately harms
the family, rather than easing their pain in any way. The mother is particularly distraught. After the crime, she still tries to protect her family by wishing to keep people
out and not answering the phone. But this does not work. The boundary between 'inside' and 'outside' remains forever broken.
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Solipsism versus Globalisation: Duncan Macmillan's Lungs (2011)

random demonstrates that in today's interconnected world it may no longer be possible
to regard one's home or homeland as one's castle. A random attack might indeed hit
even the most secluded safe haven. By contrast, Duncan Macmillan's Lungs, a play
about climate change, suggests that from an ethical point of view, shutting oneself out
may not even be desirable as it could effectively mean taking a solipsistic and selfish
stance in a globalised world.
Lungs depicts a couple, M and W, who stand for a prospective nuclear family home:
they are a man and a woman who are trying to have a baby. Their unspecified names
already hint that their discussions may be representative of a wider issue. Such a duologue, or two-hander, as Dan Rebellato notes, has become especially popular since the
1990s and the so-called 'return to ethics', which in a large number of academic books
and papers means "a shift away from a stance of pure scepticism towards moral philosophy" (Rebellato 2014, 81) and is linked to ethical considerations of wide-ranging
issues such as the genocidal acts in Bosnia and Rwanda, which suggested that "what
was taking place was not just wrong in Srebrenica and Nyange but wrong everywhere"
(cf. ibid.). A duologue can be "a means to foreground, particularly sharply, a fundamental ethical building block of human sociality, the relation between two people, exploring both their separateness and intimacy, their rivalry and mutual dependence – the
dynamics of our mutuality" (ibid., 82).
The protagonists M and W indeed frequently reach out for bigger contexts than 'just'
the narrow notion of a nuclear family home. For instance, they talk about the planet
earth as a 'home' for human beings. However, their discussions also subsequently return again to the smaller context. This lack of real concern proves detrimental to the
environment, as is shown in the play. Lungs finishes with an apocalyptic vision of the
world "covered in ash" (Macmillan 2011, 104) with no forests, and the protagonists'
son appears to directly blame the older generation for this outcome (cf. ibid.).
Throughout the play, the two protagonists often aim to do the "right thing" (ibid., 101)
and care about the environment, but become increasingly wrapped up in their relationship problems, which prevents them from really taking the decisive step from passively worrying about the environment to actively doing something about the climate
crisis. They plan to "plant forests" (ibid.), "cycle everywhere" (ibid.), "grow [their]
own food" (ibid.) and "never take another plane" (ibid.). However, their own difficulties often get in the way of these bigger plans. Furthermore, their idea of an environmentally conscious lifestyle, which includes recycling (cf. ibid., 56), does not appear
to be important to them in and of itself. It rather seems to be simply part of 'the thing
to do' – i.e. one of many general middle-class activities that also include the following:
"We watch documentaries. We read books about the proper things. We read the classics. We watch subtitled films" (ibid.).
The change of focus from a narrow understanding of home to the larger notion of the
planet and then back again to the couple's self-centred perspective is already suggested
by the polysemy of the title, Lungs, which can refer to either a larger concept or to a
person. It can stand for the lungs of the earth, represented by the trees and forests
which are mentioned at several points in the play. It could also refer to the lungs of the
baby that the couple are planning to have.
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Thirdly, and even more specifically, 'lungs' might stand for the woman W's shortness
of breath when she first learns that her partner wants a baby (cf. ibid., 23) – and later
on when M wants to precipitate their marriage upon finding out that she is expecting
another baby after a miscarriage and a period of separation (cf. ibid., 100). Towards
the end of the play, the speed at which the plot developments unfold and the apocalyptic environmental effects arrive can leave the viewer feeling anxious as well.5 The play
suggests that merely wanting to do the "right thing" is not enough: neglecting the
'lungs' of the earth will result in a global catastrophe.
For a large portion of the play it appears to be the woman rather than the man who is
concerned about the environment. When he mentions that he would like to have a baby
but adds that they will then have to change the way they live, his partner immediately
understands him to mean a transformation of behaviour towards the environment. As
she later notes: "I could fly to New York and back every day for seven years and still
not leave a carbon footprint as big as if I have a child" (Macmillan 2011, 50). He,
however, was merely referring to a change from their previous lifestyle to a daily routine that includes a baby. His thinking seems to be limited to the here and now, while
she, who is better educated than he is, wants to grasp wider contexts and think in bigger terms. She puts forward the argument that there might already be "too many people" (ibid., 32) living on this planet and that therefore "the ethical thing to do is to not
contribute to that" (ibid.). But he interjects that "[y]ou can't think about that stuff"
(ibid., 33).
This seemingly clear-cut – and stereotyped – opposition between an ethically and environmentally concerned female and a more down-to-earth male becomes blurred when
she suddenly starts to become increasingly involved in the actual process of getting
pregnant and giving birth, that is when the theoretical 'project' of having a baby is put
into practice. Once this process is begun her view becomes narrowed; it is focused on
the baby. For instance, when she later in the play speaks of herself as a "planet" (ibid.,
73) and thereby might seem to be establishing an allegorical connection between the
personal and the global, she merely implies that she is gaining weight. The man M in
turn now appears to be more interested in the environment. However, the question remains if he is really convinced of living in a more environmentally conscious way or if
he just wants to impress her: "I've been reading that book of yours. Was up half the
night. I've overtaken you with it I think" (ibid., 53).
In the end, their personal lives, their dreams, arguments and marriage problems, are
more important to them than wider concerns. M and W achieve their main goals – i.e.
having a baby and growing old together. However, their son is unhappy and the earth
is ruined. This shows that the couple's myopic notion of 'home' clashes with the needs
of others and with larger-scale issues. It proves to be entirely solipsistic and thus ethically questionable.

5

In her online review for What's On Stage, Sophie Bush writes: "The piece's furious pace lives
up to its title, leaving audience, and no doubt actors, feeling the need to pause for breath in a
world that does not allow it" (2011).
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The Symbiosis and Rivalry between 'Home' and 'Away':
Lucy Kirkwood's Chimerica (2013)

Lucy Kirkwood's Chimerica treats 'home' as meaning 'homeland'. It quite literally
brings together an idea of "homeland" (Kirkwood 2013, 32) – in this case, America –
with a far-away country, China. This is because the play's title blends the names of the
two countries and can serve to highlight the development of increasing globalisation,
especially if it is understood in economic terms.6 From such a perspective, globalisation can imply that nations 'merge' economically and may form constructs that resemble multinational companies.
The term 'Chimerica' was coined by historian Niall Ferguson and economist Moritz
Schularick in late 2006. They claim that the combination of saving money in China
and overspending in America played a large role in the financial crisis of 2007/08. As
Niall Ferguson explains in The Ascent of Money:
In effect, the People's Republic China has become banker to the United States of America. […]
until recently, the best way for China to employ its vast population was through exporting
manufactures to the insatiably spendthrift US consumer. To ensure that those exports were irresistibly cheap, China had to fight the tendency for the Chinese currency to strengthen against
the dollar by buying literally billions of dollars on world markets. (2009, 335)

For a time, Chimerica "seemed like a marriage made in heaven" (ibid., 336). However,
then the relationship encountered enormous difficulties: "The more China was willing
to lend to the United States, the more Americans were willing to borrow. Chimerica
[…] was the underlying reason why the US mortgage market was so awash with cash
in 2006 that you could get a 100 per cent mortgage with no income, no job or assets"
(ibid., 337).
The linkage of this 'personal' and economic relationship between the two countries is
also highlighted in the play. It is discussed by the two main characters, who can be
interpreted as representatives of America and China and who seem open to a friendly
cooperation. They are the American press photographer Joe Schofield and the Chinese
English teacher Zhang Lin, who have been friends for over twenty years. However,
when Joe suggests to Zhang Lin that he should move to the US, their latent rivalry becomes visible:
Joe: […] you should come to New York.
Zhang Lin: What for? Starbucks? Cockroaches? I can get both of those here.
Joe: Sure, and Walmart and McDonald's, I know, it's turning into America, but –
[…]
Zhang Lin: Things here are okay. Better. You know how much has changed, how fast?
Joe: Sure, but seriously, this country –
Zhang Lin: This country owns you. You don't get to lecture us any more. I subscribe to this
website, for my teaching, it sends me new American slangs and phrases each week. You know
what phrase I learnt this week? Fiscal cliff. (Kirkwood 2013, 24)

This passage encapsulates the notion of 'Chimerica' in that Zhang Lin highlights the
financial debts that tie America to China. Through Joe's references to Walmart and
6

Dan Rebellato aptly points out: "There are many competing definitions of globalization. Some
stress the speed and volume of our communications, others the blending and clashing of world
cultures" (Rebellato 2008, 250). More narrowly defined, it can mean "global neo-liberalism, the
global extension of capitalism under neo-liberal policies" (ibid.).
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McDonald's, which reveal that the American only thinks of his country's relationship
to China in economic terms, the excerpt also shows how an American 'way of life' has
influenced China and how China in turn wishes to assert its power. In the play, both
countries are portrayed as being confronted with severe difficulties which affect their
citizens' well-being. China is faced with the government-related problems of censorship, surveillance, torture, a curtailment of voting rights, smog, underpaid workers, a
one-child policy and a lack of concern for the individual human being. The US is presented as up against economic problems such as a misguided credit system, expensive
health care and short-term employment contracts. Since Kirkwood's play links the two
countries through their problems, she sheds a critical light on both of these countries'
political and economic measures. Chimerica attacks both China's brutal authoritarianism and America's cold neo-liberalism.
More particularly, the two countries are linked in the play by means of a famous photograph taken by an American press photographer at the Tiananmen Square protests in
Beijing in 1989. During this massacre, several hundreds or even thousands of student
protesters were killed by troops who arrived at the square with assault rifles and tanks.
The play at first mentions "three hundred Chinese people being gunned down by their
own government" (Kirkwood 2013, 13), but later suggests that there were many more.
Among other things, the students had called for freedom of the press, freedom of
speech, and the regaining of workers' control over industry. The photo shows one
young civilian man, presumably a student, holding shopping bags and blocking the
way of a column of tanks moving towards him. It is an actual photograph that has become one of the most iconic pictures of the twentieth century. The identity of the protester, the 'Tank Man', remains unknown, but the names of the American photographers who captured this image have been disclosed.
The character Joe Schofield in Chimerica is a fictionalised version of one of these
American press photographers. In the play he is looking for the 'Tank Man' more than
twenty years after the event – using the help of his Chinese friend, Zhang Lin, whose
wife was killed during the protests. The action thus moves back and forth between
America and China, and between the years 1989 and 2012. Via the photograph, the
play also establishes a connection between the American press and the Chinese press.
Both are flawed. As the money-oriented Joe is well aware, the American newspaper
that he wishes to sell his 2012 story about the 'Tank Man' to is merely concerned with
profit. The Chinese government, which controls the Chinese press, in turn is worried
about potential new information being revealed in the American press regarding the
(imagined) present life of the 'Tank Man'. Frank, the editor of the New York newspaper in question, points out that his paper is now more interested in "[l]ifestyle and leisure" (ibid., 31) than history and politics. If Joe's piece is to be printed at all, it needs
to have an American "angle" (ibid., 32) and ideally be connected to the 2012 elections
that are under way. Mel, Joe's colleague, suggests the following story about the 'Tank
Man':
Mel: […] national industry getting screwed over by China undercutting them at every turn –
Frank (guarded): Okay, so this is interesting.
Mel: Right, because, because, okay this is what it is, because this man, strike that, this hero,
brave, noble, persecuted, he escapes from this supposedly superior country, and where does he
go? Not London, not Mumbai, not Moscow. He comes to New York. To the States. […] Amer-
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ica means freedom, it means rights, set down in a constitution, to speak to protest, to be an individual, it is, and will always be, the homeland of heroes. (ibid., 32)

While Mel is focused on making the story fit the American editor's purposes and is
thereby neglecting any sense of greater objectivity, the Chinese government is shown
to suppress any article on the 'Tank Man' at all. In China, Zhang Lin is tortured for
passing information on to Joe (cf. ibid., 102). Joe had carelessly contacted Zhang Lin
via an easily traceable email on the subject of the 'Tank Man'. The play makes a point
of depicting the brutality of the Chinese oppression. But it also links the Chinese situation to the American one by implying that what is taking place in the American – or
Western – press is also a type of "censorship" (ibid., 82), driven by greed and profit.
This ethical topic of greed makes clear that Chimerica is particularly interested in exploring motives behind actions. It asks whether or not Joe is really intent on discovering the 'truth' and indeed cares about his friendship with Zhang Lin. It hints that he is
perhaps overly obsessed with this story and his own self-importance. Chimerica also
questions the sensational "human interest" tales (ibid., 46) and 'great men' stories that
often still seem to dominate Western media. As Zhang Lin points out, the 'Tank Man'
event cannot be "reduce[d] to one man […] There were a hundred-thousand of us"
(ibid., 25). As I would like to claim, the play shows how China and America could
learn from each other in an ethical way. Rather than acting as rivals tied together by
economic bonds they could examine what is going wrong in both countries. In terms
of 'higher' values, they could, for instance, both move towards greater freedom of the
press. China could care more for the individual, America could adopt from China a
sense of community. Unless they move towards each other in terms of ethical values,
'Chimerica' remains a 'chimera', a grotesque monster comprised of disparate parts.7
That is, if globalisation only works on an economic basis, it is more divisive than uniting.
To sum up, all three plays reach out to wide-ranging, political-allegorical views, while
at the same time not losing sight of particular and personal details. They look at ways
in which a 'smaller-scale' 'home' or 'homeland' is attacked by, interacts – or fails to interact – with larger forces. These forces may be the adverse effects of climate change
or globalisation, or human enemies such as criminals or terrorists.8 At the same time,
as Lungs and Chimerica in particular suggest, the 'enemy' might also be located within
the home or homeland. It may be represented, for instance, by a misguided press, a
lack of concern for the environment or a neo-liberal stance. The plays do not offer prescriptive, definite solutions to these large problems. But since the home or homeland
no longer appears to be any one's castle in a globalised world, transcultural and transnational ethical involvement and friendships are clearly shown to be necessary
counter-measures to selfishness, greed, disengagement and narrow-mindedness.
7
8

Niall Ferguson makes clear that there is "a fine line between symbiosis and rivalry" and that
"[m]aybe […] Chimerica is nothing more than a chimera – the mythical beast of ancient legend
that was part lion, part goat, part dragon" (Ferguson 2009, 340).
Other topical British plays that could be looked at in relation to home and political allegory are
contemporary asylum plays such as Nine Lives (2014) by Zodwa Nyoni, in which Ishmael from
Zimbabwe is clearly depicted as representing the vast number of refugees who desperately want
to belong to their new home Britain. They aim to fit in but are made to feel that they are outcasts. This drama and other refugee plays thereby point to larger-scale political and ethical issues regarding the question of who is 'inside' the home and who is 'outside'.
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Reading Multiraciality in Anglophone Narratives

Even though multiracial individuals comprise about 10% of the British population, and
certainly more in other Anglophone contexts (such as the Caribbean), and despite the
1990's obsession with Homi K. Bhabha's concept hybridity (1994), the issue of multiraciality is still of marginal interest in Anglophone literary and cultural studies.1 There
has been some interesting sociological and historical research on multiraciality (most
notably by Minelle Mahtani [2002, 2005], Maria P.P. Root [1996], Miri Song [2003,
2009, 2010, 2012] and Paul Spickard [1989, 2007]), but these scholars rarely discuss
the impressive cultural and literary output of multiracial individuals. The papers that
follow all deal with the ways in which different Anglophone literary traditions negotiate the experience of racial mixedness. We define 'the multiracial experience' in terms
of the question of what it is like to be of two or more racial heritages. The papers collected here analyse the implications and meanings of multiraciality in narratives set in
Anglo-Indian, British-Pakistani, Caribbean-Canadian, Chinese-Canadian and IndoCaribbean contexts.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the term 'multiracial' means "relating to,
or comprising several racially differentiated peoples". Multiracial individuals occupy
an intermediate position: they ambivalently waver between two or more racial backgrounds. Since such individuals cannot safely be placed into a single category, they
stand out. Multiracial individuals have been (and still are) targets of racism. Children
of indigenous and white origins in Australia and Canada, for example, were forced out
of their families and brought up in foster homes in order to 'breed the black' out of
them. Belinda Wheeler explains the motivations for these separations in the Australian
context by stating that
[…] some believed the half-caste children could become a cheap source of labour for whites.
Others believed if the children were brought up in white culture they would forget their past,
embrace white ways and with the full-bloods left to die out, the remaining half-breeds would
reproduce with other whites […] until the Aboriginal race was eliminated entirely. (2009, 238)

1

We are of course aware of the fraught history of the term 'race' and of the fantastic work that has
been done to deconstruct it (see, for instance, Delgado / Stefancic 2012 and Gates 1988). While
acknowledging our solidarity with critical race studies, we still use the term 'race' (rather than
'ethnicity') for two reasons. First, racism is still a severe problem in many societies as the rise of
the radical right in Europe and continuing police violence against African Americans in the US
attest. We feel that we have to call this phenomenon by its name if we want to counter it effectively. Second, the term 'ethnicity', although privileging culture over biology, can similarly be
used to essentialise alterity. Authors such as Samuel Huntington (1996) or Patrick Buchanan
(2002) actually avoid the term race, but they effectively racialise religion, in making impossible
claims about the incommensurability of Islamic and Western 'civilisations' (Nandi / Spickard
2014, 192; 210-211 FN 12; see also Dickens 2015). On the racialisation of religion see Goldschmidt / McAlister (2004).
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The trauma of these 'Stolen Generations' continues to haunt the postcolonial nations. In
other contexts, lighter-skinned individuals tried (and still try) to evade discrimination
through 'passing' (usually understood as short for 'passing for white'). However, as
Julia Hoydis illustrates in her paper, passing is a rather fraught strategy, and many
multiracial individuals refuse to rely on it as it obviously privileges the white as norm.
Multiraciality threatens the notion of racial purity, which formed the ideological basis
for colonial exploitation and fascism. Miscegenation was banned in 30 states of the US
up until 1967, in South Africa during the Apartheid until 1985 and obviously in Nazi
Germany. Only recently, the multiracial individual has morphed from a marginalised
figure to a figure of envy. As Stephen Small and Rebecca C. King-O'Riain explain in
the introduction to the collection Global Mixed Race, "racial, ethnic, religious, linguistic, and national mixing has been around for centuries: it reflects patterns of power,
migration, conquest and colonization" (2014, x). At the same time, the globalisation of
the world2 involves the increasing social acceptance of mixed cultural identities (ibid.,
xi). Dating and marriages across racial, ethnic and national boundaries, for instance,
have become rather common in the last decades. In addition, more and more multiracial babies are born. Maria P.P. Root writes that in 1992, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that while the number of monoracial black babies grew by 27% and the number
of monoracial white babies by 15%, the number of black / white biracial babies grew
by almost 500% (1996, xv).
Multiracial individuals also become more and more prominent in the public sphere.
One only has to think of President Barack Obama; celebrities such as Halle Berry,
Mariah Carey, Norah Jones and Alicia Keys; or authors like Hanif Kureishi, Zadie
Smith and Maxine Hong Kingston. The golf player 'Tiger' Woods, for example, describes himself as one quarter black, one quarter Thai, one quarter Chinese, one eighth
white and one eighth American Indian, and has (perhaps not quite seriously) penned
the term 'Cablinasian' to refer to himself.
On the other hand, it is also worth noting that multiracial individuals still face many
problems. First, mixed people across the globe frequently identify themselves monoracially, which suggests that multiracial identities are still disadvantageous in certain
contexts (cf. Small and King-O'Riain 2014, xx). Second, given their 'chicness' or 'exoticness', multiracial bodies are often used to further neoliberal ideologies of choice and
multiculturalism without actually addressing the marginalisation and discrimination
that people of mixed descent may encounter (see also ibid., xii).
Most of the papers deal with questions of identity, addressing the self-images of multiracial characters, perceptions by others and interracial encounters, while some contributions call into question the usefulness of the concept of identity with respect to the
multiracial experience. In addition to thematic discussions, the papers also investigate
the aesthetics of writing multiracial experiences by dealing with the use of the Gothic,

2

According to Ulrich Beck, the term 'globalisation' refers to "the empirically ascertainable scale,
density and stability of regional global relationship networks and their self-definition through
the mass media, as well as of social spaces and of image-flows at a cultural, political, economic
and military level. World society is thus […] a world horizon characterized by multiplicity and
non-integration" (2000, 12; emphasis in the original).
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of fantasy, of humour, of formal experimentation or the use of the novel as a genre that
is not traditionally associated with the cultural heritage of, say, the Caribbean context.
Christoph Ehland, for example, observes that while canonised British authors (such as
George Orwell and E.M. Forster) deal with India but ignore the issue of multiraciality,
Anglo-Indian middlebrow writers like B.M. Croker and Maud Diver position ambiguous racial identities (such as interracial encounters and relationships) right at the centre
of their narratives. Ehland investigates the strategies of control if not containment that
allowed middlebrow writers to explore the kind of racial ambivalence from which
other writers of their time still shied away.
Christine Vogt-William discusses the intersections of mixed-race relations and gender
in the work of Indo-Caribbean women writers. Ramabai Espinet and Shani Mootoo
negotiate dougla identities, a term derived from the Bhojpuri or Hindi word 'dougla'
(which can be translated as 'bastard'). Initially a pejorative term, it is now used to designate those of Indian and African parentage in the Caribbean. Indo-Caribbean culture,
history and literature cannot be examined without acknowledging the transcultural aspects of dougla heritages. Gender roles and expectations from both Indo-Caribbean
and Afro-Caribbean communities inform and complicate racial relations – factors
which are rendered even more complex due to the histories of slavery and indentured
labour. In view of these histories, Christine Vogt-William focusses on transcultural
feminist interventions in prevalent gender and race representations.
Discussing the work of the Caribbean-Canadian author Nalo Hopkinson, Julia Hoydis
focusses on multiraciality's potential of transgression and disruption. Hopkinson writes
speculative fictions that mix elements of sci-fi, fantasy and Jamaican folklore and
typically feature black female protagonists. Part of the subversive appeal of Hopkinson's novels is the fusion and reappropriation of white and black narrative traditions,
and they thus raise the issue of mixed 'raciality' already on the level of the genre. Often
engaging with matters of race, sexuality and discrimination in coming-of-age plots, the
author's first young adult novel, The Chaos (2012), deals explicitly with the topic of
teenaged mixed-race identity and the troubling issue of 'passing'.
Nicole Falkenhayner looks at the development in discussion of identity from the 1990s
obsession with hybridity and flows to more recent backlashes against multiculturalism
and critiques of neoliberal appropriations of identitarian criticism. She takes the work
of Hanif Kureishi, the mixed-race superstar in Black British fiction, as a test case to
examine the shift in discourses on identity comparing Kureishi's Black Album (1996)
to his more recent works. She thus offers a metalevel to our discussions of multiracial
literature.
Corinna Lenhardt is interested in aesthetics and focusses on the use of the Gothic in
"Nascent Fashion" (2009), the long poem by the Chinese-Canadian poet, writer and
critic Larissa Lai. She specifically addresses the Gothic's problematic history of racialisation and Lai's creative and subversive use thereof.
We believe that as the process of globalisation continues and borders become increasingly porous, multiracial individuals and multiracial fictional figures will become
more and more prevalent. Here are a few comments on the functions of the latter. To
begin with, multiracial characters illustrate how difficult it might be to express one's
multiracial identity. These characters give the white majority culture a sense of 'what it
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is like' to be an outsider; they play with the dichotomy inside vs. outside (or belonging
vs. not belonging).
In addition, the phenomenon of multiraciality is often discussed in ways that oscillate
between traditional realist and more defamiliarising experimental narrative forms.3 The
Chaos, for example, uses fantasy elements but at the same time also a fairly traditional
first-person narrator. This interplay between experimental and traditional strategies
concerns the dialectic between sameness and difference and serves two purposes. On
the one hand, The Chaos highlights the precarious status of multiraciality. The mixedrace narrator-protagonist Scotch is crucially identified as monoracially white; hence,
she 'passes' despite her inner identification with her Jamaican origins. On the other
hand, the novel engages in a 'normalising' strategy: the novel ends with Scotch's (fantastic) transformation into a more obviously black person, which entails that she again
identifies monoracially, albeit this time as unequivocally black.
Christine Vogt-William demonstrates that forms of exclusion can also be addressed in
humorous or sarcastic ways (see also Alber, forthcoming). One only has to think of the
discrepancy between music and text in Mighty Dougla's "Split Me in Two". We believe that this is a fascinating strategy that deserves further attention.
Ultimately and crucially, multiracial characters draw attention to the reality of racism
in the actual world, thus urging us to reconceptualise our own thinking about race. The
concept of race, which is assigned by society, hinges on visibility and binary oppositions, and is not a stable category; multiraciality thus upsets preconceived hierarchical
relations and it potentially undermines existing power structures. The discussion of
non-canonical forms of literature such as young adult fiction and middlebrow novels
prove to be particularly fruitful in this context. On the one hand, middlebrow authors
were more likely to take the risk of tackling the precarious issue of miscegenation already in the 1930s, a time in which canonical authors such as E.M. Forster portrayed
interracial eroticism as either impossible or traumatic. One the other hand, the didacticism generically built into young adult and children's literature enables authors to construct multiracial identities that are "just right" as the title of a famous picture book for
mixed-race children puts it (Davol / Trivas 1993). Thus, these genres can be more easily celebratory of multiracial identities than fiction geared at adults.
On yet another level, however, constructing a stable or 'healthy' monoracial identity
may not be part of the solution but ultimately also part of the problem. Is it sufficient
to construct multiraciality as a new category, as a new 'box' as it were into which individuals with a certain ancestral history and a certain skintone can be more adequately
placed? Is it maybe more adequate to do away with the notion of identity altogether?
The problems that multiracial characters face demonstrate that humans still tend to
essentialise (see also Zunshine 2008); they seem to like the idea that there is a stable
core or essential being to identities,4 an assumption which multiraciality in a sense fal3

4

Alan Palmer argues that a realist narrative "appears to provide an accurate, objective, and confident description or authentic impression of reality" (2005, 491). Viktor Shklovsky, on the other
hand, uses the term ostranenie (defamiliarisation) to highlight fiction's ability to 'make strange'.
For him, "the technique of art is to make objects 'unfamiliar,' to make forms difficult, to increase
the difficulty and length of perception because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in
itself and must be prolonged" (1965, 12).
In this context, Lisa Zunshine speaks of the "ineffable special something" (2008, 24).
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sifies. These problems also suggest that our (perhaps post-postmodern) age still often
relies upon a modernist understanding of subjectivity, which goes back to the idea of
the Cartesian ego, despite the playful negotiation of identities in much postmodernist
fiction. But they also demonstrate that there is, also among multiracial individuals, the
desire to belong to a group, hence, for an appropriate box. Maybe we need a new paradigm for the discussion of contemporary ethnic literature. Such a paradigm would
need to take into account the critique of identity as formulated in poststructuralist
thought in general and by postcolonial theorists such as Homi K. Bhabha in particular,
while also doing justice to the desire to belong, which continues to haunt the hybrid
subject.
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CHRISTOPH EHLAND (PADERBORN)
The Impossible Quest of the Middlebrow Hero:
The Struggle between Colonial Angst and Cultural Curiosity
in the Anglo-Indian Novel

1.

Introduction: Literary Propriety and the Anglo-Indian Novel

The 1881 census of British India showed that there were roughly 108,000 European
men in the Raj but only about 28,000 European women. It does not take too much to
picture what this discrepancy might have meant in real life. Given that the forces of
one's imagination can easily work out how inevitable interracial contact in the British
Raj must have been, it is all the more astounding that literature has almost entirely
shunned such relationships: the horror of Kipling's much-quoted short story "Beyond
the Pale" (1888) seems to set a gruesome standard here. And even if Kipling must be
read as tongue-in-cheek and with a due sense of sarcasm it is worth mentioning that
even such stern critics of empire as E.M. Forster and George Orwell seem to deny in
their stories the possibility of interracial contact.
In fact, in their most famous anti-imperial texts, A Passage to India (1924) and Burmese
Days (1934), they use the contact between the races as the trigger for catastrophe. The
alleged rape of Miss Quested in Forster's novel destroys not only Dr Aziz but also the
homosocial friendship that has been forming between him and Cyril Fielding. Similarly,
in Burmese Days the depressingly flawed protagonist John Flory finally comes to grief
over his affair with a native woman. His fascination with Burmese culture cannot prevent his relationship from being characterised by exploitation, abuse and guilt.
It is noteworthy that both Forster and Orwell apparently wince at the idea of 'going
native' since both of them actually wrote against that sort of harmonising stance in imperial fiction which aimed at naturalising British colonial rule and the white man's
burden.
It goes without saying that the British reading public was eager to hear about and
imagine life in this "Jewel in the Crown". A whole industry supplied them with plain
tales from the Raj. Alongside popular fiction the slightly more aspiring texts of the
literary middlebrow aimed to acquaint their readers with life in British India. Between
the 1880s and the late 1930s the three most popular of the Anglo-Indian middlebrow
writers, Maud Diver, Flora Annie Steel and Bithia Mary Croker alone wrote more than
a hundred novels of Anglo-Indian domestic life (cf. Sainsbury 1996, 163). In an article
on the Anglo-Indian domestic novel Alison Sainsbury has summarised the rise and fall
of the genre: "Novels of Anglo-Indian domestic life began to appear in the 1880s,
made a strong showing through the 1920s, began to die out in the 1930s, and had
mostly disappeared by the 1940s, along with British rule of India" (ibid., 163).
Although not without aspiration middlebrow novels are typically formulaic: they follow strict conventions of plot development and cater for a fixed set of reader's expecta-
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tions. Forster and Orwell were well aware of the Anglo-Indian middlebrow novel and
the rendering of colonial life it offered (cf. ibid., 182). In the case of Forster Nancy
Paxton explains that A Passage to India represents an attempt at finding the 'middle
ground' between "the aestheticism of English high modernists and the popular appeal
of what has been called the 'ethnographic real' of Anglo-Indian novels of the period"
(Paxton 2000, 182). In fact, though often read in isolation from their generic cousin,
that is the Anglo-Indian romance, both Forster and Orwell should be seen as a reaction
to these texts.1 The fact that both adopt for their critique of empire a plot line that rests
firmly with the "flutter"2 caused by the arrival of European outsiders in an AngloIndian community mimics the very core element of the standard plot of the imperial
middle-brow novel. Approaching A Passage to India and Burmese Days from this angle both novels gain additional meaning not only as a scorching criticism of British
imperialism but also as an equally blazing reckoning with the popular novel as a sentimentalising propaganda machine of empire. Once one realises that the criticism in
both Forster and Orwell is directed first at strategies of literary representation popular
in their time and only on a secondary level at the social realities in British India, their
pessimistic treatment of interraciality becomes more understandable.
Given the increasing normative force their criticism gained in postcolonial times one
can observe that with particular regard to the literary treatment of interracial contact
their pessimism is prone to overshadow those texts of the genre that attempt to be different. As the Anglo-Indian novel becomes a point of departure for two of the most
influential anti-colonial texts the exceptions to the rule in this subgenre of middlebrow
fiction become more interesting.
Among the flood of Anglo-Indian novels published before 1924 (the year of Forster's
A Passage to India), Nancy Paxton identifies at least twelve texts that focus on interracial marriages (cf. Paxton 2000, FN 17). In her reading of the texts Paxton stresses the
fact that the possibility of British men marrying Indian women and vice versa is regularly rendered negatively:
[...] most nineteenth-century Anglo-Indian novels are sceptical about the possibilities of permanent unions between English men and Indian women and define marriages between English
women and Indian men as beyond the pale. (ibid., 184)

Sympathetic treatment of such cross-racial relationships remains the exception. Nonetheless, the fact that such novels existed shows that the topic was far from being "unspeakable" or unimaginable, as it is sometimes assumed (cf. ibid.). In fact, these texts
merely document a racial situation that had concerned the administrators of empire
from the earliest stages of British involvement in the Indian subcontinent. In her discussion of British race policies in India Durba Ghosh notes the following:
A crucial element in discussing anxieties about race, sexuality, and family is the question of hybridity, both cultural and racial, that destabilized the homogeneities of the colonial social order.
1

2

With regard to Forster Paxton points out that he "was aware of this second tradition [representation of cross-racial relationships in the Anglo-Indian novel] and the increasing openness to
cross-cultural romance that these romances inscribe. In his letters, for example, he reports reading The Anglo-Indians, a novel by Alice Perrin that treats the failure of cross-cultural romance
between an Indian prince and an Anglo-Indian girl" (Paxton 2000, 184).
Radio Interview with Ralph Crane on Maud Diver (cf. ABC Bookshow (2007): Maud Diver:
Lost Gem of the British Raj).
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While hybridity produced anxieties about the loss of various types of 'purity,' embracing hybridity informed one's cosmopolitanism because it signalled tolerance and even appreciation of
various types of heterogeneity. (Ghosh 2006, 14)

Taking Ghosh's observation into consideration it becomes clear that the pessimism of
the literary avant-garde with regard to cultural and racial hybridity takes one into the
minefield of literary propriety.
This essay explores two examples of the Anglo-Indian novel which dared to venture into
this contentious territory of interraciality. The handling of interracial relationships by
Bithia Mary Croker and Maud Diver serves to shed light not only on the working
mechanisms of the middlebrow novel but also more generally on the limits of racial decorum and aesthetic propriety prevalent in colonial writing before the Second World
War. In what follows the discussion will focus on the way Croker and Diver narrated
and integrated interracial relationships into their stories. Particular attention will be
given to the generic safeguards which helped them to manage and contain this contentious issue.
2.

Interracial Quests: Bithia Mary Croker's In Old Madras

Bithia Mary Croker (1849-1920) is largely forgotten today though she was popular and
widely read in her own day. She was a productive writer of Irish descent who published more than 50 novels and short story collections between 1884 and her death in
1920. With regard to her status as a writer the 1896 edition of The Bookman gives an
indication when it mentions her novel The Real Lady Hilda (1896) as one of the "leading works of the hour" (Anon. 1896, 8). Similarly, in 1913 she is named among the
"novelists of promise and performance" in an article by Edwin Pugh (1913, 172). In
fact, Croker was seen by critics as a member of "a distinguished group of AngloIndian women novelists" (Holland 1921, 191).
The Bookman's description of her writing style even seems to offer a model description
for all middlebrow writing:
In taking up a new novel by Mrs. Croker the reader feels pretty certain of knowing the kind of
story to expect. It will be what is called 'bright,' with a brisk and fairly exciting plot, with much
easy and natural dialogue, and a shrewd, if not very profound handling of worldliness and
worldly people. (Anon. 1903, 150)

As this extract from a review of Croker's 1903 novel Her Own People shows, her writing typically follows the powerful plotlines expected by her readership. In its depiction
of "worldliness" the novel fulfils, in Ina Habermann's words, the middlebrow requirement of an "imaginative projection of lived experience" (2010, 35), and the fact that
her depictions are "shrewd" but not "profound" can be seen as a similarly characteristic
aspect of middlebrow writing.3 The praise of contemporary reviewers must not blind
one to the fact that these texts are steeped in the imperial ideology of their period.
3

Ina Habermann has recently put forward a working definition of middlebrow fiction that emphasises the entertaining nature of this strand of writing: "As the Oxford English Dictionary has
it, middlebrow fiction should meet certain 'moderate' aesthetic and intellectual expectations.
[…] The function of such narratives is neither 'mere escapism' […] and light entertainment, nor
intellectual challenge through aesthetic innovation, but an imaginative projection of lived experience conducive to a negotiation of identity and emotional 'entertainment' in the sense of providing sustenance" (Habermann 2010, 35).
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Sainsbury warns her readers that "in Croker's representation, India is a jungle peopled
by men who are animals at best" (Sainsbury 1996, 176). It is true that Croker's focus
on the Anglo-Indians and their lives in the stations and cantonments reduces the India
of the Indians to a background pastiche of exoticism, quirky servants and the distant
noise of the bazaar.
In Old Madras (1913)4 stands out among her novels which otherwise tend to be interested mainly in "the education and testing of imperial citizens" (Sainsbury 1996, 172)
along the lines of the marriage plot. In this novel, however, the arrival of a newcomer
in India allows her to arrange the conventional ingredients in a more unexpected manner. Although she will not divert from the marriage plot, this backbone and safeguard
of middlebrow writing, she organises her story around a quest that allows not only
southern India to be explored but also the protagonist to be brought into contact with
an unexpected level of diversity of class and race.
The plot itself is quickly told: Geoffrey Mallender, the novel's naturally good-looking,
well-mannered and spirited hero, arrives in India to search for an uncle he has never
met but from whom he receives a generous annual allowance and who permits him to
live in the crumbling family estate in England. Despite the fact that the stipulations of
his allowance prohibit him from searching for the mysterious uncle he commences on
a quest to track down his relative through the Madras Presidency.5 Although the drive
of the main storyline is frequently slowed down and side-tracked by the protagonist's
commitment to the obligations of social life in Madras and elsewhere, the search for
his uncle – or as Mallender suspects his murderer – brings him into contact with a different India. It goes without saying that after all sorts of hardships and obstacles on the
way he will succeed in his quest not only for his uncle but also for a bride.
The particular interest of this text derives from the juxtaposition it achieves between
ordered British life in Madras and the far less clear-cut situation in the colonial hinterland. As the protagonist sets out on his journey the persistent change of scene between
the established centre and its forgotten backwaters creates a peculiar tension in terms
of ethnographic curiosity. In accordance with this new perspective in the novel the
protagonist's dependence on and exposure to the racial other becomes more tangible.
In this context the relationship between Geoffrey Mallender and his two native servants is significant because on his journey he is frequently reduced to their company
alone, for want of Europeans in the places he visits.
The characterisations of his Indian butler Anthony and a Tamil boy named ChinnaSawmy are taken straight from Orientalist stock-patterns: although he will prove a
loyal servant Anthony is ever so slightly suspect with his propensity to gossip and selfindulgence and Chinna-Sawmy is cast as a clownish yet cunning character of disconcerting otherness.
The novel works with gradations that are cultural as well as racial and whose defining
factor is one of cultural proximity to English civilisation. As Anthony is a Christian he
is situated higher in rank and in sophistication closer – not close, of course – to the
English:
4
5

In the following, the abbreviation IOM will be used when quoting from In Old Madras.
Officially called "The Presidency of Fort St. George".
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Anthony was naturally gregarious, he liked the society of smart fellow-servants, he enjoyed
bragging, and cock-fighting, listening to piquant news, playing cards, and smoking good cigars.
(IOM 98)

Although he will prove loyal and helpful Anthony is presented in the novel with an air
of racist suspicion. Even praise of his service always comes with due ethnic reservation. More than once the butler is instrumental in gaining access for his master to otherwise forbidden territory:
Anthony was craftily undermining the position, and making insidious advances to the native
household; in short he exhibited cunning, which almost rose to the dignity of a talent. (IOM 145)

In comparison, the boy-servant, Chinna-Sawmy, is marked more decisively as a racial
other. In addition to being – according to Anthony – "a heathen, and very cheap" (IOM
99), it is his blackness that sets him further apart from the British than Anthony. By the
natives he is seen as a kind of a lucky charm since he was born with four thumbs.
Since Anthony is superstitious about this peculiarity, Geoffrey Mallender takes him on
but not without displaying the necessary European sense of revulsion in the face of
such abnormities: "but I won't have the fellow to wait on me. I dare say, out here, a
double growth may be a fine thing, but I draw the line at two thumbs on one plate"
(IOM 100).
As the description of the protagonist's entourage shows, the novel actively fills what
Emily Apter calls "the larger-than-life characterological cutouts of Orientalism" (Apter
1999, 120). With regard to the novel's move towards its engagement with cultural hybridity, in particular interraciality, such pigeonholing is noteworthy since it prepares
the contrastive ground for the exploration of the liminal spaces of race.
The quest thus becomes an instrument of exploring territory that is marked as beyond
the imperial control. The enquiring gaze of the protagonist – symbolised by the role of
a photographer which he has adopted – gradually discloses a hinterland of neglect and
desertion:
Panjeverram although but twenty miles from the City was a silent, forlorn, and forsaken, old
place [...]. The little party did not encounter a soul, before they turned over a brick culvert, and
found themselves in front of the rest-house. This was old, and out of repair; its atmosphere, even
that hot March night, felt damp; and the air was heavily impregnated by an odour of mildew,
mushrooms, and bats. (IOM 140)

And a little later it is observed about the same place:
Here and there a bungalow arrested the eye; some were thatched, some tiled, many – among a
wild tangle of fruit trees, and long-neglected bushes of oleander, and jasmine – were falling into
ruin; one and all the miserable reminders of the opulence, and glories of the past. (IOM 144)

Such scene setting is significant for Croker's text, since the protagonist ventures into
territory from which the British have withdrawn. Within the logic of the quest this disengaged hinterland harbours those who need to stay in the dark, those who "hide some
weighty secret" (IOM 137).
The novel frequently shows the isolation of the European protagonist in this native
world: when Mallender wants to buy provisions at the local bazaar, he is warned by
Anthony that this is a place "for native people only and half-castes, who live in the old
bungalows" (IOM 143). The presence of the so-called half-castes in this desolate
backwater hints at the ambivalence which characterises the post-colonial condition.
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The place itself gives ample evidence of the fact that the ordering, that is segregating,
hand of the coloniser has lost its grip on the community: the result is the mixture and
amalgamation of things British and Indian. Not only have the half-castes begun to inhabit the formerly British bungalows but so also does the man he is seeking 'hide' in a
place called the Nabob's House where he employs an Indian butler who is a Roman
Catholic (IOM 145). Bit by bit Croker constructs her colonial hinterland as a place of
racial and cultural ambiguity.
This becomes ever more pronounced once the protagonist is admitted to the hideout of
the mysterious Englishman. As he is allowed to enter the closed compound he finds a
strangely mixed assemblage of people living there:
In the verandah were two lads, nearly as dark as Chinna-Sawmy, with sleek black hair, and
beaming eager faces. There was also a little girl with clouds of golden locks, and singularly arresting beauty, a prim elderly European woman with a long upper lip, and a flat figure encased
in a stiff print gown, and Black Francis – a mute, hostile presence. (IOM 148)

Soon it is revealed that the house is occupied by an old acquaintance of Mallender,
Major Rochfort, who during his service in India had fallen in love with a Eurasian
woman. Now he hides his Indian children in Panjeverram from his English wife. The
complexity of the scene and its setting lies in the fact that not only is a double life, a
bit of Banbury in India, hiding here, but the situation offers a compelling tableau of
ethnic differentiation and stereotyping:
As Mallender scrutinised the party, from under his black velvet cloth, he realised that the little
girl was unquestionably of good birth, – judging by her delicate features, and well-bred air; the
boys seemed sharp and intelligent, and closely resembled one another [...]. (IOM 150)

When Rochfort's English wife unexpectedly arrives in Madras not only does the situation escalate but so also do racial prejudice and inhibitions come to the fore: confronted with the truth about her husband's Indian 'establishment' Lady Rochfort is
shocked: "[Her husband] had deserted and deceived her; in the first years of their married life, he had abandoned her for an old love – a half-caste woman! The horror, the
strangeness of the idea, made her giddy to contemplate" (IOM 174).
It goes without saying that the shock and horror soon fade away; since the middlebrow
novel aims at such affairs having a harmonious denouement this mixed family needs to
be accommodated. When the protagonist begins to act as go-between and paves the
way for a family reunion Lady Rochfort swiftly accepts what she calls the "weakness"
of her husband and takes on the maternal responsibilities for his Indian family (cf.
IOM 179). One may rightly detect here the romance-quality of the middlebrow novel.
However harmoniously the text settles the affair, the ease and swiftness of the settlement should not blind one to the racial negotiation that goes into it: it is decided that
the two boys must stay in a boarding school in India (cf. IOM 160)6 whereas the girl is
6

One may find here an echo of the treatment of semi-orphaned children in the early days of the
East India Company. In March 1786 the directors of the East India Company in London ruled
that orphaned children of company officers should not be sent to Britain unless they were legitimate and of wholly European parentage: "[...] the imperfections of the children, whether
bodily or mental; that is whether consisting in their colour, their conformation, or their genius,
would, in process of time, be communicated, by intermarriage, to the generality of the people of
Great Britain; and by this means debase the succeeding generations of Englishmen […]"
(Quoted in Anderson 2011, 39). With regard to this it is particularly interesting to take note of
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to be taken home to England, since "no one would ever suspect the child of anything
but pure English blood" (IOM 182).
This idea of blood, which makes the modern reader shiver, deserves closer attention. In
the case of Rochfort's daughter it is interesting to note that in the eyes of the characters
blood does not necessarily correlate directly with the interpretation of race. Skin colour
is the defining mark. When quizzed about the children the protagonist describes the boys
as 'manly but black' and the girl as 'fair' – "but of course there is native blood, no denying it" (IOM 174). At one point Major Rochfort, the racial trespasser, uses the idea in
defence of himself: "I'll swear Maddie [his Eurasian mistress in India] had good blood,
English or native, in her veins" (IOM 158). Rochfort's statement correlates with a whole
set of utterances that make it clear that blood may be a question of 'good or bad' but this
does not depend on being English or Native. In fact, in Croker's story the characters are
often more concerned with questions of decorum and appearance than with race.
In fact, it is remarkable that here – as elsewhere in her novels, according to Sainsbury
– Croker shows "little horror at 'race-mixing'" (Sainsbury 1996, 177). On the contrary,
rather than raising colonial angst about the racial other she aims to accommodate interraciality in her text. All this may be wrapped up in too much harmonious sugar-coating
but we should still consider that in 1913 Croker expected her audience to swallow this.
In this crucial point In Old Madras differs significantly from novels such as A Passage
to India, where the friendship between Fielding and Aziz is destined to fail amidst the
prejudiced racial segregation of colonial society. Similarly, Flory's liaison with his
Burmese mistress Ma Hla May causes scandal among the English in Burmese Days.
In Croker's novel the affair concerning Major Rochfort and his double life may be a
mere sideshow in the protagonist's search for his uncle but it is given prominence not
only by its position in the middle of the book but also by the space and the detail invested in it. Though other episodes confront the hero with an ever more varied ethnic
and social situation in the hinterland, it is the story of the Rochforts which prepares the
ground for the final disclosure in the text: when the reader has almost forgotten about
the purpose of Mallender's travels the sought-after uncle eventually reveals himself to
his nephew. The story that he relates to a certain extent mirrors the earlier episode in
the novel. Just like Rochfort, the uncle is living in hiding because he had fallen in love
with a native woman. In his case, however, the consequences of that affair have
marked him beyond repair:
We were both young, and the world was before us! Our plans were on the point of maturing,
when one moonlight night, we suddenly found ourselves betrayed, and surprised. Alida's infuriated kinsmen fell upon me like savages, I made a hard fight – but it was no good, one in fifty;
when they had overpowered me and bound me fast, they cut off my nose, ears, eyelids, and upper lip. The Coorgs have a special instrument for this operation, – a sort of slicing knife called
an 'Odu Katti'. (IOM 299)

the reaction by the company officials stationed in Bengal at the time. They counter the racial argument and state: "It might, we conceive, be safely presumed, from the silence of the Legislature on this head, that the evil apprehended by some persons here must be altogether imaginary
[…] children of the same complection [sic] in the West Indies and America who have been educated in England, have neither proved chargeable to society, nor disgraceful to the human species" (ibid.).
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Mutilated to a "frightful and repulsive object" (IOM 299) "for theirs was no gentle operation, but a frenzied hacking, and hewing" the uncle admits that "[n]aturally, it was
impossible for me to return, or ever to show my face in England!" (IOM 299, emphasis
in the original).
Read in isolation the horror of the mutilation might confirm the beastliness of the cultural other and thus unmistakably mark the limits of interracial contact, as in Kipling's
"Beyond the Pale". In Croker's text, however, the revelation, horrific as it may be,
comes late and completes in its own way a theme that has developed earlier.
Although the uncle admits that "[s]peaking dispassionately, and as an old man – there
is no question, that such love, is undoubtedly a species of insanity" (IOM 298), the mix
of horror and sympathy the startled reader is supposed to feel in the face of such gruesome disfigurement is countered by the – admittedly – sentimental yet significant fact
that the "insanity" of this love affair still carries on. Both Mallender and his uncle realise that it is Alida, the uncle's native wife, who has shouldered the heavier burden in
this relationship. With remarkable emphasis the novel drives home the consequences
of this union when the uncle tells his nephew, "We were married by a missionary [...]
and she is your lawful Aunt, Alida Mallender" (IOM 300).
As in the case of the Rochforts the novel is not so much interested in the dimension of
racial difference in the uncle's affairs as in focussing on accommodating the consequences of interracial contact. As the plot now swiftly begins to unravel and prepares
the reader for the ending – reendowing the protagonist generously with his uncle's
English estate and receiving his consent for his intended marriage with the English girl
he had met earlier on his journey – one needs to stay alert with regard to the mechanics
of the middlebrow novel: the marriage plot with its compulsory happy end is part of a
strategy of containment that envelops the tensions and inconsistencies touched upon
elsewhere in the novel.
The ending of In Old Madras ideally demonstrates middlebrow containment: in the
wedding ceremony the story pretends to tie up neatly all its loose ends. With regard to
the protagonist who is returning to England with an English wife and a generous endowment from his uncle this is appropriately summarised by one of the characters:
They're gone, and only think of it! just one year ago, Geoffrey came out here, on a wild-goose
chase, a stranger in the land, and empty-handed, – for his allowance was cut off from the day he
arrived. Behold, now, he returns, leaving crowds of Indian friends – not to mention a weeping
Anthony – and carries away with him, a sword, a horse, a fortune, and a bride! (IOM 320)

The comforting sense of this ending should not distract one from the fact that for long
stretches of this "wild-goose chase" the reader was confronted with the desolation and
ambiguities of the hinterland. In the novel the sense of closure produced by the denouement seems so complete and conventional that it requires a closer look to identify
the fissures in the coating of the picture.
The persistent showcasing of the other India, the disengaged territories of empire where
the material traces of British rule may be rapidly disappearing but the ethnic ones continue to be present, cannot be salvaged by the restitution of the hero or the display of
highlife in Madras and the hill stations. The ending aims to manage and contain the effects of the destabilisation caused elsewhere in the story. The congregation that has
gathered on the occasion of Mallender's wedding in St George's Cathedral in Madras
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reunites the protagonist and his English bride with the 'strange acquaintances he had
picked up on his mysterious excursions through the Presidency' (IOM 319), among them
the Eurasian children of the Rochforts and – in disguise – his uncle and aunt. Seen
through the eyes of a spiteful and gossipy individual the assembly of people Croker
shows in the cathedral still achieves an unexpectedly tolerant tone for the end of the
novel:
In his mysterious excursions through the Presidency, it was evident that Captain Mallender had
picked up some strange acquaintances – this was another of Mrs. Fiske's pronouncements. On
the afternoon of the wedding, amidst the fashionable crowd in the Cathedral, were two youths,
who were almost black, and an elderly European woman, conspicuous in green velveteen, yellow silk gloves, and an appalling hat. Yet to the trio, the bridegroom, whilst awaiting the bride,
most particularly addressed himself. What could he possibly have in common with such low
people? Here even Mrs. Fiske's lurid imagination was at fault; and besides these undesirables,
close to the entrance, and completely in the background, Mrs. Fiske was amazed to descry, two
natives! A black-bearded man, wearing spectacles and an immense turban, and a lady who was
closely veiled. (IOM 319)

Filtered through the slanderous perception of a Mrs. Fiske and thus by inversion highlighting the inclusive spirit of Croker's text, in the wedding crowd the novel metaphorically reconnects the periphery with the centre. The reader may take comfort in
this, or may realise that in fact the centre is becoming as ambiguous as the hinterland.
In this context it is indicative that the uncle may live his life disguised as a wealthy
native. But he does so in the centre of Madras. The appearance of his nephew sheds
light on his hideout but it does not end the hiding. He admits to the protagonist "to
know, that a real live nephew, had so far exerted himself, as to come to India to find
me ! [sic] made me once more think of myself as Geoffrey Mallender, and not as the
Nawab Dooloo of Idacotta" (IOM 302-303). One should not misread the uncle's statement here: the arrival of his nephew does not restore his sense of Englishness. On the
contrary, it reminds him of the ethnic and cultural ambiguity that inevitably characterises his existence and the abyss that lies between him and England.
As this discussion has shown Croker writes a novel about the consequences of empire.
The text may be oozing with the conventional but if one compares the composure with
which all sorts of mixed unions – race, class etc. – are explored with the hysteria
Forster and Orwell depict in their novels one can sense how exceptional this text is.
Julia Kuehn has recently called Croker's approach "visionary" even if most of the time
she is only alluding to "the multiethnic and interracial possibilities" (Kuehn 2014, 53).
While it may be rather low key, Croker's text should nonetheless be read as a pragmatic reminder of the interracial realities of empire. For 1913 and in the genre of the
middlebrow romance this is indeed rather surprising.
3.

East meets West: Maud Diver's Lilámani

The prominence given to In Old Madras in this essay derives from the fact that if one
compares this text to the next example of Anglo-Indian writing, Maud Diver's
Lilámani,7 Croker seems almost inadvertently to be drawn to this complex issue of
colonial angst. Maud Driver, on the other hand, writes her story not just in awareness
7

Modern editions of the novel lost the accent so that in the following the character will be spelled
'Lilamani'.
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of the contentiousness of the issue but in order to provoke her readers with a programmatic text of a multiethnic marriage.
Published in 1910, Lilámani: A Study in Possibilities8 is the first of four novels in
which Diver follows the life of the Sinclair family. Diver herself was of Anglo-Indian
descent and like Croker one of the most successful writers in the heyday of the AngloIndian novel between the 1900s and the early 1940s. In comparison to the likes of
Croker her writing is more political than that of her fellow writers, for example in taking a clear stance over the question of women's rights and gender expectations.
In Lilamani she also follows the traditional lines of the middlebrow novel. If the topic
of her text is challenging and even provocative for its time the plot is fairly simple and
straightforward: brought to Europe by the suffragette Audrey Hammond in order to
study medicine the Indian princess Lilamani stays in a hotel on the French Riviera.
There she is seen by the English aristocrat and amateur painter Nevil Sinclair. Fascinated by her exotic beauty he wants to gain permission to paint her. Eventually he begins to court her and wins her love. In Diver's novel the difficulties and joys of courtship soon give way to an equally mixed bag of emotions when the two marry and family duties call Nevil and his wife home to provincial England. Overcoming the obstacles of cultural and ethnic difference, the two are at the end of the story awaiting the
birth of their first child.
In all this Diver emphasises the kinship of her novel to the Anglo-Indian tradition but
also points to its deliberate departure from the expected. A bystander in the plot, as it
were, Lilamani's father is frequently elevated to being a mouthpiece for the novel's
more programmatic concerns; for example at one stage of the courtship he explains to
Nevil: "Anglo-Indians are of many kinds and many minds. Not all are so wide-hearted
as to break through the official shell that checks intimacy with the native of the country [...]" (L 91). As her subtitle indicates Diver investigates the possibilities of such
"wide-heartedness" that opens the path to interracial contact.
One may find the tone often patronising but it is remarkable for a novel of this period
that Diver shies away from the Eurocentric calibration of the Anglo-Indian romance
and invests in a particularly challenging 'ethnographic real' in her text.9 The debate
about 'purdah' (cf. L 52) that ensues when Nevil tries to gain permission to paint Lilamani at the beginning of the novel is but one example. Other issues of Indian culture,
custom and religion are explored as the relationship develops. Despite the cultural curiosity in the text one again and again stumbles upon racial typecasting and clichés. In
particular with regard to Lilamani references to 'the sensitivities of the Eastern woman'
may irritate the modern reader. These generalisations derive from the fact that the
novel treats its characters frequently as types: a perspective which results from the fact
that Diver has her interracial lovers come to realise that their unusual relationship
means that each represents for the other their respective race: "For her, [...] you are
representing the whole English race" (L 50) and vice versa.
8
9

In the following, the abbreviation L will be used when quoting from Lilamani: A Study in Possibilities.
The representation of Lilamani may come across to the modern reader as rather clichéd, with its
emphasis on "the beautiful, erotic, and spiritual aspects of the Indian 'ethnographic real'" (Paxton 2000, 186).
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Despite this essentially stereotypical and reductive perspective Diver still allows her
characters their own voice. In fact, a significant difference between her programmatic
novel of an interracial relationship and Croker's approach is the change of perspective
in Lilamani. If the racial other in Croker remains objectified through the European
gaze Diver invests her text with constant changes of perspective: to demonstrate the
bewilderment and confusion stirred up by the love affair in each of the lovers the narrative frequently alternates its focalisation and allows insights into the feelings and
thoughts of both protagonists. The difficulties, obstacles and misunderstandings of the
interracial marriage are therefore not simply encountered from one point of view but
are seen through the eyes of both lovers.
The constant change of perspectives also allows the text to pay particular attention to
the internal conflicts of the protagonists. When the couple has settled in provincial
England Diver explores not only the bigotry of provincial English society but also
carefully maps the depression Lilamani experiences as a result of her cultural and
emotional isolation. Given the way the shifting focalisation works in her novel she can
display an unusual degree of empathy for her characters:
Rain and wind; wind and rain; rattling at blurred casements, lashing and battering the patient
trees. Lilámani Sinclair, sick in body and soul, lay listening to the unwearied rush and patter of
it in the premature dusk of a February afternoon, till it seemed as though the downpour beat
upon her bared nerves, and the wind blew chill through her heart. (L 328)

Seen through Lilamani's eyes the descriptions of the English autumn and winter offer a
metaphor not only for her growing depression but also for the feeling of cultural estrangement she experiences. Lilamani withers not only because of the sunless winter
months and the often tense feeling of cultural mismatch with her environment but also
because her husband seems unable to understand her in her cultural and racial otherness.
Both characters are seen to struggle not only with the alienness of the other's culture
but also with their own fears and prejudices. In the case of Nevil the novel shows the
slow process of balancing his erotic desire with his love for Lilamani as much as the
discrepancy between his outward bohemian progressiveness and the turmoil of ethnic
unease he still experiences: "Rather odd, having a Hindu for a father-in-law, he reflected; and hardly knew whether he relished the idea" (L 127).
Although the protagonist actively fights these feelings of unease and stands up for his
wife he increasingly alienates her. Only slowly does he realise that his art has misled
him to objectify his wife, reducing her persistently to the exotic other:
Still, for him, she was the Arabian Nights Princess brought hither by a kindly Fate to save him
from ambitions of others and kindle his spark of talent to flame. (L 70)

Towards the end of the novel he has to admit the following to himself:
She fascinated him still. But this flower of the East, this very woman compact of fire and dew,
held every fraction of him prisoner in her softly-clinging hands. (L 291)

The novel makes it clear that Nevil Sinclair, who had initially fallen in love with the
exotic appearance of Lilamani, needs to 'cross the racialised and Orientalised boundaries that separate East and West' not just socially but also mentally. He may not "experience the guilt associated with 'going native'" (Paxton 2000, 186) but he needs to
learn to look below the surface of his impressions.
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Seen from two perspectives the slow process of the two lovers learning about themselves and each other may often appear excessively sentimental, but the curious result
of this inverted perspective is that English life becomes increasingly defamiliarised
and can appear as exotic as Indian life. In this context the novel does not shy away
from the prospect of the long-term consequences of this union when they are reminded
by Lilamani's father that their "experiment" is not just about companionship but "marriage is for continuing the race" (L 132).
Stirring up deep-seated prejudice this contentious issue defines a particular line of attack in Diver's story. Lilamani's father warns Nevil at some point: "In spite of good
blood on both sides those children must suffer the stigma of half-breed, which Nature
herself is said to abhor" (L 133). A letter by Nevil's sister will eventually reinforce this
fear of stigmatisation and drives Lilamani almost to kill herself: "Your last bomb-shell
was bad enough [...]. But this! Had you no thought of the future? A native mistress at
Bramleigh Beeches! Half-caste sons to carry on the name of which we are so rightly
proud!" (L 205) There is an acute sense of emotional blackmail involved in the fact
that Lilamani wants to commit suicide when she learns about the letter, but one must
still be astonished by how persistently Diver confronts her readership with this issue.
In tone and plot development she never leaves the generic mould of the middlebrow;
in fact it is the formulaic nature of the middlebrow novel that allows her to say what
she says. At the end of the novel the mechanics of the middlebrow plot even allow her
to elevate the expectation of a child to the ultimate manifestation of the happy union
between her protagonists10:
Six months ago I confess I shrank from the idea of a son handicapped by the stigma of mixed
blood. But now – you being his mother – I see him as one who will have strength of his handicap, as one doubly endowed with the best that two great races can give – the spirituality of the
East, the power and virility of the West [...]. (L 382)

Lilamani is a prime example of the fact that the formulaic middlebrow novel can touch
upon and discuss issues which were 'unspeakable' and 'contentious' in the highbrow
branch of literature at the time. As Suzanne Clark has observed, in spite of happy endings which may seem hollow to succeeding generations, the sentimental of the middlebrow novel has the power to promote weighty issues (cf. Clark 1991, 38).
Although Diver's novel was a bestseller in its day and saw multiple reprints throughout
the 1920s and 1930s interest in it withered away together with the fading of the AngloIndian novel generally.
4.

Conclusion

As both examples of Anglo-Indian romances have shown, though their stories are
largely sentimental with a focus on the happy ending, the middlebrow novel is willing
and able to touch upon contentious issues. In fact, middlebrow writing can be seen as a
form of 'anxiety management'. Given the strict fixtures and the mechanical plot developments that govern and stabilise this kind of fiction middlebrow writers could sometimes dare to venture where their highbrow betters often feared to tread. Of course, one
needs to take account of the limitations here: both Diver and Croker were convinced
10

By the beginning of the second novel in the tetralogy, Far to Seek (1921), Lilamani has given
birth to four children. For a discussion cf. Paxton 2000.
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imperialists. Writing at a time when calls for Indian independence were becoming
more audible Diver has her Indian mouthpiece in the novel explain: "In my belief –
and I am sharing it with scores of men better than myself – no worse harm could befall
India than that Great Britain should cease to be paramount power" (L 94). What is
more, Croker offers cultural assurance to her readers when she explains that the relationship of Geoffrey Mallender's uncle with his Indian wife rests safely in the harbour
of a Christian marriage: "It turned out, that the lady was of the Royal house of Coorg,
an Ikeri Princess; her name was Puvaka 'the flower sister.' – She has since been baptised Alida" (IOM 298). These are just two of the moments when the modern reader
may shiver with postcolonial unease.
Nonetheless, these texts, so unusual in their own day, open a perspective on the colonial discourse in Britain before the First World War which in many respects may still
surprise the modern reader in its willingness to engage with the issues of interraciality.
Croker's and Diver's handling of interracial relationships in their fiction helps the
reader to understand not only the working mechanisms of the middlebrow novel but
also more generally the limits of racial decorum and aesthetic propriety. In fact, critics
have suggested that in A Passage to India E.M. Forster shied away from allowing
closer racial intimacy between his characters basically for "standards of artistic 'good
taste'" (Paxton 2000, 191). It is remarkable that in the guise of the middlebrow romance the issue became palatable for a wider audience.
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CHRISTINE VOGT-WILLIAM (BERLIN)
"Split Me in Two": Gender and Dougla Identities
in Indo-Caribbean Women's Diasporic Fiction

I am neither one nor the other
Six of one, half a dozen of the other
If they serious about sending back people for true
They got to split me in two
[…]
Because they sending Indians to India
And the Negroes back to Africa
Can somebody please just tell me
Where they sending poor me
If they serious about sending back people for true
They bound to split me in two
[…]
Mighty Dougla: "Split Me in Two" (1961)

The dougla is a mixed-race identity that is firmly rooted in Caribbean contexts based
on racial and cultural relations between Africans and Indians in Trinidad, which bears
some reflection in the context of literary representations of multiraciality. Here the
representation of dougla identity will be examined in the novels of two contemporary
Indo-Trinidadian-Canadian writers: The Swinging Bridge (2003) by Ramabai Espinet
and He Drown She in the Sea (2006) by Shani Mootoo. The main sociocultural context
to be considered here is Trinidadian, while the aspect of Indo-Trinidadian diasporic
experience (both in the sense of indentured labour histories and more contemporary
contexts of Indo-Trinidadian relocations to Canada, where negotiations of home
spaces and cultural coherence are pertinent) forms a significant backdrop against
which these novels need to be read.
In Espinet's narrative, maternal genealogies form an important strand of inquiry with
regard to Indian diasporic female experience and history. The Indo-TrinidadianCanadian protagonist Mona Singh returns to Trinidad as an adult to excavate the hidden stories of her female ancestors, while repurchasing ancestral land. This is rendered
complex by her engagement with forms of sexual agency displayed by her foremothers, which allowed for envisioning mixed-race relations in Trinidad, despite failures in these same endeavours. Versions of creole identity are addressed in The Swinging Bridge (Bree, Mona's "red" boyfriend from her youth) alongside white-Indian attachments and genealogies (Mona's Grandma Lil's youthful romance with the partIndian, part-white Davy; Mona's cousin, Bess's white-Indian mixed race ancestry.
There is a notable absence of creole identity positioning in He Drown She in the Sea.
Mootoo's narrative focusses on male genealogies in a Caribbean space (Guanagaspar –
a fictional rendition of Trinidad) in the shaping of Indo-Caribbean masculine diasporic
subjectivity. White-Indian mixed race relationships are briefly addressed in He Drown
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She in the Sea in the narrative strand of Harry St. George, the son of the dougla figure
Seudath St. George. Harry is briefly involved with a white Canadian woman Kay during his first years living in a diasporic context in British Columbia; the relationship is
depicted as shortlived, due to Harry's obsession with his first love in Guanagaspar, the
Indo-Caribbean woman Rose Sangha. Notions of Indianness are transported through
maternal figures situated in different class backgrounds in this narrative, while dougla
positions are imagined through paternal genealogies inscribed in a transnational and
transracial African-Indian adoptive context.
I will focus on the more marginalised dougla subjectivities, which, despite being extremely significant, inhabit haunting roles in both narratives. Interestingly these dougla
identities are contingent on performances of masculinity. The male characters constructed as dougla in these stories resonate with the calypso lyrics composed by the
Trinidadian calypsonian Mighty Dougla in 1961, a year of intense interethnic political
rivalry (in the epigraph to this piece). Mighty Dougla addresses a particularly fraught
cultural space that entertains anxieties of forced displacement and an impossibility of
citizenship in the Trinidadian postcolonial national imagery (see Puri 2004, 191).
These anxieties, however, inform the Indian diasporic female subjectivities in the novels as well which are interrogated in relation to the figure of the dougla. In The Swinging Bridge, the dougla figure of Rajesh is considered in conjunction with his mixedrace partner Bess, Mona's cousin who helps her find the stories of their common ancestor Gainder, an Indian indentured labourer. In He Drown She in the Sea, the main
focus will be on Seudath St. George, who is dougla through adoption by an African
couple. Seudath's story is related through the eyes of his Indian wife Dolly, whose experience of her dougla husband will be prioritised in the context of this piece.
A common denominator in both narratives for these dougla subjectivities is that they
are both firmly located in working class backgrounds, that of fisherfolk – a form of
labour that is represented as being rooted in post-independence Afro-Trinidadian contexts. With regard to class affiliations in the context of racial mixing, Vijay Prashad
has observed: "What is significant is that among the working class, a certain amount of
mixedness was tolerated" (Prashad 2001, 83). A preoccupation with class positioning
is an aspect that informs Indo-Trinidadian sensibilities with regard to obtaining citizenship in both narratives: both Mona's and Harry's mothers are concerned with upward social mobility for their families in postcolonial Trinidad. These concerns however, demonstrate a reluctance to acknowledge Indian indentured histories in Mona's
family (see The Swinging Bridge, 251), and a distancing from Seudath's adoptive
Afro-Caribbean affiliations (see He Drown She in the Sea, 133-134).
Before I delve into the intricacies of dougla identity in these postcolonial Trinidadian
literary narratives, an understanding of mixed-race identity in Anglophone literature
would be helpful. Jonathan Brennan advocates the term 'mixed race' as a wide category of inquiry that is open to definition and expansion, whereby categories of mixed
race being and modes of cultural belonging, e.g. Afro-European, Eurasian, AfricanAsian, African-Native American etc., are to be read as culturally defined literary traditions (see 2003, 7-9). Brennan adds that matters of racial categorisation and racism are
engaged with in literary texts, suggesting that exploring mixed race identity in literary
narratives simultaneously works with the concept of racial categories while providing
instances of reflection on the absurdity and limitations of these categories (see ibid.,
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7). Thus, while race is to be understood as a constructed social category, the material
realities of systemic and social injustice that are produced by the operation of racialised discourses on marginalised subjectivities definitely bear reflection and analysis.
Therefore, the kind of work intended by Brennan here is in line with diasporic scholar
Vijay Mishra's position that in literature "the aesthetic becomes a site from which critical thinking can take place" (Mishra 2007, 149).
It would be imperative to note that Indo-Caribbean culture cannot be critically examined today in postcolonial Caribbean literatures without acknowledging the transcultural aspects of mixed-race relations and dougla heritages, alongside creole subjectivities. Indo-Caribbean histories are intimately linked with Afro-Caribbean histories; the
most obvious connection being that the Indian indentured labourers were brought to
the Caribbean to replace the freed slave labour force after the abolition of slavery in
1834. Fraught race relations were the basis for interethnic hostilities where both AfroTrinidadian and Indo-Trinidadian cultural frameworks functioned within the logic of
racial stereotypes in dominant European racial discourse (see Puri 2004, 212), where,
"the replacement of colonial concerns between Black and White mixing with the postcolonial concerns of Black and Asian mixing on the part of political parties has led to
'lateral hostility'" (Raghunandan 2012, 2; see also Puri 2004, 172). Velma Pollard
traces the negative stereotypes entertained in these forms of lateral hostility: Indians
characterised Afro-Caribbeans as lazy, argumentative, wasteful of their resources, and
wanting only sport and alcohol. Indians – the newcomers to the Caribbean, in comparison to those of African descent – were held by Afro-Caribbeans to be too thrifty, to
the point of miserliness. In addition, Indians were also criticised for their cooking and
eating habits, language and 'heathen' religion (see Pollard 1995, 232). Besides these
more general criticisms, Viranjini Munasinghe remarks that Afro-Trinidadians considered Indian indentured labourers as "'scab' labour that diminished their bargaining
power with planters, and the fact that these 'coolies' were freely willing to do the work
that slaves had done under coercion only increased the contempt of the Afro-Trinidadian" (Munasinghe 2006, 206). These mutual hostilities, according to Jeremy Poynting, were rooted in "attempts of Europeans in the 19th century to justify the indenture
systems and in Afro-Creole fears of Indian competition" (Poynting 1986, 15). Fissures
and tensions between African and Indian communities in the Caribbean were generated especially by the colonial plantocracy and missionaries, in order to discourage
interracial solidarity and cooperation, for fear of rebellion (see Prashad 2001, 82; Puri
2004, 220-221; Munasinghe, 2006, 206). In the context of race politics in Trinidad,
Shalini Puri observes that colonial authorities in Trinidad had not necessarily been as
invested in tracking the histories and political trajectories of dougla identity as had
been the case for creole identities, which were traditionally understood as comprising
different degrees of black and white racial mixing:
If in colonial times the authorities engaged in an elaborate "racial accounting" of black-white
mixing (for which a complex array of race, color and hair distinctions emerged, from "white",
"Trinidadian white", "so-called white", "near-white", "red", "brown", "light black, "black" and
"black-black") [...], they did not track the mixing of Africans and Indians because they did not
for a long time see the racial mixing of Africans and Indians as a threat to the dominant colonial
order. Post-colonial Trinidad however has seen an elaboration of racial competition between Africans and Indians; in this context, the dougla now occupies a considerably different position,
since s/he disrupts the racial accounting that depends on clearly differentiable races. (Puri 2004,
190)
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Puri points out how the figure of the dougla complicates more contemporary understandings of race in postcolonial Trinidad, especially with regard to questions of citizenship, which have been comparatively readily accorded to creole positionings. At
the same time the figure of the dougla is also implicated in questions of gender, class
and religion – all of which are especially relevant in situating Indian political investments in Trinidad's national and cultural imaginaries and discourses.
Once a pejorative term in Hindi meaning 'bastard' evoking notions of illegitimacy and
pollution, dougla is used today to designate those of African and Indian parentage in
the Caribbean, thus manifesting a hybridised form of geopolitical belonging (see Reddock 1994, 101). Rhoda Reddock points out how the pejorative undertone of the word
also problematises Indian orthodox positions against Trinidadian government policies
on race relations:
[…] the term has been incorporated into a highly contested discourse on "douglarization", a
term developed by Hindu religious and Indo-Trinidadian nationalist leaders. It refers to their
perception that the People's National Movement (PNM) the governing party [...] from 1956 to
1986 and 1991 to 1995 encouraged intimate relations between African men and Indian women
in order to "Africanize/Creolize" the population, and in this way, deal with the problem of "race
relations". This, the Hindu leaders argued, was no solution and would lead to the obliteration of
the "Indian" race. (Reddock 1999, 57)

The hybridity represented and performed by dougla identities is considered problematic, since, as an identity category of mixture within the economy of discourse about
nation, race and ethnic relations, 'dougla' carries the negative valency of marginalisation in the Caribbean imaginary. This is contrasted with the more positive connotation
of Creole identity, which seems to have since acquired uncontested citizenship. At the
same time, Viranjini Munasinghe points out that 'dougla' as an intrinsic component of
Trinidad's racial symbolic economy in that it acquires meaning through its oscillations
between the positively encoded forms of creole racial mixture and the silenced and
negatively loaded dougla racial mixture (see Munasinghe 2006, 205). The term 'creole', while rooted in Caribbean space, accrues added complexity because it is situated
in privileged relation to East Indian alterity that, as Munasinghe adds, allows for the
"emergence of a Trinidadian specific creole logic" (Munasinghe 2006, 209). Given
this propensity to embrace creole logics then in Trinidadian cultural imaginaries, it is
intriguing to note that dougla logics are not as readily included. This marginalisation
of dougla being is obliquely thematised in Espinet's and Mootoo's structural locations
of douglarised masculinities on the peripheries of their narratives, where these serve to
underscore and comment on the marginal spaces and conditional forms of citizenship
accorded to Indo-Trinidadian women, their histories and their attempts to exercise
sexual autonomy. And yet, there were Afro-Caribbeans and Indo-Caribbeans who
managed to establish relations across racial boundaries and colour bars, raising dougla
children and generating dougla sensibilities (see Munasinghe 2006, 217). Such relations based on affective relationships grounded in mutual desire would be of no less
political importance with regard to race and gender politics as I hope to show in what
comes hereafter.
The figure of the dougla was considered by many bourgeois Indians as a potential
threat to Indian cultural coherence and by extension to a powerful political lobby under the demographic category of 'East Indian' (see Prashad 2001, 83). This engendered
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anxieties that encompassed discourses of illegitimacy1 haunting Indo-Caribbean indenture history and postcolonial contemporaneities (see Munasinghe 2006, 213-223). The
fearsomeness of the spectre of the dougla in Indo-Caribbean diasporic contexts signifies a transgression of rules which condemns one kind of mixture between Africans
and Indians, while occasionally condoning another kind: that between the white European and the Indian, which was problematised by Espinet in her narrative (see The
Swinging Bridge, 254-255). This is in line with Patricia Mohamed's commentary on a
peculiarly Indian sensibility which seeks to ally itself with whiteness:
Indo- and Afro-Trinidadians have far more in common with each other than they have with any
native of India or Africa, and the constantly emerging space of creoleness in the region as much
Indian as it is European or African at this time. Yet there is an Asian resistance to becoming
subsumed into a politics of blackness. It can be argued that to associate with blackness is to side
with the losing rather than the winning team, where whiteness has already attained superior
class status even without political power. To ally with whiteness is to go against the grain of the
history of labour, to deny a similar colonization of the East where the 'dusky' races were outfitted with an exotic yet demeaned script. (Mohamed 2009, 67)

Thus while white-Indian racial mixes may be tolerated due to the putative class advantages such whiteness may confer on this particular mixed race position, this could be
read as a demonstration of what Mike Hill observes in the light of white privilege:
The engendering of whiteness gestures instead toward a kind of critical exchange among and
between incommensurable forms of otherness that also, but not directly or binaristically, shore
up white race privilege. (Hill 1997, 7)

The privilege associated with whiteness in Caribbean contexts could be seen to work
then in the Trinidadian context to reinforce racial mixtures aligned whiteness (i.e. the
creole) in positions of comparative citizenship privilege vis a vis other racial mixes
like the dougla. This also raises the contiguous question of the positioning of the
white-Indian mixed race subjects and their mixed designation – was this racial mixture
to be understood as a form of creole identity as well? So, if one were to consider Sara
Ahmed's rumination on whiteness as a form of historical, social and bodily inheritance, then "to inherit whiteness is to become invested in the line of whiteness: it is
both to participate in it and to transform the body into a part of it, as if each body is
another 'point' that accumulates to extend the line" (Ahmed 2006, 125). If white-Black
and white-Indian mixes were to obtain to certain degrees in the postcolonial Trinidadian national imaginary, due to the shared attribute of whiteness that has social and
cultural capital, does this mean then that to be of Black-Indian mixed race is to be
1

The illegitimacy evoked with regard to the uneasy positioning of Indo-Caribbeans in the Trinidadian national imaginary could be ascribed to a myth that once one crosses the kala pani, leaving the
actual geophysical space of the Indian subcontinent, claims to orthodox 'authentic' forms of
Indianness cannot be asserted. Brinda Mehta has implied however that this uneasy diasporic position can be of advantage for Indo-Caribbean women's assertion of agency since the experience of
migration allows for open negotiations with established orthodox Indian gendered cultural norms:
"Hindu women, [...] had the most to gain by crossing over to different lands because their confinement within Hindu patriarchal structures in India made them victims of abusive family and
communal traditions. Enduring the hardships of the kala pani was a worthwhile risk to take because it offered the potential of renegotiations of gendered identity within structural dissolutions
of caste, class and religion that occurred during the transatlantic displacements. Hindu women
therefore seized the opportunity to transcend their marginality within the nuclear Hindu family by
embracing a more expansive Indian diasporic community" (Mehta 2004, 5).
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doomed to permanent forms of displacement, as articulated in Mighty Dougla's calypso? Does this mean that to be dougla is to occupy a dystopic diasporic space of unbelonging, never to quite arrive?
Thus, the conceptual distinction between douglarisation and creolisation seems to be the
root of the dilemma. While both African and Indian conservative discourses are invested
in reinforcing this distinction between the two forms of cultural hybridity, the main focus here will be on the Indian orthodox objections surrounding the notion of the dougla,
since it is the predominant discourse informing the two novels that I address here.
In this regard I turn once again to Shalini Puri's reading of the Indian orthodox position
on discourses around the two concepts:
[…] the Indo-Trinidadian orthodoxy seeks to contain the douglas' threat to the logic of purist racial stereotypes by conflating "creolization" and "douglarization" – by conflating that is, the assimilation of Indian culture into Creole culture, and the Indianization of the dominant Creole
culture. For the Indian orthodoxy any hybridization of black and Indian identities threatens to
compromise its construction of Indianness; it thus considers douglarizaton and creolization
equally as the contamination of Indianness. (Puri 2004, 193)

In this understanding of dougla as 'contaminating' a putative 'Indianness', the term
dougla also resuscitates forms of censorship of Indian women's sexual behaviours which
were perceived as infractions of orthodox sexual mores. Shalini Puri maps the connection made between this particular Caribbean mixed race position and Indian nationalist
ideals of femininity transported to Trinidad: "In conservative Indo-Trinidadian discourse, one arena where the issues of racial ambiguity and Indian women's sexuality
have been played out in is debates over the figure of the dougla, the mixed race descendant of Afro- and Indo-Trinidadian" (Puri 2004, 190). Here Indian culture in this diasporic context is feminised, in the nationalist sense of a "Mother Culture", which is depicted as "being under threat of violation by a masculinized and predatory African culture" (Puri 2004, 195). There is a discrepancy in this logic since such readings of a 'masculinised', 'predatory African culture' codifies African-Indian interracial sexual relations
as "African (but not Indian) 'disrespect' for women, and African (but not Indian) lack of
self-respect in diluting the race. Representing the Indian community as feminized victim
also displaces discussion of Indian men who seek out African women" (Puri 2004, 195).
It is this absence of the considerations of Indian men's sexual practices (and their potential to generate dougla spaces) that both Espinet and Mootoo indirectly criticise and interrogate in their representation of dougla identities in their narratives.
Thus while bodies read as creole may be envisioned as pleasurable sites of successful
'multiculturalism' (see Ahmed 2006, 144), "signs of interracial sexual intimacy" (see
ibid.) producing both creole and dougla subjects are not to be tolerated. In dougla contexts this is contingent on complex gendered readings of such interracial intimacies,
since the idea of Indian women sexually involved with, much less marrying men of
African descent appears to be inarticulable, indeed unimaginable in Indo-Caribbean
contexts. The comparative autonomy of the first few waves of female Indian indentured labourers served to re-evaluate gender roles and expectations, due to migrations
across geopolitical borders and cultural spaces which contributed to blurring the
boundaries of caste, gender and class (see Haniff 1999, 27; see also Mehta 2004 and
Munasinghe 2006). Here traditional feminine roles of homemaking and familial caregiving were supplanted by the necessity for Indian women to take on work as canefield
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labourers – outside the home, to earn wages and contribute to the family income. Such
flexibility on the part of the Indian women indentured labourers during the 19th century
threatened the heavily patriarchal concept of the Indian nuclear family with clear gender roles – since the expansion of the Indian women's cultural purview now included
work in the public space, which then led to reconceptualisations of the Indian women's
sense of citizenship allowing them to claim greater agency. The assertion of heteronormative Indian masculinity over women inflects the notion of cultural coherence and
citizenship with subcontinental discourses of 'shame' and 'honour' (active in today's
contexts as well), which was closely linked to the Indo-Caribbeans' disciplinary nationalist agenda of demonising dougla identity, where, as Patricia Mohamed notes "the
spectre before Indian men was the loss of a separate Indian identity, one which was
linked to the notion of ethnic purity" (1995, 35). Here it is necessary to recognise that
the threat of African-Indian2 miscegenation for the representation of a coherent Indian
identity is contingent on the policing of Indo-Caribbean women's sexuality, a salient
cultural agenda informing both narratives examined here (see The Swinging Bridge,
187; He Drown She in the Sea, 102, 333).
Considering Afro- and Indo-Caribbean feminist interrogations of African-Indian
mixed race positioning, Brinda Mehta observes that it is in literary and cultural productions that common ground has been created for more affirming relations between
women by undermining binary oppositions:
By embracing a transformative dougla poetics of accommodation and renewal in their writings,
Afro-Caribbean writers such as Merle Hodge and Marina Maxwell and Indo-Caribbean writers
such as Narmala Shewcharan and Ramabai Espinet have created new discursive paradigms for
reading Caribbeanness as a site for interracial collaborations, gender negotiations and the affirmation of negated identities. Hybridized discursive sensibilities / sensitivities have promoted
enabling cross-cultural interrogations in the works of these writers to offer radicalized possibilities of resisting racial binaries in their writings. (Mehta 2004, 65-66)

In light of this common investment in a more inclusive Caribbean politics in the shaping of their creative texts, Shalini Puri similarly remarks on the appropriateness of the
genre of the novel as a site to engender a Caribbean feminist dougla poetics that allows
for possible reframings of Indian and African politics in Trinidad (see Puri 2004, 219).
Both novels here address examples of Indo-Trinidadian women choosing to have relationships with men identifying in some way with Afro-Caribbean cultural contexts.
The Swinging Bridge3 not only addresses Afro-Creole and Indo-Caribbean intimacies,
but also the history of white men's exploitation of Indian women's sexualities (suffered
by African women slaves before them), as well as Indian men's patriarchal policing of
the same through domestic violence. Mootoo's narrative addresses Indian female
2

3

According to scholars such as Bridget Brereton, Rhoda Reddock and Viranjini Munasinghe,
there had been very few instances of mixing between Afro-Trinidadians and Indo-Trinidadians
during the heyday of indentureship between 1845 and 1917, whereby there was a conspicuous
lack of sexual intimacy between East Indian men and Afro-Trinidadian women, despite a paucity of Indian women in the early years of indentureship (see Brereton 1979, Reddock 1994 and
Munasinghe 2006, 217). That East Indian men chose instead to compete heavily for the few
East Indian women rather than turn to Afro-Trinidadian women is intriguing and requires more
nuanced explanation that goes beyond the assumption of a natural antipathy between the two
groups in the realm of sexual intimacy (see Munasinghe 2006, 217).
In the following, the abbreviation TSB will be used when quoting from The Swinging Bridge.
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agency as being nurtured in the context of a dougla relationship, which is not necessarily of biological origins. At the same time the rifts between African and Indian communities are rendered even more complex by the intra-community dynamics of class
consciousness. The depiction of mixed race relations in both novels convey the protagonists' own politically douglarised affirmative stances which offer intersectional
critiques of oppressions based on race, class, gender and diasporic histories. At the
same time Indo-Trinidadian and dougla masculinities are articulated against the orthodox Indian sociopolitical matrix vis-à-vis Trinidadian citizenship and belonging.
1.

The Swinging Bridge

Espinet's narrative addresses racial prejudices, gendered violence and transcultural
transgressions from the vantage point of four generations of women in an Indo-Trinidadian family against the backdrop of indentured history. Mona comes to realise that
her position and politics pose a threat to her father's self perception as an Indian in
1950s Trinidad, who does not quite belong, despite his claims to being 'Creole'. Dada's
feelings of unbelonging and cultural unhoming fuel his violent censure of his daughter
during her adolescence. Mona's lack of reserve and caution in her dealings with creole
boys threaten her father's perception of his paternity and his masculinity: he has failed
to raise his daughter in the 'proper' 'Indian' way. At the age of eighteen, Mona does
indeed become romantically involved with Bree, "a red boy, an obvious mixture of
African and other races" (TSB 182). However, Mona breaks off the relationship with
Bree, when he slaps her in public. Bree's aggression reminds her of her father's violence towards her, of male violence towards women in general. (This romance is later
rekindled during a short sojourn in the US, but Bree's continued misogyny and the
consciousness of racialised differences disrupt Mona's desires for a more permanent
relationship – or even dougla children of her own – with the man she loves, thus exacerbating her "nowarian" sense of herself (TSB 188-190). Interestingly, although Mona
has a relationship with a white Scots-Canadian, Roddy – she does not entertain more
permanent attachments in that mixed race constellation.)
When Mona returns to Trinidad as an adult to reclaim her history and ancestral land,
her mixed white-Indian cousin Bess furnishes avenues for Mona to recover their greatgrandmother Gainder's history as an indentured labourer, as well as the story of
Grandma Lil's love for a white-Indian man Davy, who later becomes Bess's grandfather through marriage to another Indian woman. These stories allow Mona to imagine
a more inclusive alternate family structure marked by Bess's mixed race presence,
whose illegitimacy is expunged by Lil's adoption of her as her child and heir to her
property. Both these diasporic histories allow Mona to ponder her own 'nowarian' inability to root herself in any cultural context, Canadian or Caribbean, which is in direct
contrast to Bess's comfortable location of herself in Trinidadian national space, despite
open Indian orthodox censorship of her as a white-Indian mixed race woman, who
does not conform to their expectations (one notes that her whiteness does not necessarily work to her advantage). Bess's self-perception is buttressed by her relationship to a
young dougla man Rajesh, "a Rastafarian with almost floorlength dreadlocks" (TSB
290)4, the only surviving child of an Indian woman and her Creole husband (see TSB
4

Considering Rajesh's dreadlocks as a marker of 'Rasta' identity which further complicates his
dougla positioning, I have recourse to Vijay Prashad's reading of Rasta cultural practices in con-
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291). Mona witnesses open hostility towards Bess from the Indian community, who
criticise Bess's organisation of an exhibition of cultural paraphernalia, transported to
Trinidad by early Indian indentured labourers, thus attempting to reinscribe a history
into public cultural memory, which still elicits shame from the Indian community. The
attacks on Bess's cultural project are underscored by criticisms of her romantic involvement with Rajesh:
"And ah hear that she have a Rasta man up north she dey with […] we go have to look at she
sharp." […] A youngish voice, quiet and conciliatory […] but Mr. Narine, I hear he is ah Indian
Rasta. We can't be too hard on the girls nowadays, man." But the first voice shot back with
venom, "[…] Rasta is Rasta and what right ah Indian have to turn Rasta, eh?" (TSB 284)

Here we note how representatives of the Indian orthodoxy revile Rajesh's dougla presence as well as Bess's own mixed race dougla affiliations. Despite such animosity,
Bess forges ahead with her own professional and personal agenda of reclaiming Indian
female indentured histories (see TSB 285). Her confidence in herself as an IndoTrinidadian woman, in her diverse family lineages and her relationship to her dougla
partner Rajesh, embody a particularly douglarised Indo-Trinidadian maternal legacy of
survival that she has recourse to, which Mona is still learning to access ("I loved their
grace with each other, and thought with a pang of how simply and freely they belonged in inside each other's world" [TSB 292]). Mona's own subsequent re-visioning
of herself in Canada is founded on a nuanced dougla sensibility, which she christens
Caroni Dub, a: "[…] beat I hear, behind the songs my great-grandmother wrote, telling
the story of her secret life, […] her love, locked in a cell […] on the island of St. Helena, off the coast of Africa" (TSB 305-306).
Aided by Bess in unearthing their foremother's hidden history, Mona articulates a version of dougla identity by translating and textualising a song written by her greatgrandmother (see TSB 295-297). Here Gainder tells of her secret love for Jeevan, an
Indian man of a lower caste, who kills a white sailor who tried to rape the young
woman aboard ship during the kala pani crossing; Jeevan was incarcerated on an island off the African coast for his crime (see TSB 118-119). Thus at the end of the
novel, Mona alludes to the life-affirming potential of dougla connections, through her
association of her foremother's love with the geographical space of Africa, where to all
intents and purposes, Gainder had left her heart.
2.

He Drown She in the Sea

Interestingly, non-biological alliances between Afro-Caribbean and Indo-Trinidadian
subjectivities are addressed in He Drown She in the Sea5, where Mootoo explores the

5

texts of Afro-Asian cultural contact in Jamaica, where the practice of wearing hair in dreadlocks
is reminiscent of that of Shaivaite hermits in India, who were devotees of the god Shiva: "Rastafarianism, as most accounts show us, came from a part of agrarian Jamaica mainly populated by
East Indians (the rural parishes of Westmoreland, St. Thomas and St. Catherine) and in its first
urban phase, 1930-33. Rastas lived among the East Indians of western Kingston. […] Rastafarianism emerges in the early 1930s around the time of the installation of Haile Selassie on the
throne of Ethiopia. […] But the expression and rituals of the Rastafarian movement bear considerable resemblance to those practiced by the Indo-Jamaicans" (Prashad 2001, 88-89).
In the following, the abbreviation HDSITS will be used when quoting from He Drown She in the
Sea.
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complications of race and class in the relationships of her main protagonist Harry and
his father Seudath St. George in Guanagaspar – a fictionalised Trinidad, set in the
1940s and after. African and Indian relations are invoked through the narrative strand
of Seudath's courtship of Dolly, a young Brahmin woman, at the start of the novel.
Seudath had been adopted as a child by an Afro-Caribbean fisherman and his wife –
Mako and Tantie Eugenie (see HDSITS 97); this adoptive kinship sets him apart from
the rest of the Indo-Caribbean community and marks him as embodying a dougla sensibility that embraces African histories of displacement (see HDSITS 133-134). Considering that Seudath was abandoned as a child, one notes that he has no access to Indian cultural narratives which might have served to root him in that context. His
choice of Dolly as a wife may be an attempt to reintegrate himself into an Indian cultural narrative – a narrative that was interrupted when he was abandoned. One could
also surmise that his abandonment could have been a result of sexual 'indiscretion' of
his birth mother who may have been of Indian descent, and been involved (out of wedlock?) with either an Indian or a white man (of the more privileged classes?), since the
child Seudath is described as 'fair-fair, like Indians from town' (HDSITS 115). Hence
the consideration that Seudath might have been abandoned by his birth mother (or parents?), because of shame, might bear some reflection.
Smitten by the dashing adult Seudath, Dolly compares him to the Indian men she has
known most of her life. His difference is first associated with the different spaces of
work: the rice field labourers and the canefield hands are contrasted with the fishermen: Indian men vs. African men, the land and sea, being settled and rooted vs. being
mobile:
When they first saw each other, Dolly […] thought him to be unlike any Indian that she knew.
[…] He was brazen, more like black people, she would tell her son with delight and pride; he
was brazen, for so, the way he looked straight in your eye, in your eyes when he was talking to
you. Brazenness was a sign, she had always heard, of craziness or don't-careness, and an attribute of black people, not of Indian people, who were more careful about how they appeared to
others. […] He could not have been more unlike the Indian men of Central. The men of Central
worked either in the rice fields or on sugarcane plantations […] They were serious, quiet men
who became brazen, or laughed or raised their voices, only at the end of the workday […] But
this fellow Seudath seemed different. […] Dolly was not in the habit of looking directly into the
eyes of a man […] but once she caught a glimpse of the fisherman's eyes – the ocean deep and
wide with foreign shores swimming in them – she couldn't help but stare. (HDSITS 98-100)

Despite his adoption by an Afro-Caribbean couple and his Indian phenotypical appearance, Seudath is described as having the stereotypical characteristics of licentiousness
and hypersexuality associated with African men. Here Dolly's seduction by Seudath is
attributed to the fact that he was a "strange more-African-than-Indian Indian" (HDSITS
102) – which then begs the question 'What then is an Indian who IS an Indian?' I read
Seudath here as a dougla figure of transgressive potential, who does not recognise established ethnic and racial boundaries set out by conservative elements in Indo-Caribbean communities. Indeed there is no reason for Seudath to claim any form of loyalty
to the Indo-Caribbean community, if one were to consider that the only 'legacy' left to
him was his appearance and his name (HDSITS 114-115).
Due to her involvement with this 'cultural aberration' which seems to pose a threat to
the coherence of the Indian community, Dolly is reviled by her family who believe
that she has shamed them through her intimacies with Seudath (cf. HDSITS 102).
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While Seudath is rejected by the Indian community, because of his adoption into and
association with Afro-Caribbean fisherfolk, Dolly loses her family because she takes
the liberty of choosing her life partner, who does not conform to orthodox Indian cultural expectations. She is however accepted by Seudath's adoptive parents and is integrated into their community – hence through her marriage and by association Dolly
occupies a dougla position. Mootoo's premise in the novel is that dougla identities
need not be read as being produced purely on a biological level – rather it can also be a
matter of choice and affective kinship structures. A disturbing element in the narrative,
however, is that Seudath's dougla presence is eradicated relatively quickly from the
narrative universe, (he drowns at sea), in order to make room for other 'safer' IndoCaribbean subjectivities, whose identity negotiations seem to focus on mainly class
mobility (e.g. Dolly and Harry) rather than mixed race affiliations. The class consciousness among the Indo-Caribbean communities can be attributed to the willingness
with which numerous Indo-Caribbeans also embraced Christianity (aligned with understandings of whiteness and hence marked as viable sociocultural capital), in order
to enjoy the benefits of colonial education opportunities which then allowed for upward social mobility (see also Munasinghe 2004 and Mehta 2004).
Seudath's dougla positioning through his adoptive family affiliations make it materially possible for his son Harry to later embark on a more empowering journey of selfdiscovery in a Canadian diasporic context. It is this legacy that allows Harry to reimagine his life with the woman he loves in planning yet another journey towards
spaces free from the social constraints faced by his parents, with the help of his AfroCaribbean adoptive grandfather: "Uncle Mako began making the pirogue safe and
seaworthy […] He has relished abetting in adventure that he had never managed to
arrange for himself […] and nothing was going to stop him from now giving that same
pirogue to […] his favourite grandson" (HDSITS 339). Through the gift of the pirogue,
both Mako's and Seudath's migratory genealogies from Africa and India – the Middle
Passage and the Kala Pani crossings – are implemented in imagining yet another diasporic narrative for the next generation by mobilising a particular dougla logic through
these histories.
3.

Concluding Remarks

Espinet openly addresses miscegenation and dougla identities clearly favouring dougla
politics as a viable, if fraught, site of cultural hybridity both in Trinidad and in other
diasporic situations, where home and methods of rooting can be envisioned. Mootoo's
rendering of dougla perspectives however is rather ambivalent in her skirting the issue
of douglarisation by hinting at possible hybridities of personal choice and cultural sensibility, rather than actual biological racial mixing. After the initially tantalising prospect of a functioning dougla identity, albeit not biologically produced, to have Seudath
killed off is a problematic aspect in the novel that robs it of a certain potential of imagining dougla identities rooted in Caribbean cultural spaces – and as only exclusively to
be articulated in diasporic contexts of displacement and travel. Both novels also beg
the question of whether creolised and douglarised identities are products of nature or
nurture or both! I read both novels as re-evaluating the concept of dougla as an articulable site for mixed race collaborations, gender negotiations and affirmation of marginalised identities. Espinet and Mootoo criticise the social fractures among African
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and Indian communities in the Caribbean, validating hybridised sensibilities and enabling transcultural engagements that refute notions of unbridgeable cultural differences and prejudices, whereby a radical resistance of racial categorisations is paramount in their works.
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JULIA HOYDIS (KÖLN)
All's Turning Black: Mixed-Race Identity Politics
and (Post-)Apocalyptic Fantasy in Nalo Hopkinson's The Chaos

1.

Introduction

Taking its cue from Adam Knee's claim that especially in recent years the genres of
fantasy "have functioned as a particularly significant popular means of working out
cultural tensions, anxieties and potentialities regarding racial and ethnic mixing" (Knee
2008, 157), this essay focuses on the depiction of 'mixed-ness' and racial identity in a
recent example of speculative writing that places the reader, as one reviewer puts it,
"on a great wave of magical mash-up" (Okorafor 2012), Nalo Hopkinson's 2012 novel
The Chaos. The works of Canadian-Caribbean writer Nalo Hopkinson typically mix
elements of science fiction, fantasy, Caribbean folklore and history, and feature young
black female protagonists. Part of the subversive appeal of her works is the fusion and
reappropriation of white and black narrative traditions (such as Western and nonWestern modes of speculative fiction, folktales and oral storytelling); in a way they
thus raise the issue of mixed roots already on the level of genre. While often engaging
with matters of race and sexuality in coming-of-age plots, the author's first young adult
novel, The Chaos, deals explicitly with the topic of teen-aged mixed-race identities.
The heroine is sixteen-year-old Sojourner Carol Smith ('Scotch'), living in a middleclass home in Toronto, and the daughter of a black Afro-American mother and a white
Jamaican father. In contrast to her much darker-skinned, older brother Richard ('Rich'),
Scotch can almost pass as anything but black. The realist high-school plot and its agetypical romantic, family and body issues are disrupted early on by Scotch's suffering
from a strange and highly symbolic dermatological condition, which steadily covers
her body with sticky, black blemishes and eventually turns her into a literal tar-baby.
Adding to this, she sees ghostly visions of "Horseless Head Men" (e.g. C, 30; 61). The
eponymous 'chaos' erupts in the form of a giant white bubble that swallows her brother
and an active volcano, emerging from Lake Ontario, which spits out an assortment of
threatening fantastical creatures. Isolated from her friends and family, Scotch has to
fight through the chaos and against some of these dark figures that roam the city. The
narrative ends with her sitting safely back in school and in blemish-free skin, yet
thrilled about now looking so dark that "no one will ever again tell me that I don't look
black" (C, 239).1
The novel presents an eclectic mix of didacticism, surrealism and humour. Sporting a
cast of characters of various colours, (dis)abilities and sexualities, it examines the
complexities of 'mixed-ness' on many levels, as well the nature of racism and other
prejudices, showing identities essentially as fluid. Perhaps most importantly, the text
presents a mixed-race protagonist, who is a far cry from the archetype of the 'tragic
1

Nalo Hopkinson (2012): The Chaos. New York et al: Margaret K. McElderry Books. In the
following all direct quotations from the text are given as (C).
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mulatta'2 and a contemporary twist to the motif of 'passing'. Apart from the politics of
racial identification, other aspects which warrant closer analysis are the folkloristic
elements, in particular the tar-baby story and its ambiguous cultural-racial connotations. Finally, a consideration of the genre suggests a critical commentary on the politics of diversity and multiracial identity construction in contemporary fiction.
2.

Mixed-Up In-Between: The Heroine's Struggle for Identity

The first-person narrative, which gives the reader a limited perspective on the events,
opens in a typical, and slightly contrived, fashion for a realist YA fiction. In her English class Scotch has to compile several lists of 'Five Things that make you happy',
'Five Things That Scare You', etc., which introduce the reader to some of the problems
preoccupying her. She resents her parents for letting her brother go to prison last year
for a minor drug charge; at the same time she feels guilty for betraying her brother to
her parents in the first place, which she only did in order to distract the family from her
own problems at school. Although Scotch is a good student, fairly popular, and very
competitive on her dance team, her sense of fitting in and feeling "normal" (C, 13) is
fragile. A year ago she had to transfer from her previous, predominately white school,
because she was badly bullied for her mixed racial heritage and her body having developed early. Still traumatised by having the unwarranted label of 'skank' stuck to her,
Scotch fears it happening again at her new school: "once people decide you're the
school slut, it sticks. It gets tangled up in you like the chewed-up gum in your hair" (C,
140). However, her current school and circle of friends are marked by much greater
diversity, not just with regard to ethnicity. Scotch's best girl friend Glory is the "Perfect Black Barbie" (C, 40); her best male friend Ben is openly gay; moreover, among
her classmates there is also the romantic threesome of Claudia, Simon and Mark.
Later, during the chaos, Scotch meets Punum, who is, in a sense, triple diverse, because she is South Asian, a lesbian and in a wheelchair.
Although Sojourner's nickname Scotch is derived from "Scotch Bonnet, the name of a
super hot Jamaican pepper" (C, 14), she struggles to accept herself and literally is not
comfortable in her own skin. Her mixed racial background leaves her feeling unsure
when it comes to fitting in or being recognised as black, which is where her loyalties
lie. But her main worry is her mysterious skin condition against which no ointments
are working. It even forced her to break up with her boyfriend Tafari because she was
ashamed of her blotchy skin. Covering up her changing body as best as she can, she is
terrified of people discovering her condition, and she also worries about going crazy:
"A Horseless Head man […] winked at me. I don't see you, I don't see you, I thought.
[…] Wasn't it bad enough that I was growing bits of lumpy black skin overnight?" (C,
36); "soon I'd be nothing but one big, sticky blob. A real, live tar baby" (C, 63).
The novel draws attention to the reality of racism through the bullying Scotch had to
endure; furthermore she is acutely aware that her brother is often treated differently
than her. For example, every time Rich walks into a store he is being followed by the
security staff, and Scotch knows it is because "'you're darker than me. […] Makes you
instantly suspicious" (C, 50). Rather than feeling lucky that her skin tone draws less
2

On the development of this motif, see Dagbovie-Mullins (2013, 21-22), Reynolds (2009, 1-17),
and Beltrán and Fojas (2008, 4-5).
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discriminatory attention, Scotch envies the harmony between her brother's racial identity and his perception by others. When Scotch and Rich attend the open mic poetry
slam at a bar in downtown Toronto, a scene occurs which gives insight into the complications of Scotch's racial identification and reveals the importance of visible markers in processes of racialisation. She is being chatted up by a young man, who is confused by the answer that Rich is not her boyfriend but, in fact, her brother. The following dialogue ensues:
He looked at Rich. He looked back at me. He said, 'You're kidding me, right? You're just trying
to pretend he isn't your boyfriend.' […] 'No, for real, he's my big brother. You can go ask him.'
He got this look of hopeful comprehension. 'Oh! So he's your half brother, or something? Or
one of you is adopted?'
Yikes. […] But his was a reasonable question, right? […] Still, my voice came out a few hundred degrees cooler than before. 'We both have the same parents. One black, one white. Can't
you see how much we resemble each other? I came out lighter and Rich came out darker, is all.'
'Wow.' He visually compared me and Rich again. 'I never thought it could happen that way. I
just figured the kids would all come out, I guess light brown, you know?' (C, 58)

After this, the conversation deteriorates, due to the young man's (however well intended) assumption that Scotch must be happy about the ability to pass as something
other than black:
'But you know what's really cool?' […] 'You don't look like you're half black. I mean, you could
be almost anything at all, you know?' […] 'You could be Jewish, or Arabic, or Persian. I had a
Persian girlfriend once. You could even –'
'Pass for white?' He stopped, a confused frown on his face. 'Well, yeah, if you wanted to. But
you don't have to be black or white. You're, like, a child of the world!' […] I slid off my stool,
picked up my drink. 'Yup, that's me. Child of the world, daughter to none.' (C, 59)

Oblivious as to how much he has insulted Scotch, he expressed a commonly evoked
and celebratory aspects of mixed race identity, emphasising the freedom to chose or
revel in 'in-betweenness'. Yet for Scotch the scene only causes a strong sense of misrecognition, lack of belonging and loss.
The extended scene at the bar illustrates in a nutshell some of the issues and mechanisms of racialisation. Primarily, it shows that race, as Abby Ferber argues, is an integral part of "our notions of culturally intelligible humans" (Ferber 1995, 164). This in
turn suggests the problematic idea that there is no cultural intelligibility prior to racialisation, or, to put it more simply, that "[w]ithout a racial identity, one is in danger
of having no identity" (Omi and Winant 1986, 60). As many theoretical studies, for
example Michael Omi and Howard Winant's have shown, the same process Judith Butler described about the construction of "intelligible" gender identities, resting on visible markers and other socio-culturally transmitted categories, applies to the construction of race: "This fact is made painfully obvious when we encounter someone whom
we cannot conveniently racially categorize – […]. Such an encounter becomes a
source of discomfort and momentarily a crisis of racial meaning" (Omi and Winant
2015, 126). Arguing along the same lines, Nancy Reynolds writes: "We depend on the
race label to convey essential data – information we us to interpret, to decode one another. When the label is hard to read, we are unable to find and decode the message
race carries for us, we are uneasy" (Reynolds 2009, xii). When chatting up Scotch, the
young man experiences such a moment of discomfort or uneasiness; she, however,
fears being "unintelligible" or misread by others. Hopkinson's narrative underlines
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how firmly race hinges on visibility,3 but also more often than not on a binary system
of identification (i.e. black or non-black). These are crucial factors that complicate all
theoretical conceptions of multiraciality, colour-'blindness', let alone 'post-race'.
3.

(In)Voluntary Passing and Racial Identification

The authority of the assumed colour line, which creates affiliation or division, has
heavily charged any 'crossings' of the line with ethical judgement, as well as created
the pervasive narrative trope of 'passing'. Historically, the desire to pass – usually understood as short for 'passing for white' – resulted from the chance of social gains and
the escape from segregationist racism. As such, passing narratives envision the disappearance of race while affirming it at the same time. In literary history and criticism
they are typically associated with the period from the 1890s to the 1960s, reaching
their height during the Harlem Renaissance.4 Yet recent studies such as Moynihan's
Passing Into the Present (2010) raise the valid question if passing narratives ever
really went away, or, if they did, why we observe a return of this trope in contemporary fiction. A possible reason for this is the increase of multiraciality. Passing depends as much on an individual's voluntary acts of 'performing' race as on the involuntary act of 'being passed' by others. The latter, one might argue, assumes a new relevance if racial boundaries become blurry and this finds, of course, multiple reflections
in contemporary narratives. In the novel, Scotch does certainly not embrace a "sense of
identity options" (Appiah 2000, 609) described by K.A. Appiah as characteristic for
multiracial individuals. While multi-heritage individuals often chose to identify with
the ethnic / racial category assigned to them by others, Scotch desires identification
with the part of her heritage that is not directly visible and hence less frequently assigned to her. The first-person narrative gives no direct political motivation why
Scotch wants to be black, e.g. such as perceiving passing as racial disloyalty or inauthenticity. However, one can infer that it is caused both by her having experienced discrimination and felt greater inclusiveness of blackness.
Scotch's reaction in the bar also signifies that passing maintains its place "among the
most emotionally weighted terms in the black-and-white vocabulary of race, embodying the idea that individuals are trying to acquire race privilege to which they are not
entitled, or equally that individuals are renouncing their true heritage instead of taking
pride in it" (Reynolds 2009, 48). This, as critic Nancy Reynolds rightly notes, puts the
mixed-race individual under pressure to declare and make obvious his / her race to the
observer. In technical terms, Scotch chooses her identity positively according to the
rule of hypodescent. Naomi Zack describes this as a common phenomenon among
multiracial individuals who choose to identify as black: "The sense of belonging that
accompanies present choices of hypodescent may be preferable to the isolation and
alienation that could accompany insistence on white identity, mixed identity, or no
3
4

In this context see also Hill Collins and Solomos (2010, 514), who in their critical assessment of
the field of ethnic and race studies in the 21st century emphasise that race and ethnicity have
taken on a new immediacy in our current age of surveillance and visual culture.
Famous examples of passing narratives are Nella Larsen's Passing (1929) and James Weldon
Johnson's The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man (1912/1927). Contemporary examples include Philip Roth's The Human Stain (2000) and Paul Beatty's The White Boy Shuffle (1996),
see also Gayle Wald's study Crossing the Line (2000).
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racial identity" (Zack 1995, xxiv). The practice of hypodescent, historically used to
identify mixed-race people as black according to the infamous 'one-drop rule' though
nowadays often used voluntarily, continues to work against the recognition and validation of multiracial identities.5 This underlines that racial identification rest on a binary
foundation that proves hard to shake.
Hopkinson's narrative engages with the human fixation with skin colour and Scotch's
physical transformation comes with a strong political and cultural subtext. Concerning
the importance of skin colour, anthropologist Nina Jablonski even speculates that
"[p]erhaps no other feature of the human body has more meaning" (Jablonski 2012, 1).
In her insightful study Living Color (2012) she also notes that "[t]he increased pace of
exchange of people, ideas, images, and advertising in the twenty-first century is creating a worldwide preference for lighter skin tones. […] We now live in a world where
colorism, the discriminatory treatment of individuals based on skin color, is a major
social force and a challenge to human equality" (2012, 168). Although this is, of
course, hardly a 21st-century phenomenon, Scotch's choice of racial identity and the
preference given to a darker skin tone in Hopkinson's text present an important counter
narrative in this context, especially seeing that it is a text primarily marketed to adolescent readers.6
4.

'Tainting' Heritages – Hopkinson's Use of Folkore

In The Chaos Hopkinson employs her to date most heterogeneous mix of folkloric and
mythological traditions. Referencing the cultural diversity of the setting,7 the creatures
emerging out Lake Ontario during the chaos include Sasquatches, figures from the
Russian Baba Yaga fairy tales (the witch Baba Yaga, her chicken-footed walking and
egg-laying house Izbouchka, the white, red and black horsemen), a phoenix, Anansi
the Spider, a Jamaican rolling calf, as well as "demonic Tinker Bells, [and] purple hippos wearing party hats" (C, 167). The most threatening of these is the rolling calf Spot,
which resembles a huge pile of black half-melted asphalt and chases Scotch around the
city. Meanwhile Baba Yaga imparts valuable advice on her. She is still able to recognise Scotch despite the fact that she resembles "a five-eight pile of walking rubber
doo-doo" (C, 195). The witch says: "I would know you anywhere, in any disguise.
5

6

7

Especially among Afro-Americans there is a deep-rooted hesitation to identify as being multiracial. This is due to the history of slavery, as Heather Dalmage explains: "it is not something we
like to talk about or want to celebrate. For us it is a painful history of rape, rejection, and exploitation" (Dalmage 2000, 5).
See Jablonski's argument: "When described as dark, impressionable teens can become obsessed
with skin color and a desire to be light with predictable negative effects on their self-esteem and
academic performance" (2012, 180-81). However, the importance assigned to skin colour globally causes all sorts of contradictory behaviour; see especially the painful and even often
downright dangerous attempts to either lighten or darken one's skin tone (e.g. bleaching, tanning). For a detailed analysis see especially chapters 13 and 14 in Jablonski (2012).
Apart from highlighting both the fluidity and power of categories of racial identity, Hopkinson's
novel celebrates multicultural fusion on many levels, but also views it critically. Toronto is presented as a highly diverse city. As is the case in the US, the population of mixed racial descent
is on the rise in Canada, where multiculturalism is enshrined in the constitution. Although Canada's multicultural policies are typically heralded as successful examples in international comparison, critical voices say that in Canada "[m]ulticulturalism has acquired a quality akin to
spectacle" (Davis 1996, 45).
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You carry your taint around with you" (C, 206). When Scotch then asks her to magically transform her back into her old self, her reply is: "But you are your normal self.
You carry your taint around with you" (C, 232; emphasis in the original). Baba Yaga
thus confronts Scotch with the idea that perhaps neither the world nor she herself has
changed, but is simply perceived differently; or that "now everyone can see the madnesses we all carry around with us and try to hide from the rest of the world" (C, 213).
At first glance, Baba Yaga's advice, which is repeated several times in the narrative,
hardly seems to warrant deeper analysis. Yet interestingly, "Taint" is the title originally chosen by Hopkinson for the novel, but rejected by her publisher. The ambiguous connotations of the term 'taint' ('blemish', 'stain', but also a slang word used to the
small patch of slightly darker skin around the anus), underline the narrative's preoccupation with visibility and skin colour.
With regard to the actual title of the text and the narrow focus on the heroine, Scotch's
experience of and reaction to the chaos, and the complete lack of explanation as to
what caused it, Hopkinson deliberately keeps the larger world in the background and
refrains from developing a dramatic or heroic action plot, which is usually a staple
element in YA fiction post-apocalyptic settings. Hopkinson explains: "I could have
written it in heroic mode with my teen protagonist Sojourner saving the world. But
that didn't interest me as much as the story of a girl who's trying to figure her own personal world out while everything's going to hell in a handcart around her, in ways she
doesn't understand" (Hopkinson in Samatar 2013). The passivity of Hopkinson's heroine has provoked criticism, for instance, by fellow writer Nnedi Okorafor: "Scotch is
continually whisked along by random events that occur so quickly and consecutively
that there are long stretches where all she can do is react" (Okorafor 2012). However,
this element appears plausible in regard to Scotch's identification with the tar baby
story.
Scotch's memory of the story and use of the metaphor are triggered by her changing
appearance and the 'sticky' situation she is in. In the Afro-American version of the
folktale,8 Brer ('Brother') Fox creates the tar baby to entrap Brer Rabbit. In the Caribbean versions of the story Anansi, the trickster spider, takes the role of Brer Rabbit.
Seeing the tar baby, Brer Rabbit becomes increasingly enraged by the silence of the tar
baby in response to his attempts at polite conversation. Losing his temper, he strikes
the tar baby five times, getting stuck with both legs, arms and his head. This puts him
at the mercy of Brer Fox, who wonders how best to punish him. The clever rabbit finally escapes through a mock plea: "please, don't throw me into the briar-patch",
prompting the fox to do just that. The story, as Aurelio M. Espinosa has shown, exists
in several hundred versions around the world and can be found on all continents.9 In
the Afro-American context, the tale is usually read as a metaphor for rebellion, racial
hierarchy and survival on black slave plantations, but its ambiguity allows for various
other interpretations. It can be read as a cautionary tale about the dangers of pride or
crime; it tells a classic story about the triumph of the clever underdog over the power8
9

The "Wonderful Tar Baby Story" was first published by Joel Chandler Harris in his Uncle Remus tales in 1880, see Lester and Pinkney (1999).
Aurelio M. Espinosa (1930; 1943) has dedicated his scholarly life to finding and cataloguing
versions of the tar baby story and has identified over 300, originating from India, Africa and
parts of Europe. See also Vázquez (2006).
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ful and stupid; other prominent themes concern entrapment, temptation, anger and silent resistance. The 'stick-fast' motif is perhaps the most crucial part, symbolising a
situation which is only worsened by intervention, including a lesson on survival tactics, or possibly how "[o]ne can get 'stuck' in one's faults or imperfections" (Vázquez
2006, 380).
Apart from referring to a sticky situation, the term 'tar baby' is also applied derogatorily to black girls in modern usage. In The Chaos, Hopkinson conflates several of the
meanings of the 'tar baby', both of the traditional story and the term's racist connotations. Above all, the tar baby story underlines the novel's concern with racial identity
and blackness as a normative experience; at the same time the tale itself represents a
strong symbol of cultural fusion and mixed origins. Especially the second half of the
novel develops like a variation of the tale, building towards the climax of the 'multiple
attack' and the 'stick-fast' episode. After several narrow escapes, Scotch ends up stuck
to Spot, with "four of my five ends bound to her" (C, 231). At this point, a significant
break occurs in the narrative. In the next chapter, Scotch lies awake in her bed at
home, with both her parents sitting by her side and telling her the story of the tar baby,
a fusion of her Dad's Jamaican and her mother's Afro-American version. The narrative
then turns back to the nightmare of the chaos and relates Scotch's escape from the rolling calf. She finally emerges from the volcano ashes, back to her normal size but allover black and shiny.
5.

Rejecting (Visual) Ambiguity – Embracing Blackness

In the final chapter, after the chaos has subsided, Scotch is back in her English class,
this time listing 'Five Things You Thought Would Never Happen to You'. The most
significant item for her is her skin tone which has by now
[...] faded from a shiny metallic black to a rich dark brown. […] I'm darker than Mom! And I
love it. Even though security guards follow me more often now when I go into stores. Even
though some of the guys who used to be sniffing around me now look at me like I'm the help;
which is to say, they don't see me at all. I love it, and I hope I stay this shade, because then no
one will ever again tell me that I don't look black. (C, 239; emphases added)

Thus the narrative closes with Scotch's sense of exhilaration about the harmony between her appearance and her racial identity of choice. Passing is clearly no longer an
option for her. The anxious question implied about the permanence of her change ("I
hope I stay this shade") highlights the fluidity of conceptions of race, while her selfdescription once more emphasises visibility ("look", "see").
The ending and Scotch's development in the narrative appears as a clear embodiment
of a Black-sentient consciousness, i.e. a deliberate, political choice of identification
common among black / white mixed race people, as Sika Dagbovie-Mullins argues in
her study of mixed race identity. It entails the rejection of a 'multiracial' category in
favour of advancing a different kind of hybridity clearly centred on black subjectivity.
According to Dagbovie-Mullins, it springs from scepticism towards what is perceived
"as elitism associated with projecting a biracial identity" (Dagbovie-Mullins 2013, 3).
It offers the potential to reconcile mixed-race and black identity politics by diminishing the fear that an increasing conception of mixed raciality weakens black identity as
a political force. Hopkinson's novel is a literary illustration of this phenomenon and
the association of Scotch with the tar baby playfully affirms the importance of cultural
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memory for this kind of identity formation. It also underlines that race and ethnicity
often take priority in processes of (internal / external) identity construction, perhaps
even to the degree of "a master status, an identity that overrides all others in others'
judgment of the self" (Stephan 1992, 51). Finally, Scotch's 'blackness' is also as a reminder of the fact that many mixed people today still feel pressure to choose only one
identity even in places like Canada. According to Stephen Small and Rebecca King
O'Riain, "[s]ometimes mixed people embrace multiple identities, but often they identify themselves monoracially out of necessity" (Small and King O'Riain 2014, xx).
6.

Diversifying YA Fantasy – Hopkinson's Use of Genre

The narrative, while recording many bizarre events and Scotch's transformation into a
giant tar baby in detail, only gives a vague account of the global scale of the chaos and
its possible causes. The only suggestion offered in the narrative is that the chaos is the
sudden visibility of people's previously hidden "craziness" (C, 137). From a psychoanalytical angle the events appear as a surreal nightmarish vision produced as the exterior manifestation of Scotch's anxieties and guilt; throughout the text she is admittedly
"frightened all the time" (C, 113). Such a reading, Michael Levy (2012) argues, also
suggests that the chaos depicted in the novel appears more accessible and 'real' to teenage readers. In this way, Hopkinson's novel, which does not neither stage the causes of
the volcano eruption and only casts a passing glance at the many deaths of people
across the globe, conforms to a characteristic element of dystopian or post-apocalyptic
writing for young adults: "It's not about persuading the reader to stop something terrible from happening – it's about what's happening, right this minute, in the stormy psyche of the adolescent reader" (Miller 2010, n. pag.). Ultimately Scotch has to struggle
for survival through a chaotic world and deal with drastic changes. Her happy ending
becomes only possible after her confession and reconciliation with Rich, after facing
up to Tafari while resembling a "hideous monster"; ultimately, Scotch learns that – just
like B'rer rabbit and the tar baby – she "can make it through to the other side" (C, 241).
But in this context one can also not ignore the genre histories of fantasy and science
fiction as literatures "in which humans are traditionally white and aliens, by definition,
are other" (Nurse 2003, n. pag.).10 Writing against the (popular) genre's traditional racism, The Chaos exemplifies Hopkinson's striving to make particularly black women's
otherness 'normal'. As Donna Bailey Nurse puts it: "It may sound paradoxical, but as
far as she [Nalo Hopkinson] is concerned sci-fi and fantasy are the only genres that
realistically depict the lives of outsiders" (Nurse 2003, n. pag.).
As is the norm in YA fiction, The Chaos has a clearly discernible didactic-moral
thread running through it. While Hopkinson explores typical issues of race, gender and
sexual orientation, she also admittedly struggled with some of the constraints of the
genre and consciously sought to write against popular, formulaic young adult science
fictions with dystopian or post-apocalyptic settings. With increasing frequency one
finds critical comments about the fact that many of these texts – examples being
Suzanne Collins's Hunger Games trilogy, Scott Westerfeld's Uglies and Lois Lowry's
The Giver tetralogy – "do little to question today's racial hierarchies" (Couzelis 2013,
10

The interrelations between (post)colonialism, race and science fiction have been the subject of a
number of critical anthologies and articles. See, for example, Delany (2000), Hoagland and
Sarwal (2010) and Eric D. Smith (2012).
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132). They often mirror rather than defy racial stereotypes, replicate systems of economic and racial segregation and, being almost too easily digestible despite the dystopian set-up, are often steeped in a very conservative morality. Hence they rarely include queer relationships or protagonists 'of colour'. By contrast, Hopkinson is known
for employing very diverse casts of characters and for writing against various negative
'isms'. When asked in an interview whether science fiction is more inclusive today
compared to when she started writing in 1998, Hopkinson replies: "just like the rest of
the world, the field is still quite racist, sexist, homophobic, classist, ablist. There's a lot
more work to be done" (Wolfe and Strahan 2013, 299-300). This statement seems true
if one considers that, as Yolanda Hood observed in 2009, that "it has been nearly impossible to find science fiction and fantasy with protagonists or secondary characters
of color written for young adults by Black authors" (Hood 2009, n. pag.). A similar
assessment is made in a 2012 survey by the American Cooperative Children's Book
Center (CCBC) where out the 3,600 books reviewed 93% were written by white authors and / or featured white characters (see Anon. 2013). Therefore, the call for a diversification of YA fiction remains a valid one, although the last decade has seen a
rapid growth of fictions featuring black or mixed-race protagonists (see Reynolds
2009, xx). This is not least due to the fact that in particular the latter are increasingly
associated with a certain 'chic' and coolness. Nonetheless, racial stereotypes (such as
the tragic mulatta) continue to lurk in the shadows of art and pop culture. Regarding
the literary depiction of mixed-race characters and the stereotype of the tragic mulatta,
it typically includes, Nancy Reynolds explains, notions and traits of "'tainted' ancestry,
mental instability to the point of madness, physical beauty, a passionate but 'intemperate and unchaste' nature, and violent, coarse, and animalistic behaviour" (Reynolds
2009, 4). In the novel, Hopkinson plays with this trope and depicts Scotch's worries
about going crazy, her unnatural appetite (among other things she starts to eat plastic
wrappers), her fear of the 'skank' label and, of generally starting to look and behave
less human.11 At one point, Scotch sarcastically comments on her own changed appearance: "Maybe the Toronto Zoo would take me. They could put me in a cage, feed
me bananas and gorilla kibble, and leave me there for people to stare at" (C, 201).
7.

Concluding Remarks

Attempting to link form and content in her study of passing narratives, Moynihan argues for a relation between the trope and critical demands of 'authentic' authorship,
and claims that passing ultimately resurfaces as a topic in contemporary texts because
"expectations of 'authenticity' continue to be applied to authors who are considered
'marginal' for various reasons, but most often because of their ethnic background"
(Moynihan 2000, 10). The fact that reviewers often assume all of Hopkinson's fantasy
to be of Caribbean origins12 shows that the desire for clear-cut categories of identity
11

12

Reynolds' comment is applicable here: "An endangered species, the tragic mulatto archetype is
far from extinct. Although white authors created the stereotype, contemporary white authors of
multiracial characters often seem oblivious to the gloomy cultural ghost hovering cloudlike
above them, dripping sorrowful subtext onto their pages. Black and multiracial authors tolerate
the tragic mulatto with humorous exasperation, an annoying relative who can't be sent packing
because – after all – she is family" (Reynolds 2009, 15, emphasis in the original).
Nalo Hopkinson points out in an interview that the question of what can be considered inventive
or traditional in her writing depends, in fact, on the reader's familiarity with African diasporic
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and heritage also extend to the field of literary criticism. In one of the few critical studies of young adult fictions about mixed-race identities Nancy Reynolds draws attention
to the reality that these texts "are seldom labelled, shelved, or honoured as mixedidentity narratives" (Reynolds 2009, xii-xiii). Either monoracial/-ethnic categories (i.e.
black, Afro-American, Caribbean) are used, or different primary labels (e.g. genre),
which all together omit references to the ethnicity of characters or author. This is an
interesting final point to consider. A quick (and non-representative) online search of
the descriptive tags attached to The Chaos reveals the following: the publisher and the
online booksellers place it in the 'young adult / science fiction / fantasy' categories.
While one does come across the label 'queer characters', 'mixed' or 'multi race' is rarely
used. Instead the novel is mentioned in subgroups such as YA writing featuring 'nonCaucausian protagonists', 'minority main characters', 'Black friendly YA fiction', 'diverse YA books', 'fiction featuring girls of colour', or in the section of 'fantasy fiction
by African descended authors'. Thus Nancy Reynolds's conclusion that "[t]he mixedheritage novel, like the mixed-heritage person, has a visibility problem" (Reynolds
2009, xii-xiii) seems plausible. Fictions like Hopkinson's The Chaos write against this
invisibility and aid the acknowledgment of multiraciality by revealing the (fantastic)
permeability of racial borders. Yet they hauntingly illustrate the fact that the invisibility of multiraciality stems from persistent binary categories of race. The Chaos's fantasy mash-up darkly reminds us of the theoretical and practical challenges to resist the
urge to subsume mixed race under either black or white, and offers no alternative solution, yet powerfully embraces fusion and change.
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NICOLE FALKENHAYNER (FREIBURG)
After Identity: Hanif Kureishi and the Backlash
against Multiculturalism

1.

Introduction

Hanif Kureishi's latest novel The Last Word (2014)1 revolves around the attempt of a
young writer, Harry, to create the biography of a fictional Nobel prize winner of literature, Mamoon Azam. The character Mamoon appears as a thinly veiled fictional version
of V.S. Naipaul – often positioned as an inaugurating, if controversial figure, of BritishAsian literature – as has been remarked, among others, by the critic Mark Lawson:
While Mamoon isn't literally Naipaul, it is, in practice, almost impossible for the reader not to
impose the face of the author of A Bend in the River on Kureishi's descriptions of the terrifying
writer's "hooded eyes" and his nostalgic obsession with the great West Indies cricket teams.
Mamoon's conversation about other writers is described, in one of the book's many savagely
funny one-liners, as "more like road rage than literary criticism", which sounds very like Naipaul's demolitions of his peers. (Lawson 2014, n. pag.)

In the text, the fictional likeness to Naipaul is employed to enable statements on the
meaning of literature 'with a capital L', but Mamoon is also partially a figure of reflection for socio-political discourses in Great Britain. Interspersed throughout the novel,
the reader can find echoes of both the literary and the political past and present of Britain as a multi-ethnic society. In one of the passages that recount Mamoon's life, his
return to literary London after a long period of reclusion is reflected on:
Mamoon headed for London, where he found people talking about the New Britain made by
immigration, and a younger generation who wrote about multiculturalism, ethnicity, and identity. Mamoon had never thought about his identity. He had always been who he was. That was,
conceivably, his problem. In London he couldn't find anyone new to get along with. (TLW 188)

If we translate this fictional London and this literary scene obsessed with questions of
identity to its factual likeness in the 1990s, we would have to assume that one proponent of the "younger generation who wrote about multiculturalism" would have been
Hanif Kureishi himself. His novels, plays and films in this decade were all driven by
the attempt to create what Mark Stein calls a "post-ethnic" normality of being British
and, like the writer Kureishi himself, mixed-race (Stein 2004, 112, 142). Kureishi's
"postmodern didacticism" (Upstone 2010, 44), which Sara Upstone detects in his
works up until Intimacy (1998) sought to expose racial, cultural and ethnic stereotypes
on the one hand, and to propose a normalised inclusion of mixed-raciality into Britishness on the other. The didactic impulse that Upstone identifies behind texts such as
The Black Album (1996), My Son the Fanatic (1997) or London Kills Me (1992) advocates postmodern play and the choice of fluid affiliations, while rejecting totalising
cultural links and dreams of 'purity'.

1

In the following, the abbreviation TLW will be used when quoting from The Last Word.
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Certainly, the success of Kureishi's by now canonical early oeuvre enabled texts that
combine knowledgeable reflections of the British imperial past and pop-cultural references with mixed-race re-writings of 'Britishness'. Zadie Smith's White Teeth (2000),
which has often been received as the epitome of British confident hybridity, is a good
example of this tendency. A cosmopolitan, mixed-race outlook on society has meanwhile become mainstream normality. Or has it not?
In the following, I would like to establish a genealogy of Kureishi's novels that focuses
on their interconnection with Britain's shifting self-representation as a multi-ethnic
society by reading multi-raciality in three novels published since the mid-1990s. While
the late 1990s and the early 2000s can be positioned as the high ground of a self-confident proposal of multiculturalism as an ideal version of contemporary Britishness,
doubts about multicultural ideals have been rising since the socio-political effects of
the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Following the London bombings of 2005, Islamophobia has
steadily grown. While the public has seemingly learned the lesson that not all Muslims
are terrorists, the hysterical political and public discourse of the mid-2000s has turned
British Muslims into a suspect community, a figuration that unsettles Britain's multiethnic self-understanding. The backlash against multiculturalism (see Vertovec and
Wessendorf 2009) has meanwhile led to an abandonment of the term in both public and
political communication. I argue that this development has had reverberations concerning the representation of multi-ethnic and mixed-race British identity dynamics in fiction, not least in the later work of one of her 'hybridity'-celebrity writers, Hanif Kureishi.
The three chosen novels of Kureishi, a writer prone to construct pristine aphorisms zeroing in on present concerns, can be used to construct a lens that enables a perception of
how discourses on multi-raciality in Britain have shifted in the last twenty years as an
aspect of increasing re-entrenchments of identity containers in Europe.
In my use of the terms 'race' and 'ethnicity' I follow Max Weber's canonical distinction2, also proposed by Ann Morning in her work on the category of multi-raciality
(Morning 2014, 1-16). Morning positions race as a subset of ethnicity, a constructed
group marker taking its hub from a perceived physical likeness of group members, but
always co-coded with other such markers:
Some ethnic identities may place greater weight on similarity of physical type (which is central
to the race concept) or customs (e.g. "cultural group") or descent (e.g. "ancestry"). The importance accorded to appearance or traditions or historical memory may lead to different conceptions of shared descent. (Morning 2014, 4)

These underlying definitions are important entry-points for the following observations.
What is under-reflected, also in Weber's definition, is the dynamic of self- and foreign
attribution in the context of ascriptions of ethnic group membership, and the dynamic
that can develop between the various aspects of ethnicities, including race. While race
is, on the one hand, a subset of ethnicity, it is also something else: a power-biased construct that has shaped much of the economic and political history of the globe. Therefore, we must add Paul Gilroy's definition of race to the set of entry-points:
2

"We shall call 'ethnic groups' those human groups that entertain a subjective belief in their
common descent because of similarities of physical type or of customs or of both, or because of
memories of colonization and migration; this belief must be important for the propagation of
group formation; conversely, it does not matter whether or not an objective blood relationship
exists" (Weber 1978, 389).
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By 'race' I do not mean physical variations or differences commonsensically coded in, or
around, the body. For me, 'race' refers primarily to an impersonal, discursive arrangement, the
brutal result of the raciological ordering of the world, not its cause. (Gilroy 2005, 39)

The questions I wish to look at are: How is Kureishi's vision of a Britishness after
identity reflected in his 'state-of-the-nation' fictions published in roughly a ten-year
distance, i.e. his probably most didactic novel The Black Album (1996) and his return
to the topics of multi-ethnicity and multi-raciality in parts of Something to Tell You
(2008)? How is the very present of a Britain that seems to battle with returning racism
and classicism represented in his most recent novel, The Last Word (2014)? I will proceed by revisiting the three novels genealogically, positioning them with a reflection
of their contemporary socio-political and academic contexts concerning questions of
hybridity, migration, ethnicity and race.
2.

The Black Album (1996)

In 2001, Leslie Adelson, cultural critic and specialist in Turkish-German Literature,
launched a polemic at what she perceived was going wrong in the academic discussion
of the literature of migration and hybridity. The paradigm that she took issue with was
for her epitomised by the notion of the 'in-between':
With many changes afoot one conceptual paradigm exerts the enormous gravitational pull of a
black hole in spite of its historical obsolescence. No rhetorical conceit holds more sway over
discussions of migrants and the cultures they produce than that which situates migrants 'between
two worlds'. […] The locative conceit prompts us to imagine any number of stories involving
any number of dual worlds, but it cannot tell a story alone. The spatial configuration most frequently invoked to situate migrant cultures at the turn of the twenty-first century – an age of accelerated movement and transformation – is one in which nothing happens. (Adelson 2001, 255)

What is obsolete for stories of migration – a cognitive frame that is built around two
clearly separated locations, one of departure and one of arrival – seems even more obsolete regarding the culture produced by people who never migrated anywhere: such as
mixed-race British citizens of the second and third generations. This seemingly clear
fact did not hinder the literature of mixed-race authors to be received, for quite some
time, within this paradigm that also lingers in the thought image of hybridity – for a
hybrid is a mixture of two (or more) distinct organisms or things. One can probably
state that the work of cosmopolitan British mixed-race authors like Kureishi and Smith
were indeed writing 'against between', struggling with the post-imperial legacy of their
home country and ascriptions of otherness.
That the 'in-between' was a current paradigm of address concerning mixed-race Europeans up until the very recent past prompts manoeuvres such as the ones typical for
Kureishi's early work, i.e. what Mark Stein describes as the double movements of the
performance of the 'posed-ethnic' and the 'post-ethnic' (cf. Stein 2004, 112, 115, 142):
exposing ethnic and cultural stereotypes by blatantly performing them and rendering
them ridiculous, while also offering an experientiality (cf. Fludernik 1996, 12) of his
characters and narrators that let them appear as clearly non-determined by race, creed,
culture or gender, for that matter. While Kureishi's characters might be confused, it is
not their 'mixedness' that confuses them, but rather what is done with the fact of
mixedness by others. Simultaneously, Kureishi's text stresses a seemingly paradoxical
Britishness for the experiences of his post-ethnic characters.
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The novel The Black Album3 revolves around the controversy of Salman Rushdie's The
Satanic Verses (1988). On the one hand, we find the fundamentalist student group
voicing their dissent and staging a book burning in the college ground. On the other
hand, we find the permissive, sexualised liberal lecturer of cultural studies, who discusses Madonna and Prince with her students. Alternately drawn between the forces of
'belonging to his people' and loosing himself in a hedonistic swirl of desire with his
lecturer Deedee, the drifting main character Shahid has to address the classic question
of the education novel genre: Who should I be and what should I do?
What seems to trouble the moralistic set-up of the novel is that it renders all identity
options superficial: it constantly draws equivalences between seemingly opposed experiences connected with conventions of culture and difference: The 'hate mass' of
angry 'veiled-again' Muslims that gathers for burning the book is brought into a connection of similarity with Shahid's rave experiences, and he wishes to take part in it
not for any deep 'cultural' or religious feelings but just because "he would love the
madness coursing through him, as if he were at a teenage rave in Kent" (BA 114).
At the end of the novel, the choices that Shahid makes fit again to the genre conventions of the education novel, in ways that resonate with the origins of the genre. In a
postromantic, late-twentieth-century version of autopoiesis, Shahid decides for selffashioning by writing. Shahid becomes what cultural sociologist Andreas Reckwitz
has described as the ideal subjectivity for the late modern person in his monograph
Das hybride Subjekt: a postmodern creative subject (see Reckwitz 2006, 482-555).
Shahid's migrant background and Islam in its outfit as Western, urban radical activism,
rather than as spiritual subjectivity, only constitute one part of this hybrid subject – a
vehicle to reach an experience. The decision that Shahid has to make turns out to be a
moral decision of values concerning his status as an individual, values which are represented as ultimately unconnected to culture, religion and race. As Upstone argues,
in Kureishi's advocacy of free choice, some choices, however, are valued higher than
others: the return to purity that lingers behind the voluntary re-Islamisation is clearly
dismissed as false and, taking from the representation of the characters of the Islamist
group in the novel, ultimately stupid. Religion has no place in Kureishi's liberal vision
(see also Upstone 2010, 50).
The reception of The Black Album changed after the 2005 London bombings: what had
previously been received as a slightly failed roman à thèse, the many topics of which
did not fit together and that struggled with making hedonist free choice a didactic matter, suddenly became received and discussed as an impressive premonition of Islamic
radicalisation in Britain, along with the even more didactical My Son the Fanatic (see
also Ghose 2007). This re-evaluation of the Black Album after 2005 leads us to ask
what had happened to visions of 'happy hybridity' in multiracial Britain during the
war-on-terror decade (see also Falkenhayner 2014, 110-138).
3.

Something to Tell You (2008)

The large cultural and intellectual labour of the 1990s and early 2000s by voices from
many directions to create a mixed-race, multicultural outlook on Britishness was successful in the public realm. A very small fact can reflect the general 'sinking in' of this
3

In the following, the abbreviation BA will be used when quoting from The Black Album.
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version of Britishness. The Black Album (1996) and My Beautiful Laundrette (1985),
among other texts of multi-ethnic Britain, have become canonised as school literature
even abroad, for example in the German state of Hessia. Apart from the specifically
British context, the specific 'glamour' of the mixed-race celebrity represents the ideal
of a progressively connoted, cosmopolitan view of globalisation. So, on many levels,
both in Britain and on a global scale, 'mixed-race' is the status quo of late modernity.
At the same time, multiculturalism has experienced a severe and fierce political backlash since the beginning of the war-on-terror decade in Britain. David Cameron especially has turned multiculturalism into a scapegoat, calling it a mistaken "state ideology" to be abandoned (10 Downing Street 2011). The same development is observable
in other countries that had previously established a multicultural political ideal, like
the Netherlands and the Scandinavian states, now all forerunners of a right-wing populism that has spread through Europe. The experience of the first large-scale Islamist
terror attacks in Western Europe, in Madrid in 2003 and in London in 2005, and the
rise of islamophobic movements in Europe since then, show an interesting shift in the
term of 'racism'. It is no longer race itself that appears as the marker for assault, but
religion as connected to race that becomes so essentialised as to appear like a racial
marker. This conflation of race and religion during the heated public debates of the
war-on-terror decade was quite pointedly remarked on by Kureishi in an interview
from 2011, where he renounced the "vile hate" he had experienced in 1990s London
mosques just as much as the racist slurs of his colleague Martin Amis, who allegedly
called for "mass punishment of Muslims" (Hari 2011, n. pag.). A world religion –
Islam – became racialised in the years after 9/11, and Kureishi's 2008 novel reflects
these shifts.
Something to Tell You4 seeks to explicitly establish an intertextual relationship with
Kureishi's earlier work, specifically with The Buddha of Suburbia (Upstone 2010, 55).
It revisits the libertarian hedonist ideals of Kureishi's first novel, asking what has happened to them as the first British mixed-race generation has reached middle age, in a
totally altered geopolitical situation marked by the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and
rising Islamophobia in Britain. In the novel, Islamophobia is represented at various
times as an aspect of racism. While The Black Album had been rediscovered for its
pre-mediation of a possibly Islamist attack on the London transport system, one of the
chapters late in Something to Tell You uses the factual 2005 attacks to reflect on the
effects of these events on the atmosphere in London. First-person narrator Jamal meets
his childhood love Ajita, who has clandestinely walked the city in burqa to test the
reactions of people in the street:
Miriam had told Ajita what she had told me: that the area where she lived was becoming more
racist, with the victims this time being the Muslims. 'Muslim' – 'Mussie – was a new insult,
along with 'ham-head' and 'allahAllah-bomb'. In our youth it had been Paki, wog, curry-face, but
religion had not been a part of it. (STY 320)

The religious shift as part of racial and ethnic difference had been anticipated in The
Black Album. But, in the post-7/7 culture of shock and paranoia that Kureishi represents in this chapter of Something to Tell You, religion has become a part of racist attribution in a hyper-differentiation of Britain's mixed society. The creation of the Muslim population of Britain as a suspect community after the 7/7 attacks can, in hind4
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sight, be seen as a development connected to the backlash against multiculturalism,
and connected to that, multi-raciality, as an assertive social ideal.
4.

The Last Word (2014)

Six years after the publication of Something to Tell You (2008), the situation of Britain
as a self-confidently mixed-race and multicultural society appears gravely altered
again. In The Last Word5, the friction between Islamophobia as racism and a colourblindness concerning celebrities and longer established ethnicities is hinted at several
times, for example after the first sexual encounter between the white, upper-middleclass reflector-character Harry and Mamoon's white working-class servant, Julia:
'My brother Scott the Skin is with the National Party. We're British stock. Aren't you?'
'Julia, haven't you noticed – I apologise for talking about it too much – but I am writing a book
about an Indian.'
'Shut up. The old man's no trouble,' she said. 'By the way, were his parents and brother coloured
too?'
'Oh yes. The whole family. Black as night.'
'But he isn't Somalian and he's always giving the Muslims a criticism, they say.' (TLW 61)

Of course, "the old man", who is an unproblematic, "black-as-night" Indian in Julia's
logic, is also a Muslim by descent, but not at all in the way in which the problematic
Somalis are. Her question regarding his family's colour can be read as Julia being stupid, or as her attempt to upset the stability of racial denominators.
This short exchange between working-class Julia and upper-middle-class, Oxford-educated Harry is symptomatic for how, here in the newest text as well as already in the
twenty-year-old Black Album, Kureishi represents both racism and colour-blindness as
clearly linked with social status and power. In the 1996 novel, the narrator's brother
and his wife represent Britain's first wave of ethnic big business entrepreneurs in
Thatcher's Britain, stating self-confidentially how "the new money knew no colour"
(BA 87). The 2014 novel, on the other hand, shows how the 'black-as-night' Indian
takes the working-class family of Julia, her mother and her brother (the later Scott the
Skin) into his house and his life as a surrogate family, only to discard them again once
he finds a new wife of similar class, the Italian Lianna. The possibility that workingclass Ruth could have become the wife of the 'great man' is never discussed. In the
logic that the novel proposes for contemporary Britain, in a way that seems even more
pronounced than in the older text, both race and class cruelty are things that you hand
down through the social strata.
If The Black Album and, to a certain degree, also the Buddha were Kureishi's most didactic novels, certainly The Last Word is the least so. Here, race and ethnicity appear
as more slippery than ever, even though the topic is more an undercurrent than an
overt concern of the text. White upper-middle-class Harry, again a drifting narrator,
has even less of a standpoint than mixed-race hedonist Shahid has for most of The
Black Album. This also pertains to an ambiguous representation of the failure of fictional Mamoon – as I said, a thinly veiled version of Naipaul – to make the leap to a
race-conscious multi-ethnic present.

5
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Mamoon has ruined his reputation because of racist remarks, most prominently a
scandal provoked by insulting a black feminist lecturer in the US, to whom he says,
"surely, being black isn't an entire career these days, is it?" (TLW 168). Being apprehended for this remark, Mamoon, we learn, feels pushed to a comment which is represented as undoing his public standing:
Of course he said he didn't want to be deprived of the jouissance of racism just because he had
brown skin and had suffered it himself. Clearly, he said, it must be one of the great pleasures to
hate others for more or less random, arbitrary reasons. (TLW 168)

Rather than rejecting the character for these remarks, the discourse of the novel focuses on the unluckiness that follows from it, which might be read as a rejection of the
'burden of representation' that mixed-race authors like Kureishi himself have often lamented: "He [Mamoon] was more bothered than he could own up to, because he had
important things to say about the craft he had devoted his life to. Somehow he found
himself tangled up in these fatuous debates" (TLW 170). Mamoon ruins his success
concerning the things he is interested in – literature and art – because of his provocative interventions in racial debates. Kureishi here, as does criticism of British-Asian
literature in general, re-reads Naipaul through his fictional avatar Mamoon: where the
1990s rejected him for his deliberately non-political correct and offensive remarks, as
well as scorching representations of postcolonial states, he is now being re-evaluated
as an example of artistic autopoiesis, fashioning himself as what he wanted to be: a
rural English gentleman, never mind his Indo-Caribbean descent, and reflecting this in
his writing. Certainly, this idiosyncratic identity resonates with the mixed-race British
Kureishi.
5.

Conclusion

As a subset of ethnicity, race is especially connected with the tensions and manoeuvres
of attribution that co-constitute power dynamics. This is even truer when we look at
what other aspects of ethnicity, like religion, can be drawn into a racialising logic. I
here also follow Gilroy in the conceptualisation of race as an idiom of thought that
sells itself as seemingly self-evident, and that it is this seeming self-evidence that
makes racism, rather than race itself, a troubling and still productive presence in the
late modern, and hybrid present. My examples demonstrate that Kureishi's later novels
represent 'race' as more pertinent than his early texts: where his early novels pointed to
an imagined space that was even more than 'happily hybrid', a space beyond identity
per se, exposing racist stereotypes while rendering race itself essentially superficial,
his newer texts again include a double movement, but one that is not identical, I would
propose, to his previous 'posed-ethnic' and 'post-ethnic' strategies. The Britain of Kureishi's more recent texts appears as one in which the aims of a normalisation of
mixedness have been achieved – but only if you have reached a certain social status
and do not fail to play by the rules of the majority discourse. The shape-shifting nature
of race and racism keep re-surfacing in his texts, even if they now seem more interested than ever in art and psychoanalysis, and, as they have always been, sex. Underneath the now normalised 'post-ethnic', we find a recurring keen awareness of idioms
of exclusion.
While making his career at the height of the 'identity discourse' concerning British
multi-ethnicity, Kureishi wrote with an ideal in mind that envisions a moment after
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any simple concept of identity – not only a 'post-ethnic' state. Simultaneously, his fiction has always been very interested in an acute contemporariness, with a trained eye
to the shifting shapes of powerful exclusion and othering via race, class, culture and
ethnicity at various times in the last twenty years. Since the late 1990s, Kureishi's oeuvre
has, both in terms of focalisation and subject matter, turned away from the public
mixed-race discourse which he was deliberate to write into in his early work. On the
one hand, this is in itself an indicator of the normality that being or identifying as
mixed-race has achieved in the public sphere: that seemingly, Kureishi appears as a
mixed-race writer who has freed himself from the 'burden of representation' that demands a link between minority writers' autobiographies and subject matter. On the
other hand, race and racism still play a crucial role both in Britain factually and in the
texts by a writer who has often been positioned as a historian of his present. And the
current present sees a return to entrenched assignations of identity as idioms of exclusion, which troubles the 'post-ethnic' move towards a place 'after identity' for which his
early texts stood.
Thus, now nearing his 60th birthday, Kureishi appears as an unusual kind of a valueconservative figure. Written from a position of a normality of mixedness, his most recent novel stresses the achievement of Kureishi's generation in bringing about an assertively mixed Britain. But the text also displays a keen vigilance concerning resurfacings of the old idioms of exclusion in new guises that threaten this very recent
status quo. Issues of racism and identity, as sub-currents, still seem to haunt his texts –
even though, as The Last Word's narrator states: "there is less hate around than there
used to be" (TLW 62).
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CORINNA LENHARDT (MÜNSTER)
"As Bones Dig Mass Racial Graves" – The Gothic Excess
of Multiraciality in Larissa Lai's Long Poem "Nascent Fashion"

"The empire is haunted by the ghosts of its own violence. But the ghosts (of colour)
have to live out the haunting if we are to be empowered by it. And this living out is no
easy task" (Lai 2012, 162)

Regarding both her fiction and non-fiction, Asian-Canadian poet, writer and critic
Larissa Lai is well known for her "politics of glancing back and through a dominant
white culture" (Morris 2004, 89) by continuously interrogating the North American
mainstream culture's definition of humanness "that is premised on racialized, sexualized and gendered hierarchies" (ibid., 81). Situated at the core of her novels, When Fox
Is a Thousand (1995) and Salt Fish Girl (2002), as well as of her two poetry collections, Sybil Unrest (2008; in collaboration with Rita Wong) and Automaton Biographies (2009), Lai stages this interrogation as a dialectic between her own writing and
signposts of mainstream cultural discourse, such as the film Blade Runner (1992),
Mary Shelley's 1818 as well as Hollywood's 1931 Frankenstein, the Dr. Fu Manchu
novels (1913-1959) and filmic adaptations, the Bible and CNN. Lai singles out and
lays bare racially, sexually, and gender coded power hierarchies that since colonial and
imperial times have communicated and continue to communicate and perpetuate a fear
of the racialised / sexualised / gendered 'other', i.e., of an Asian-Canadian queer feminist person for example.
In "Nascent Fashion", her long poem of 2009, Lai not only utilises a great variety of
Gothic writing conventions1 to address the manifold facets of "contemporary war and
its excesses" (Automaton Biographies, jacket text), but also explicitly draws upon
Gothic's long history of racialisation and integrates both mainstream and subversive
Gothic writing strategies for constructing and performing the battlegrounds of race and
multiraciality. Progressing toward the climatic encounter with an extensively hybrid
female body that is staged as being discursively both Gothicised and multiracialised,
"Nascent Fashion" strategically undermines the Gothic's black-and-white colour binary
and replaces it with a full spectrum of racialised colour-coding; thus, Lai effectively
constructs a dystopic vision of globalisation and its disastrous impacts on (and creation
of) racialised women all over the world. By approaching "Nascent Fashion" from the
perspective of feminist postcolonial Gothic scholarship, I focus on Lai's utilisation of
Gothic excess as one key intertext. I claim that the Gothic is both a natural choice for
unfolding and criticising fixed discursive binaries (such as human / not human, civil /
1

While I focus on Lai's constructions of Gothic space and femininity (i.e. the conventional character known as 'damsel in distress'), "Nascent Fashion" also quotes and twists other characters
and props typically associated with Gothic writing: villains (e.g. the inquisition and the rapist),
ghosts, cyborgs, zombies and vampires are just as much part of the long poem as severed limbs,
blood, guns, graves and an all-encompassing darkness.
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savage and not raced / raced) and a bold strategy aimed at subversion, multiracialisation, and ultimately renegotiation of white North American identity politics vis-à-vis
the literary marketplace and its canonisation of white (Gothic) voices.
1.

Feminist Postcolonial Gothic: A Working Definition

Gothic, as Fred Botting famously described it, is "a writing of excess" (Botting 2006,
1). Haunted castles, stifling labyrinths, trap doors and hidden passages, darkness that is
only seldom and sparsely illuminated by dim moonlight, the villain and his disfigured
but humble servant, the pursued fair maiden and her just as fair saviour in the hour of
need – these conventional and very familiar settings, props, and characters of the
Gothic are designed to stage excess. This 'horror of the spectacle' (valued already by
Horace Walpole in The Castle of Otranto, the first Gothic novel of 1764), i.e. the explicit staging of violence and villainous deviance as visible and witnessable horror
events, depends crucially on racial visibility and racial otherness in relation to the
other characters, as well as to the reader. Stated bluntly, in Gothic fiction, the black
guy is the bad guy and his villainous excess is an inherently racial marker.
To create the Gothicised 'other', representing a culture's discursively repressed, dark
underside, authors from eighteenth-century England onward have indeed relied on the
most readily avoidable and yet widely accessible stereotype of villainous deviance.
The blueprint for a Gothic villain par excellence could in fact be encountered in the
stereotypes of everyday life: the dark-skinned, black-haired Mediterranean, who would
eventually be morphed into the all-black savage creature of the colonies. Gothic villainy became a stable physical quality with strong racial connotations. Matthew Lewis'
introduction of the arch-villain in his 1796 novel, The Monk, might function as a case
in point here:
His Nose was aquiline, his eyes large black and sparkling, and his dark brows almost joined together. His complexion was of a deep but clear Brown; Study and watching had entirely deprived his cheek of colour. (Lewis 1998, 18)

Even a vampire's (Dracula's) dead-pale complexion can be morphed into being "dark
[with] great dark, piercing eyes that seemed to be almost red [...]" (Stoker 2006, 37) or
can at least be counterbalanced by his being "clad in black from head to foot" (ibid.,
16). "The traditional English Gothic villain is depicted in colonialist imagery with very
visual racist underpinnings" (Lenhardt 2012, 114) and this general tendency becomes
most apparent when the Gothic plot (and, in its course, the villain's power) approaches
its climax. When finally reaching the peak of violence and confusion, the moment the
villain loses his morality and fear of God, there is a slight but significant change of
vocabulary used to portray him. As the outraged, loathsome man with piercing black
eyes betrays his humanness his overall features become increasingly racialised, dark
and bulging, until he resembles a "savage, inhumane monster" (Walpole 1998, 108).
Early North American writers, e.g. Charles Brockden Brown in the first full-fledged
American Gothic novel, Edgar Huntly; or Memoirs of a Sleep-Walker (1799), imported the bestselling Gothic from England and they took up the motif of savagery to depict the loss of civilised and pious human qualities within the Gothic villain. What
they genuinely added, however, is the real savage. Instead of acting and looking like a
savage in his uncivil immorality and blasphemy, the villain on North American soil is
conflated with eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century North America's personifica-
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tion of all uncivil immorality and blasphemy: the Ignoble Savage with either Native
American or African American racial ascriptions.
Adding to this fundamental realisation of postcolonial Gothic scholarship2 the salience
of the Gothicised body for depicting and discursively situating women, we have arrived in the field of the feminist postcolonial Gothic. Understanding that the female
body, "like the land itself, is invariably seen as sublime and dangerous, empty and wild
and, in either case, requiring the taming and penetrating effects of masculinist imperialism" (Kulperger 2009, 111), Shelley Kulperger defines the feminist postcolonial
Gothic within the context of Canadian literature as follows:
If the postcolonial Gothic can be defined as a genre that is concerned with the unspeakable
traumas and repressed ghosts of colonization, postcolonial feminist Gothic seeks to, above all,
materialize and familiarize those motifs of trauma and haunting, grounding them in the brutal
realities and ongoing legacies of colonization. It does so by focusing on the hidden stories of
women as objects of fear, violence, trauma, and by using traditional gothic conventions to expose the lingering remnants of the past within the present-day postcolonial nation with a particular focus on their impact on women. (ibid., 98)

I would like to deviate from Kulperger's definition with respect to one aspect: I do not
consider postcolonial Gothic writing (as diverse as, for example, Toni Morrison's Beloved, Salman Rushdie's Midnight's Children or Margaret Atwood's MaddAddam trilogy) to be a 'genre', but a writing strategy. Gothic texts strategically employ a canon of
conventionalised motifs within a discourse of 'otherness', potentially however, from
the perspective of those denigrated as being 'other'. The Gothic trades and quotes in
stereotypes3 but it has the potential to quote with a twist, i.e., to "constitute transformations" (Hutcheon 2006, 150). These twists or transformations can either describe a new
context, genre, etc., in which the conventions are employed, or it can describe the discursive subversion the author undertakes. In other words, while some (postcolonial)
Gothic texts, consciously or not, repeat old and racialised stereotypes in new contexts,
and therefore strengthen the underlying discriminating discourse, other Gothic texts
function as consciously critical narratives and aim at exposing and ultimately changing
the hateful discourse.
As a writing strategy, the Gothic is ideologically and generically ultra-adaptable and,
thus, Gothic texts today hardly look like their generic English ancestors. The contemporary Gothic is strategically called upon in a great variety of text types and genres so
that "generic hybrids" (Gamer 2000, 12) have long become the norm, replacing fullyfledged and often one-dimensional Schauerromane. We encounter North American
Gothic texts which can also be described, for example, as coming-of-age fiction (e.g.
Stephen King's 1999 The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon), as neo-slave narratives (e.g.
Toni Morrison's 1987 Beloved), family drama (e.g. Louise Erdrich's 2008 The Plague
of Doves), post-apocalyptic science fiction (e.g. Colson Whitehead's 2011 Zone One),
2
3

For a concise overview of postcolonial Gothic see Gelder (2009), an introduction to the Canadian context is provided, for example, by Sugars and Turcotte (2009).
I use the term 'stereotype' to refer to a sedimented, racially (or sexually) denigrating discourse
that may or may not be perceived as still being a discursive 'doing', an ongoing practice. My use
of 'stereotype' ties in with Stuart Hall's (2003, 285) understanding of the term, and is, therefore,
mainly concerned with the classificatory (discursive) reduction of a people or a person to a simplified and unchanging set of characteristics, which, over time, are perceived as being the natural characteristics of a people and / or a person.
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or a long poem; and yet, all these diverse texts critically and with self-awareness employ Gothic writing strategies, and thus enter into a dialogue with the Gothic's multilayered history, with each other, and, last but not least, with North America's mainstream literary market.
Amongst the great variety of conventional props, settings and characters of the Gothic,
I single out two distinct yet intimately connected motifs Lai employs and negotiates,
excuse the pun, excessively. First, I outline and discuss the construction of Gothic
space and its conflation with villainous white deviance in "Nascent Fashion". Secondly, the racialised female body will be added to the already gloomy picture and positioned within the long poem's Gothic spatiality.
2.

The Reduction of Place to Death: Gothic Space in "Nascent Fashion"

In Gothic fiction the setting is a conventionalised, stock-in-trade feature that can be summarised as a claustrophobically "antiquated or seemingly antiquated space" (Hogle 2002,
2). Allowing only "erratic, circular, violent, or distorted" movement (Malin 1962, 106),
the narrowness of this space is solely controlled by the logic of the Gothic plot and in
place to stage the excess of violence (often including rape and murder) of a villain pursuing an innocent damsel in stark black and white colour-coding. True to the Gothic's ultraadaptable nature, this specifically Gothic spatiality can be constructed multifariously.
With no claim of completeness, Jerrold E. Hogle lists the following as Gothic spaces:
A castle, a foreign palace, an abbey, a vast prison, a subterranean crypt, a graveyard, a primeval
frontier or island, a large old house or theatre, an aging city or urban underworld, a decaying
storehouse, factory, laboratory, public building, or some new recreation of an older venue, such
as an office with old filing cabinets, an overworked spaceship, or a computer memory. (2)

In the composition of "Nascent Fashion" Lai picks up and quotes traditionally Western
constructions of Gothic space and their stark, racialised dichotomies; further, she negotiates these constructions self-reflectively, and renegotiates their literary and cultural
instantiations within a new framework of multiple Gothicised yet multiracial and fluid
spaces. In fact, Gothic spatiality is a dominant feature in almost all of the 29 sequenced poems that together form the long poem "Nascent Fashion".
The first sub poem functions as both an introduction and initiation of her reader to this
distinct space:

case stated in white and white
nation born off a boat
all contention and emergent
clauses our ambulances
claim soggy sailors
slow separations
we dream tomorrow's murders
in dolby sound surround
advance guards tickets
stages side show
for sad dancers
simian simulations
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we dot our lines
bloody signatures
traces name our children
tumble other lineages
we forget out own (Lai 2009, 45)

Drawn right into non-space, i.e. into a situation of explicitly eliminated space with the
suddenness of an articleless "case stated in white and white", the reader joins "nation
born off a boat" and witnesses "soggy sailors" and "slow separations" before peeking
into the dreams of "tomorrow's murders / in dolby sound surround" and into a space
that "stages side show / for sad dancers / simian simulations". The spatiality Lai gradually exposes here is Gothicised to the utmost extent. The black and white colour-coding on the surface of racialised dichotomic discourse structures are replaced by the
premise of "white and white", referring not only to "the privileging of white people in
discourses of history and politics in North America" (Paul Lai 2011, 296); Lai also
plays with the discursive underpinnings of Gothic space as legitimising white dominance through racially denigrating discourses of black / coloured villainy that are, in
turn, only one more depiction of white power and its legitimatisation.
The "soggy sailors", who are not "fresh off the boat" but "born off a boat", are discursively reborn as "sad dancers" within the white Gothic space of denigrating "side
shows" and "simian simulations". The alliterative use of 's' contrasts with the markers
of white Gothicised space and the newly arrived immigrants ("soggy sailors") into one
gloomy foreshadowing of "tomorrow's murders". The alliterations also point towards a
decisive moment in the sub poem and toward the starting point of the long poem per
se. Like signing a contract with the devil, "we dot our lines / bloody signatures" and
consequently erase the memory of "our own" lineages as Lai erases the last line of the
sub poem's last verse.
Subsequently, the long poem draws the renegotiated Gothic space into greater focus.
Closely adhering to the traditional Gothic convention of claustrophobic antiquated or
seemingly antiquated space, Lai creates a spatiality of darkness and entombment.
Above all, "it is dark" (51)4 in "Nascent Fashion"; among other things, the darkness
has to do with a "dark forest" (83), a "dark truck" (64), a "prison" (64), "night routes"
(83), "late night highways" (82) and "haunted roads" (82). Moving through this space
via routes, roads and highways is erratic and ultimately only another instance of incarceration, i.e. of the conflation of "moving dark / standardized container" (65) – and, as
we already know, "all containers are dark inside" (54). While Lai's Gothic spatiality is
traceable throughout the long poem, it reaches its climax in the exact physical middle
of "Nascent Fashion":

in the dark is a country
this neo geo all re-nation and proud
we ideal we protect we value we human
inside this stink dark
my moist rage

4

All in-text quotations stating only a page number without reference to author / publication refer
to "Nascent Fashion" in Lai's poetry collection Automaton Biographies.
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don't matter which country
matter the road
which project laboured
which taxes
which pride our rapid transit
moves necessary packaging
arbitrary content
leaves labour power raw
[…] dark the same
country the same
i right my reverse
machine my equivalent
bed my white want
all lace and threadcount […] (65-66)

The darkness culminates in the form of a "country", which is any country of the "west
nest" (61) really, a proud, utopian nation state with a humanist, multicultural value
system with an attractive outside, and a stinking darkness of capitalist exploitation and
commodification of its immigrant labour force on the inside. The sub poem negotiates
the cycle of globalised production and consumption based on the exploitation of the
previously established backbone of the production chain. Immigrant workers (cf.
Georgi 2010, 160) of "turkey / shanghaied to vietnam / former yugoslaves slave as /
mexican labourers […]" (54), reduced by "power raw" (65) into arbitrary, faceless but
"uniform […] black hair[ed]" (55) labour. Lai carefully Gothicises the global marketplace and renders it a haunting, villainous space that preys upon its innocent victims,
"hammers flesh like metal" (61) and leaves behind "only limbs and eyes" (49), "severed hands" (70), "rail[s] of corpses / open wounds protruding bones / that litter occupied streets" (75).
The link to the globalised world marks Lai's strategical deviation from the traditional
Gothic setting and plot. Instead of staging the pursuit of white innocence by the villainous powers of the dark racial 'other', Lai situates immigrants, lured by "white
want" (66) and "blond dreams" (48), in the position of exploited and abused innocence. Further, Lai renders the villain a white, faceless and brutal global economic
force, which is amended culturally by the "cult of multi" (71). By effectively erasing
the boundary between Gothic space and Gothic villain, she creates a dystopic "reduction of place to death" (48) and renders Gothic villainy to a systemic, global reality.
But Lai's renegotiation goes even further.
"Nascent Fashion", as Paul Lai notes, "brings in a 'we' and an 'i' [sic] frequently, but
those first-person pronouns are not fixable to a discrete entity, instead referencing an
anti-racist, anti-sexist, and anti-capitalist critical perspective on the country and the
world" (2011, 296). Thus, the explicitly lowercased lyrical "i" and its inclusive firstperson perspective draws us readers in all our diversity into the Gothic villainous
space, victimises us and forces us to face and experience both the devastating effects
of globalised production and consumption as well as our individual implication in this
vicious cycle. At the same time, "Nascent Fashion" dissolves the pronoun 'they' (as in
"they savage they horde the unknowable" versus "we human", 61) by connecting it to
white racist propaganda and, thus, by revoking its historical and cultural power to define and divide. Lai resists writing back to the Gothic's racialised dichotomy. She does
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not compose a counter-discursive white villain and an innocent, say, Asian-Canadian
maiden in pursuit. Rather, Lai re-writes Gothic villainy in terms of global space and
effectively dissolves the boundaries between victim / villain, we / they and here / there.
Gothic space / villainy becomes fluid and, as a matter of fact, ever so harder to overcome.
3.

Lai's Positioning of the Racialised Female Body

Let me shed more light on Lai's renegotiated Gothic writing strategy by adding the
racialised female body to the picture. Defined by both its physicalness and its position
within Gothic space, the female body in "Nascent Fashion" is staged as:
the factory girl who pinches
the girl who cries who pricks her finger
who strains her eyes
the girl with chemical burns
the girl who suffocated
the girl with the severed hand (52)

It is also the "negative map of masculine longing" (70), i.e. an exact representation of
sexual and economic exploitation of immigrant and / or racialised women, who will
desperately "dim the lights [them]self / before the boss does" (54). While this positioning of the female body within Gothic space and the powers of a villain adheres to
Gothic conventionality, the female voices of "Nascent Fashion" otherwise do everything they can to rupture and dissolve victimisation, and ultimately, the binary between
villain / victim. They "anger", "long", "fury", and "spit so acid / the floor burns" (60);
and, in this dissolved and ever-victimising Gothic space, they succeed in empowering
themselves:
i strong my solitude but
it wells my anger I told you
not nice my teeth sharpen in darkness
i gene my fury in this shit stink
theirs my own
piss this rank anger
these insect bitches
forced entry to bloodstream
the man who leers and rubs (64)

Angry, infuriated and strong, the lyrical I turns into a predator with sharp teeth, which,
in the realms of the Gothic usually translates to 'vampire'. Compared to this vampire
raging in darkness, "these insect bitches", specified as "the man who leers and rubs"
and who can also, though ever so humbly, force "entry to the bloodstream", are outdone in very aspect and reduced to a mere pest. Through her own language, "ontology's on-switch" (70), the female body is empowered and goes on to disempower and
dehumanise the male body. By the power of appellation and the redirecting of sexist
hate speech against male domination, she effectively reduces the villainous oppressor
to one of many "insect bitches".
Lai pushes her renegotiation of the Gothicised female body even further. Not only a
"negative map of masculine longing" ready to strike back, it is also re-instantiated as a
map of multiraciality that connects female bodies of "ghosting english" (68), "yellow
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bodies" (61), Turkish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Yugoslavian and Mexican (54) bodies via
the "night routes" (83) of white racial(ising) discourse. Lai lets us witness the discursive process of racially conflating diverse female voices ("she daughter she mother she
auntie she child", 61) of diverse geographic backgrounds into only one body labelled
"she dark she poor" (58). Countering the racialised logic of the Gothic plot, this conflated body of female raciality, which embodies all the "dark" races that white Gothic
space has created, is effectively established in the role of the female "innocent" (58).
When we take the perspective of this "innocent", as the pronoun 'we' invites us to do,
we uncover how "machines repetitive wilt spirit", how "bones dig mass racial graves"
(58), and that we are right in the process of digging our / her own mass racial grave.
The fluidity of reference points of Lai's employed pronouns renders the reader to be
both the victimised innocence experienced through the lyrical I, and the accomplice
who joins in when "we force we blood we maim" and reduce the innocent to "she body
she collective" until the female body becomes one multiracial collage echoing with
great clarity the bestselling white Western Gothic discourse: a "unheimlich familiar /
witchy witchy woman" (70) commodified by and for global market needs. Note, however, that this strategic move is by no means a search for "an undifferentiated and universal humanity, but rather for a politics of transgression" (Dobson 2007, 169). Lai's
instantiation of a unified, even global racial female body in peril embodies the "very
violence that the once silenced objects of national repression sought to articulate [and
that has become] a mere narrative that papers over the same violence taking place on a
global scale outside the protections of citizenship" (Lai 2008, 131). This Gothicised
envisioning of global female multiraciality disrupts dominant racial and gendered
stereotypes and, therefore, imposes a specifically transcultural feminist intervention in
the very heart of prevalent (i.e. also of the bestselling Gothic's) gender and race representations.
While within the traditional Gothic plot transgression equals amending the damsel in
distress with a heroic saviour in the hour of need, the fluidity of Gothic space and
character constructions in "Nascent Fashion" makes it impossible to envision the
eradication of villainy and the (re-)establishment of an un-Gothicised present. Such a
utopian move is no longer even artistically utterable, only an "optimum topia" (62)
within the close confinements of a persisting Gothic logic is possible:
my opera's optimum topia:
[…] i book apsaras off cave walls
sing sores closing
guns wilt in children's hands
arms inspect presidents for rhetoric of mass deception
bombs drop cherry orchards
blossom pink kisses and champagne
lost boys pass poetic license
in fundamental churches
[…] sweatshops evaporate in heat shimmer
release trapped dreams to parched land
labour's liquid longing sprouts proletarian palaces
grapes and pomegranates tumble
into calloused hands
as pesticides turn to silver glitter
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and incense dust
making everyone beautiful and kissy
without ulterior motive
future stretches on brilliant city
all multiple and shattered and singing (62-63)

With manifold reference to writing and creative arts, Lai self-reflectively writes a
counter-image to the Gothic reality abundant in her long poem. Rather than being a
"moderately optimistic dystopia" (Belén 2014, 79), this counter-image is an artificial,
wilfully composed "opera" featuring opium, soldiers, bombs, guns, fundamental
churches, sweatshops and other signposts of the hardly utopian, contemporary globalised world. These signposts also refer back and forth in the long poem as they stand in
for the same items and places the poem uses time and again to create its Gothic spatiality. In this sub poem, Lai turns each signpost into over-the-top kitsch images of silver
glitter, champagne and pink kisses, however, without deleting the Gothic signposts
from the image. There are still bombs and guns and fundamental churches, in this "future" (63), they just do different things than they used to. Respectively, the future people of the "brilliant" global city (63) are not only "all multiple" and "singing"; they are,
at their core "shattered" as the structural centre of the last line suggests. From within
the systemic Gothic reality of global capitalism and commodification, the writer, the
scholar, the musician or performance artist (in Hindu and Buddhist cultures, the Apsara myths Lai touches upon are connected to music and dancing) cannot envision a
future without.
How then, if at all, can "Nascent Fashion" envision transgression? I argue that the long
poem tackles the problem of transgression on at least two closely connected levels. On
one level, Lai's functionalisation and renegotiation of Gothic writing conventions lays
open and criticises "the way in which fixed binaries [… work] to assure whiteness of
its dominance while subjugating and denying the 'other's' movement towards an
autonomous identity" (Morris 2004, 85). Lai's globalised Gothic space dissolves spatial, temporal, and cultural binaries and the forceful (de)construction of a 'container'
damsel / vampire out of a multiplicity of voices and histories conceptualises a hybrid
and excessively fluid female Gothic body. By claiming and renegotiating Gothic writing strategies, Lai not only finds a suitable medium "to address the abuses of extranational torture camps, exploitation on the internet, the mistreatment of workers
caught between dreams of consumption and the lack of proper papers" (Lai 2008, 31),
but also pressurises the Gothic's discursive raciality from within by disclosing and utilising its generic, cultural and political ultra-adaptability.
On a second level, the materiality of "Nascent Fashion" itself transgresses the rules
and boundaries of the globalised production and consumption cycle (and, thus, its intimate link to racialisation and identity politics) vis-à-vis the literary marketplace and
its canonisation of white (Gothic) voices. Instead of adhering to the text preferences of
the mainstream North American literary market, i.e. instead of writing a third novel,
Lai chooses the form of long poem and "its fluid, disjunctive, and often playful seriality [that] continuously intercepts narrative systems and lyric closures" (Butling 2005,
31). In other words, Lai refuses to write in today's most 'fashionable' medium, which is
also that of course Gothic fiction's bestsellers today, and to produce another "bunny
rabbit" for "a capitalist Disneyland where the cutest bunny rabbit is the only bunny
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rabbit that sells", to borrow Lai's own wording (Kamboureli 2013, 156). While I have
absolutely no inclination of comparing Lai's outstandingly subversive novels to Disney
products for mass consumption, I argue that the generic choice of the long poem echoes the subversive and renegotiated work Lai accomplishes in a way that a Gothic
novel, however fluidly framed, could not. Thus, her long poem might indeed be "nascent fashion", a Gothicised, "highly entertaining and provocative" (Kuester 2008, 236)
long poem that refuses to be subjected to the capitalist market place but might nevertheless – or, as a matter of fact – set a precedent for the advent of a new literary fashion in North America.
4.

Conclusion

In "Nascent Fashion", Lai explicitly draws upon Gothic's long history of racialisation
and integrates both mainstream and subversive Gothic writing strategies for constructing and performing the intimately connected battlegrounds of capitalism, globalisation,
racism and sexism. By approaching her long poem from the perspective of feminist
postcolonial Gothic scholarship in this essay, I have focused on Lai's renegotiation of
Gothic excess, more specifically on Gothic space and the positioning of the female
body within this space. Both foci have helped us understand how Lai resists to write
back to the Gothic's racialised binaries by, firstly, re-writing Gothic villainy in terms
of global space and effectively dissolving the boundaries between victim / villain, we /
they and here / there; and, secondly, by constructing a female body that in its discursively forced multiraciality transgresses being both a "negative map of masculine longing" (70) and an empowered vampire ready to strike back. Lai's Gothicised envisioning of global female multiraciality disrupts dominant racial and gendered stereotypes
and, therefore, imposes a specifically transcultural feminist intervention in the very
heart of prevalent gender and race representations.
What evolves from this rupture is an artificially staged and discursively multiracialised
Gothic that dissolves spatial, temporal and cultural binaries, and conceptualises a multiracial and excessively fluid feminist Gothic text. By claiming and renegotiating
Gothic writing strategies, Lai pressurises the Gothic's discursive raciality from within
and discloses and utilising its generic, cultural and political ultra-adaptability. Supported by the materiality of the long poem itself, "Nascent Fashion" thus transgresses
the rules and boundaries of the globalised production and consumption cycle as well as
its intimate link to racialisation and identity politics vis-à-vis the literary marketplace
and its canonisation of white (Gothic) voices.
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Multiple Modernities / Multiple Modernisms

Clearly, the literary-historical concept of modernism and the historiographical concept
of modernity are intricately related – not only lexically, but also genealogically. Modernity's master narratives of creativity, rationalisation, nation-stateism, and enlightenment created a specific, yet universalised image of the human. An image, however,
that was relatively soon downcast by the disenchanting processes of industrialisation,
bureaucratisation, and imperialism that this very notion of the human and its (self-)
transformative powers itself helped create. Especially in the urban sphere, processes of
modernisation increasingly created conditions and spaces of experience that the ostensibly rational psyche was deemed hardly able to process in modes of humanist detachment. Consequently, accounts of experimental literary modernism have typically
considered modernism to respond to the sensory challenges of such an accelerated urban modernity and a marketplace of global consumer goods, desires, and images that
could no longer be disengaged from by the ordering principles of Cartesian dualism,
which had assumed the separation of contemplation and physical experience. Instead,
typical of modernity "everything solid melted into air", as an infamous quip on modernity by Karl Marx phrases it, and which also provided the title for Marshall Berman's
landmark study on literary modernism (see Berman 1980). The dissolution of boundaries in modernity is a recurring trope of modernism: boundaries between subject and
object, self and other, a product and its process of production, reality and representation, semiosphere and biosphere, or past, present and future. Historically, the experience of dissolution and disillusionment is often understood to have fuelled the dissociative experimental styles of visual artists and literary writers – such as montage or
stream of consciousness – of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. These spatiotemporal and onto-epistemological concerns have of course remained a central concern and
reference point well beyond the often narrowly chronological period confines of modernism, as Jessica Bundschuh shows in this section with respect to Anne Carson's
Autobiography of Red, a text that further turns the screw to not only question and disturb the ordering principles of chronological time, but also the generic boundaries of
poetry and prose, the borders between semiosis and mimesis, epistemology and ontology, as well as creativity and intertextuality.
With the help of these signature techniques, topoi and the general plotlessness inherited from French realism, modernism often articulates the paradoxality of a world that
is humanly manufactured, but ultimately deformed, estranged, and rendered inscrutable by the dehumanising forces of bureaucratisation, acceleration, industrialisation,
and imperialism. In view of this presumed loss of agency the main strand of modernism tended towards a form of limited intersubjectivity, which often led to accusations
of an apolitical stance and a cosmopolitan "avoidance of community" (Brennan 1998,
2). This narrow perspective increasingly widened in recent years in the wake of notions such as 'committed modernism' (J. Berman 2012), 'pragmatic modernism'
(Schoenbach 2012) and a more general focus on the politics of modernism, as the re-
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newed interest in the same-titled posthumous 1989 collection of essays by Raymond
Williams demonstrates (e.g. Brooker 2011).
Aside from a re-politicisation of the field, much work has been done on the mythical
dimensions of modernity and modernism itself (e.g. Scarborough 1994, Bell 1997,
Barnett 2004, Shea 2006), which in many respects has a quasi-platonic tendency to
crave for a deeper and more 'authentic' truth and meaning underneath the perceived
superficialities of modernity. Especially in terms of nationalism the complex and often
paradoxical relation between the modern urge for the nation-state and the mythical
urge for atavism is discussed in Kai Wiegandt's contribution on Joyce's Ulysses in this
section. Such analyses complicate simplistic uni-linear and isotropic trajectories of
modernity and of modernism as a critical response to its modes of social organisation.
This section's aim is not so much to question this narrative of modernist genealogy,
which is plausible in many respects, but to pluralise it in order to allow for and analyse
different aesthetic and ethical responses to the conditions of modernity, especially
when considering that these manifested quite diversely and in much more manifold
ways in different locations and across different social strata than is commonly proposed in standard accounts of modernisation theory.
Modernity, the first concept in our inquiry, as a historical paradigm has clearly come
under enormous pressure across the humanities and social sciences in recent decades,
much more explicitly so than modernism. At best, the term 'modernity' has been seen
as semantically elusive because it may indistinctively refer to anything recent or nontraditional. The most notable attacks on the notion of modernity, however, were articulated in the wake of the dismantling of theories of development from the perspectives
of postcolonial studies which questioned the general transposition of temporal difference onto spatial difference as a means to explain and temporalise the difference between "The West and the Rest" (Hall 1996). This quasi-historical difference between
Europe and the 'peripheries', which dates back at least to 19th-century anthropology, as
Anne Enderwitz's contribution discusses, was expected to be overcome through development from 'pre-modern' to 'modern' along the same trajectory and via the same institutional routes that proved successful in Western Europe and North America. It has
frequently been argued that this notion of development entailed an eradication of cultural difference and a narrowing of the possibilities of cultural self-actualisation. Adding to these cultural concerns, more recent developmental politics based on punitive
structural adjustment programmes overseen by global institutions such as the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund have in actual practice tended to increase
rather than alleviate the social detriment of post-independence nations of the Global
South, especially after the new neoliberal consensus of the 1970s overrode the welfare
compromise between labour and capital in the West and concurrently ended the state
driven postcolonial economies of the Bandung era (see Lazarus 2011, 9). In defence of
the trajectories and discourses of modernisation and development, however, it has also
been argued that a conceptual abandonment of the temporal axis of development, history, and modernisation leads to a hardening of existing discrepancies and thus risks to
instantiate what anthropologist James Ferguson has referred to as a transition from
history to hierarchy (see Ferguson 2006, 176-193).
Confronted with these pressures on developmental discourse, scholarship in sociology,
media studies, anthropology and cultural studies has either forfeited the notion of
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modernity altogether or quite extensively debated notions of alternative and multiple
modernities in order to foreground the fact that social and technological modernisation
has not created the same socio-cultural and institutional effects across different sites.
The multiplicity that was originally proposed by Israeli sociologist Shmuel Eisenstadt
in the historiographical paradigm of 'multiple modernities' pertained to varying trajectories of what he calls the "cultural programme of modernity" (Eisenstadt 2000, 2006,
48). Modernities, Eisenstadt argues, have a common origin in anti-cosmological scepticism, reflexivity and rebellion, but then dispersed along two main axes: a pluralistic
one emphasising heterogeneity and perspectivity, and a totalising one emphasising
homogeneity, eschatology, and ongoing transformation. Clearly the former seems
more suitable to fostering a sensitivity with which we tend to associate literary modernism, while the latter tendencies foster precisely the kind of overwhelming, homogenous, disconsolate and estranging environments to which modernism is commonly understood to respond ethically and aesthetically. Thus, though Eisenstadt's
notion of multiplicity sought to explain the totalitarian movements of the 20th century
and their relation to modernity as well as the emerging modernities of East Asia, it can
clearly also help us to identify multiple trajectories, aesthetic responses, and stylistic
idioms for the cultural processes we have come to designate as modernist.
Epistemologically, modernism – understood as a critical stance towards the processes
and practices of modernity – did not necessarily require the stylistically experimental
idiom that has become its shorthand. It could also have used its epistemological scepticism towards speculatively challenging the very assumptions upon which modern societies rest. Reflecting on the limitations of an ostensibly immutable world could have
been countered by pointing towards both dystopian and disconsolate trajectories in the
industrial capitalist present, as in Wells's The Time Machine, which renders timeless
and spatial the widening chasm between workers and capital holders in the late 19th
century. As Anne Enderwitz discusses in her contribution, the text achieves a detachment through the use of the fourth dimension and the genre of science fiction that is
able to aesthetically project the consequences of modernity beyond the status quo and
its ameliorating discourses. While Wells's novel has certainly not been a marginal text
in terms of circulation, Wells was a marginal author in the canonical history of modernism (see Esty 2011). These concerns of literary modernism, in turn, extend into the
present, where similar utopian thinking is required to overcome the 'endist' assumptions of a philosophical modernism (see e.g. Sheehan 2004, 35), which projects the
insuperability of the (capitalist) present (see Bhaskar 2012, 29, 31).
Non-experimental responses to the conditions of modernity have largely been bracketed from accounts of modernism, a lack that is also addressed in Betsy van Schlun's
paper about the activities of the British modernist group Pool, which encouraged massreception and amateur productions of works of art, most notably in the medium of
film. The aesthetic fascination with the accelerations and transformations of the world
that make up Eisenstadt's totalising strain of modernity is a further aspect of many
works of experimental modernism – evincible also in canonised modernists such as
Conrad and Woolfe – that in literary studies has often been somewhat marginalised in
favour of a subjectivist genealogy of bourgeois modernist estrangement. Even whole
movements such as futurism or vorticism have celebrated – at times with problematic
political alliances and implications – the unbounded human self-actualisation and
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transformation of the social and natural world that have fuelled industrialisation, mass
societies, technology, and abstraction. Certain early reform movements such as Bauhaus already sought to alleviate the ecological, ethical, and aesthetic aspects of massconsumer technological modernity without, however, disregarding the potentials that
mass industrial production and a certain degree of homogenisation and epistemological
abstraction offered.
Modernism's post-Cartesianism must ultimately also take into account the manifold
ways in which the materials of technological, medical, commercial, and industrial
modernity produce complex networks of dependency and relations that alienate us
from and forever indebt us to nature. Bruno Latour has famously seen this incapacity
to emancipate ourselves from nature and from the material conditions, epistemological
restrictions and quasi-objects that we have created ourselves as evidence of the fact
that 'we have never been modern' (Latour 1993). Kylie Crane's outline of the history of
plastic in her discussion of "Plastic Modernities" analyses material and trans-human
global trajectories of modernity and their relation to modernist styles such as magical
realism.
Applied to the context of neo-imperial globalisation, the primary cultural semiotic shift
that has been proposed in the wake of critiques of theories of modernities is the replacement of the idea of development with the idea of (global) difference and the challenge of so-called 'Eurochronology' (see Appadurai 1996). These concerns have also
had the effect of reorienting cultural studies from a focus on temporal to increasingly
spatial concerns, from modernisation to globalisation. Nicola Glaubitz discusses the
theoretical implications of such a shift in relation to the literary history of modernism
and the structures of value implied in these histories in her contribution to the section.
Next to this narrowing of perception and questions of marketability, the proliferation
of modernism in postcolonial literatures has also led to uneven literary histories that
resemble the denial of coevalness and the teleological assumptions of 19th century anthropology and developmentalism.
The master narrative of modernisation and industrialisation has also generally excluded the impact that colonial encounters and pre-modern global entanglements have
had on the development of Euro-Atlantic modernity. Studies like Hegel, Haiti and
Universal History by Susan Buck-Morss (2009) with respect to the French revolution
and Timothy Brennan's The Borrowed Light (2014) with regard to the enlightenment
have made clear that what we consider core processes of European modernity were by
no means exclusively European affairs. Academic paradigms such as 'connected histories' (Subrahmanyam 1997) and 'connected sociologies' (Bhambra 2013) have in recent
years devoted themselves to further research that seeks to emphasise the multi-directionality of modernity by studying the intricate and often reciprocal, albeit uneven
global networks of politics, trade, science, or culture since antiquity. The colonial encounter and appropriation that resides not only in certain formative ideas but also in
materials and products that are indispensible to modernity is another facet of this entanglement that has been foregrounded by material culture scholars and that further
complicates histories of modernity and modernism.
Literary studies in this case have been somewhat quicker to accommodate the international and transnational dimension of modernism, having long since emphasised modernism as a global movement, although initially related mainly to a North-Atlantic
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space with extensions to the fringe areas of Austro-Germany and Russia and, eventually, South America. Modernist studies and exhibitions of modernist art have also long
emphasised the pivotal influences from a wide range of global contexts on modernist
art, as evinced in the paintings of Picasso and Gauguin or the novels of Joseph Conrad
or James Joyce. The multiple non-English backgrounds of almost all of English modernism's key figures have also been a widely discussed aspect that helped to further
transnationalise modernism.
In contemporary non-European literatures modernism allegedly found contexts and
concerns that have naturalised its experimental idioms. Radical juxtapositions of high
technology and abject poverty, computer science and religiousness, rikshas and SUVs,
smart phones and outdoor latrines, have been exoticised to foster a paradoxical ontoepistemology that resonated strongly with modernist concerns and aesthetics – very
much like sampling and media piracy resonate with modernist ideas of collage and
montage, albeit without the cultural privilege now afforded to these techniques. This
stylistic and epistemological focus towards experimentalism and modernism has also
resonated strongly with an ethico-political focus on hybridity, in-betweenness, liminality and anti-universality. This focus has invested the discipline of postcolonial studies
(as represented by Bhabha) and so-called postcolonial literature (as represented by
Rushdie) with a decidedly anti-liberationist stance, the implications of which were – if
not complicit – amenable to a depoliticisation of global inequality under the guise of
difference (Lazarus 2011). Thus, despite their undiminished potential to dignify and
re-contextualise the uneven encounter with Western modernity and imperialism, these
stylistic priorities and exoticist reading formations which contributed to their prominence on the global cultural marketplace have been met with heavy critique. In the
context of postcolonial literature, experimentalism was even seen to hold a "monopoly
of legitimacy" (Lazarus 2011, 27) engendered by the exoticist demands of Western
readers. This at times foreclosed other forms of writing that equally respond to the
conditions of global modernity and its local disconsolations (see Lazarus 2011, 21-89)
to gain value and visibility.
These recent debates point to larger questions as to the location, the stylistic dimensions, the historical scope and the politics of literary modernism that attest to modernism's inherent and ongoing diversity and multiplicity. The papers in this section address such tensions, trajectories and multiplicities within the increasingly global literary historical narrative of modernism. Within this context the papers offer discussions
of modernism's potential to social representation, investigate its de- and reforming of
temporality, reflect on the materials of modernity and the materialities of modernism,
offer accounts of alternative trajectories of modernism, but also reassess modernist
movements that so far eluded canonisation in the field of literary studies.
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ANNE ENDERWITZ (BERLIN)
The Evolutionary Paradigm and the Fourth Dimension

1.

Introduction

Shmuel Eisenstadt pitches his notion of 'multiple modernities' against the homogenising assumption "that the cultural program of modernity as it developed in modern
Europe […] would ultimately take over in all modernising and modern societies"
(2000, 1).1 With this essay I want to return to the origins of this assumption: how did
we end up with the idea of a single modernity in the first place? Specifically, I want to
discuss the distinct spatio-temporal construction that enabled the concept of a single
modernity. The construction of a homogeneous space governed by a universal temporal dynamic may be fruitfully explored through H.G. Wells's The Time Machine
(1895). Crucially, however, Wells's interest in the fourth dimension is part of a broader
cultural moment that saw the birth of highly speculative, cross-generic works like
Reverend Abbott's Flatland (1884) and Joseph Conrad and Ford Madox Ford's The
Inheritors. Flatland, in particular, may help to illuminate a paradox of modernity:
modernity may have been conceptualised as a homogenous socio-cultural condition,
but, at the same time, it recognised a plurality of standpoints and systems of beliefs. In
Eisenstadt's words, it went hand in hand with a "reflexivity," which "not only focused
on the possibility of different interpretations of core transcendental visions and basic
ontological conceptions […] it came to question the very givenness of such visions
and the institutional patterns related to them" (2000, 4). Juxtaposing Flatland with The
Time Machine can help to render intelligible the specific combination of developmental homogeneity and epistemological plurality that came to characterise modernity.
The Inheritors will be briefly discussed in the concluding remarks because it exemplifies this combination of a universal dynamic with epistemological relativism.
At the end of the nineteenth century, the world had been almost fully explored in geographic terms. The "many blank spaces on the earth" (Conrad 1988, 11) had been
filled in so that "the earth" became in the European cultural imaginary a finite and homogeneous space. The evolutionary paradigm in nineteenth-century anthropology was
extremely effective in structuring and ordering that space by subjecting the many and
multiform civilizations on this earth to an imperative of uniform development. The
concept of evolution is highly pertinent to the problem of modernisation. As Johannes
Berger points out, modernisation theories rely on what he terms "evolutionary minimal
program" ("evolutionstheoretisches Minimalprogramm" 2006, 209): the idea that
modernity constitutes, at least for the time being, the final step in a long historical process that implies different stages of development and hence of social evolution.2
1
2

Eisenstadt himself explains that his hypothesis is directed "against the classical sociological
analyses of Marx, Durkheim, and (to a large extent) of Weber" (2000, 1).
Berger writes: "Für die Modernisierungstheorie ist die Vorstellung einer distinkten Struktur der
Moderne zentral […] nicht zur Disposition steht die Idee der Entwicklungsstufen selbst. Sie ist
unverzichtbarer Bestandteil eines evolutionstheoretischen Minimalprogramms, in dessen Kon-
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As knowledge discourse, the evolutionary paradigm structured and rendered intelligible the spatio-temporal expansion of the world performed through the colonial enterprises of the European powers. Within the evolutionary framework, anthropological
studies and archaeological findings suggested that diverse cultural phenomena were
reducible to different stages of one and the same trajectory of cultural evolution. Modern writers drew on and were inspired by the paradigm of cultural evolution because it
enabled them to make sense of their own position within history. With The Time Machine, I want to discuss one of those popular literary works that drew on the pervasive
nineteenth-century evolutionary paradigm but approached questions of space, time and
development through the focal lens of the fourth dimension. It shares this interest in
the fourth dimension with Flatland but where Flatland approaches the fourth dimension in geometric and hence spatial terms, Wells discusses the fourth dimension as
time.
2.

Social Evolutionism and the Fourth Dimension in Modern Fiction

The second half of the nineteenth century witnessed the birth of anthropology as a
modern discipline. In contrast to polygenists, evolutionary anthropologists were convinced "that all men had descended from a common evolutionary ancestor" (Stocking
1968, 42).3 They explained differences not with multiple origins of man, the theory
associated with polygenism, but with the concept of social evolution, which, they assumed, followed a set path from 'savagery' to 'barbarism' and finally to 'civilisation'.
Evolutionary anthropologists believed that everyone who had made it to the highest
and final state had first moved through the earlier stages. Affirmation of evolutionary
theories, however, did not automatically lead to the belief that everyone could make it
to the top of the socio-cultural ladder: "Eighteenth-century social evolutionists had
generally assumed that all human races could ascend the evolutionary scale to the top,
but there were many Victorians who, though ardent social evolutionists, no longer
made this assumption" (Stocking, 119). They chose to rationalise instead the imminent
extinction of many native peoples as unavoidable, because they lacked "the power of
resistance" and "adaptability" (Franklin Giddens qtd. in Stocking, 119) of "whiteskinned races" (Stocking, 120). Although nineteenth-century evolutionism suggested
basic relations of kinship between all humans and their socio-cultural systems, it also
established and naturalised socio-cultural hierarchies.
The vertical and hierarchical model of socio-cultural evolution had an unlimited horizontal reach, subsuming all cultures to the same temporal trajectory. To evolutionary
anthropologists such as E.B. Tylor and Sir James Frazer, the observations of travellers
and missionaries suggested that the various peoples inhabiting the earth were situated
at different stages of development but that all were governed by the same fundamental

3

text die Modernisierungstheorie gehört. Die moderne Welt ist demnach die vorläufig letzte Stufe eines lang erstreckten historischen Prozesses" (2006, 209). Eisenstadt also suggests that
"classical" theories of modernisation and the convergence of industrial societies constituted one
of the last illustrations of "evolutionary approaches" (2007, 414).
As Stocking points out, "Anthropologists did not all leap to embrace Darwinian evolution; indeed, insofar as they were polygenists, many of them agreed with James Hunt, president of the
Anthropological Society of London, who could not in 1866 see 'that any advance can be made
in the application of the Darwinian principles to anthropology until we can free the subject from
the unity hypothesis which has been identified with it'" (1968, 46).
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dynamic of socio-cultural evolution. This premise turned travelling to the margins of
the empire into an educational adventure for the observation of so-called primitive cultures promised access to what was considered the long-overcome past of European
man. As the evolutionary paradigm presented the physical world as a homogeneous
space governed by a uniform, yet non-synchronic, temporality of development, spatial
movement became a means for exploring one's own history and pre-history. This
model was popularised by the adventure literature of the late nineteenth century. Assumptions of a general evolutionary trajectory and the ambiguous sense of identification and alienation that it fostered can be found in popular and proto-modernist works
of the late nineteenth century, for instance in Rider Haggard's She (1887) and Joseph
Conrad's Heart of Darkness (1899) and Lord Jim (1900).
The nineteenth century witnessed not just the birth of the evolutionary paradigm but
also the birth of what Joseph Conrad and Ford Madox Ford termed a "mathematical
monstrosity" (1901, 8): the fourth dimension. It constituted a serious challenge to
Euclidian geometry and to human perceptual powers but it also had a strong literary
and utopian appeal for artists and authors.4 According to Linda Henderson, it constituted "[o]ne of the most important stimuli for the imaginations of modern artists"
(2009, 131). It promised a broadening of space, spiritual insights and access to ghosts,
time travel and a higher perspective. Even for a mathematician such as C.H. Hinton
the fourth dimension "possessed mysterious qualities" and gave rise to "mystical philosophical systems" (Henderson 1983, xix). In his geometrical novel Flatland, Reverend Abbott used the geometrical problem of dimensionality for addressing the epistemological limitations of any given standpoint. In The Inheritors, Conrad and Ford employed this "mathematical monstrosity", the fourth dimension, for the construction of
an allegory of modernity conceived in the terms of an outer-space invasion novel.
First conceptualised as an additional spatial dimension, the fourth dimension gave
birth to a series of analogies involving one-, two-, or three-dimensional fictional
worlds. Fictional flat worlds were a favourite. They were regularly disturbed by the
incursion of a three-dimensional object, an event that upset the epistemological expectations of two-dimensional beings and drew attention to their perceptual limits. Flat
worlds, like the one outlined in Abbott's Flatland, were to prove an analogical point
about the restrictions of three-dimensional beings: if the failure of two-dimensional
beings to believe in the existence of three-dimensional objects appeared ridiculous to
the human reader, our own refusal to believe in the existence of four-dimensional objects might prove equally short-sighted. Ultimately, Flatland suggests that our mode of
being might come with specific epistemological restrictions that are impossible to
overcome, but may be fathomed through thought experiments that offer a leap into
unknown worlds.

4

"Between Dostoevsky's references to higher dimensions and non-Euclidean geometry in The
Brothers Karamazov of 1880 and P.G. Wodehouse's off-handed use of the term in 'The Amazing Hat Mystery' of 1922, the fourth dimension attracted the notice of such literary figures as
H.G. Wells, Oscar Wilde, Joseph Conrad, Ford Madox Ford, Marcel Proust, and Gertrude
Stein" (Henderson 1983, xix).
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Flatland

The 'geometrical' novel Flatland was first published under the descriptive pseudonym
"A Square". Told from the point of view of an actual square, the work introduces its
readers to heterogeneous 'spaces' – Pointland, Lineland, Flatland, and Spaceland. They
are inhabited by geometrical figures whose numbers of dimensions constitute those
'lands' as one-, two- or three-dimensional spaces. Crucially, however, each geometrical
figure (the point, the line, the square, and the sphere) believes that there is only one
kind of space, that its own form of existence is the only one possible. The king of
Lineland, who is, of course, a line and therefore one-dimensional, refuses to believe
that the Square has not only length but width. The square's encounter with a threedimensional figure, a sphere, constitutes the narrative's climax and drives home the
problem of epistemological limits and transcendence: the square is as incapable of perceiving this three-dimensional figure as the King of Lineland is incapable of perceiving the square's two dimensions. The square can see the sphere only as a line that
varies in length.
Both the square and the line flatly deny the possibility of other forms of existence.
They have a reason to be unaware of their own epistemological and conceptual limits:
lacking height, the inhabitants of Flatland and Lineland lack an overview over the
'spaces' they inhabit. They simply assume that it is regular, continuous and co-extensive with the world as such. The sphere, in contrast, sees Flatland from above and
therefore sees quite literally everything that it contains. Even the square's thoughts are
laid bare to inspection as the pages of a book to the reader's eye: "I, who see all
things," says the sphere to the square, "discerned last night the phantasmal vision of
Lineland written upon your brain" (Abbott 2002, 142). It is the view from outside that
establishes Flatland's limits, a viewpoint that is impossible for the Flatlanders themselves. This restriction emerges as a general problem. Ultimately, the sphere proves as
incapable of perceiving the limits of its own mode of existence as the square. A journey to Spaceland finally convinces the square of the existence of solid objects and
opens up an entirely "new world" to its eyes (Abbott 2002, 155). It is not just that he is
now able to perceive the sphere in its entirety – he also experiences for the first time a
top-down view of his own world: "I looked below, and saw with my physical eye all
that domestic individuality which I had hitherto merely inferred with the understanding … All this I could now see, not merely infer…" (Abbott 2002, 156-7). "[L]ooking
down on" Flatland, he experiences "the pleasure of 'seeing the whole,'" described by
Michel de Certeau in his top-down view from the 110th floor of the World Trade Center (1988, 92). In a frenzied speech, the enlightened square suggests to the sphere that
there might be even higher dimensional beings to whom Spaceland and the sphere itself would be entirely transparent. For this heretic suggestion, the indignant sphere
flings the square out of Spaceland, returning it to its flat existence. As the other geometrical figures, the sphere also misjudges the possibilities of space and fails to recognise its own epistemological restrictions.
Flatland may be seen to postulate a plurality of heterogeneous spaces in which there is
room for different modes of existence, or it may be understood as advocating a single
space, which can only be partially experienced according to one's number of dimensions. In both readings, Abbott's focus on space allows for different modes of existence that cannot be converted into each other. At a time when the world emerges as a
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homogeneous space governed by a universal evolutionary dynamic, Abbott acknowledges not only the possibility of different modes of existence but also looks at the
conditions in which space becomes known. Uniformity of space is the result of an inside perspective which is not aware of its epistemological limits. These limits emerge
only from an outside perspective, which again is incapable of perceiving its own condition. Flatland addresses the possibility of a higher point of view akin to Michel de
Certeau's view from the World Trade Center: a top-down view that overlooks the
world in its epistemological totality. Almost a hundred years before de Certeau, Abbott
questioned the possibility of such an authoritative viewpoint with a highly idiosyncratic form of dimensional perspectivism. In a truly modern vein he asks, whether we
can objectively determine the world of which we are a part.
4.

The Time Machine

Wells's The Time Machine also has a strong educational flavour, but this sci-fi novel is
less interested in exposing epistemological limitations than in questioning the social
and evolutionary development of the human species in the face of rigid class divisions.
Deeply invested in the evolutionary paradigm, its focus is on the fourth dimension not
as spatial but as temporal problem. Famously, the story is told by the time traveller
himself, who builds a machine with which he travels into the far future, where he encounters two species that have evolved from the human: the Eloi and the Morlocks.5
They represent a permanent and naturalised divide that was once social and subject to
history: in the time traveller's present, as he explains, social stratification divides "the
Haves" from "the Have-nots" (Wells, 40). The "gradual widening of the present
merely temporary and social difference between the Capitalist and the labourer" produced over time two distinct species (Wells, 40). The Morlocks famously inhabit the
underground space, which was once their workplace. In the future, it has become their
natural habitat. The Eloi, in contrast, descended from the idle and increasingly degenerate upper class that lived above ground: "The too-perfect security of the Overworlders had led them to a slow movement of degeneration, to a general dwindling in
size, strength and intelligence" (Wells, 41). Famously, the punchline of the time traveller's narrative is that the Morlocks – once the dominated class exploited by the Overworlders – now literally feed on the Eloi, tending to their needs just as a farmer will
take care of his cattle: "These Eloi were mere fatted cattle, which the ant-like Morlocks preserved and preyed upon…" (50).
The narrative's focus on time has significant consequences. If for the evolutionary anthropologists travelling through space also involved travelling through time, Wells's
literal time traveller does away with the necessity of spatial movement altogether.
Movement through time allows him a more direct observation of the effects of evolution. Time in The Time Machine is as much governed by evolutionary principles as the
temporalised spaces encountered by colonial travellers. At the same time, the novel's
complete neglect of space points to a crucial difference. Where the evolutionary anthropologists discover on the margins of the empire different stages of development,
which ostensibly follow the same trajectory of cultural evolution, the time traveller no
longer finds different stages of the same development but instead discovers a single
5

As a former student of Huxley's (see Patrick McCarthy 1986, 41), Wells was clearly familiar
with evolutionary theories.
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universal socio-cultural condition marked by radical and ineluctable divergence. The
uniform socio-cultural trajectory of evolutionary anthropology that allowed for different stages of development is replaced by highly synchronised development, in which
difference between cultures is no longer mitigated by the fantasy of graded development but has become permanent. The future knows only one fate for all of mankind:
separation and decline.
Oddly enough, the novel starts out with the fantasy of a machine "That shall travel indifferently in any direction of Space and Time, as the driver determines" (8). This fantasy introduces the time traveller's experiment and precedes his narrative but it is neither acted out nor ever mentioned again. The time traveller's machine is a device to
travel through time and cannot of its own accord move through space. In fact, the time
traveller is quite content with exploring his immediate surroundings and quite happy to
draw general conclusions from the observations he gathers within walking distance of
his lodgings. It is by dwelling on his long foot marches and by adopting a higher point
of view in physical and conceptual terms that the time traveller obscures his neglect of
space as a relevant category of exploration. Looking down from top of a hill, the time
traveller observes: "Here and there rose a white or silvery figure in the waste garden of
the earth" (26, emphasis added) and "So far as I could see, all the world displayed the
same exuberant richness as the Thames valley" (33, emphasis added).
The top-down view from the hill, although clearly of limited reach, suggests an overview that facilitates general statements about "the earth" and "the world". This detached view from above is conceptually and epistemologically reproduced when the
time traveller arrives at general statements as to the state of the human: "In this decadence, too, the art of fire-making had been forgotten on the earth" (57, emphasis
added) and "I grieved to think how brief the dream of the human intellect had been. It
had committed suicide" (61, emphasis added).
These general statements are striking considering that the time traveller lacks actual
experience of "the earth" and "the human". His experiences do not exceed the culturally and geographically limited scope of the contained landscape, which serves as
object of his contemplation. His higher viewpoint is an attempt to detach himself
from living with the Eloi and sharing their fate and an attempt to master the future by
subjecting it to a top-down viewpoint that produces (or rather seeks to produce) objective knowledge. The time traveller seeks an overview, a view of the whole picture,
but his lack of interest in wider cultural exploration dismantles his overview as a fantasy of knowledge, an "imaginary totalization[s]" (de Certeau, 93) that links him to
Abbott's petulant sphere and to the Kings of Pointland and Lineland. They are all
equally unwilling to recognise the existence of their own epistemological blind spots.
In The Time Machine, there are only two instances in which non-European cultures
are mentioned. In one instance, the time traveller attempts to render intelligible the
problem of observing a foreign culture. He asks his listeners to "Conceive the tale of
London which a negro, fresh from Central Africa, would take back to his tribe!" (34),
thereby likening the experience of temporal exploration to the experience of spatial
dislocation. Spatial travels provide a model for encountering the future but one that
is merely used for the sake of exposition, not for a better understanding of the future.
The other instance confines the existence of different cultures to the past: The time
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traveller discovers a dishevelled museum that harbours "a vast array of idols – Polynesian, Mexican, Grecian, Phoenician, every country on earth, I should think" (55).
The absence of difference in the future and the time traveller's lack of interest in spatial exploration beyond the seas suggest that the fate of the human is global. In consequence, the state of development that preceded the divide and decline of the human
species into Eloi and Morlock must also have been a universal condition. This condition is none other than modernity itself, imagined as rupture or change that is so absolute that it can only be conceived of as changing the very nature of the human species. This is where the fourth dimension becomes a means for allegorising modernity
itself.
In this context, the time traveller's hypothesis that the lives of the Eloi are maintained
by "automatic organization" (34) is highly relevant because the topos of automatic organisation functions as cipher for a modernity that creates depersonalised human beings who exist only in the form of the crowd, wearing ready-made clothes and sharing
in the same vulgar appetites. Ford Madox Ford, an aquaintance of Wells, described the
sense of automatic organization effected by 'impersonal' men as the quintessence of
the modern: "That, too, is the Modern Spirit: great organisations run by men as impersonal as the atoms of our own frames, noiseless, and to all appearances infallible"
(2003, 28). In Wells's The Time Machine, it is industrial modernity itself that is at the
root of humanity's divide and ensuing decline, resulting in a naturalised form of depersonalisation and division (of labour) that is embodied in different ways by Morlocks
and Eloi. Synchronised and naturalised difference has taken the place of a developmental logic.
4.

Conclusion

Flatland leaves room for differently structured spaces and different modes of existence
at a time when evolutionary anthropologists translated difference into non-synchronic
stages of the same socio-cultural evolution. To be sure, its narrative of more-dimensional beings has a hierarchical element that is reminiscent of the evolutionary paradigm, but Abbott's argument is foremost epistemological: although beings with more
dimensions may see and know more, they suffer from the same inability of grasping
their own epistemological and conceptual limits as beings with less dimensions. If
more dimensions suggest more knowledge, a more objective way of seeing, absolute
knowledge without limits is only imaginable from a divine, transcendent viewpoint
that could survey the whole. From this point of view, the construction of the earth as
homogeneous space that harbours a universal socio-cultural dynamic depends on the
fantasy of a top-down view that is simply impossible. Even if Abbott intended to establish the possibility of a world beyond three-dimensional space and was not foremost
interested in cultural difference, his biting satire of the Victorian social class system
and gender roles is proof of an almost anthropological interest in his own society. His
critique of a perspective that is blind to other modes of existence and his insistence on
the possibility of different modes of existence constitutes a welcome counterpoint to
the homogeneous space 'discovered' by colonial exploration.
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Wells's The Time Machine was presumably the first novel to explore the fourth dimension as time.6 In this shift from space to time, space emerges as globally synchronised while difference is projected onto the time axis in the form of a general
evolutionary paradigm. The discovery of difference is a matter of temporal and not
spatial exploration; at any moment in the future, culture is the same everywhere regardless of the observer's location. At the same time as the homodiegetic narrator of
The Time Machine presupposes a globally synchronised space that can be surveyed
and objectively described, the narrative questions the authority of the time traveller.
The time traveller's understanding of the future evolves only gradually and is shaped
by his own horizon of experience. The knowledge he gains is but partial and has to
be enlarged and revised by means of a second journey from which the time traveller
never returns. Although the time traveller's narrative is far less ambiguous than that
of other fin-de-siècle narrators like Marlow in Heart of Darkness or the governess in
Henry James's "The Turn of the Screw," final verification is postponed into a future
that never comes.
Representations of the fourth dimension reflect on the nature of time and space but in
the age of anthropology they also negotiate difference and sameness. Difference is
framed in the form of sudden encounters with the alien and incomprehensible other.
In Abbott's Flatland, a three-dimensional sphere invades the limited but peaceful
world of the two-dimensional square; in The Time Machine, the time traveller is
hurled into the present of Eloi and Morlock. The sudden encounter of an alien other
is driven to an extreme in Conrad and Ford's invasion novel The Inheritors, in which
people from the fourth dimension invade and colonise the earth. Like The Time Machine, The Inheritors prepares the ground for the concept of a singular modernity
with a universal reach. Conrad and Ford's co-authored work re-inscribes difference
as temporal rupture that spells the end of the human. Here, too, the assumption of
absolute, inescapable and universal change is juxtaposed with the limited point of
view of the storyteller who is not only implicated in the invasion but who is also just
recovering from a nervous affliction brought on by "the monotony of life in the
shadow of unsuccess" (Conrad and Ford 1901, 14). In a thoroughly modern vein, all
three works critically question absolute knowledge and allow for different readings:
according to Eisenstadt, this questioning from within is a key characteristic of modernity.7 Yet more than The Time Machine, a novel that has its very own ideological
agenda, Flatland and The Inheritors insist on the relativity of perspective, on the extent to which we are tied to our standpoint, culturally, ideologically, and even epistemologically and therefore fail to acknowledge realities beyond our horizon of experience.

6
7

Henderson points out that "Wells is thought to have first encountered the idea of a fourth dimension while attending the Royal College of Science from 1884 to 1887" (Henderson 1983,
33).
Jürgen Kocka sees in this the defining characteristic of Eisenstadt's notion of modernity: "Eisenstadt wiederum sieht eine Zivilisation dann als modern an, wenn ihre Ordnung nicht mehr als
selbstverständlich hingenommen wird, sondern vielmehr Gegenstand ständigen Wettstreits ist
[…]" (2006, 63-69, 67).
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KAI WIEGANDT (BERLIN)
Blooming Myths: Nationalism, Jewishness and Modernity
in Ulysses

Leopold Bloom is the most important character of Joyce's Ulysses. Stephen Dedalus,
Bloom's Irish-born Catholic counterpart, is more deeply embedded in Dublin's society,
where the novel's action unfolds during less than twenty hours on the 16th and 17th of
June 1904; but most information gathered by the reader is filtered through the mind of
Bloom, a Hungarian Jew who has been baptised both Protestant and Catholic, who
would not be accepted by other Jews as one of their own, and whom most Catholics do
not regard as Irish although Bloom says Ireland is his country. Bloom does not quite
belong anywhere.
It is not surprising, then, that critics have often seen Bloom's Jewishness as a means to
put him at a remove from the two imperial masters in Ireland, the English colonisers
and the Roman church. While Bloom is familiar with them, he views their rites and
customs with surprise, curiosity, puzzlement, amusement or incomprehension (see, for
example, his experience of mass, 5.322-5.466),1 but never with the hostility or complicity of the natives. The reader is offered a fresh view on Ireland when Bloom's myriad fleeting and ironic observations add up to a panorama of contemporary ideologies
none of which Bloom actually subscribes to (see, for example, Gibson 2002, 56).2 Critics have consequently tended to read Bloom as a modern Jew whose 'anythingarian'
(15.1712) attitude is held up against a benighted Irish nationalism.
The case is not that clear-cut, however.3 Bloom does not think his Jewishness and Ireland in opposition, nor do the other characters do so at all times. As I want to show, it
is in the context of Irish nationalism at the beginning of the twentieth century that the
significance of Bloom's Jewishness actually emerges. While he does not agree with the
nationalist citizen of the 'Cyclops' episode who attacks him with anti-Semitic slurs, he
is sympathetic towards Irish nationalism as a liberatory movement, a movement that
often cited the story of Israel's escape from Egyptian bondage as precedent for its own
struggle. This complicates Bloom's position that is too often simplistically taken to be
that of the outsider. As a hybrid national subject and as an object of mythification,
Bloom enables Joyce not only to stage the internal contradictions of Irish nationalism
1
2

3

All citations of Ulysses refer to the Gabler edition and follow the form (episode.line).
If Shakespeare, so often invoked in Ulysses as the archetypal artist, was able to embrace, in
Keats's words, "uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact and
reason" (Keats 2004, 57), so that every attitude or ideology finds its resemblance in Shakespeare's works yet also finds itself subject to criticism and qualification, then Bloom, the everyday Odysseus wandering the streets of Dublin, is as much a Shakespeare in diminished modern
form.
Recent scholarship has shown, for example, that Joyce is not as wholeheartedly against the nationalist Irish Revival as earlier scholars suggested, and that he maintains, in his fictional and
political writings, an ambivalent stance towards it (see Castle 2001, 56-57; Howes 2004, 264265; Hutton 2009, 203).
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but of Dublin's modernity of which nationalism is a constitutive feature. The discourses surrounding Bloom's Jewishness illustrate that Dublin's modernity is co-constituted by myths it officially denigrates as atavistic irrationalism incompatible with
rationalisation and secularisation.4 I read Bloom as a 'wandering Jew' in whom myths
of anti-Semitism, liberatory nationalism and cosmopolitanism converge, making him
an outsider and an integral part of Ireland's colonial modernity divided against itself.
Bloom's Jewishness enables us to see complexities of Irish modernity that de-historicising accounts of modernisation overlook.
1.

Irish Nationalism and Modernity

David Lloyd has recently shown how schematic standard theories of nationalism and
modernity appear when applied to Ireland before the Easter Rising of 1916. These
theories tend to create a binary opposition between atavism and modernity that cannot
account for the complexity of nationalist struggles in colonial situations. Ernest Gellner and Benedict Anderson, for example, base their theories on an assumption few
would question: that nationalism and the nation are inseparable from modernisation,
and that nationalism has been an essential trait of modernity amongst others: a tendency towards democratic organisation, industrialisation, concomitant separation of
work and leisure, urbanisation, individualism, bureaucracy, secularisation and rationalisation.5 Gellner defines modernity principally in terms of the new industrial state
and interprets nationalism as a way of making a society fit into the world market (see
Gellner 1983, 125), while Anderson stresses the importance of modern print capitalism
for enabling the imagined communities of nations (see Anderson 1983, 37-46). Gellner
and Anderson, as well as historians such as Eric Hobsbawm, all observe the contradiction that while nationalism is tied to modernity, it is often the vehicle for atavistic
yearnings of an irretrievable and most probably fictive pre-modern past, a futile protest
against an 'inauthentic' modern world (see Lloyd 1999, 19-20). This means that the
progressive moment of nationalism – the implementation of industrialisation – is
bought at the cost of regression to atavistic images. In this view, the return of atavisms
is a predictable phenomenon of modernity: the return of a repressed pre-modernity.
While the theory of regression fits the Romantic invention of national origins and traditions, it does not consider that Irish nationalism was largely a reaction to English
domination. If nationalisms have for the most part been reactions of peoples to their
own fears of insufficiency, as Hobsbawm claims (see Hobsbawm 1990, 164), Irish
nationalism might not have been a response to the country's underdevelopment but to
the English racism legitimating that underdevelopment (see Lloyd 1999, 21-23).
Myths that responded to such discrimination with the glorification of one's own race
played a vital role both in the cultural nationalism of Ireland's Literary Revival and the
Gaelic language movement as well as in the racialist nationalism of Arthur Griffith. In
Anderson's, Gellner's or Hobsbawm's accounts of nationalism, such myths are in4

5

I follow Roland Barthes' definition of myth as "speech justified in excess" (Barthes 1972, 130):
a second-order semiological system, myth dehistoricises the signs it robs and naturalises itself.
It transforms history into nature by presenting the robbed sign as a reason rather than a motif for
the myth (see Barthes 1972, 129-130).
Most of these characteristics were already described in Marx's Capital (1867) and Weber's The
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (1904-1905) and Economy and Society (1922).
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stances of irrationality that are mapped onto a temporal axis: the myths are attached to
the pre-history of the nation and are reached only through regression that occurs in
national culture's atavistic moments, while the nation's historical modernity finds expression in the state form.6 The state is considered both the proper end of the historical
process and an antagonist of myth. However, Lloyd argues that in order to grasp Irish
nationalism, we must question this temporal axis, for the irrational is not invalid in
itself; it is merely that which is unrepresentable in the official narrative of national development (see Lloyd 1999, 24-27). The challenge is to replace nationalist historiography with an account that describes popular myths not as part of a prehistory of nationalism but as constituents of the modern (see Lloyd 1999, 33). I argue that like few
other novels, Ulysses illustrates that popular culture continues its hybrid and partially
self-transforming, partially subordinated existence in the shadow of the state, and that
Bloom's Jewishness is the novel's principal means of undermining the idea of a unified, essentially non-atavistic modernity.
2.

Irish Nationalism and Bloom's Jewishness

Many Dubliners evidently take Bloom's Jewishness to legitimate his exclusion from
public life. Mr. Deasy, for instance, headmaster of the school that employs Stephen,
repeats an anti-Semitic cliché when he claims that England is in the hands of greedy
Jews who will bring down any country (see 2.346-51), and the nationalists in the pub
of the 'Cyclops' episode clamour that Jews are "coming over here to Ireland filling the
country with bugs" (12.1141-42), and that they are robbers (see 12.765-79). Even
Stephen, who in other instances seems sympathetic towards Jews, sings a song in
Bloom's presence about a Jewish girl who lures a little boy into a room to cut off his
head (see 17.802-28). These examples of anti-Semitic mythical lore are irrational, but
rather than regressions to an atavistic past, they are a structural necessity of Irish nationalism. Étienne Balibar has shown that there can be no nation of a certain size that
does not exclude minorities at some level. Any such nation is bound to be heterogeneous and must at the same time create a widely communicated and believed myth
of homogeneity in order to produce a coherent national consciousness. It thus becomes
necessary to define a set of attributes that are applicable to any citizen, and specific
practices that define nationality itself. Since it is not possible to find a set of attributes
and practices that simultaneously lets a huge group of heterogeneous subjects appear
homogeneous without including other subjects (that is, subjects belonging to another
nation), the definition of normality must be exclusive and therefore paradoxically proclaim some nationals to be more valid than others. While the norm officially ensures
cohesion among citizens, it positions some at the centre of society and pushes others to
its periphery (see Balibar 2004, 11-30). The propagation of anti-Semitic myths in
Ulysses illustrates what this process leads to in Dublin: to the simultaneous inclusion
of Jews like Bloom in legal terms and their exclusion in social terms.
6

Fredric Jameson has stated a similar dichotomy with regard to Dublin in Ulysses, but relates it
to the colonial situation. Jameson characterises Ireland's double status under British colonialism
as "a kind of exceptional situation, one of overlap and coexistence between these two incommensurable realities which are those of the lord and of the bondsman altogether, those of the
metropolis and of the colony simultaneously" (Jameson 1990, 60). The effect is that Dublin remains premodern, "still un- or under-developed enough to be representable, thanks to the domination of its foreign masters" (Jameson 1982, 35).
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While hostile myths about Dublin Jews serve as a means to disenfranchise a minority
and 'purify' the nation, Ulysses shows that this does not prevent nationalism from
drawing on myths of the ancient Jews to strengthen its own case. Keeping modern
Jews like Bloom at bay, nationalism justifies its demands by referencing the safely
distant past of those it now excludes. Shortly before Stephen, in the penultimate episode 'Ithaca', leaves Bloom's house, both men engage in a role-play of racial types.
Stephen plays the Irishman and Bloom the Jew by citing verse in Hebrew and Gaelic,
writing down characters of the respective languages, and examining parallels between
these languages and the peoples who speak them (see 17.724-60). They find that the
Jews as well as the Irish possess a racial identity – Semitic and Celtic – and old languages arcane to outsiders. Each calls his own homeland small, contested and featuring sacred sites, and both cultivate a cultural memory reaching far back to origins of
deep monotheistic belief. Most importantly, both people's history is one of persecution
and oppression, but also of resilience.
The comparison of the Jews and the Irish is no example of Joycean eccentricity but draws
on a topos in Home Rule rhetoric. In the 'Aeolus' episode, representatives of Dublin's
public life discuss the fate of Ireland under British rule in the office of the Freeman, the
newspaper for which Bloom works as an ad canvasser. Professor MacHugh cites a speech
given by John F. Taylor in 1901 defending the revival of the Gaelic tongue. Taylor
imagined an Egyptian high priest talking down to young Moses, asking him why his
people did not accept Egypt's culture, a culture that was advanced in commerce and
military capability, boasted an older religion, refined rites, and a language glorified in a
literature unmatched by anything in Hebrew (see 7.828-59). Taylor concluded that
had the youthful Moses listened to and accepted that view of life, had he bowed his head and
bowed his will and bowed his spirit before that arrogant admonition he would never have
brought the chosen people out of their house of bondage, nor followed the pillar of the cloud by
day. He would never have spoken with the Eternal amid lightnings on Sinai's mountaintop nor
ever have come down with the light of inspiration shining in his countenance and bearing in his
arms the tables of the law, graven in the language of the outlaw. (7.862-69)

Taylor told his parable to warn Irish students against giving in to the British conqueror's
language, to revive Gaelic, and to entrust themselves to a politician who would be their
Moses leading them out of colonial bondage. (The model for this politician seems to be
the deceased nationalist Charles Stuart Parnell, who appeared to many supporters of
Home Rule like a Moses who had died on the threshold to the Promised Land.) As Hugh
Kenner reminds us, anyone familiar with the struggle for Home Rule would have known
the comparison of both persecuted peoples, especially because the story of the Jews oppressed by Babylonians and Egyptians was familiar to every churchgoer (see Kenner
1987, 137). Critics have noted that Bloom is repeatedly compared with Moses in Joyce's
characteristic serio-comic fashion, and while keeping in mind that seriousness and parody constantly slide in and out of each other,7 Ulysses is insistent on the parallels between both peoples and thereby associates Bloom's Jewish identity with the nationalist
cause even while Dubliners do not accept him as one of their own.
While the myth of the Two Peoples contrasts Dublin's anti-Semitic lore with a positive
view of Jews, it likewise fulfils a structural function of Irish nationalism rather than
7

Kenner has described this as a movement of weaving and unweaving, mirroring Penelope's
nightly unweaving of her day's work (see Kenner 1987, 141-142).
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regressing to a putative pre-modernity. It does not cater to a Romantic yearning for
national origins but serves to define Irish nationalism as a liberatory movement against
English colonial rule. Bloom is the focal point in which myths about Biblical and
modern Jews intersect and where it becomes visible that Ireland's modern anti-colonial
movement towards state-formation can neither be conceptualised exclusively in terms
of disenchantment and rationalisation, nor in a binary opposition of the modern and the
archaic.
3.

Bloom's Cosmopolitanism

But Bloom's Jewishness does more than lay bare the failure of standard accounts to
grasp Irish modernity. In Bloom's own comments on nationalism, it acquires a utopian
dimension pointing beyond nation and modernity. While Joyce sometimes mockheroically presents Bloom as a Moses or Elijah, Joyce charges Bloom's comments on
nationalism with allusions to myths of Jewishness. Here Bloom is discussing the idea
of the nation with nationalists in a pub:
− Persecution, says he, all the history of the world is full of it. Perpetuating national hatred among
nations.
− But do you know what a nation means? says John Wyse.
− Yes, says Bloom.
− What is it? says John Wyse.
− A nation? says Bloom. A nation is the same people living in the same place.
− By God, then, says Ned, laughing, if that's so I'm a nation for I'm living in the same place for the
past five years.
So of course everyone had the laugh at Bloom and says he, trying to muck out of it:
− Or also living in different places.
− That covers my case, says Joe.
− What is your nation if I may ask? says the citizen.
− Ireland, says Bloom. I was born here. Ireland. (12.1417-31)

The passage is full of ironies. To begin with, Bloom links persecution to one nation's
hatred of another, although persecution is rather a problem between majorities and minorities within nations, as anti-Semitic slurs against him have shown. Behind Bloom's
confusion lurks the problem of defining Jewishness in general and his own in particular. The Jews are called a nation by Zionists,8 a religion by others, an ethnic group by
others still, and might, in the modern era, be a disparate collection of individuals in
transition from being Jews to being something else (see Alter 1997, 454). To Bloom
the idea of the nation appears refracted through the idea of Jewishness, which renders
one idea as slippery as the other. The subtle short-circuiting of both ideas allows Joyce
to present Bloom simultaneously as a pacifically-minded nationalist calling Ireland his
nation, as a persecuted Jew not at home in Ireland, and as the novel's only cosmopolitan, a man who stands for a utopian supersession of nationalism and modernity. Bloom
is trying hard to align himself with the nationalists and to stress his Irishness, but his
words are imbued with mythical meanings that seem to escape him and that complicate alignment with the nationalist cause. The myth of the wandering Jew is invoked
8

It is noteworthy that while Bloom associates himself with the Irish nationalist movement, he
does not exhibit pronounced Zionist tendencies. The advertisement for the Zionist agricultural
initiative Agendath Netaim repeatedly triggers fantasies of an exotic East in him, but no political commitment (see also Byrnes 1992, 833-838).
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when Bloom mentions persecution – something the reader has witnessed during
Bloom's own wanderings through Dublin – and when Bloom argues that a nation can
also be the same people living in different places. While this severing of 'nation' from
'homeland' flies in the face of what the pub crowd believe, it allows the reader to see
Bloom's wandering through Dublin as an image of the utopian potential inherent to the
myth of the wandering Jew.
For Bloom's wandering is readable not only as the punishment headmaster Deasy
claims it is – "They sinned against the light. […] And that is why they are wanderers
on the earth to this day" (2.361-63) – but also as a cosmopolitanism that, in a utopian
perspective, transcends the nation. This utopian perspective is most memorably presented in 'Circe' where Bloom hallucinates a cosmopolitanism without bounds:
New worlds for old. Union of all, jew, moslem and gentile. (15.1686)
[E]speranto the universal language with universal brotherhood. No more patriotism of barspongers and dropsical impostors. Free money, free rent, free love and a free lay church in a
free lay state. (15.1691-93)

In their parodic and their serious instances, Bloom's wandering, his complaint about
hatred among nations and his utopian cosmopolitanism temporarily counteract his affiliation with nationalism and the modernity of which it is a constitutive element.
Joyce never sacrifices this utopian strand of Bloom to ridicule. As dim as Bloom's notion of the nation is, and as deeply as he traps himself in a conceptual muddle when he
defends himself against the pub crowd, Bloom as the voice of messianic hope cannot
simply be dismissed, for his intellectual incapacity is intertwined with his moral capacity, as Robert Alter observed (see Alter 1997, 454). On a level above Bloom's consciousness, it is even possible to read the conceptual muddle and the apparent vacuity
of Bloom's concept of the nation as a comment on the nationalisms that had plunged
Europe into the First World War during which the episode was written (see Alter
1997, 455), as a plea for a cosmopolitanism that Joyce had first glimpsed after his
emigration to multicultural Trieste.
The myth of the wandering Jew as cosmopolitan resists the nationalist discourse into
which anti-Semitic myths and the myth of the Two Peoples are absorbed. Joyce could
not have built this resistance into Bloom by modelling him only on Odysseus, who
gives Ulysses its name. The novel maintains structural and thematic parallels with the
Odyssey, casting Bloom as a modern-day analogue of Odysseus, but to make Bloom
readable as a cosmopolitan – a character whose presence is abused and whose mythological past is plundered for the sake of the nation but who part unwittingly, part consciously resists the very idea of the nation – Joyce had to merge Odysseus with an instantiation of that other mythical figure, the wandering Jew. Odysseus is at every point
of his voyage a man from Ithaca, and his intent is to find his way home. His whole tale
is a nostos, or homecoming, delayed by adventure. When Joyce fuses the brilliant epic
hero with the wandering Jew of Christian lore, he therefore does not just situate Bloom
ambivalently between a modern form of heroism on the one hand and marginality, persecution and reproach on the other (see Alter 1997, 452-453). He adds a cosmopolitan
dimension to Bloom that could be found neither in Odysseus, the man forever attached
to his homeland, nor in modernity whose advent was inseparable from the advent of
the nation; a dimension, in other words, that the mythic past as well as the modern present lack.
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Adorno and Horkheimer have read Odysseus as a prototypically modern figure in Dialectic of Enlightenment, where he represents the project of dominating nature through
reason and of replacing myth by rationality. According to the authors this project led
to the distinctly modern fetishisation of instrumental reason, and revealed its full catastrophic potential when instrumental reason, taken as an absolute value, was merged
with nationalism by the National Socialists who slaughtered Jews in industrial fashion
(see Adorno and Horkheimer 2002, 1-62, 137-172). Adorno and Horkheimer's claims
are contentious and have been criticised, and Nazism is not part of the experience that
went into the making of Ulysses, but I mention Adorno and Horkheimer's reading of
Odysseus to suggest that in Ulysses, the Jew as cosmopolitan is already a necessary
complement to Odysseus who yearns for home and rationally plots his way through
adventures to slaughter the foreigners who usurp his home. The model of Odysseus
alone would have been too close to a nationalism legitimating itself by an appeal to
'pure reason'.
As with the myth of the Two Peoples, Joyce does not invent the myth of the cosmopolitan Jew. He draws on a mythopoetic discourse well established by 1904. Again,
the myth involved two peoples, in this case Jews and Greeks, a fact that most likely
contributed to Joyce's choice to make Bloom a 'Jewish' Odysseus, or "Jewgreek"
(15.2097).9 The relationship between Jews and Greeks and its relevance for the development of European culture had been discussed before Matthew Arnold's Culture and
Anarchy (1869), but the influence of Arnold's book was still palpable in 1904. Arnold
claimed that a blend of Hellenic freedom and Hebraic law was necessary to produce
Western civilisation at its best – an attitude reflected in Buck Mulligan's call to Hellenise Ireland to counter the law represented by the Catholic church (see 1.158).10 A more
recent and still more powerful influence was Friedrich Nietzsche who, in On the Genealogy of Morals (1887), had claimed that the ancient Jews had forced their religious
laws on Greek creativity and freedom, thereby preparing the slave morality of Christianity that Nietzsche interpreted as an emasculated offshoot of Judaism. Nietzsche's
theory fit Joyce's critique of the church (see Davison 1996, 110), and traces of it can
be found in Ulysses when Bloom attempts to tie Stephen to his household by offering
different kinds of sociability with himself and Molly, his wife: an usurpation of Greek
freedom by Hebraic law (see Kenner 1987, 139). But Ulysses makes even more of the
fact that Nietzsche regarded contemporary Jews in a completely different way: as a
positive, anti-nationalist, cosmopolitan group, the first 'good Europeans' (the term is
Nietzsche's) to embrace a European identity out of an even more general, cosmopolitan outlook. This view had by 1904 become part of the discourse on Jewishness (see
Davison 1996, 107-117), and informs Bloom's discussion of the nation and his fantasising about a "[u]nion of all, jew, moslem and gentile" (15.1686).
9

10

Joyce also drew on arcane sources in his exploration of parallels between Greeks and Jews.
Victor Bérard's Les Phéniciens et l'Odyssée (1902) was an especially important influence.
Bérard believed the Odyssey to be a Greek-Semitic poem which antedates the world of Homer,
but was transmitted by him. However, Marilyn Reizbaum observes that "Joyce's discovery of
Bérard came between 1914 and 1918, which we may ascertain both from the notebook references and from a letter Joyce wrote to Louis Gillet in 1938, so that his conception of his 'greekjew', Bloom, did not initially emerge from Bérard" (Reizbaum 1999, 26-27).
There is also a reference to gardeners masked with Matthew Arnold's face in 'Circe' (see
15.2512-2514).
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Joyce's juxtaposition of the discourse on Jewish cosmopolitanism with Irish nationalism is particularly effective because both are doubly at odds. Cosmopolitanism replaces the idea that a citizen is at home in precisely one nation with the idea of a citizen of the world. It severs the tie between citizenship and national territory in a way
analogous to Bloom's severing of the tie between nation and territory. But cosmopolitanism does not only involve the word cosmos but also polis; it transcends the nation
by broadening the scope of citizenship to the global, but also undermines it by defining
global citizenship as a being-at-home in the cities of the world, which is why cosmopolitans have been called urbane and polite, from urbs and polis (see Cheng 2006,
213).11 Cosmopolitanism is thus defined by glocalisation of a specific sort: it 'localises'
global citizenship in urban centres.12
Irish nationalists, and especially Celtic revivalists like Douglas Hyde, stressed Irish
roots in the country's rural West that stood for a primitive but honest way of life, and
associated cosmopolitanism with sophistication and insincerity.13 Locating Irish identity in the rural West, not in Dublin, meant that the urban Jews were labelled un-Irish,
even though the myth of Ireland's rural origins was created by city folk from Dublin,
who were all urbanised descendants of country folk (see Cheng 2006, 214-216). It is
therefore not surprising that nationalists like Deasy and the pub crowd of 'Cyclops'
draw on the paranoid myth of the rootless, wandering Jew, the negative complement to
Jewish cosmopolitanism, and accuse the Jews of plotting conspiracy and corroding
social coherence (see Cheng 2006, 218). Bloom's cosmopolitanism has led Vincent
Cheng to the conclusion that Bloom, a
hybrid, borderless creature of cultural inauthenticity, lacking anything fixed and local about
him: […] a freethinking Hungarian Jew who has been baptized both Catholic and Protestant, an
urban dweller of foreign descent with intellectual pretensions (Cheng 2006, 227)

does not fit into the Dublin of Irish nationalism at all. The look I have taken at the functions of Bloom's Jewishness in Ulysses suggests, however, that Cheng's construction of
a binary opposition between hybrid foreigner and homogeneous native population along
the lines of postcolonial critique stresses one aspect of Bloom at the cost of others.
While the myth of the wandering Jew associates him with cosmopolitanism, Bloom's
Jewish identity also associates him with the myth of the Two Peoples so important to
Home Rule rhetoric, and triggers the propagation of anti-Semitic lore that seeks to 'purify' the nation. Ireland's colonial modernity further complicates the picture.
11

12

13

The idea of cosmopolitanism goes back to Diogenes. It is said of Diogenes that he answered
questions about his native city by exclaiming: "I am a cosmopolitan!" Severing the ties between
the idea of a good life and the community of mankind, the cynic sacrifices his social identity
and renounces the psychological comfort of unquestioned allegiance to a political entity in order
to rescue his existential identity. When asked what benefit his philosophy yields for him, tradition has it that Diogenes answers that he is at least prepared for every turn of fate. This means
that he can live wherever he chooses, as he will always attune himself to the laws of nature (see
Sloterdijk 2001, 103).
In "The Metropolis and Mental Life" (1903), Georg Simmel writes: "It is not only the immediate size of the area and the number of persons which, because of the universal historical correlation between the enlargement of the circle and the personal inner and outer freedom, has made
the metropolis the locale of freedom. It is rather in transcending this visible expanse that any
given city becomes the seat of cosmopolitanism." (Simmel 1969, 55-56).
In Ulysses, the stories of Kevin Eagan, a Fenian who lives in cosmopolitan Paris, illustrates just
how incompatible Irishness and cosmopolitanism were felt to be (see 3.216-264).
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Blooming Myths: Irish Modernity's Division Against Itself

In Bloom's own comments, his cosmopolitanism is balanced against identification with
nationalism as a liberatory movement against English dominion. This identification
cannot be argued away even by Bloom's declared enemies. The same nationalists who
condemn his cosmopolitanism in 'Cyclops' believe Bloom to have given Arthur Griffith, the founder of the newspaper Sinn Fein, crucial ideas for his militant nationalism:
[I]t was Bloom gave the ideas for Sinn Fein to Griffith to put in his paper all kinds of jerrymandering, packed juries and swindling the taxes off of the government and appointing consuls all
over the world to walk about selling Irish industries. (12.1573-77)

The nationalists, who know about Bloom's Hungarian background, believe this gossip
because the idea of Sinn Fein derived in part from a successful Hungarian resistance to
Austrian rule in the latter half of the nineteenth century and because Griffith was rumoured to have a Jewish adviser and ghost-writer (see Gifford 1988, 366 and Kenner
1987, 133). When we consider Bloom's association with nationalism in such instances
as this or in the invocation of the myth of the Two Peoples, it becomes clear that the
nationalists' hostility towards him is not just an effect of his Jewish otherness that nationalism seeks to repress, as critics have stressed, but also of Bloom's partial proximity to the nationalist cause that troubles the nationalists most deeply.14 Their horror of
proximity recalls the narrator Marlow's sense of horror in Joseph Conrad's Heart of
Darkness when he discovers, contrary to his expectation, that he and the Congolese
natives resemble each other: "[T]hat was the worst of it [...] – the thought of your remote kinship" (Conrad 1995, 62-63). Conrad's novella suggests this kinship as a
source of the coloniser's compulsion to "exterminate the brutes" (Conrad 1995, 84),
and in Ulysses, the only case of physical violence against Bloom occurs when the citizen is torn between the contradictory compulsions to affectively reject and intellectually acknowledge the other's similarity: "Your God was a jew. Christ was a jew like
me" (12.1808-9), Bloom says, to which the citizen responds: "By Jesus, says he, I'll
brain that bloody jewman for using the holy name" (12.1811).
The scene forces the multiple myths surrounding Bloom's Jewishness together when
the citizen's anti-Semitism and vilification of cosmopolitanism collide with an evocation of Irish and Jewish kinship in religious terms and in nationalist terms as colonised
peoples. The manifest aggression that follows might be Ulysses' clearest illustration of
how divided Dublin's colonial modernity is against itself. It is divided, first, because
its liberatory nationalism is essential to it while it structurally relies on myths that contradict its own master narrative of rationalisation; and, second, because these myths
contradict each other and form an unstable equilibrium that can collapse, as the citizen's reaction against Bloom's same-and-other Jewishness demonstrates. Dublin's
modernity is divided, third, because the anti-Semitic myth of the wandering Jew acquires the meaning of cosmopolitanism that opens a utopian perspective in which the
mutually reinforcing notions of modernity and the nation are abandoned. Dublin's
14

The claim that Bloom's proximity provokes the hostile outburst is further supported by the fact
that Bloom invokes the principal Christian virtue 'love thy neighbour' when asked what is key to
peaceful communal life: "– Love, says Bloom. I mean the opposite of hatred. […] – A new
apostle to the gentiles, says the citizen. Universal love. – Well, says John Wyse. Isn't that what
we're told. Love your neighbour" (12.1485-1490).
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modernity seems arrested by the coloniser's yoke, but that yoke helped to grow a myth
of modernity's supersession.
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BETSY VAN SCHLUN (BIELEFELD)
Pooling Modernisms: Rediscovering the Activities
of the Avant-Garde Pool Group

1.

The Pool Group and Its Modernist Friends

Pool was an avant-garde group that originated in Britain and that was active from 1927
until 1933. The group consisted of the well-known American modernist poet H.D.
(Hilda Doolittle), the English writer Bryher and the Scottish writer and filmmaker
Kenneth Macpherson. Next to these three core members the group also included renowned modernist writer Dorothy Richardson, the writer and filmmaker Oswell
Blakeston, the editor and film critic Robert Herring, and Berlin psychoanalyst and
Freud disciple Hanns Sachs. Pool associated with almost all of the now iconic modernists of its time, with Ezra Pound, Gertrude Stein, Ernest Hemmingway, James Joyce,
Marianne Moore, William Carlos Williams, T.S. Eliot, and Virginia Woolf, to name
only a few. But despite its influential connections and close ties to Modernism the
group is little known today. Unfairly so, I think, since Pool constitutes a presently
overlooked link between Anglo-American Modernism and German modernity, as I
want to show. In their works the group joined the avant-garde with the popular and
combined such contrary techniques and artistic ideas as Russian montage and German
continuity editing in their films. Pool film activities consequently present an example
of British avant-garde film at a time when avant-garde film was believed to be nonexistent in England.
Pool, the name says it all, contains an influx of many different streams and presents
the plurality of Modernism. The term pool can mean either a group, a collective consisting of many different individual members, or a pond, where sometimes different
streams of water merge. In addition, it also has a financial meaning, denoting the pooling of financial sources and information. When considering the group's pictogram, the
group seems to have had the natural or 'organic' meaning primarily in mind: a black
and white woodcut print of a water-pool with a rippling surface. Pool's 1929 catalogue
of publications explains it as a symbol of the group's ambitions:
The expanding ripples from a stone dropped in a pool have become more a symbol for the
growth of an idea than a simple matter of hydraulics. […] As the stone will cause the spread of
ripples to the water's edge, so ideas once started will go to their unknown boundary. […] These
concentric expansions are exemplified in POOL, which is the source simply – the stone – the
idea. […] POOL is seeking to express new trends and new will. Not as we have said before, to
1
grind an axe, but to make a centre for new ideas and modern thought.

Pool, to which friendship was very important, also 'pooled' its friends in that the individual members contributed their various acquaintances and thus different artistic influences. H.D. had been close friends with Moore, Williams and Pound since her col1

The Pool catalogue of publications is in the Bryher Papers, Beinecke Rare Books and Manuscript Library, Yale University. GEN MSS 97, Box 170, Folder 5679.
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lege days and she also considered T.S. Eliot a friend (cf. Guest 2003, 220). She further
moved in Pound's London literary circle, to which he had introduced her upon her arrival in England. Bryher, who prior to the formation of Pool had been married to the
American writer and publisher Robert McAlmon, was acquainted with most of the
American expatriates and other artists in Paris. She socialised with Stein, Hemmingway and Man Ray, knew Joyce and Cocteau and was close friends with Sylvia Beach
and Adrienne Monnier. Bryher also knew André Gide and would later introduce the
Sitwells to Pool's circle of friends. Dorothy Richardson in turn, whom Bryher had befriended in the early 1920s, was close to members of the Bloomsbury group and the
Fabian society and their social and political reformist ideas and funnelled this strain
into Pool. Robert Herring introduced African-American singer and Civil Rights activist Paul Robeson and other artists, intellectuals and musicians of the Harlem Renaissance, while Macpherson befriended Sergei Eisenstein and Georg Wilhelm Pabst and
thus contributed the continental film acquaintances. This shows that Pool by its circle
of friends covered large parts of the literary and artistic field of Modernism, reached
out to Black Modernism and participated in Weimar Berlin film culture.
Due to this vivid circle of numerous friends Pool had an extensive artistic network and
while Bryher, H.D. and Macpherson resided in Switzerland at Lake Geneva, they were
linked up with all the major centres of Modernism and avant-garde artistic activity: to
Greenwich Village in New York via Marianne Moore, to Paris via Gertrude Stein,
Hemmingway, Joyce and other expatriate writers, to Berlin via Pabst and other film
friends, to Vienna via their psychoanalytical friends and to London via Richardson and
because of their own base there. Core members of Pool travelled regularly and extensively and often visited their friends; thus they moved continuously between the various centres of modernist art. The group apparently synthesises many different strains
and artistic influences of Modernism through their compendious and heterogeneous
circle of friends. These friendships connected Pool to a complex variety of artistic currents and movements of its time.
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Despite its close relationship to major modernists of its time, Pool is in many ways
different from other modernisms, though. One such difference is that Pool was completely independent with regards to commercial or other considerations concerning
their productions because of Bryher's powerful financial backing. She not only financed the works by Pool but contributed in large parts to the art of Modernism and
supported many modernist writers financially.2 Bryher was the daughter of Sir John
Reeves Ellerman, one of the wealthiest men – if not the wealthiest man – in England, a
shipping tycoon and investor who also owned large portions of central London at the
time of Pool. He was the only Englishman who could compare with the great American millionaires such as Rockefeller and was all by himself wealthier than the family
of the English Rothschilds together (cf. Rubinstein 1984, 252, 255). Pool's financially
independent position allowed them to work and publish according to an uncompromised modernist avant-garde ethos, independent of any market trends, even those of
avant-gardism and modernist experimentalism itself. The group founded POOL Productions, a publishing house and film production company to publish their own books
and film magazine and to produce their own films.3 Next to the novels by Macpherson,
Bryher, Oswell Blakeston and Bryher's brother POOL published books on film history,
film technique and film studio life, and even a German language teaching book. POOL
made five films, of which two survive to date, Borderline (1930) and Monkey's Moon
(1929). Monkey's Moon is a short documentary film about Macpherson's pet douracouli monkeys, while Borderline is a full-length feature film about interracial relationships starring Civil Rights activist Paul Robeson in the lead part.
Pool's engagement in film is yet another difference to most of its literary friends, even
more so since Pool stoutly believed that the future of film rested with the amateur and
that "the competent commonplace" would set the pace (Macpherson 1927a, 14). While
most of the avant-gardes in their endeavour to be recognised as specialists were anxious to dissociate themselves from the amateur, Pool openly promoted amateur film
art. To this end it published its film magazine and non-fiction books on film, which
were intended to encourage and instruct the amateurs in making their own films.
2.

Pool and Weimar Berlin Film Culture

By the time the young Kenneth Macpherson joined up with Bryher and H.D., the two
women had known each other for up to a decade. They had already been part of Montparnasse Modernism and H.D. was an acknowledged force of avant-garde modernist
writing. With Macpherson (sixteen years H.D.'s and eight years Bryher's junior) there
arrived a much younger creative force on the scene. He came fresh from the Highlands, was untravelled and without his companions' experience of the avant-garde
scene. It was initially Macpherson who became interested in the pioneering artistic
medium film. With the formation of the Pool group, H.D. and Bryher together with
Macpherson discovered their interest in film as an utterly new artistic medium. Film,
they found, was not yet an outworn artistic medium like, for example, painting, litera2
3

Susan McCabe is presently working on a comprehensive study of Bryher's role in financing
Modernism, to be published as Bryher, Female Husband to Modernism: A Critical Biography
(n. d.).
The publishing house was modelled after McAlmon's Contact Press, one of the many small
presses in Paris that published avant-garde writing.
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ture, theatre or music, which they believed had fossilised into static forms and fixed
artistic conventions (cf. Macpherson 1927a, 6). On the other hand, unlike most abstract
modernist art, film was at the same time representational and captured life and people;
and it was popular. H.D., Bryher and Macpherson all cherished modernist art and aesthetic experiment, but they also realised that human life was not abstract. They realised
that modernist art had become elitist and was often accessible only to a small coterie
but that the multitude could not understand it. They wanted to change this. They
wanted to open modernist art and aesthetics to the public and they intended to achieve
this by using the popular medium film.
For the curious thing about film is that its best and highest attainment is not for the few but for
the many. Here is actually a great art for the multitude and for the few, appealing to both alike.
But if that is to be so it is life that must be reproduced. (Macpherson 1928a, 11)

They found what they were looking for in Weimar Berlin film culture.
It was apparently Robert Herring who stimulated the trio to visit Berlin and have a
look at its film culture (cf. Bryher 2006, 290). Bryher, who by her own account had
never felt quite at home in Paris, instantly fell in love with Berlin (ibid., 244, 291), and
H.D. and Macpherson followed suit. Scholarly research has commonly ascribed Eisenstein as the predominant influence on Pool's film activities, but I want to argue that –
while Eisenstein was important to Pool – it was Pabst and Weimar Berlin film culture
that constituted the major influence, at least in the early phase of Pool's film activities.
The situation concerning film was very different in Germany compared to England.
While England had only a film industry that produced tacky films and Hollywood imitations, but no experimental film (cf. Macpherson 1927a), Germany had a thriving
popular film culture. Film in Germany was at the same time experimental and strongly
tied to the commercial concerns of a film industry. It was avant-garde, yet it was not
autonomous. Experiment often was a result of necessity, since the German reparationshaken economy simply lacked the financial means of an industry like Hollywood and
had to compensate this lack with creative alternatives. German film was an experimental popular art that was not severed from social function or public concerns. On the
contrary, it dealt with the social dismal conditions of post-war society or was employed as a didactic medium to advance democracy in the still young Weimar Republic.
Pool's friend, the German film director Georg Wilhelm Pabst was an avant-garde
filmmaker, albeit a "conservative avant-gardist" (Jacobsen 1997), who balanced constantly between the popular and commercial and the avant-garde. He produced at the
same time modern and commercially successful films, and while his films addressed
social issues in a radical way they simultaneously catered to a bourgeois audience. The
two films that were reviewed extensively in Pool's film magazine Close Up and that
became favourites of H.D., Bryher and Macpherson were Joyless Street (1925) and
The Love of Jeanne Ney (1927). Joyless Street is about crime and corruption in postwar Vienna. It presents a study of people living in a small desolate street called Melchiorgasse. The film studies the effects of war on humanity and gives a picture of how
these people become increasingly ensnared into misery, corruption, death and murder.
The film uses, among other things, the technical device of colouration to express different moods and to give emotional overtones. This socially critical film that was often
censored wherever it was shown had sparked H.D.'s and Bryher's enthusiasm for the
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popular medium film.4 The Love of Jeanne Ney is also set in the vicissitudes of war. It
is about the love story of bourgeois Jeanne Ney and Bolshevik Andrej Labov. Macpherson liked this film even better than Joyless Street because he found it "swifter in
action [and] more dynamic" (1927c, 18). Apparently this film stood representative for
Pabst's film technique of the cut-on-movement. With this technique every cut is made
on some movement, so that "the eye is thus so occupied in following these movements
that it misses the cuts" (Pabst quoted in Macpherson 1927d, 26). This ensured the dynamic flow of the film and its narrative. This style was antithetical to Eisenstein's
montage technique, where the cuts were most notable to the audience. Pool combined
both techniques in their films in their endeavour to unite diverging trends of Modernism. In his films Pabst presents moments of sincere humanity and kindness in the
midst of war, loss and misery. His films are social and psychological studies that are
much concerned with human behaviour and universal human emotions, with fear and
jealousy, amity and compassion, greed and hate, but also love and benevolence. Pool
lauded these "universal films" (Macpherson 1930b, 252, emphasis in the original) that
they found were accessible to all.
The 'red' Pabst "viewed himself as someone who was in the unique position to realise
his fight against bourgeois cinema from within the institutions of the commercial establishment" (Bathrick 1990, 53). By the time of Jeanne Ney he had already joined
two left-wing film organizations and in 1931 he was elected chair of the German film
workers union Dacho.5 On this occasion, Pool printed an interview with Pabst on his
new position in their film magazine Close Up (cf. Kraszna-Krausz 1931). In contrast
to Eisenstein, who wrote theoretically about film, Pabst busied himself in a more practical way to advance film art.
However, Germany had not only film directors like Pabst, who engaged in joining
avant-garde art to commercial productions, but also a thriving amateur film culture. In
1927 the German amateur film association Bund der Filmamateure (BdFA) was
founded and in 1928 Pabst together with German artists like Heinrich Mann, Käthe
Kollwitz and others founded the Popular Association for Film Art (also known as the
People's Association for Film Art) in Berlin, another amateur film association. This
left-wing liberal association intended to fight against "artistic trash, intellectual poverty and, not least, against political and social reaction" and for film as "a medium for
the broadening of knowledge, enlightenment and imagination, a medium for international understanding and reconciliation" (Schwartzkopf 1928, 74-75). It considered
itself an engagement of "all sincere democrats" (Schwartzkopf 1928, 74). Pool printed
a statement of this association in Close Up.
It was exactly this left-wing liberal, democratic spirit that informed Pool's engagement
in film culture and from which their film magazine Close Up was born. Next to the
little magazines, scholars have seen the French journals dedicated to the cinema as the
antecedent of Close Up and thus emphasised "an intellectual and literary readership"
(Donald / Friedberg / Marcus 1998, 12). But while there is a gap of more than a decade
4
5

H.D. expressed this in her Close Up articles "The Cinema and the Classics I: Beauty," Close Up,
1.1 (July 1927), 22 and in "An Appreciation," Close Up, 4.3 (March 1929), 61-62; Bryher in her
article "G. W. Pabst: A Survey," Close Up, 1.6 (December 1927), 58.
Dacho stood for Dachorganization der filmschaffenden Künstler Deutschlands and was the
'official' trade union of the German film industry.
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to the French journals, Close Up's commencement in July 1927 neatly coincides with
the BdFA's foundation in June 1927 and is a case in point for the influence of German
democratic film culture on Close Up. Another case in point is the copies of German
film magazines in the Bryher Papers at the Beinecke Library in Yale,6 which most
likely contributed to the conception of Close Up.
3.

The Hybrid Nature of Close Up

Close Up was of a unique hybrid nature, as it combined the concept of the avant-garde
little magazines with popular film journalism. It was Bryher who suggested to Macpherson when he became interested in film that he should start a film journal. With her
Montparnasse background she knew all about the little magazines that had helped to
promote modernist writing. These little magazines were usually started by some private initiative, had an exclusively avant-garde experimentalist concern and were decidedly anti-commercial. They usually had only a low circulation and disappeared
again after a short while. Accordingly Bryher "expected it [Close Up] to last three issues and had five hundred copies printed" (2006, 289). To her great surprise all copies
sold immediately and Pool's film magazine became an instant success. Since that had
never happened with the little magazines, Bryher wondered if they had done something wrong, because to many modernists commercial success implied betrayal of
commitment and failure in artistic quality. But it seems that Close Up was somewhat
different from the other little magazines, since unlike most of these Close Up lasted for
six years and gained a notable readership of 5,000 (cf. Bryher 2006, 289). Even though
Close Up looked like a little magazine and promoted avant-garde form, its content was
intended for the people and for the advancement of a 'popular' art. In contrast to many
other Pool works, Close Up became well-known.
The close association with these modernist little magazines and their related avantgarde elitist habitus posed a problem for Close Up, and the editorial took a firm stand
against any such elitism. It vociferated against pretentious "awrt for awrt's sake"
(Macpherson 1930a, 2) and the editor even complained that he had to print "the beastly
word [art] on [his] cover, and at least twenty times on as many pages" (ibid. 6), when
he was disgusted by a meaning of Art, spelled with a capital A, that was "some static
symbol or regime" (ibid.). Already in the second editorial Macpherson felt compelled
to make the following announcement:
A great number of my correspondents […] have got away with the idea that I am, that Close Up
is, out to high-hat and scorn the commercial film, and go on to elevate the whole cinema industry to a point of indescribable aestheticism. Far from it. We want it understood that we accept
and laud the film in any form. […] Nobody wants […] to rob the masses of their entertainment.
(1927b, 15-16)

Macpherson did not tire to stress that Close Up's intention for film art had nothing to
do with "stylized" notions and "fancy isms" (1928a, 10). Instead Close Up was designed to be "a really useful organ to all" and "a sort of battleground" for different
opinions (Macpherson 1928c, 7). This magazine emphatically was not "founded to
minister to a handful of idle, selfish intellectuals, to enclose them round and pamper
6

Amateur Film für Alle (Series VIII. Film, Box 170, Folder 5681) and Illustrierter Filmkurier
(Folders 5684-5693 and 5694-5703).
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them with gratification of their idle, selfish whims, but to make [its] way slowly and
steadily into the public consciousness" (Macpherson 1928b, 8). And yet to date Close
Up is usually associated with the aesthetic and avant-garde as opposed to the public
taste (cf. Street 2009, 150-151; Low 2001, 108; Nollen 2010, 25). Close Up was a forum for discussion where film enthusiasts could exchange ideas. It organised and
helped with public showings, set up film societies (cf. Macpherson 1927a, 15) and was
most concerned with getting the public involved. To this end Close Up, for example,
called upon its readers to become engaged against film censorship and launched a censorship petition.
Close Up converted into practice Pool's art philosophy: The artist had to engage in life
and had to accept contact with the popular and the public. He or she must not withdraw into secluded aesthetic spheres but instead join society and reform from within.
Close Up was the artist's instrument to reach out, to get into touch with the public. Via
Close Up, Pool corresponded with the common film enthusiast and the film amateur.
Close Up brought together modernist artists and the people. It published modernist
poems by H.D. and avant-garde experimental writing by Gertrude Stein along with
film reviews and other film journalist writing. By means of the film magazine a connection and communication between the amateur and the avant-garde artist was established. The magazine thus pooled popular and 'high' art and mediated between the two.
Publishing avant-garde writing next to writing about popular film was to help elevate
film, which so far had been considered merely industrial, to the level of art. However,
modernist contributions were not published next to other contributions entirely at random, but often the editors sought to relate them to each other. Thus, for example,
Stein's "Three Sitting Here," a piece in her experimental writing style of repetitions –
or 'insistences', as she always emphasised – neatly dovetails with Macpherson's editorial preceding it. In his editorial Macpherson, in a straightforward, journalistic style,
reports about a visit of Bryher, H.D. and himself to the cinema, about their enjoyment
of the films and their reflections upon the medium. Stein's piece in turn circles around
three film enthusiasts, their love for film and their reflection upon it. Macpherson's
editorial helps the reader to access Stein's difficult avant-garde style by introducing the
essential idea of her piece. In this way, the common Close Up reader will now recognise meaning in the experimental piece that before he or she probably would have
found absurd, nonsensical, or hermetic. This example further gives testimony to
Macpherson's careful editing, since the two pieces also neatly dovetail visually. The
heading of Stein's piece continues on eye level a line from the editorial reading "we are
still sitting here" (Macpherson 1927c, 16). H.D. had already accomplished the fusion
of modernist and popular in some of her own contributions. In her column "The Cinema and the Classics" the poet explains the poetics of classic beauty and restraint to the
public by writing about selected popular films in journalistic prose.
Originally Close Up started out as a "family affair," as Dorothy Richardson remarked
(quoted in Donald / Friedberg / Marcus 1998, 150), but soon its staff expanded. Pool
not only won friends for contributions but acquired regular correspondents in many
metropolitan centres. Among them were the professional film critics Harry Alan Potamkin in New York and Andor Kraszna-Krausz in Berlin. Also, Sergei Eisenstein
contributed film theoretical writings, which were the first translations of his texts into
English. Thus professionals and film amateurs alike wrote for Close Up. The magazine
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included contributions from a variety of fields and set film and cinema in relation to
literature, psychology and psychoanalysis, educational reform, cultural matters and
social issues, and it did so on an international scale.
4.

The End of Pool

Two factors contributed to the disbanding of Pool in 1933. One was the arrival of
sound film or the 'talkies' that succeeded silent film. With the 'talkies', so Pool believed, the art of film had died, because the artistic potential of a universal visual language was destroyed and language barriers reintroduced (Bryher 2006, 309). What is
more, the additional sound equipment now made film too expensive for the amateur
(ibid.) and put an end to creative amateur film experiment. The other factor was the
rise of National Socialism in Germany. Pool had already discontinued the German
subtitles in its magazine in June 1933, shortly after the book-burning by the Nazis, as a
political statement. With many of their German friends leaving Berlin and Pabst emigrating to the US in 1933, Berlin lost its attraction for Pool. Also with the rise of the
Nazis, Weimar Berlin liberal film culture disappeared.
Bryher redirected her financial means to support refugees and became actively engaged in helping them to leave Nazi Germany. She assisted hundreds of Jewish and
non-Jewish opponents of Hitler in their escape, among them the philosopher Walter
Benjamin. Her private villa Kenwin in Switzerland became an intermediate stop for
many refugees. Bryher, as well as her younger brother, are said to have been on Hitler's 'death list' and Bryher is even rumoured to have worked undercover for the British
government (cf. Rubinstein 1984, 259; Walwyn 2004, 142; McCabe 2007, 122).
Macpherson moved to New York in 1935, where he supported especially young black
artists from Harlem. He also helped émigré artists escape fascism and very likely functioned as Bryher's overseas post. Peggy Guggenheim even asserts that he worked for
the British Secret Service (cf. 1979, 192), but then there is no further proof for her assertion. H.D. moved to London in 1939, where she remained during the war. So while
Pool discontinued its film magazine and stopped producing films, the group members
still engaged in the world-wide promotion of liberal and democratic values.
The preceding deliberations have shown that Pool funnelled a variety of sometimes
conflicting modernist ideas and aesthetic directions and that it engaged especially in
making these available to the general public. To this end they relied on the popular
medium film and promoted amateur film culture. True to their belief that the avantgarde artist has to act from within society, they started their film magazine Close Up as
a means to communicate with the public. I have shown that Pool was associated with
Weimar Berlin film culture and thus constitutes a link between Anglo-American Modernism and German modernity. Pool's film activities show further that, contrary to
common knowledge, British avant-garde film existed in the late twenties after all. But
that it existed as a transnational phenomenon that offered an alternative to the dominant narrative of modernism.
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KYLIE CRANE (MAINZ)
Plastic Modernities

Modernity, as the period of time and mode of social organisation within which we find
ourselves, is notoriously difficult to define, and is the subject of much speculation and
critique. One aspect of modernity that makes it problematic is that it appears to continue on (we remain within it) even as it points away from itself for its referent point
(to the past, from which we are distancing ourselves), continually slipping away from
an imagined origin.1 Another, related, problem is the way in which modernity presupposes a particular trajectory and the way in which this patterning of modernity is
mapped on the globe. "Modernity", as Lars Eckstein and Anja Schwarz argue,
is typically attributed to a momentous transformation within European societies following the
conceit of 'rupture and difference' [the phrase is Bhambra's], a conceit that not only silences historical and transcultural entanglements, but also underscores a teleology of modernization according to a diffusionist logic which sets Europe at the global centre from where modernity then
gradually spreads out across the remainder of the planet via the joint trajectories of colonization,
mission and trade. (2014, 8, emphasis in the original)

Multiple modernities, or alternative modernities as Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar (1999)
and others have named this phenomenon,2 looks beyond the monolithic qualities
Western (or eurocentric) modernity is often ascribed with in order to suggest that there
are plural ways of being 'modern'.
'Modern', in turn, is also the subject and object of much critique: Bruno Latour, for
instance, whose seminal We Have Never Been Modern (originally published in French
in 1991) suggests that this denomination is in itself erroneous. Central to Latour's work
is the distinction the term 'modern' supposedly enacts, that is "the divide that separates
exact knowledge and the exercise of power – let us say nature and culture" (Latour
1993, 3). More recently, Latour has argued that 'modern' might be understood as "a
way to orient action according to an arrow of time that distinguishes the past from the
future" and, crucially, that "we have never been modern in the very simple sense that
while we emancipated ourselves, each day we also more tightly entangled ourselves in
the fabric of nature" (Latour 2015, n. pag.).
In this contribution, I want to take up this impetus to examine such entanglements in
modernity, a turn of phrase referenced in both quotations above. Archaeologist Ian
Hodder's explication of entanglements is suggestive of the way the relations of 'things'
and 'objects' (usually distinguished in material culture) might be thought together in
order to emphasise the dependencies and dependences between the human and nonhuman:
We can look at entities as 'things' that assemble humans and non-humans together, or as 'objects' that are thrown in front of our thought, that oppose us. The challenge […] is to integrate
these two perspectives, to explore how the objectness of things contributes to the ways things
1
2

Obviously, the 'we' here is intended as a contentious construct.
See e.g. Ashcroft (2009) and Bhambra (2007).
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assemble us, and to examine how our dependence on things includes the desire to be shorn of
them. (Hodder 2012, 14)

Here, I take the material of plastic, rather than specific manifestations, to test relations
of being in the world, in particular, the relations of modernity. I do so in reference to
Karen Tei Yamashita's Through the Arc of the Rain Forest (1990). This novel, in what
follows, is not a test case for theoretical play, nor do I mobilise it only to prove a particular theory. Rather, I place it beside 'theory', using the ways it imagines a plastic
world to establish a model of thinking through and with materials. If Through the Arc
of the Rain Forest is a cautionary tale of empire (see e.g. Bahng 2009, 49), if it provides "a hybrid theoretical framework with which to envision the emergent and still
contradictory nature of denatured nature" (Wallace 2000, 152), if it might be read as a
"tale of economic globalization" whereby "the Amazon turns global, both in its associations with other regions and as a central trope for planetary connectedness" (Heise
2008, 92), it certainly stresses the material relations of modernity.
Through the Arc of the Rain Forest is a novel-length deliberation on the relationality
of materials. Ostensibly a landscape of the Amazon, the plastic of the Matacão that is
central to my reading extends the material of the environment into the material practices of everyday life. Like the materials of the world with which the reader is more
familiar, it is assembled into forms infiltrating not only the external world, but entering
into human forms (as facial masks or as prosthetics, amongst other uses and practices).
Matacão plastic is best understood not as a landscape, nor as a resource, externalised
and externalisable, but as relation in material form.
1.

Invention, Inventory and the 'Material History' of Rubber

The story of the discovery of rubber, or perhaps rather its invention, acts as a suitable
analogy to begin probing plastic modernities. Rubber is no accidental choice. First, it
figures as a natural resource from the Amazon, also known as caoutchouc or latex, and
is often harvested from Hevea brasiliensis (a species endemic to the Amazon rainforest), mapping rather neatly onto the site of the Matacão in Yamashita's novel. Rubber
brings together numerous other sites following patterns of colonial expansion, for example through Western Africa, in particular King Leopold's presence in the Congo,
and South-East Asia, where this and other species were cultivated to deliver latex to
Western markets (see also Tully 2011). Notably, harvesting this material meant sustaining controlled wounds to the plants – a fitting metaphor for colonial resource 'management'.
Second, rubber, like plastics in general and those plastics that simulate its properties,
leaves marks throughout modernity. It drives economies – quite literally on the tyres
on cars and trucks shifting humans and goods – and consolidates them – for example,
through the bureaucratic stamp of approval (or denial). Rubber is not external to modernity, nor to the various colonial histories of domination. It cannot be removed from
history books, nor can it be removed from our life-worlds. In other words, rubber is
not simply instrument, it is instrumental.
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Third, the Stoffgeschichte (roughly: a material history)3 of rubber shows dependences
and dependencies which draw on the first two points to elicit entanglements of colonialism and modernity breaching comprehensions of either as singular. It thus picks up
on the topic of multiple modernities. Jens Soentgen's Stoffgeschichte of rubber redresses typical accounts of the invention and discovery of rubber, emphasising instead
the practices of indigenous peoples of South America. As Soentgen notes, indigenous
use of materials is often encoded in terms of the traditional and ritual, rather than being
seen as a technological or cognitive achievement (see Soentgen 2013, 298). The encoding of knowledge as traditional suggests a stasis – a sense of inactivity and inalterability – as well as a sense of innateness (see also Byrne). Indigenous knowledge is
'shifted to the margins', even 'de-historicised', rather than appropriated here, although
all gestures entail naturalisation – either the practices themselves are ignored (as the
case is with curing rubber) or are appropriated, often thereby subsumed within the
status of 'raw material'.
Soentgen is responding to stories of the 'received version' kind, like that outlined by
Charles Moore. "Legend" Moore writes in "Synthetic Evolution", chapter 2 of Plastic
Ocean, "has Goodyear working in his home kitchen and dropping a chunk of sulphurized rubber on the hot stove" (Moore 2012, 28). This was in the United States, in 1839.
Earlier, in the UK, Charles Macintosh had experimented with by-products from the
coal industry and their solvent properties in conjunction with "a New World import
that was causing great excitement in the Old World: rubber" (ibid., 26). Shortly later,
in the early 1840s, Thomas Hancock (who had teamed up with Macintosh) and Charles
Goodyear filed patents for the 'curing' of rubber within a year of each other – the former in Britain, the latter in the USA. Each contested their 'right' to be discoverer in the
convoluted legal battles over patents that ensued, particularly given the financial gain
to be made with such rights.
Both might be accredited with discovering the process, later known as vulcanisation,
the result of which is a rubber that neither melts in the heat nor turns brittle in the cold
(or, worse (?), 'goes off', as organic matter). Might – because they were, in essence,
looking for a process to emulate results already materialised in the bounciness of the
rubber balls brought to Europe from the Americas by Christopher Columbus. The relations that constituted the emergence of practices of vulcanising rubber were transported with the material itself, even as they were 'backgrounded' in the teleology of
Western discovery. 'Discovery', with its insistence on 'uncovering', seems to stress the
agency of the discoverer, some kind of conduit of revelation, i.e. a discursive formation which is privileged through the registration of patents, an issue addressed by activists and academics such as Vandana Shiva under the rubrics of biopiracy and intellectual property rights of / to indigenous knowledges (see Shiva 1997).
I would like to propose thinking of material shifts in terms of invention. Invention entails a 'coming into' rather than discovery's 'uncovering'.4 Whilst invention entails
3
4

In English theoretical parlance this would need a play on the double meaning of 'matter': material matters, stories matter.
In emphasising invention here, I want to stress that I do not wish to insert a binary distinction to
discovery: Terms can be used in distinction without being diametrically opposed. It is possible
to describe something as aquamarine in distinction to turquoise without suggesting that one
cannot be blue-green. Latour (or his translator, Catherine Porter) introduces the term "invention-
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originality in method and goal,5 it also stresses the presence of the pre-existing, that is,
the practices and materials of the context which is entered into. The term 'invention' is
used here, then, to stress the relations it entails, the fabric of entanglements alluded to
above.
To add to the layers of the material history of the South American continent evoked
above, Mary Louise Pratt uses the term 're-invention' in her discussion of Alexander
von Humboldt's works to stress the mediated quality of his numerous publications (see
Pratt 2003, 111-143). Specifically, she notes that "Humboldt's representations were not
inevitable, that their contours were conditioned by a particular historical and ideological juncture, and by particular relations of power and privilege" (Pratt 2003, 127).
Humboldt's natural historical endeavours, in her account, arise from a contingency of
societal role at a particular time, but also from material infrastructure and personnel:
"they [Humboldt and Bonpland] relied entirely on the networks of villages, missions,
outposts, haciendas, roadways and colonial labor systems to sustain themselves and
their project" (ibid.). Humboldt's discursive 're-invention' is shown by Pratt to depend,
rather heavily, on inventory. Inventory has its etymological roots in the medieval Latin
inventorium, literally 'a list of what is found'. This, in turn, draws on invenire ('come
upon' or 'come into'), which has the same etymological root as invent.6
Inventories comprise activities of first contact, where lists of flora and fauna species
are transposed into the specific hierarchical logic of the Linnaean order, where minerals are collected, together with all manner of geographical and ethnographical forms
into records and catalogues. The contemporary association of the word 'inventory' with
the semantic field of business, as a complete list of goods such as property, stock, or
contents, highlights practices of (violent) appropriation, profit maximisation and risk
externalisation – all of which constitute key practices of a particular kind of enterprise:
imperialism. Evoking the inventory in this conjunction is to suggest that the 'objects',
'things', and, importantly, materials of invention are already present in the world, and
that it is rather the stories of how these are integrated into history that produce effects
of modernity through material practices. Through the Arc of the Rain Forest, for instance, evokes the mode of magic realism to present its fantastic plastic.

5

6

discovery" at the outset of We Have Never Been Modern with respect to brain peptides (1993,
5). However, he does not elucidate what this doubling might entail, nor does the term appear
again in this work.
Jeffrey L. Meikle makes a distinction, in his chapter on Bakelite in American Plastic, between
invention and discovery, suggesting the former requires the identification of a need that in turns
motivates a bringing into being of a thing or substance, whereas discovery would mean that it
somehow already existed or that its emergence is somehow inevitable (see Meikle 1995, 33).
This 'inevitability', however, requires careful attention, particularly in light of Meikle's argumentation elsewhere in the book regarding plastic's career moving from imitation to innovation.
Mary Carruthers suggests that the root of both terms is inventio, focussing on invention's meaning to create something new or different, and inventory's order: "Inventoried materials are
counted and placed in locations within an overall structure which allows any item to be retrieved easily and at once" (Carruthers 2000, 11). Further, she argues that "[h]aving 'inventory'
is a requirement for 'invention' [, …as] one cannot create ('invent') without a memory store ('inventory') to invent from and with" (Carruthers 2000, 12). Carruthers' aim is toward a theory of
rhetoric, not materials, and her emphasis on retrieval explains her insistence on order (see also
ibid., 15) and 'inventory-markers'.
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Science Taken for Modernity: Story Matters of the Matacão
in Through the Arc of the Rain Forest

The choice of (natural and synthetic) rubber to elicit this tale of modernity, imperialism and material cultures is no accident. Karen Tei Yamashita's Through the Arc of the
Rain Forest shares site and substance – Amazon and plastics – in its imagining of the
wonderous Matacão, a plastic mass of magnetic attraction, for which "[t]he speculations about its origins have been as varied as the people who came to visit, gasp,
grovel, get a tan, pray, relax, study, wonder, hang out, make love, worship, meditate,
or pay homage to its existence" (Yamashita 1990, 95). Its magnetism attracts, amongst
others, the three-armed businessman J.B. Tweep, who eventually funds the amusement
park Chicolándia where everything, including the animatron animals, is made of
Matacão plastic; a pilgrim, Chico Paco, whose fame led to "a noticeable scurrying
about among the clergy attempting to capitalise on the possible spiritual magnetism of
the Matacão" (Yamashita 1990, 49); tourists, circuses, pilgrims all flock to the site;
and, of course, it attracts the small ball that floats above Kazumasa's head which also
functions as the narrator of the tale.
"The Matacão has been," we read, "since its dis-covering, a source of curiosity and
confusion in the scientific world" (Yamashita 1990, 95). The break in 'dis-covering',
an intentional spelling and not a line break, draws attention to the discursive weight of
discovery: the removal of the cover, which not only alludes to the colonialist fantasies
(and fallacies) of exploration and discovery explored briefly above, but also to the specific removal of a different kind of cover, namely the forest.
Yamashita continues:
Geologists, astronomers, physicists, archaeologists and chemists were suddenly thrown into an
unsettling pre-revolutionary state where the basic parameters of scientific truths were undergoing a shift similar to that experienced when Einstein redefined the Newtonian world. (Yamashita 1990, 95)

The Matacão is thus described as confounding science, so the ball-as-narrator turns to
a survey conducted (by whom remains unclear) to provide some hypothesis for the
genesis of the plastic. The answers range from suggestions of an ancient civilisation, a
hot molten substance, the work of the CIA, an outright miracle, the idea that the
Matacão has supernatural powers, and, as the narrator notes, the largest group, a third,
who believed that it was extraterrestrial. The remaining numbers in the survey, the narrator informs us, were either undecided or had never heard of the Matacão.
Surveys, like this one, produce statistics, which in turn produce truth effects. But these
lack explicatory and methodological basis: Truth effects, but not truths. News outlets,
with their use of polls, cannot satisfy scientific curiosity, particularly when such questions take recourse to structures of beliefs (answers to the question 'Do you believe in
global climate change?', for instance, frustrate by entangling discourses of science with
those of faith and religion, suggesting, if anything, the power of narrative). What is at
stake here is as much coherence as reality – that is, the way knowledges are structured
into patterns of understanding, in terms outlined above with respect to the Stoffgeschichte of rubber: How materials become story, and how story is materialised.
The passage that outlines 'science's' account for the Matacão does not occur until very
late in the novel. By virtue of this late appearance, the scientific explanation must
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jostle with the long established other explanations and uses. This means that – if we
presume the predilection of contemporary readers on the whole to favour scientific
accounts as the most factual – this particular explanation, even within the fictional
world, does not 'close down' the other interpretations. If several critics do elaborate on
this explanation7 – as arguably I do by virtue of discussing it here – this suggests a
privileging of the non-magical, the realistic, and, by extension, the scientific. This
privileging, in turn, reveals ('dis-covers') predispositions for particular versions of the
story where it could instead invent new relations – a rather marvellous response to a
tale, indeed. This account reads as follows:
The Matacão, scientists asserted, had been formed for the most part within the last century, paralleling the development of the more common forms of plastic, polyurethane and styrofoam.
Enormous landfills of nonbiodegradable material buried under virtually every populated part of
the Earth had undergone tremendous pressure, pushed ever farther into the lower layers of the
Earth's mantle. The liquid deposits of the molten mass had been squeezed through underground
veins to virgin areas of the Earth. The Amazon Forest, being one of the last virgin areas on
Earth, got plenty. (Yamashita 1990, 202)

On one level, here, the interconnectivity of places is foregrounded by the accumulation
of global plastic waste in this site. In the Matacão, the "tremendous pressure" to which
the plastic is exposed not only recollects the geological formation of fossil fuels, it also
references environmental concerns of the pressure under which human activities are
placing the earth. The disposal of ever-increasing amounts of plastic waste here pushes
into the earth's very core, exuding pressure that reaches far beyond a visible surface
phenomenon. In this respect, the Matacão delivers an imaginative precursor of a geological marker for the Anthropocene.
The key word 'development' from the quote in conjunction with increased waste reinforces this interpretation, pointing towards the accumulation, in particular of waste,
that occurs in parallel with technological advancement (amongst other kinds of change
encoded as progress). Modernity, here, is figured as a manifestation of material, where
things and objects are molten into a liquid mass and materialise in manners that defy
space and time.8 In this passage, as elsewhere, the narrative stresses parallels, dispensing with exceptionalist accounts of modernisation in favour of interconnectivity in a
move that further asserts, as Heise phrases it, "the imbrication of the local in the global
that leads to the loosening of ties between culture and geography" (Heise 2008, 102).
This has repercussions for the compelling stories of accultural modernity, the idea that
the institutions and belief structures that have come to denote modernity are not contingent on the West, but are somehow 'universal'; that the 'rest' must strive to 'catch up',
7

8

In "The Junkyard in the Jungle: Transnational, Transnatural Nature in Karen Tei Yamashita's
Through the Arc of the Rain Forest", Begoña Simal writes: "[t]he Matacão eventually turns out
to be the eruption of non-biodegradable waste from industrialized countries in the middle of the
rainforest" (Simal 2010, 9, emphasis added). Molly Wallace, in an account otherwise sensitve to
the rendering of a monolithic nature as divorced from culture ("'A Bizarre Ecology': The Nature
of Denatured Nature"), also acquiesces to this account: "As the novel progresses […] and scientists analyze the substance, it is decided that the Mataco [sic] as 'natural' is in fact somewhat artifical, or, rather, is the paradigmatic hybrid of nature and culture, formed during and paralleling
a period of increasing hybridity and networking" (Wallace 2000, 147).
This recollects Zygmunt Bauman's notion of 'liquid modernity': "The relation between time and
space was to be from now on processual, mutable and dynamic, not preordained and stagnant"
(Bauman 2000, 112-113).
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often with the rider of 'without making the same mistakes' (see Taylor, 2001). Spatial
mappings of the world are, in such patterns of thought, entangled in temporal zones.
Coming to terms with the material world means accounting for invention and inventory, and resisting tendencies to close down 'other' interpretations.
3.

Signs Taken for Modernity: Relations and Disintegrations

Homi K. Bhabha's essay "Signs Taken for Wonders: Questions of Ambivalence and
Authority under a Tree outside Delhi, May 1817" alludes to the effects of the translation and transposition of the English book (and the Holy Book, the Christian Bible).
What happens to a text once it passes across cultures? Or, indeed, when it is repeated?9
Bhabha's "English book" (the Bible) proves, at the end of the essay, to be an object as
much as a signifier, evinced in the rage of a missionary, quoted by Bhabha, who notes
its use as waste paper or as an object for bartering (see Bhabha 1985, 163-164). Or, by
way of Chinua Achebe (and via W.B. Yeats): things fall apart.
In an interview with Michael S. Murashige, Yamashita has said the following of the
particular attraction to Brazil as a setting for her novel:
[Y]ou may go to a small, rural place, and someone there has gone to a lot of trouble to buy a refrigerator, but he has no electricity to hook the damn thing up. So what does he use the refrigerator for? Well, when you open the refrigerator, you'll find it's cupboard space. All the sheets
and the towels are neatly stacked up in this refrigerator. (quoted in Mallot 2004, 117)

In the refrigerator example, then, we have a shift in reference in a classical Derridian
sense explicated by Bhabha, a difference and a deferral, but also a sense of an indifference (Bhabha evokes anarchism in his essay) to a particular aspect of the 'meaning' of
the refrigerator. The refrigerator would work better as a refrigerator, something that
cools items, if connected to electricity. But as a container, something that holds items,
it works fine without. And its social function – "someone there has gone to a lot of
trouble to buy" – seems to work similarly well. On the surface, the presence of the refrigerator in the scene relayed by Yamashita functions to highlight the absence of electricity – the modern object 'outside of' modernity, 'beyond' power infrastructure. And
yet, to return to Bhabha,
if transparency [a function of an insertion of a division of true and false] signifies discursive
closure – intention, image, author – it does so through its rules of recognition – those social
texts of epistemic, ethnocentric, nationalist intelligibility which cohere in the address of authority as the 'present,' the voice of modernity. (Bhabha 1985, 152)

The scene evoked by Yamashita in the interview quoted above alludes to a fascination
with the meanings attributed to the materials of the world. From a (postulated, and
hence also imagined) Western perspective, it might read as an example of mistaken
modernity or misplaced modernity, as a scene of wonderous intention and poor implementation. Rather than reading the 'magic realism' of the novel in a sense that temporalises the terms (magic as 'primitive', realism as 'modern') and then by force of this
spatialises them (into, e.g., the 'Rest' and the 'West'), we might just engender a reading
9

As Susan Bassnett and Harish Trivedi point out, most modern Indian languages (Bhabha's 'native' turf) use the word anuvad from the Sanskrit for what in English is translation: "The underlying metaphor in the word anuvad is temporal—to say after, to repeat—rather than spatial as in
the English/Latin word translation—to carry across" (2002, 9).
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practice that acknowledges the inventiveness of inventory. A 'belief' in modernity, singular, structures any number of behaviours: From how we read novels – here, specifically those that engage in the mode of magical realism – to how institutions structure
development. Fiction as a suspension of disbelief, then, might be more productively
considered as a suspension that encompasses not only a narrative situation, but the
world depicted therein.
Indeed, the Matacão plastic of Yamashita's novel generates its own marvellous inventory. Its qualities lend it to a broad range of applications, from facial masks to housing
and civil engineering: "Bridges, overpasses, skyscrapers, domes, coliseums, hamburger stands, parking lots, shopping malls, tract housing" (Yamashita 1990, 143). It
becomes omnipresent, producing a list of products that both echoes and parodies the
applications of plastic in a world readers of Through the Arc of the Rain Forest will be
familiar with:
plants, facial and physical remakes and appendages, shoes, clothing, jewelry, toys, cars, every
sort of machine from electro-domestic to high-tech, buildings, furniture – in short, the myriad of
commercial products with which the civilized world adorns itself. (ibid.)10

In the passage here, as elsewhere in the novel, Yamashita answers the question raised
by Meikle – "Is [plastic] indeed a material capable of shaping the limits of history, or
is it an amorphous substance passively receptive to any psychological or cultural projection?" (Meikle 1995, 3) – with a resounding both.
But not to restrict this reading of the novel to terms of its prescienceness, for, just before the close of the novel, the plastic of the Matacão begins to fall apart:
The Matacão […] was slowly but definitely corroding, as was everything else made of Matacão
plastic. Buildings were condemned. People who stepped out in the most elegant finery made of
Matacão plastic were horrified to find themselves naked at cocktail parties […] Worst of all,
people with facial rebuilds and those who had added additional breasts and the like were privy
to grotesque scenes thought only to be possible in horror movies. And there was no telling what
might happen to people who had, on a daily basis, eaten Matacão plastic hamburgers and French
fries. (Yamashita 1990, 207)

The passage reads as a commentary on consumer culture, and has an element of Schadenfreude-meets-humility, e.g. through the oblique reference to the "Emporer's New
Clothes" fairy tale. However, the omnipresence of Matacão plastic in the story-world
of the novel means that this is not a quasi-apocalyptic rendering of a 'return to nature'
tale in the vein of Alan Weisman's The World Without Us, for instance. There is no
pre-culture nature to which to return, the idea itself is fantasy.11 This disintegration of
10

11

Although some of the objects included in the list above might have seemed fantastical at the
time of writing, even buildings can now be constructed with a plastic component. Further,
"Matacão plastic would even be used to create artificial food (sushi samples, etc.). A few people
had mistakenly eaten artificial food samples with no bodily discomfort or detriment; this signified to some researchers that if imitative and satisfying tastes (plus minimum daily requirements
of minerals, nutrients and vitamins, less the calories) could be injected into plastic food samples
(with the approval of the FDA, of course), plastic food might be touted as healthy, nonfattening
and noncholesteric. Plastic food, of course, could not spoil. One would merely have to brush or
was off the dust" (Yamashita 1990, 143). A synthetic food for synthetic desires.
The heteronormative romantic ending, which sees Kazumasa finally united with Lourdes, his
maid – and all the troubling hierarchies of power that this unification would suggest can be
overcome – might work against this interpretation. However, I read the ending as an insistence
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the Matacão plastic, then, is not only decay, but also a falling-apart of relations, in the
sense of weakening or breaking of bonds on various scales (e.g. the molecular and
global). The 'coming-into' of inventions figured through the inventory of Matacão
plastic and engendered through its relations thus speaks to the entanglements of modernity: Latour's "fabric of nature" as well as Hodder's dependences and dependencies.
4.

Conclusion: Modernities of Plastic, Modernities with Plastic

In his study of the cultural politics of plastic in the USA, American Plastic, Jeffrey L.
Meikle suggests: "Plastic itself, by its very nature, complicates efforts to think about it.
Able to assume many degrees of shape, texture, hardness, density, resilience, or colour, the myriad varieties are united only by a word – plastic" (Meikle 1995, 3). It is a
highly formable material, and formidable, too.12
Much recent work on material cultures attempts to articulate these relations by theorising them in terms of 'things' or 'objects'. Plastic is a plastic bottle, a plastic 'rubber'
duck, plastic lid, plastic shoes, plastic wrapping, and plastic bags.13 Here, the material
is often backgrounded to objects of potential waste: Objects that end up on the side of
the road or inside, lining, or next to a rubbish bin. Visible, discernible, disconcerting
objects. Plastic as debris-in-the-making – as always on the cusp of becoming waste –
speaks directly to materialistic cultures of accumulation and consumption.
Plastic is also the plastic of the IV-bag in a hospital, the replacement hip, the eyeglasses, the bubbles of sanitary security around your pills. It is a material of societal
modernisation (see Taylor 2001 and Gaonkar 1999), and has truly 'done wonders' for
sanitation, the prevention of disease, and health in general. The current boom in ondemand production, concomitant with the growing use of 3-D printers, draws from
plastic's shifts from flow to form. Its imperviousness to micro-biota (viruses, bacteria)
makes it both terrific and terrifying, spectacle and spectacular waste.
The dualistic structure of power and hierarchies critiqued in, for instance, feminist,
Marxist and postcolonial thought has, apparently, met with some resistance in applications to our material environments. Objects and things, even materials, are often alltoo-readily conceived of in bifurcated terms of some inherent quality of goodness
(progress, perfection) or badness (waste, artificiality), even as they derive from the
same source. Following Karen Barad, whose work Stacy Alaimo mobilises in response
to the sticky ethics pertaining to plastic (see Alaimo 2014, 195), ethics is "not about
right response to a radically exterior/ized other, but about responsibility and accountability for the lively relationalities of becoming of which we are a part" (Barad 2007,
393). So, too, is the world of (reading) Through the Arc of the Rain Forest.
Yamashita's rendering of the Matacão not only gives rise to an imagined manifestation
of modernity through plastic that stresses the relational, but it also queries practices of

12
13

on the tale as tale: a metafictional device that cautions, if one might insist on novels as necessarily 'possessing' a moral, against the desire to have literary texts and stories adhere to all expectations, which, for the critic, might be to deconstruct all notions of the story.
Note, for example, the rendering of plastic in terms of the toxic in many accounts (Freinkel's
Plastic: A Toxic Love Story, or Smith and Lourie's Slow Death by Rubber Duck).
Particularly plastic bags have reached an almost iconic status in this respect, see e.g. Hawkins
2001.
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modernity itself, particularly those that pertain to its narrativisation in terms of space
and time. The materialisation of the Matacão as the by-product of accelerated consumption of plastic goods – giving rise to a fascinating imaginative geo-marker for the
Anthroprocene – must, however, stand beside alternative explanations, such as conspiracy theories involving the CIA or extra-terrestrial interventions, for example. The
attractiveness of the 'more scientific' explanation, itself a wildly unconventional and
yet super-realistic idea, acts as a mise en abyme in a widely fantastic world, pointing
back at assumptions and convictions the reader might hold, as well as to stories or
theories for understanding the world. As the Stoffgeschichte of rubber suggests, entanglements with the materials of the world resist smooth trajectories, isolatable origins and pre-ordained intentions that have marked 'received' accounts of modernity.
Rather than taking away levels to privilege certain kinds of scientific and material
'bases', we might look to further narratives, stories, imaginings, in order that we might
(to borrow from Clifford Geertz) thicken our descriptions of the world.
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JESSICA BUNDSCHUH (STUTTGART)
"Volcano Time": Temporal Plurality in Anne Carson's
Autobiography of Red

1.

Introduction

In a 2014 poem essay, "Merry Christmas from Hegel," Canadian poet and essayist
Anne Carson describes her response to Hegel's frustration with the frequent complaints
about his "terrible prose"; apparently, Hegel disregarded traditional grammar, "with its
clumsy dichotomy of subject and verb," because it "was in conflict with 'speculation.'
Speculation being the proper business of philosophy. Speculation being the effort to
grasp reality in its interactive entirety". As a result, the function of a typical Hegelian
phrase, like "'Reason is Spirit,'" is not meant "to assert a fact (he said) but to lay Reason side by side with Spirit and allow their meanings to tenderly mingle in speculation". Carson continues, "I was overjoyed by this notion of a philosophical space
where words drift in mutual redefinition of one another" (Carson 2014, 222).
Carson's high regard for "speculation" is a useful starting point to approach the 'interactivity' of her verse novel Autobiography of Red (1998) in which she modernises the
tragic Greek myth of the red monster Geryon by setting it side by side in "mutual redefinition" (Carson 2014, 222) with the original fragments translated from Stesichoros
(born about 650 B.C.). Such a project positions Carson as an inheritor not only of a
Greek myth, but also of the modernist avant-garde in its "double task: to destroy and
invent". Yet, whereas "negation" drove the modernist "radical innovation" (Calinescu
1987, 275), in Carson – as a practitioner of postmodernist aesthetics – we witness an
[a]bandoning [of] the structures of the avant-garde and [an] opting for a logic of renovation
rather than radical innovation, [suggesting that] postmodernism has entered into a lively reconstructive dialogue with the old and the past (Calinescu 1987, 275)

Here is Carson as our guide, negotiating a path between the ancient Greek text and her
contemporary response. An appraisal of Carson's work in The New Yorker suggests
that Carson's background as a scholar of classical texts has taught her to approach language as a musical "mashup":
she is accustomed to shuttling among stories and idioms; the classicist has to learn the concepts or
attitudes that have been lost with the years, and that must, like a decayed bridge, be reconstructed
before the ravine can be crossed. [...] The Carson method involves a kind of mashup of old and
new; she proceeds through juxtaposition rather than metaphor-making. (O'Rourke 2010, 84)

The form of Autobiography of Red: A Novel in Verse is not easy to unpack because it
is neither a poem, a novel, a philosophical meditation, nor an essay, but a hybrid. In
attempting to delight (and surprise) her reader, Carson juggles various textual modes,
keeping them all in the air. In this discussion of a hybrid text, I will examine how Carson's strategy of pushing at the seams of poetry – in a work driven by narrative information and yet bounding forward in a lyric frenzy – challenges traditional generic distinctions to, ultimately, make her reader's presence compulsory.
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The only way for Carson to sustain all these potentially opposing elements / positions
– the narrative (significant since its inclusion signals an overturning of the modernist
contempt for narrative), the lyric, the essay, and the hybrid narrative / lyric / essay; the
writer, the text, and the reader – is to create a temporality that can envelope her hero
Geryon. In this regard, Carson answers John Barth's call for a programme of postmodernism that "neither merely repudiates nor merely imitates either his [/her] twentiethcentury modernist parents or his [/her] nineteenth-century premodernist grandparents"
to synthesise "these antitheses" of "linearity, rationality, consciousness, cause and effect, naïve illusionism, transparent language, innocent anecdote" with "disjunction,
simultaneity, irrationalism, anti-illusionism, self-reflexiveness, medium-as-message"
(Barth 1984, 203).
Rising above such a quarrel enables Carson to make tangible the question (examined
through both an epistemological and ontological lens over the course of the verse
novel) that propels her subject through her narrative, a question Geryon asks each person he meets: What is time made of? In one instance, he asks himself this question during a flight to Argentina in which he feels "squeezed" or choked by time, as if the acceleration through space has likewise shifted his relationship with temporality:
What is time made of?
He could feel it massed around him, he could see its big deadweight blocks
padded tight together
all the way from Bermuda to Buenos Aires–too tight. His lungs contracted.
Fear of time came at him. Time
was squeezing Geryon like the pleats of an accordion. (Carson 1998, 80)

Carson names this exploded temporality – that behaves like a lyrical epiphany – "volcano time" (Carson 1998, 144); it includes the past, the present, and the future in one
instant, while keeping them still separate, "Not touching / but joined in astonishment
as two cuts lie parallel in the same flesh" (Carson 1998, 45). In a section toward the
end of the narrative, just before Geryon flies (this time of his own accord, as a monster
with wings) over the mouth of the volcano, Geryon's lover (and implicit murderer),
Herakles, says to Geryon "Volcano time?".1 While Herakles means it as a question,
namely, "Is it time for the volcano?," Carson's truncation of the phrase creates a neologistic noun compound, "volcano-time" (Carson 1998, 144). For Carson, temporality –
as both abstraction and tangible noun-compound – is the vehicle that allows Eros or
desire to flourish, to let lovers both join together and remain separate and autonomous.
This is dramatised by teary Geryon's response when Herakles asks him what is wrong:
I was thinking about time–he gropes–
you know how apart people are in time together and apart at the same time–stops.
(Carson 1998, 141)

Instead of being engaged in the act of lovemaking, Geryon is thinking, "I once loved
you, now I don't know you at all" (Carson 1998, 141). He is present and absent, groping and stopping at once – in "volcano time" (Carson 1998, 144). Geryon's narrative of
reaching for and aching to become – to learn and grow in Bildungsroman fashion –
1

Unless indicated otherwise, all emphases in quotations from Anne Carson's poems are present in
the original.
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invites us to re-conceptualise desire not only as a thing, but also as a process, the action of (unfulfilled) wanting. Such a reconceptualisation shifts, according to the paradigm from performance artist and critic Dick Higgins, from "cognitive" to "post-cognitive" questions (Higgins 1978, 101); as a result, in case of the latter, the boundaries
between the self and the world become unstable and transitional.
Carson argues in her book of essays, Eros the Bittersweet (1986), that "Desire moves.
Eros is a verb" (Carson 1986, 17) and "the self forms at the edge of desire" (Carson
1986, 39). The hybrid form of Autobiography of Red is aligned with Kenneth Burke's
definition of form in literature in "Lexicon Rhetoricae" as "an arousing and fulfillment
of desires. A work has form in so far as one part of it leads a reader to anticipate another part, to be gratified by the sequence" (Burke 1931, 124). The reader, then, experiences Carson's hybrid form – her "volcano time" (Carson 1998, 144) of narrative
and lyric – by witnessing how the novel-in-verse unfolds, how it draws the reader in
and satisfies (and deflects) desires. Since the lyric poem in ancient Greece was first an
oral form to chant or sing before a live audience, "with the advent of a text," Edward
Hirsch asserts in A Poet's Glossary, "the performer and the audience are physically
separated from each another" (Hirsch 2014, 357). In this new space, in which the
reader may linger alone and longingly on "fixed" words, desire plays a fundamental
role. As Carson the essayist argues, the early poets who were "commissioned" to make
"written records" of their performed poems in the "literary activity that followed the
alphabet," explored
the edge between the oral and literate procedure, probing forward to see what kind of thing writing is, reading is, [and] poetry can be. [...] New genres of expression developed to meet its demands [as literacy spread through the Greek world]. Let us look at the most influential of those
genres, evolved expressly for the delectation of writers and readers. Let us superimpose on the
question 'What does the lover want from love' the questions 'What does the reader want from
reading? What is the writer's desire?' Novels are the answer. (Carson 1986, 78)

Carson's choice to merge poetry and prose suggests that she is a writer who is compelled to 'deliver' what the reader – and she, the writer – craves: the narrative pull of a
novel. But Carson does so in a context in which orality and literacy conjoin (and jostle) to create a multi-genre form, as a reader of a novel-in-verse would expect.
3.

The Postmodern Novel-in-Verse's Literary Debt

The form itself signals the novel-in-verse's literary debt. As Brian McHale contends in
his book-length study of the contemporary postmodern long poem, "to undertake to
write a long poem is to engage with a peculiarly high-modernist problem and to practice a distinctively high-modernist genre; it is, in effect, to be a high modernist" regardless of the historical context conditioning the poet (2004, 2). Accordingly, Carson's hybrid form situates her work within the trajectory of Ezra Pound's The Cantos in
which Pound
for the first time in over a century [demonstrates] that poetry can actually incorporate prose [...]
without ceasing to be poetry. [...] [As such it] represents one of the decisive turning-points in
modern poetics, opening for verse the capacity to include domains of experience long since considered alien territory (Bernstein 1980, 40).
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Yet, in staying equally close to the lyric, Carson's creates a degree of immediacy, multivocality and performativity we experience in her asymmetrical epic meter of alternating short and long lines:
Every second Tuesday in winter Geryon's father and brother went to hockey practice.
Geryon and his mother had supper alone.
They grinned at each other as night climbed ashore. Turned on all the lights
even in rooms they weren't using.
Geryon's mother made their favorite meal, cling peaches from the can and toast
cut into fingers for dipping.
Lots of butter on the toast so a little oil slick floats out on top of the peach juice.
They took their supper trays into the living room.
Geryon's mother sat on the rug with magazines, cigarettes, and telephone.
Geryon worked beside her under the lamp. (Carson 1998, 34)

Carson's prosaic opposition of long and short lines also aligns her with the lyrical ballad – a form elevated and reinvented by the romantics – that traditionally alternates
iambic tetrameter and trimeter lines to create a buoyant elasticity that connects it nostalgically back to its roots in song. Like a ballad in which the individual singer is a
stand-in for the community, so, too, Geryon, as a mythological figure, acts as a proxy.
Carson's asymmetrical lines allow her to narrate Geryon's tale with a rapid and elliptical momentum, still with a trace of ritual participation from the epic. Further, it allows
her to straddle a variety of registers, as Whitman does in his long-lined "Song of Myself" (a title that also signals autobiography): from hemorrhoid-burdened car trips to "a
light so brilliant it feels hot and cold at once" (Carson 1998, 137).
The temporal acceleration of Carson's asymmetrical lines, likewise, transforms the
spatiality of the textual experience. When Geryon asks an acquaintance who teaches
philosophy his litmus-test question, "What is time made of?" (Carson 1998, 80), the
response he gets is one that might please Frederic Jameson:
Time isn't made of anything. It is an abstraction.
Just a meaning that we
impose upon motion. (Carson 1998, 90)

As Jameson asserts in "The End of Temporality," "Did not Kant teach us that space
and time are both a priori conditions of our experience or perception, neither one to be
gazed at with the naked eye and quite inseparable from each other?" (Jameson 2003,
697). In an interview in The Globe and Mail, Carson suggests that a shift in spatiality
will, accordingly, shift temporality, each mirroring the other:
'The secret of immortality,' she explains after a pregnant pause, 'is simply to regard all time as
infinite. Whatever time you're in, think of it as going on forever. The time you're in suddenly
becomes huge and you do a huge thing very fast.' (Hampson 2000, n. pag.)

Carson also invokes the idea of "immortal secrets" at the close of her narrative when
Geryon flies over the volcano Icchantikas – "the bitter red drumming of wing muscle
on air" – and peers down into "her ancient eye" and "smiles for / the camera: 'The
Only Secret People Keep'" (Carson 1998, 145). Carson refers here to Emily Dickinson's #1748 volcano poem (included in Carson's text as an epigraph) in which the secret "Is Immorality" (Carson 1998, 22). Immortality is what goes unspoken in Carson's
own narrative. The reader must infer the secret, or return to Dickinson's echo at the
beginning, moving full circle. So, the mystery is recovered only in the gap of desire:
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"a blind point where lovers and letters intersect," as essayist Carson explains in Eros
the Bittersweet: "It is a point in time, as well as in space" (Carson 1986, 122). Carson
continues:
An act of reading and writing [...] is an experience of temporal arrest and manipulation. As
writer or reader you stand on the edge of transience [...]. When you read or write you seem to
achieve that control which the lover craves: a vantage point from which the dilemmas of 'now'
and 'then' may be viewed with detachment. When desire is the subject of a text you are reading
you can open it anywhere and end when you like [...]. A piece of ice melts forever there. (Carson 1986, 121)

4.

Postponing Closure to Engender Interactivity

Autobiography of Red, though numbered and broken into parts, has a variety of beginnings and endings – a scholarly background on Stesichoros, the translated fragments
from Stesichoros, three appendixes (which precede the narrative), the 'autobiography'
itself containing multiple endings, and, lastly, a fictional interview with Stesichoros –
creating a text which encourages interaction and dynamism. Likewise, critic Marjorie
Perloff connects the reappearance of narrative in postmodern poetry to its open-ended
structure:
To tell a story is to find a way – sometimes the only way – of knowing one's world. But since
the view of many of our poets, as in the view of comparable fiction writers, the world just doesn't – indeed shouldn't – make sense, the gnosis which is narration remains fragmentary. By frustrating our desire for closure [...] such stories foreground the narrative codes themselves and call
them into question (Perloff 1996, 161).

Indeed, the temporal arrest, as a postponement of closure, is crucial to the trajectory of
Geryon's narrative, since the scene of Geryon floating over the mouth of the volcano,
"Photographs: #1748" is only the first ending.
Carson textually roots her temporal plurality in the modernist strategy of juxtaposition,
a spatial concept wherein meaning arises out of the gap between elements, like a collage in which each element serves the double function of honoring its own context,
while undercutting (and remaining separate from) another context; Carson, for instance, begins section 9, "Space and Time," with the assertion that "Up against another
human being one's own procedures take on a definition" (Carson 1998, 42). Here Carson echoes Ezra Pound's "ply over ply" (Pound 1934, 15) method, memorialised in
The Cantos. It appears that Carson most appreciates how juxtaposition offers a space
for detachment, rupturing T.S. Eliot's elevation of the textual "aura around a bright
clear centre" (Eliot 1975, 168). Therefore, as a literary device, juxtaposition expands
the text's reach, across spatial, temporal and generic boundaries.
To be truly effective, though, juxtaposition must expand knowledge of the unknown,
just as Geryon's sense of self grows over the course of the narrative: "Sometimes a
journey makes itself necessary" (Carson 1998, 46). Carson the essayist asserts in Eros
the Bittersweet that
We think by projecting sameness upon difference, by drawing things together in relation or idea
while at the same time maintaining distinctions between them [...]. In any act of thinking, the
mind must reach across this space between known and unknown, linking one to the other but
also keeping visible their difference. It is an erotic space [...]. When the mind reaches out to
know, the space of desire opens and a necessary fiction transpires. (Carson 1986, 171)
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And so it goes: Geryon "reaches out to know" and, thereby, shapes his desire. Thus,
we see that Geryon, over the course of the narrative, becomes a postmodern subject
according to Brian McHale's famous distinction, examined in the context of postmodern fiction, between the dominant (in Roman Jakobson's language), or overriding impulse, of modernism as epistemological and the dominant of postmodernism as ontological. These discourses in fact may run parallel to one another, rather than successively, since epistemological doubt "becomes at a certain point ontological plurality
and instability: push epistemological questions far enough and they 'tip over' into ontological questions" (McHale 1987, 11). And vice versa. In this context, the child
Geryon fixates on epistemological questions of "'How can I interpret the world in
which I am a part? And what am I in it?'" shifting then to ontological questions of
"'Which world is this? What is to be done in it?'" (McHale 1987, 9-10) once the maturing and adult Geryon discovers his own artistic means to actively recount and shape
his story as a collagist and photographer, though these discourses may overlap or reverse course.
5.

Conjoining Metaphor & Metonymy in the Postmodern Subject

In reaching "across the space of the known and unknown" (Carson 1986, 171), the juxtaposition of sameness and difference becomes merely another way of referring to the
juxtaposed set of metaphor and metonymy, as Kaja Silverman explains in The Subject
of Semiotics: metaphor and metonymy
assert neither the complete identity nor the irreducible difference of similar or contiguous terms,
but rather what Proust would call their 'multiform unity.' [...] Metaphor and metonymy can thus
be seen as signifying formations which facilitate a movement back and forth – a 'transversality.'
[...] [E]ach derives value and significance from the initial relationship of contiguity [in metonymy or conceptual similarity in metaphor], but neither subordinates the other [...]. Each recalls,
but does not replace the other; the distance which separates them is as important as their initial
juxtaposition [...]. [M]etaphor and metonymy are employed to create a dialectic of absence and
presence [...]. The two concepts are never simultaneously manifest; rather, there is an oscillation, in which the presence of one militates against the presence of the other [...]. [D]esire is in
effect nothing more than a series of metaphors and metonymies, displacements away from an
unconscious point of origin in which one term replaces another which it either resembles or adjoins, before being subjected to a similar fate. (Silverman 1983, 109-115)

The "'transversality'" of metaphor and metonymy – like Carson's secret of immortality
aligned with the infinite – can be witnessed in the cowboy-like figure of the gaucho
from the South American pampas at home in a vast expanse of space. Geryon finds
this mythos compelling, most especially, because of the gaucho's "irreducible difference" from himself. On both occasions in which the figure appears in the narrative,
Carson presents Geryon as the gaucho's spatial opposite: asleep in the plane above,
instead of riding across the plain below (surely an intended pun) and trailing behind
the group, rather than fearlessly leading it at the fore:
Geryon leaned his forehead against the cold hard hum of the double glass and slept.
On the floor under his feet
Fodor's Guide lay open. THE GAUCHO ACQUIRED AN EXAGGERATED NOTION
OF MASTERY OVER
HIS OWN DESTINY FROM THE SIMPLE ACT OF RIDING ON HORSEBACK
WAY FAR ACROSS THE PLAIN. (Carson 1998, 81)
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The yellowbeard rode proudly at the front
like a gaucho leading his infernal band
over the pampas. The gaucho is master of his environment, thought Geryon
clutching his camera and keeping to the rear. (Carson 1998, 93)

After all, Geryon cannot exert mastery over his fate – his death is already written into
his myth from the get go. Even as a child who has just learned to write, Geryon records the facts of his narrative, including, "Herakles came one day killed Geryon got
the cattle" (Carson 1998, 37). (Here, Herakles, envious of Geryon's "strange red cattle"
(Carson 1998, 14), assumes the role of the Gaucho – Geryon's polar inversion – who is
at once his murderer and lover.) Carson offers her readers a visual parallel to the state
of being at the mercy of fate in her image of the harpoon, a weapon set on its course by
an outside force (like the writer): "A man moves though time. It means nothing, except
that / like a harpoon, once thrown he will arrive" (Carson 1998, 81).
The only recourse to tragedy is participation. We dare not forget that it is indeed an
autobiography. Within the confines of the narrative, Geryon participates in the task of
the storyteller and the poet (becoming, then, an ontologically driven postmodern subject). In the first section of his autobiography, "Justice," Geryon – trotting behind his
big brother on his way to Kindergarten – notices that his brother (another gaucho-like
figure, for the cruelty he shows to his little brother, Geryon) sometimes "dropped on
one knee to pick up a stone" (Carson 1998, 23). From this act, Geryon surmises that
Stones make my brother happy,
thought Geryon and he studied stones as he trotted along behind.
So many different kinds of stones,
the sober and the uncanny, lying side by side in the red dirt.
To stop and imagine the life of each one!
Now they were sailing through the air from a happy human arm,
what a fate. Geryon hurried on. (Carson 1998, 23)

This is Geryon's first act as co-creator: in acknowledging the metonymic and metaphoric relationship between the stones (and the brothers) – both aligned as stones,
though some are "sober" and some "uncanny" – Geryon must hurry on, so as to "not
lose track of his brother" (Carson 1998, 23), but he wishes he could stop long enough
to create a narrative of each individual stone. Later, he determines to "begin his autobiography" with the recovery of a fragment of "an old war helmet" (Carson 1998, 29)
– surely a reference to Stesichoros's original, "GERYON'S WAR RECORD" (Carson
1998, 12) – and tales of "his own heroism" feature prominently (Carson 1998, 29).
Geryon is wise enough to ground his narrative in the murky site of transition:
This was when Geryon liked to plan
his autobiography, in a blurred state
between awake and asleep when too many intake valves are open in the soul. (Carson 1998, 60)

One of Geryon's first artistic creations takes the form of sculpture, a tomato to which
he glues some paper from his mother:
He had ripped up some pieces of crispy paper he found in her purse to use for hair
and was gluing these on top of the tomato. (Carson 1998, 35)

The sculpture is a collage with a built-in audience, his mother, who generously declares it "beautiful," although what Geryon took to be "crispy paper" (Carson 1998,
35) was in fact currency:
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Maybe next time you could
use a one-dollar bill instead of a ten for the hair, she said as they began to eat.
(Carson 1998, 35)

Just as Geryon is both the subject and the co-creator of his narrative, Carson, herself,
is both writer and reader, as she forthrightly admits in the beginning where she explains how narrative construction arises out of the mixture of bare events and an imposed plot:
[T]he fragments of the Geryoneis itself read as if Stesichoros had composed a substantial narrative poem then ripped it to pieces and buried the pieces in a box with some song lyrics and lecture notes and scraps of meat. The fragment numbers tell you roughly how the pieces fell out of
the box. You can of course keep shaking the box. (Carson 1998, 6-7)

She instructs us, too, to interact directly with the Greek fragments: "Here. Shake"
(Carson 1998).
6.

Balancing the Triad of Writer, Reader & Text in a 'Tale of the Tribe'

The relationship a writer establishes with his / her reader is crucial to the development
of the work's form. Indeed, it allows the writer to shift from a rigid form / content binary and toward a more inclusive paradigm that ties form and content together. The
Dickinson poem Carson selected for the epigram asks, "Can human nature not survive
/ Without a listener?" (Carson 1998, 22). Carson suggests, no. Not only does the listener propel the speaker to speak and the writer to write, the listener / reader propels
the writer to re-conceptualise the work's genre, now as a poem that is also a novel.
Carson's, like Silverman's, respect for the space between the two points of opposition
is not trivial – only then can the pair become a triad (writer / reader / text), and only
then can a poem morph into a novel hybrid, as the essayist Carson asserts:
Writing about desire, the archaic poets made triangles with the words. Or to put it less sharply,
they represent situations that ought to involve two factors (lover and beloved) in terms of three
(lover, beloved, and the space between them, however realized). [...] Tactics of triangulation are
the main business of the novel. These tactics are the ones familiar to us from the archaic poets
[...]. The novelists play out as dilemmas of plot and character all those facets of erotic contradiction and difficulty that were first brought to light in lyric poetry. (Carson 1986, 77, 79)

By challenging conventional expectations of genre and narrative temporality in Autobiography of Red, Carson ultimately makes her reader's presence in this triad necessary and binding: a literary contract. Such a contract with the reader reinforces the
source of Carson's narrative as an ancient Greek text and, thereby, a tale of the tribe.
Critic Michael André Bernstein, in his reading of Pound – a figure who acts here as
Carson's modernist guide – contends that a "tale of a tribe" narrative portrays "its audience's own cultural, historical, or mythic heritage, providing models of exemplary
conduct (both good and bad) by which its readers can regulate their lives and adjust
their shared customs" (Bernstein 1980, 14). Carson's novel-in-verse, then, aligns the
audience of Stesichoros's original text with her contemporary audience (readership), to
cut across time and space. Ultimately, instead of passionately and exclusively interacting with her characters – making her reader a passive witness to their affairs – Carson
creates a poetic form wherein the reader, not the text, is the ultimate beloved.
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Carson's gift is to shape a poem spacious enough to invite her readers in, as she asserts
in a 2004 interview in The Paris Review:
I think that's what poems are supposed to do, and I think it's what the ancients mean by imitation. When they talk about poetry, they talk about mimesis as the action that the poem has, in
reality, on the reader. Some people think that means the poet takes a snapshot of an event and
on the page you have a perfect record. But I don't think that's right; I think a poem, when it
works, is an action of the mind captured on a page, and the reader, when he [sic] engages it, has
to enter into that action. And so his mind repeats that action and travels again through the action, but it is a movement of yourself through a thought, through an activity of thinking, so by
the time you get to the end you're different than you were at the beginning and you feel that difference [...]. It's an action. It's a practice [...]. [The writer and reader] share [the space of the
poem] artificially. The writer does it a long time ago, but you still feel when you're in it that
you're moving with somebody else's mind through an action. (Aiken 2004, n. pag.)

7.

Conclusion: Energising & Rupturing the Literary Frame

Carson insists that her readers assume a 'position' that is interactive, dynamic and integral to the poem's unfolding. She even replicates this relationship when she does a live
reading before an audience: To mix up the rhythm of her longer pieces, and push the
listener out of the state of passive listening, Carson frequently integrates poems from
her first book of poetry, Short Talks (1992), into readings of her more recent works.
For instance, at a recent reading at the London Review Bookshop on September 28th,
2013, before reading aloud the short prose poem, "On Reading," from that earlier volume – aptly a poem about the position of the reader as herself as a girl – Carson readied her listeners to recite the final word, "Deciduous?" when prompted, with a question
mark at the end:
Some fathers hate to read but love to take the
family on trips. Some children hate trips but
love to read. Funny how often these find themselves passengers in the same automobile. I
glimpsed the stupendous clear-cut shoulders
of the Rockies from between paragraphs of
Madame Bovary. Cloud shadows roved languidly
across her huge rock throat, traced her fir
flanks. Since those days, I do not look at hair
on female flesh without thinking, Deciduous? (Carson 1995, 39; emphasis added)

Likewise, at the end of the narrative of Autobiography of Red, Carson's reader is
poised as desire (and the hero Geryon) is poised – on, in Carson's words in Eros the
Bittersweet, "an axis of paradox, absence and presence its poles, love and hate its motive energies" (Carson 1986, 11). It is the reader who propels the writer to postpone
closure:
Yet marriage remains the professed objective of every romantic hero and heroine [...]. [T]he intention to consummate desire puts the lovers at odds with the novelist, whose novel will end
unless he can subvert their aim. There is something paradoxical in the relations between a novelist and his lovers. As a writer he knows their story must end and wants it to end. So, too, as
readers we know the novel must end and want it to end. "But not yet!" say the readers to the
writer. "But not yet!" says the writer to his hero and heroine. "But not yet!" says the beloved to
the lover. And so the reach of desire continues. What is a paradox? A paradox is a kind of thinking that reaches out but never arrives at the end of its thought. (Carson 1986, 81)
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Although she must sequence the multiple endings, Carson suggests their simultaneity
and inclusivity. The second ending with the "autobiographical" section, "The Flashes
in which a Man Possesses Himself," includes not only the hero Geryon, but Herakles
and Ancash (Herakles's new lover, the third point in the lover's triangle).
While our three characters walk safely down a street in Jucu, a town built on the slope
of the volcano, the danger of the volcano still hovers over them. Spatially the final section, XLVII., is a near inversion of section I., "Justice," of Geryon approaching the
schoolyard and admiring the juxtaposed stones. As a schoolboy, he waited outside the
Kindergarten entrance "while the first snows of winter / floated down on his eyelashes
and covered the branches around him and silenced / all trace of the world" (Carson
1998, 25). In the final scene, the snow becomes flour from the bakery that "powders
the air around them and settles on their arms and eyes and hair" (Carson 1998, 146). In
each of these images, Carson offers her readers a scale-down proxy of a volcano, from
the school building, the oven, to Geryon's heartburn-filled body – the volcano, like
Geryon, has made the journey from a modernist to a postmodern trope. The flour and
snow, too, stand in for volcanic ash: From the fire that young Geryon imagines along
the corridor of the "long brick building on a north-south axis" of his primary school
(Carson 1998, 23) and "burned to baseline," terrifying Geryon and thereby forcing him
to "make his way along the long brick sidewall" instead of entering the "Main Door"
(Carson 1998, 24), to final scene of the adult Geryon witnessing the wood-burning
oven in the bakery, "a square hole filled with flames / cut into the back wall," and then
experiencing the "little spurts of acid" that "keep filling [Geryon's] mouth from two
red pepper tamales eaten fast a few hours ago"; ultimately, Geryon first faces the 'real'
"volcano in a wall" (Carson 1998, 146) as he walks with his two companions along
and the palisade.
Within each analogy, the fire is internalised, making Geryon's declaration that "We are
amazing beings, / Geryon is thinking. We are neighbors of fire" (Carson 1998, 146,
emphasis added) particularly apt. As human beings, fire or acid make digestion – that
is, assimilation or transformation of sustenance – possible. By containing the fire,
Geryon, Herakles and Ancash (our triad of writer, reader and text made tangible) are
able to remain within the temporal confines of the narrative, extending the reach of
desire, and holding open a space for the reader to enter and for "volcano time" (Carson
1998, 144) to remain in effect. The section closes:
And now time is rushing toward them
where they stand side by side with arms touching, immortality on their faces,
night at their back. (Carson 1998, 146)

Our juxtaposed trio stands not hand-in-hand, like Adam and Eve (and lurking serpent)
expelled from Eden, but with arms touching – their story is not over. Immortality remains ever before them as they are stationed on the cusp of a great expanse of space
well suited for the gaucho, the adventurer, a "master of his environment" (Carson
1998, 93); Carson does not give her reader Geryon's death at Herakles's hand (neither
with a harpoon nor an arrow, as in Stesichoros's original as per Carson's translation) –
"Arrow means kill It parted Geryon's skull like a comb" (Carson 1998, 13) – but rather
dramatic action in present progressives – thinking rushing, touching – in a hybrid of
narrative anticipation and lyrical epiphany.
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Such a balance between pre-modernist and modernist modes of writing called for by
Barth as worthy of postmodernism brings to mind Carson's recent piece of fiction, "1 =
1," in The New Yorker in which she negotiates (without resolving, mind you) the conflicts between the 'tale of the tribe' and the 'tale of the solitary traveller'. Her speaker
says she swims in the cold morning lake because "you have no personhood there, and
water is uninterested in itself, stones don't care if you can tell their story nicely" since
"existence and sense belong to singularity. You can make sentences about a composite
thing, you can't ask it to look back at you. Sentences are strategic. They let you off"
(Carson 2016, 61). And, yet, Carson does tell a "composite" story here as she does in
Autobiography of Red – one in water, the most unifying of all elements, and the other
in Geryon, an existence assembled from fragments that cut through time, space, genre,
and indifference to embrace Carson's final assertion in "1 = 1": "To mock is easy"
(Carson 2016, 62). Thus, the sentences do not let the reader off, after all.
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NICOLA GLAUBITZ (DARMSTADT)
End(s) of Temporality: Modernism in Literary History
and the Historiography of Modernity

The field of modernist studies is particularly sensitive to controversies on the nature of
modernity as a socioeconomic and political formation, and to the explanatory capacities of the concept of modernity. Why? Modernism, as Neil Lazarus (2011, 27-28) argues with reference to Raymond Williams and Fredric Jameson, contributed to its own
canonisation as a pivotal moment in cultural history, and as a unique mode of addressing the experience of modernity1: Novelty, departure from tradition, metropolitanism
and universality are core elements in self-definitions of modernist artists (Williams
1989, 33) corresponding to core self-descriptions of modern societies. Literary histories of modernism (histories of its internal structure as a period, or its place in literary
history), Williams argues, are underpinned by these notions and thus unreflectedly
adopt its self-generated categories. These thoroughly modern histories of modernism
have come under critical scrutiny lately.
A major impulse for this revision has come from postcolonial studies and the study of
world literature, both of which have drawn attention to the Eurocentric and Eurochronological character of current accounts of modernism. Another has come from globalisation studies and sociological accounts of modernisation that register modernity's
internal contradictions and problematic side effects.2 Shmuel N. Eisenstadt (2000, 2-3)
therefore stresses the multiplicity of forms that modernity, still thought to emerge from
a common 'core', takes in different cultures. He suggests the term 'multiple modernities' to account for them. Mostly, however, these impulses have found only symptomatic expression, first and foremost in an increasing dominance of spatial categories
for describing and analysing modernism and modernity. As regards modernism, Douglas Mao and Rebecca Walkowitz observe a tendency towards extending the temporal
limits of the period but note an even more pronounced geographical expansion of
1

2

Lazarus refers to Postmodernism or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (1991) here. Jameson makes the same point on the term 'modernity' when he characterises it as a trope rather than
a descriptive term (2002, 34). I am indebted to the chairs of the Anglistentag section, Annika
McPherson and Jens Elze, for many helpful suggestions before and during the conference and in
the process of writing this paper, and also to the thought-provoking questions in the discussion
(in particular by Daniel Hartley, Lars Eckstein, and Christoph Reinfandt).
Anthony Giddens' theory of late modernity or Ulrich Beck's accounts of reflexive modernisation
and 'risk society' are cases in point. In a joint publication Giddens, Beck and Scott Lash (1996,
10-11, 14) see the unintended but often detrimental consequences of modernity's achievements
– such as environmental destruction, existential insecurity, the erosion of institutions of the welfare state, and growing social inequality – as characteristics of a distinct phase of modernity
since the 1970s. The question raised by this internal re-periodisation is whether modernity has –
as the Frankfurt School has powerfully argued for a long time – been characterised by such
problematic aspects since its beginnings, or if these consequences are merely 'side effects'. I address the additional question of the unity or multiplicity of modernity below.
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modernist studies to encompass global and transnational perspectives.3 Scholars increasingly pay attention to the diffusion of Euro-American modernism, to modernism's
dependence on transnational dialogues, transfers and translations, and to different
modernisms all over the globe.
The widening geographical scope of modernist studies is part of the 'spatial turn' in
cultural studies since around 2000 which, according to Pheng Cheah, "is part of a
broader attempt to reckon with the implications of globalisation for the study of literature" (Cheah 2014, 307). The turn to space, however, has led to a neglect of conceptual
work on temporal and historical categories, as Fredric Jameson observes in his 2003
essay "The End of Temporality": After the end of modernism, "space was supposed to
replace time in the general ontological scheme of things" (Jameson 2003, 695); in aesthetics and theory alike, time and temporality lost significance. For Rita Felski, it is
(ironically) new historicism that has contributed to the development of "rich resources
[...] for conceptualizing space" at the expense of "temporal frameworks" (Felski 2011,
575). The first question this essay will raise, therefore, is why this neglect of temporality is problematic, and how temporality could be approached anew by drawing on the
lessons of the spatial turn in the widest sense. I will then discuss three suggestions for
writing alternative histories of modernity and modernism (by Jameson, Lazarus, Felski
and Hayot) that address these questions – not so much in order to come up with a definite solution, but in order to map some of the possibilities and to define the problems
at stake in a more differentiated manner.
I.
Before I take a closer look at some recent trends in studying modernism, I will clarify
why space and time, geography and history are interrelated categories in studies of
modernity. An appropriate place to start is the concept of Eurochronology. Arjun Appadurai (2005, 30-31) introduces the term for a critique of European models of writing
(cultural) history. The idea of history as a 'collective singular' and an all-encompassing
dynamics is, as Reinhart Koselleck has shown, a European invention bound up with
the self-descriptions and the self-justification of emerging and consolidating nation
states in the nineteenth century (Koselleck 1979). This notion of history is not identical
with the idea of modernity but shares a particular notion of temporality with it: Modernity implies a constant severance of the presence from the past and a progressive
development into a future that is not predetermined but open, and malleable by human
agency (see Eisenstadt 2000, 3-6).4
This idea of temporality is intricately bound up with a specific mode of structuring
space. Modernising histories (and, one can add, modernisation theories) order synchronous differences (found in different places) on a temporal scale which is, at the
3

4

Modernism is increasingly said to cover a time span from roughly 1850 to 1950, no longer the
years from ca. 1895-1945 (see Mao and Walkowitz 2008, 738). The postcolonial angle informs
e.g. Howard J. Booth's and Nigel Rigby's collection Modernism and Empire (2000) and Simon
Gikandi's Writing in Limbo: Modernism and Caribbean Literature (1992). Mao and Walkowitz
also draw attention to an expansion of the thematic scope of modernist studies, including, for
example, media and popular culture.
History, moreover, is thought of as affecting the social world as a whole, leaving no part of the
human and even natural world untouched (see Osborne 1995, 13, with reference to Koselleck).
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same time, a qualitative scale (see Osborne 1995, 17; Ferguson 2005, 176). Since the
middle of the twentieth century, nations could take the "progressive order of historical
time [...] for granted" and "anticipate their inevitable, if gradual, rise in the global order through a natural process of development" (Ferguson 2005, 167). This idea of history joins the notion of humans as agents of history with the contradictory notion of
history as a super-individual force. The spatial schema of centre and periphery, one of
the central distinctions in modernisation discourses, reflects the double normative
thrust of this idea of history: The narrative of modernisation establishes a spatiotemporal distinction between advanced centres and underdeveloped peripheries, and it
is assumed that the peripheral parts of the world will or must come up to Euro-American standards at some point (see Appadurai 2005, 31). As Homi K. Bhabha observes
(see 1995, 222), the difference between progressive and backwards, modern and primitive, 'already' and 'not yet' doubly excludes the so-called peripheries. Minorities are not
only thought to inhabit marginal, liminal spaces but are excluded both from the temporalities that count – from the 'now', the contemporaneity of the allegedly advanced centres –, and from history, as being unable and having always been unable to contribute
to its course in any significant way. In the field of modernist studies, according to the
American comparatist Eric Hayot (2012, 3-4), notions of Europe and North America
as a progressive centre of artistic and literary development and of 'the rest of the world'
as peripheral and lagging behind are still troublingly prominent.
The 'not yet' – that is, the incompleteness that Bhabha identifies as an excluding criterion in modernisation theory – is, however, a core element of modernity's self-description. The dynamic, progressivist and eventually totalising thrust of modernity derives
from the assumption that it is 'not yet' fully realised (but will be in the future). Marginalisation is therefore not just an effect of being excluded from 'modern time'. It can
also be an effect of being included into the unfinished process of modernisation, or the
uneven development of modernity (see Jameson 2002, 142). Spatial terms like 'the
global' or 'the transnational' as coordinating categories for differences are therefore
hailed as apparently less problematic alternatives to 'history' or 'modernity' in recent
accounts: The popular notion of globalisation, first and foremost, conceptualises differences (including different temporalities) in terms of the disparity of regional and
spatial perspectives (see Nassehi 2003, 218).
For Armin Nassehi, though, 'the global' does not amount to a simple replacement of
temporal with spatial categories, and space is no more a neutral category than time. It
cannot be separated from temporal implications (see Jameson 2003, 706), and 'global'
carries the same Eurocentric expectation of homogeneity that the concept of modernity
implies (see Cheah 2014, 306, 309). In this sense, modernisation theory, a "passed station in sociology and development theory," is currently "making a comeback under the
name of globalization" according to Jan Nederveen Pieterse (2009, 67). Is Eisenstadt's
(see 2000, 3) idea of plural modernities, positing European modernity as a chronological precedent with an undeniable worldwide impact, but no longer as a standard of 'authenticity' or a stage in development, a viable alternative to the converging narrative of
Eurochronology and the acknowledgement of perpetual divergence posited by globalisation?
What seems to speak for Eisenstadt's concept is the observation that modernity may
have lost credit as an analytical term, describing a historical development that can be
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taken for granted, but that it still circulates as a more or less fuzzy term in self-descriptions of societies. Moreover, it still functions as a promise of a desirable standard
of living and way of life associated with Europe and the US in many parts of the world
(see Ferguson 2005, 169). As an analytical term, the concept of multiple modernities is
more problematic, though, as Nassehi elaborates in a critique of Eisenstadt from a systems theoretical point of view: Stressing the internal contradictions of modernity and
the variety of forms it can take, Nassehi argues, is a typically Western form of addressing modernity (2003, 209). It contributes to an interrogation of modernity 'from within', much like postcolonial thought (209), but does not yet reveal the underlying structures of modernity itself. These structures, as Nassehi argues, are universal after all
and can be described as consequences of functional differentiation (219, 330).
Stripping the idea of modernity of its teleological implications is frequently premised
on the spatio-temporal concept of a global, extended 'now'. Pieterse's notion of hybrid
or 'mixed time', derived from Latin American culture, is an example for a temporal
concept that avoids the exclusion of marginalised populations from relevant temporality, and conceptually registers the "coexistence and interspersion of premodernity,
modernity, and postmodernity" (Pieterse 2009, 73) without an ordering centre or hierarchy. A similar concept has been suggested by Louis Althusser, who, from a Marxist
perspective, sees no alternative to an acceptance of a multiplicity of different modes of
temporal existence, emerging from different modes of production. On the level of theory, he rejects any totalising, coordinating temporal category: It would deprive these
various histories of their particularity by the imposition of a teleological and ultimately
Hegelian "'continuous-homogeneous time' which it was the point of the idea of differential historical times to abolish" (Osborne 1995, 24, see Jameson 2002, 79). Osborne
correctly observes that Althusser runs into difficulties here because his framework
cannot describe transitions from one particular temporality to another, and that means:
historical development.
Jameson's discussion of an alleged 'end of temporality' (2003, 706) in contemporary
postmodern thought and culture addresses a similar problem. The idea of a global present, he argues, likewise results in a timeless conglomerate of different temporalities in
nonhierarchical coexistence. Speaking of plural modernities in this context all too often results in a mere description and affirmation of a status quo. James Ferguson perceives a tendency towards narratives "about plurality and non-ranked cultural differences" in postcolonial thought which, he argues, easily entails a neglect of "relatively
fixed global statuses" and does not question a "detemporalized world socioeconomic
hierarchy. In this way, the application of the language of alternative modernities to the
most impoverished regions of the globe has become a way of not talking about [...] a
radically worsening global inequality and its consequences" (2005, 179; see also Lazarus 2011, 17-18, 21-22). On a more general level, Jameson argues that even though the
term 'modernity' can be applied productively to the past, and can even "generate alternative historical narratives" (2002, 214), it deprives cultural theory of a set of concepts
to detect, think through and envisage historical change, including a real alternative to
modernity, and the same holds for the term 'postmodern' (see Jameson 2002, 215).5
5

For a similar argument, also from a Marxian perspective, see Osborne 1995. Jameson's argument makes sense if one acknowledges that modernity is characterised by internal contradictions, unintended consequences, local as well as temporal variations and a capacity to change its
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Such an alternative is conceivable only under the auspices of an "archaeology of the
future" (2002, 215), an attempt to analyse the present from a supposed future point of
view. Neither extrapolating from the past nor describing the present in terms of modified concepts of modernity or the postmodern, Jameson argues, can achieve a new
sense of futurity and overcome the 'end of temporality' characteristic for many descriptions of the present.
Peter Osborne is less sceptical about the merits of 'modernity' for describing the present: The ideas of history and modernity, despite their totalising and unduly homogenising implications, can serve as viable points of departure for cultural analysis (see
Osborne 1995, 29) if they are historicised themselves. Lars Eckstein and Christoph
Reinfandt (see 2014, 122) likewise hold on to a concept of modernity in their discussion of Luhmann's systems theory, an admittedly Eurocentric and Eurochronologial
model. But they also argue that the limits of this concept and this theoretical approach
need to be more clearly marked. With reference to Walter Mignolo, they argue that
systems theoretical claims about the 'global design' of modernisation need to be confronted with 'local histories' – accounts of local conflicts and the turbulences caused by
modernisation – in order to arrive at a more balanced analysis. Johannes Fabian's notion of the coeval (time that is not only synchronous and contemporary but implies a
shared experience of time, see Fabian 1983, 31), finally, may contribute to a mode of
historical thought that can capture "the coexistence of different temporalities, without
either reducing them to a contemporaneous present or removing them from time altogether" (Osborne 1995, 28). The totalising impulses and the unsettling effects of modernisation and globalisation, I would argue, can only be described in their full extent –
and opened up to critique – if they are conceived of as a sufficiently uniform mode of
historical change, and if the terms in which 'modernity' is theorised are subjected to
historicisation and to a critical scrutiny regarding their normative implications. The
ends of temporality emerge against this backdrop as an attempt to think with totalising
historical categories but also against their grain.
II.
Some of the problems of historicising modernity are palpable in literary studies. Rita
Felski deplores a lack of engagement with the "temporal turbulence" (2011, 576)
brought to the fore by postcolonial critiques of Eurochronology in the way literature is
taught and researched: The problems emerging from the normativity of large-scale
historiography are avoided rather than addressed by remaining strictly within period
boundaries and by neglecting the question of how periods connect, relate and overlap.
New historicist criticism with its close attention to detail, she observes, tends to treat
and present literature as a merely chronological sequence of sealed-off 'boxes', while
shape constantly – something also suggested by Eisenstadt: "As Nilüfer Göle observed, one of
the most important characteristics of modernity is simply its potential capacity for self-correction" (2003, 11). The concept of plural modernities, then, neither adds explanatory precision
to the singular, nor does it avoid the singular's totalising implications altogether: Modernities
must, after all, share a sufficient number of attributes to deserve that denomination. Jameson's
notion of a 'singular modernity' implies that only the notion of modernity as a historical
'singularity' can express its own contingency both in terms of modernity as a socioeconomic
formation and as a concept in the self-description of this formation.
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historical contextualisation extends only to the immediate historical, intellectual, or
scientific context of a given text (see Felski 2011, 577). Felski suggests, instead, to
write literary history as an extended social history of literature that considers texts
within longer historical time spans and focuses on the institutions and personal networks of transmission, reception and criticism.
Following Felski's suggestions, a modernist text would not simply be read in its immediate, early 20th century context; the conditions of its canonisation or non-canonisation beyond modernism would be addressed as well. Its pathway through institutions
and interpretative communities would be tracked, and one could imagine following the
odyssey of the Odyssey from Homer to Joyce and beyond in this way. Felski's model
resembles David Damrosch's idea of studying world literature in terms of texts that
travel – to follow the diffusion of texts beyond their place and time of origin, and to
consider the ways in which they are translated, adopted and made productive across
the globe (cf. Damrosch 2003).
What one could object to is that these approaches seem tailored to already canonised
texts or texts that have had a wide impact. Furthermore, Felski's reference theory for
an alternative way of approaching literary history – actor-network theory6 – is a conceptual framework that pivots on the absence of an ordering centre or hierarchy for the
elements it describes. As in the case of Althusser's or Pieterse's multitemporality, different temporalities can be charted but not really historicised in actor-network theory.
And if one moves beyond individual works and addresses, for example, a heterogeneous movement like modernism, network reconstruction quickly becomes too complex
and tends to revert to the detail-laden and ultimately spatialising type of research Felski criticises.7
Fredric Jameson's suggestion to write the literary history of modernism after the 'end
of temporality' seeks to draw modernism out of the quagmire by its own bootstraps –
that is, by its own emphasis on form and temporality. He considers literary forms as
interfaces that on the one hand permit the expression of experience and on the other
hand impose socially established, ideologically determining constraints on expression.
Modernism's aim to strip traditional literary forms of their historical ballast, i.e. their
ideological implications, however, has been unsuccessful in Jameson's eyes. The formalist description of art, therefore, cannot claim neutrality either. A radical historicisation of forms – the description of their scope and limits, their social conditions and
their ideological implications – must therefore precede any formalist analysis
(Jameson 2007, xiii). Here, Jameson heeds Williams' warning not to confuse the categories provided by a modernist aesthetics, and more precisely a modernist aesthetics
6

7

Bruno Latour, John Law, Michel Callon and Madeleine Akrich are the main representatives of
actor-network theory. A central claim is that human and non-human actors are equivalent and
deserve a 'symmetrical' consideration (see Latour 2005, 10). Entities – like the objects we call
technologies, media or humans – are seen as configurations of human and nonhuman components. Actor network theorists 'follow these actors' (see Latour 2005, 78-79) and map their
changing configurations.
This seems to be a limit of the 'network' concept as coined by Latour; networks are not objects
but products of a description that can, in principle, continue indefinitely (see 2005, 122-123,
128). Almost any amount of detail can be integrated into the description of a network, and a
network study can therefore quickly resemble the dense web of historical and anecdotal evidence new historicism cultivates.
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seen through the lens of New Criticism (Lazarus 2011, 29), with the analytical categories of contemporary literary criticism. However, Jameson's analysis of modernism as
a correlate of modernity cannot completely escape the tendency towards a historicist
"inventory of forms" (2003, 706) either. The most salient problem for his analytical
approach is one he mentions in passing himself: "each successive realism can also be
said [...] to have been a modernism in its own right" (2002, 123) – and vice versa.
In his discussion of Jameson's and Williams' concepts of modernism, Lazarus explains
that some stylistic features, attitudes or structures of feeling associated with European
modernism seem to age – as Peter Bürger (2001) observes as well. According to Lazarus, "what would once have seemed 'ugly' now seems 'realistic'" (2011, 29) and has
become absorbed into the literary or cultural field. The scatological references in
Joyce's Ulysses are no longer as scandalous today as they were in the 1920s, but seem
to heighten a sense of reality. The tolerance for disruptions of narrative continuity, for
defamiliarisation strategies, or the presentation of fragmented subjectivity has grown
even outside the literary field, as one can argue for example with respect to postclassical Hollywood cinema. Critics like Benjamin Buchloh (2000, xxii), Bürger and
Jameson consider these tendencies as a wholesale takeover of avant-garde forms first
by the literary institutions and then by popular culture. Lazarus, however, holds that
modernist strategies are not generally doomed to complicity and assimilation. They do
not inevitably turn into new realisms in the sense of providing forms of expression and
structures of feeling that capture reality and experience by virtue of their novelty, and
by their erstwhile lack of conventionality. A writer like Kafka, Lazarus argues (see
2011, 30-31), has lost none of his unsettling potential because his texts still convey a
sense of 'disconsolation', and perform a negation of the social status quo that resists
absorption into the routines of literary criticism or mainstream culture.
If the strategies of European modernism can 'survive' their historical moment, they can
also migrate. This is Lazarus' wager on the productivity of the literary historical notion
of modernism for the study of postcolonial literature: It permits him to argue that modernist forms and practices can continue to unfold a critical potential even after European modernism, as a period, has ended (see Lazarus 2011, 29). It is worthwhile to
return to Jameson for a moment here in order to ask in which conceptual framework
these implications can be elaborated further. Jameson argues that the apparent transformation of realisms into modernisms is in fact due to a category mistake: Realism is
an epistemological category (a claim of truthfulness but also of novelty) while modernism is a purely aesthetic, formal one (see Jameson 2002, 124). But is a purely formal modernism without epistemological claims conceivable at all (if one does not naively subscribe to the modernists' self-descriptions), or a formless realism, for that
matter? Can we plausibly call a formal choice 'modernist' if it does not come with the
claim of novelty, and of being 'more faithful' to the experience of modernity?
Jameson's distinction locks realism and modernism into a mutually dependent yet instable pair that may express the contradictory structure of modernity itself (see 2002,
125) but is, in the next step, incapable of differentiating periods within modernity – a
span of time going back to early modernity at least.8 This difficulty cannot entirely be
8

Modernity is, in all of Jameson's work, strictly distinguished from the postmodern, and modernism, somewhat inconsistent with A Singular Modernity, is also distinguished from realism as a
period in The Modernist Papers (see 2007, 7). See Lazarus (2011, 29) for a critique of Williams'
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resolved if one inserts the realism / modernism dichotomy into Jameson's more differentiated, fourfold matrix of form-content relations on the model of Hjelmslev's linguistics (see 2007, xiv). The epistemological, 'realist' impact of modernist form could be
seen as the 'content of form', for example, and purified abstract form may be conceptualised as the 'form of form'.9 But the application of this matrix in The Modernist
Papers, where Jameson first elaborates it, does not include realism and remains confined to modernism as a delimited period.
Jameson's radical historicisation of modernist form can help observe different uses of
identical-looking formal elements (e.g. stream of consciousness, dialogue construction
in narrative fiction) across literatures, and invite comparisons between e.g. European
and Japanese modes.10 In the last consequence, it allows us to address multiple modernisms in terms of their different locations and historical conditions, but it ultimately
remains locked in a modernist paradigm of temporality: If the idea of multiple modernities implies different rhythms and speeds of development that cannot and should not
be described in terms of 'time lag', Jameson's model cannot adequately address literary
works that formally qualify as modernist but emerge outside its established period
boundaries.11 As a consequence, any artist "using modernist techniques in the 1980s or
1990s" will necessarily "be considered an interesting derivative of a series of formal
innovations already invented in, and perfected by, artists in North America and Europe
several decades earlier", as Eric Hayot remarks in a different context (2012, 3).
Eric Hayot's model of rewriting the literary history of modernism in On Literary
Worlds seems to differ only gradually from Jameson's at first sight. He shares Felski's
main objection to modernist studies, namely its conception of modernism as a sealedoff period.12 His alternative suggestion is a 'flexible structuralism', invoking an approach that, like formalism, has a reputation for being ahistorical. Instead of forms,

9
10

11

12

too monolithic concept of modernism that is not capable of accounting for the variegated political affiliations of modernisms: In postcolonial situations, Lazarus observes, modernist aesthetics
is frequently coupled with an embrace of modernity (and of emancipatory, anti-colonial movements), not with the critique or negation of modernity that prevails in Europe. In Europe and in
the US, furthermore, modernist critiques of modernity are launched by 'revolutionary reactionaries' (as Osborne calls, for example, Heidegger and Spengler; 1995, 164) as well as by progressive leftists. For an exploration of conservative aesthetic modernism and other 'bad modernisms'
see Mao 2006.
According to Hjelmslev, four combinations of content and form are possible: the form of content and the content of form; the form of form and the content of content (see Jameson 2007,
xiv).
This line of thought is pursued by Franco Moretti, who suggests to study (world) literature below the level of individual works (i.e. in terms of stylistic elements) or above the level of individual works, i.e. in terms of genres and their migration across time and space (see Moretti
2000, 57).
Lazarus discusses this problem (see 2011, 31) but also offers an intricately argued defence of
Jameson against the suspicion of Eurocentrism and the undue generalisation of colonial experience (see 2011, ch. 2). He refers to Jameson's 1986 essay "Third World Literature in the Era of
Multinational Capitalism" and the ensuing controversy, mainly led by Aijaz Ahmad.
The institutional specialisation on particular periods that Hayot also deplores may be a problem
that is particularly virulent in the British and American university system and less relevant, for
example, in Germany, where job descriptions tend to require even period specialists to teach
English literature at least since (roughly) early modernity. Still, the question of how to (re)write
these long-term histories against the backdrop of globalisation is virulent here as well.
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Hayot identifies three modes as interfaces that govern the relations between a work of
literature and social reality.13 Modernism is not seen as a period but as a specific mode
of addressing social reality, characterised by the negation and refusal of the social
status quo (a feature also prominent in Lazarus' concept of modernism) and by the
eventual suggestion of a new reality and new reality concepts. The mode of realism, by
contrast, approaches social reality in terms of affirmation and conceptualisation (see
Hayot 2012, 121-123): It has a keen interest in the empirical reality of the world, and
while it includes an interrogation of social norms, it accepts and predominantly naturalises a given reality, and it normalises cultural experience at a given time. It works
on the premise that the natural and social world exist independently of a story (see
Hayot 2012, 124). The mode of romanticism, finally, emphasises creation and destruction, that is, the idea that the world is a product of human imagination and consciousness, and that it can be imagined otherwise (see Hayot 2012, 128-129).
Even though Hayot's modes are named after periods, they are supposed to occur independently of them and are meant to describe ways of literary worldmaking across history and across places but within the confines of modernity – i.e. from 1500 to the present (see 2012, 7, 118). Modes, Hayot argues further, are always combined (or 'interimplicated', 2012, 131) either in individual works of art or in segments of history. One
mode may dominate in a certain period or in a certain work, or turn into an aesthetic
standard for a while (see Hayot 2012, 139, 140) without obliterating others altogether.
Hayot is careful to add that modes and variables are a set of minimal assumptions that
require rehistorisation and recontextualisation (see 2012, 143). Instead of historicising
forms within larger periods (as Jameson does), Hayot historicises modes across established period boundaries. The early decades of the twentieth century, then, can be described in terms of a dominance of the modernist mode, whose reasons and range require further historical explanation. Neither the blending of modernist elements with
other modes nor their appearance in other historical times is excluded here. Hayot
carefully avoids the implicit or explicit appraisal of stylistic novelty or originality that
is part of modernist aesthetics itself, and that also informs many literary histories.
Hayot's model is also capable of addressing the problem of 'precursors and latecomers', one that seems particularly relevant in the context of a critique of normative temporal schemas. Readers of Tennyson or Gerard Manley Hopkins are familiar with the
impression that some aspects of their poetry seem to 'anticipate modernism' while others definitely do not. More importantly, the modernisms in South American literature,
often misleadingly lumped together under the label 'magic realism', or modernist positions and stylistic elements in postcolonial literatures can be described (as in Lazarus'
model) without the attribution of a disparaging 'post-ness'. Furthermore, writing in a
modernist mode after the period of modernism is not automatically scrutinised for
signs of an ironic postmodern play with its conventions.
The terminology of Hayot's flexible structuralist model of literary history as well as
the problems it addresses are chiefly taken from European literature. Does his model
come up to its own claim of being transnational and transhistorical, and to create a parity between non-European and Euro-American literatures, then? Would we not rather
13

These three modes are further differentiated by variables, that is, by more fine-grained techniques of designing literary worlds. Hayot identifies six such variables: amplitude, completeness, metadiegesis, connectedness, character configuration and dynamism.
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need a set of categories derived from and applicable to, say, Chinese or Indian literary
history in order to really abandon Eurocentrism and Eurochronology? Are the modes
derived from European period terms able to leave behind the traditional periodisations
of European literary history? Hayot addresses this problem when he argues that literary scholarship needs to "[d]evelop periods specifically designed to cross national
boundaries" (2012, 162). Examples would be histories of literature organised around
socioeconomic formations – like literature of industrialisms or city-states, or literatures
of self-designated Golden Ages (see 2012, 162), or periods that cut across established
ones – like 1850 to 1950, straddling Victorianism and Modernism.
III.
Many of these suggestions still need more conceptual elaboration and of course have
to be tested with literary examples. Placing modernism in a history of literature that
takes into account the challenge posed by the term 'modernity' still requires such work.
The contributions to this work by Felski, Jameson, Lazarus and Hayot are not entirely
unproblematic in themselves, but can at least give us a fairly accurate idea of the problems involved in addressing modernism and modernity today: The repositioning of
modernisms between the transnational and the global 1) cannot be addressed solely by
expanding the geographical scope of modernist studies but must 2) also consider the
temporal axis of that expansion. Multiple modernisms, therefore, should ideally be
addressed in terms of multiple temporalities – or at least alternative concepts of literary history. And these alternative concepts will 3) have to steer clear of the Eurochronological implications of the model of advanced centres and the developmental time
lag of the periphery. They will also have to take into account the new historicist problem of 'periods as non-related boxes'.
The three positions I have outlined also demonstrate that the opposition of, on the one
hand, history as a collective singular according to the 19th century model – a history of
progress and development – and the avoidance of historical thought on the other are
much too simple options to come to terms with the global present. 'Modernity' as recruited in discourses legitimising and justifying imperialism, past and present, is not
always the same as 'modernity' in differentiated sociological theories that acknowledge
and reflect its normative implications. I would argue further that the idea of a single
history (or even a 'singular modernity', as Jameson's 2002 book suggests) is necessary
as a regulative idea in order to describe and evaluate a socioeconomic and political
formation and its genealogy. But I would also argue that we need partial, multiple and
minor histories that are sensitive to alternative temporalities, and that all too often jostle with and productively interrogate dominant narratives of history, time and literary
history. Only by juggling these demands may we arrive at a perspective that acknowledges the ongoing historical demands to overcome hierarchy often muted in globalisation theory, but without reproducing the developmental pitfalls of traditional modernisation theory.
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English in Multilingual Individuals, Societies and Schools

The term 'multilingualism' has become one of those effective, catchy words used to
stress an undeniable diversity and contemporary character of this phenomenon. This
widely used term is associated with the use of two or more languages in a specific
situation (cf. Clyne 1997, 110-111). There is no doubt that multilingualism as a phenomenon has existed throughout history and per se it is nothing new. However, there
are a number of reasons why the historical multilingualism is different from the one
we experience nowadays. The focus of this section though is on contemporary multilingualism. There is not only one definition of this concept, because diverse theoretical
perspectives from multiple areas are rooted in different aspects of using and learning
foreign / second languages (cf. Aronin / Singleton 2012, 1-9). It was not that long ago
when Sağın Şimşek (2006, 19) stated that "due to the increasing movement of people
[…] bilingualism and /or multilingualism have become the norm of many societies
rather than being an exceptional phenomenon" – a statement that undeniably illustrates
the additional complexities when it comes to defining the term 'multilingualism'. It is
important to highlight that multilingualism can occur on an individual level, as a
common reality within single families, as a common practice in educational contexts
or purpose-driven communities and in a wider context, within multilingual societies. It
is a mere reality that there are strong ties between multilingual individuals who live
their lives in multicultural societies, altogether forming the global community. In this
line, the themes for this topic originate in attempts to advance our understanding of the
nature of multilingualism, a reality we have been surrounded by due to a variety of
reasons linked to globalisation and migration.
1.

The Ideal 'Multilingual European Citizen' and the Real Situation

The long-term goal of the European Union advocates the ideal of a multilingual European citizen, speaking her or his mother tongue as well as two other (European) languages, resulting in the increase of individual multilingualism. According to the results
from the Eurobarometer in 2012, "the majority of Europeans (54%) are able to hold a
conversation in at least one additional language, a quarter (25%) are able to speak at
least two additional languages and one in ten (10%) are conversant in at least three"
(Eurobarometer 2012, 12). Undoubtedly the 'pro-multilingualism' EU initiative is
beneficial for a variety of reasons. However, there is a certain complexity behind such
reported results. For instance, challenges of specifying what exactly is meant by
'speaking' a language, or being 'conversant' or even consequences of the different levels of multilinguality among the speakers within one society still exist. Attempts have
been made to illustrate the difficulty of responding to the EU initiative of creating a
multilingual European. As an argument a reference to the existing language policies
has been made (cf. Vetter 2013). This EU policy of multilingualism has also been
criticised as unrealistic and over-optimistic (cf. Cabua-Lampa 2007). Arguments have
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been made in line with the "devalued English" (Weber / Horner 2012, 143) through the
initiative "MT + 2" (i.e. additive approach) as the majority of school learners in
Europe are rather motivated to learn the home language plus English plus another foreign language (MT + English + 1). This advocacy for 'plurilingualism' calls for a scrutinised analysis of the number of foreign languages introduced and taught in EU primary and secondary schools. According to data from official EU statistics it is clear
(cf. Eurostat 2014) that with the exceptions of Luxembourg (where pupils receive instruction in three official languages: Luxembourgish, German and French in primary
education) and Belgium (where pupils receive instruction in two official languages:
French or Dutch), the majority of pupils in primary education learn English as a foreign language – which is a mandatory subject in all primary schools in the EU.
Obviously, English has been viewed as the most important global language (cf. Crystal
2003) and as a crucial language in the multilingual world over centuries. This view has
been wide-ranging, encompassing linguistic facets of individual, cultural, sociological,
educational, and psychological dimensions. The dynamics of multilingualism are
rooted in its conceptualisation and in the complexity and diversity of the factors involved in the acquisition, processing and use of the language repertoire from diverse
perspectives (cf. Lowie / de Bot 2015; Schneider 2007). It is impossible to separate the
phenomenon of individual multilingualism from societal factors. Thus, ethnicity, nationality and identity shape the level of the individual's multilingualism. When it
comes to labelling states as mono- or multilingual, it is important to take into consideration the language policy of the state and the fact that this distinction is "not a fixed
binary opposition but a dynamic and shifting continuum" (Weber / Horner 2012, 69).
For example, by allowing regional languages such as Catalan and Basque to gain a
more visible status by becoming official regional languages in both Catalonia and the
Basque country, the advocacy of the EU plurilingualism initiative has helped to revitalise languages that are used less in Europe, responding to the oppression against the
ongoing linguistic regressions and to the challenges associated with them.
2.

The Contributions

The linguistic section entails contributions that address various fields of linguistics and
deal with the challenges of multilingualism from multidisciplinary perspectives: sociolinguistics, language policy, phonology and education. The papers in this section examine both the beneficial and the problematic aspects of multilingualism in various
dimensions, and they offer various challenges we need to address in the future; beginning from individual and moving towards societal multilingualism, language policy
and consequences, such as educational programmes.
The study by Nuria Hernández focuses on two very important aspects of multilingualism: the process of code switching and its contribution for identity formation. Her results are based on data collected from family group's English-German bilingual chats
with the free instant messaging application WhatsApp – probably one of the most difficult data to be collected considering the private character of such chats. The results
of this study show that the German-English code-switching forms part of a we-code
(cf. Gumperz 1982) with a function of constructing shared experience and a sense of
group identity, as well as a clear phatic intent (cf. Miller 2008). A functional microanalysis of the family group's code-switching habits reveals that frequent code switch-
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ing can be an indication of a noticeable pragmatic load and that code switching is indexical of the constant social negotiation needed for group formation and sustainment.
It is interesting to note that both the group formation processes and the contribution of
code switching for group sustainment are rarely taken as reference points in teacher
education programmes.
The contribution on the topic of "Forging a Linguistically Diverse Future: Implications
for EFL Teacher Education Programmes in Norway" by Dahl, Krulatz and Torgersen
tackles the topic of fostering multilingualism for teacher educational programmes.
This contribution is in line with the progressive Norwegian Education Act which actually advocates the idea for supporting migrants in enabling a so called "adapted" education, which enables pupils to attend upper secondary school in their mother tongue
"until they are sufficiently proficient in Norwegian" (Norwegian Education Act 2014,
11, 20). However, the importance of foreign language teachers in supporting 'multilingualism' has been neglected. For example, English is often treated as a separate subject
not related to the development of multilingual competence. The authors of this paper
report results from an online questionnaire. The results are based on collected information from 176 English as foreign language (EFL) teachers about their teaching experiences with migrant learners, teachers' professional training, and teachers' perceptions
about knowledge, skills and resources that are needed when working with minority
language students in the EFL classroom. The most interesting aspect of their study is
the inclusion of a special component within the survey, which aimed at identifying
important items for teaching multilingual individuals. Hence, the majority of teachers
considered knowledge of teaching strategies for a multilingual classroom, resources
for differentiated instruction, knowledge of language acquisition theories, and theoretical knowledge about various aspects of multilingualism as most important. The
findings of this study suggest important changes in EFL teacher training curricula that
lead to more emphasis on multilingualism in Norway.
This linguistic section entails an interesting paper dealing with the status of English
(introduced as the only official language) in a non-European country, namely Namibia
– linguistically diverse and an independent country, characterised by the co-existence
of a multitude of languages, e.g. English, Afrikaans, and German, as well as indigenous African languages. Alexander Kautzsch and Anne Schröder present findings on
language attitudes and on the vowel system of English in Namibia, suggesting that the
country's official language is in a transition from English as a foreign language to English as a second language variety in the multilingual and multiethnic newly independent country. Through extensive data based on language attitudes' questionnaire and
phonetic analyses it has been shown that English in Namibia is in an early stage of
"nativization" (cf. Buschfeld et al. 2014; Buschfeld / Kautzsch forthcoming). Especially impressive are the phonetic analyses about the two mergers and two splits in the
vowel system of English spoken in Namibia that have "unearthed tendencies towards
both nationwide and ethnically conditioned nativization of the pronunciation of English in Namibia" (Krautzsch / Schröder, this volume).
English as an international language in the globalised world contributes not only to
creating but also sustaining the multilinguality (cf. Aronin / Singleton 2012) amongst
speakers of ELF – English as a lingua franca (cf. Seidelhofer 2004). Similarly, within
the multilingual communities and societies the question of how to characterise and
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conceptualise successful ELF communication has been raised. In this line other questions seem to be important, such as what determines the success or failure in ELF
communication, what is acceptable or unacceptable and whether this is then grammatical or ungrammatical in Standard English. Till Meister raises an important question:
are typical non-standard structures of ELF communication indeed "generally unproblematic and no obstacle to communicative success?" (Seidlhofer 2004, 220). Meister's
study includes 142 speakers of English of various linguistic and professional backgrounds, who were asked to assess the correctness and acceptability of a selection of
common non-standard structures in written international communication. Meister sees
ELF as a communicative setting rather than a variety associated with a (global)
speaker group. He concludes that it seems advisable to consider the major native varieties, British and American English, as target varieties of language teaching and references, pointing out that "this must not be understood, however, as a suggestion to generally sanction the use of other structures" and, rightly so that "efforts should be made
to raise awareness and understanding for variation in English as a global language at
the same time" (Meister, this volume).
The aspect of Global English and its relation to the EU aim of fostering multilingualism has been addressed by Ursula Lanvers. In her perspective Global English represents a threat for the lack of motivation in English first-language speakers' countries to
learn any modern foreign languages. Her focus is the United Kingdom, where "education policy changes have caused a continual decrease in language learning over the last
decades" (Lanvers, this volume). Lanvers focuses on the UK, comparing beliefs on
teaching and learning modern foreign languages in four secondary schools among
three stakeholder groups: students aged 13 / 14, their language teachers, and senior
school management. The findings of this sociolinguistic study show clear differences
among senior management when rating modern foreign languages in education. These
differences are linked to the different schools' socioeconomic status and academic credentials. Hence, an important task for all educational planning and policy-making
processes should be to prevent that the future of language learning is possible for a
privileged minority only.
3.

Implications and Further Research Lines

On the one hand, the challenges discussed above need to contribute to outcomes which
have implications for global and personal communication whereby aspects such as
attitudes, identity construction and code-switching / mixing seem to be especially important. On the other hand, the educational systems have to face the challenge of establishing not only sufficient language programmes for immigrants but also teachers' professional training – with the overall aim of addressing the challenges multilingualism
brings with itself, especially in terms of the development of multilingual competence:
this is a crucial component of and for multilingual education. This is just one of the
reasons why multilingual societies need to adapt their language policies to current
situations, such as demographic changes, due to the migration of refugees. Although
the UNESCO has documented more general recommendations with regard to teacher
training and mother tongue instruction for more than a decade, there is still a lot to be
done:
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All educational planning should include at each stage early provision for the training, and further training, of sufficient numbers of fully competent and qualified teachers of the country concerned who are familiar with the life of their people and able to teach in the mother tongue.
(UNESCO Education Position Paper 2003, 31)

In addition, teacher training programmes would not suffice if there were a lack of educational provisions that consider the complexity of the acquisition process of third languages and the newest psycholinguistic results from the field. The additive approach
of the European Union attempts to establish links between the languages through
frameworks such as Language Portfolio and Content as well as Integrated Language
Learning (CLIL). In the case of CLIL the second or third language is used as a tool for
delivering non-language content matter (cf. Dalton-Puffer 2013).
In order to have beneficial educational improvements, teacher training programmes
must be founded on solid research-led concepts. These should take into consideration
such elements as the linguistic knowledge of individual learner backgrounds, the interplay of the diverse languages in the multilingual mind manifested through activation
and inhibition of the languages (cf. Green / Abutalebi 2013) and phenomena such as
facilitative and non-facilitative cross-linguistic influences (cf. Angelovska / Hahn
2012) realised on the performance level, as well as such transfer phenomena that are
happening on the mental representational level (cf. Rotmann 2010, 2011) due to a variety of factors, e.g. language typology, recency of use, language dominance, language
learning biographies etc. Hufeisen and Marx (2007) list six categories of factors that
influence the process of third language acquisition: neurophysiological factors as a
precondition for general language learning, e.g. general language aptitude or age;
learner-external factors such as the learning environment, type and degree of exposure
to input; affective factors such as motivation and attitudes towards learning; cognitive
factors, such as learning strategies and metalinguistic awareness; foreign languagespecific factors such as ability to make interlingual connections, and crosslinguistic
influences and linguistic characteristics of the learner's languages. Similarly, it has
been shown that learners exposed to more than one foreign language have enhanced
metalinguistic skills (cf. Gibson / Hufeisen 2003). Neurolinguistic results support
views that early exposure to foreign languages is a necessary pre-requisite for a subsequent efficient language use, thus deconstructing the myth that children are overwhelmed and confused by such an exposure (cf. Mattock et al. 2010; Tonzar et al.
2009).
Complexities and overlapping interactions of associated factors need to be taken into
account in order to further derive meaningful teaching implications. Raising teachers'
awareness about the multitude of factors and interrelated processes of the languages
within multilingual individuals still remains a gap to be filled (cf. Angelovska / Hahn
2013). More concrete attempts are needed that result in the creation of frameworks in
which the languages of the multilingual repertoire are linked and useful synergies are
being created. Evidently, multilingual individuals have different preconditions and for
them schemata-activation would require the establishment of links on the level of the
different modalities.
When it comes to the development of a multilingual framework in educational systems, it becomes inevitable to offer research results that lead to implications for new
pedagogical models. It is important to point out that there also are studies and cases
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where learners who speak three languages (their home language – different than English and the official language of schooling as well as English as a foreign language)
have not been explicitly distinguished as different from their more numerate fellows
who speak only two languages (namely, the official country's language and English as
a foreign language). However, as pointed out by researchers in Austria, "many studies
do not necessarily lack a multilingualism component as many of the children involved
learn English as their L3" (Dalton-Puffer / Faistauer / Vetter 2011, 188). The situation
in Germany is almost identical when it comes to the conceptualisation of the status of
English as L3 or Ln (beyond L3).
From the perspective of language ecologies, it is worth to mention another model that
adopts an evolutionary perspective and represents the dynamicity of the evolving
process of New Englishes. Schneider's Dynamic Model (2007) illustrates how language structures in the different varieties of English change and how linguistic and
social identities are maintained. One of the most prominent statements – inherent
within the model – refers to the variability of linguistic usage, thereby taking into account the importance of sociolinguistics and sociocultural perspectives and illustrating
the fundamental variability of human languages.
Failure to address needs and challenges associated with multilingualism can only lead
to situations of linguistic regressions and unrealistic 'linguistically pure' language systems. The phenomenon of linguistic purity is ideologically not different from the one
nation-one language approach imposing national or official languages and politics of
'integration'. Instead of the emphasis on one official standard target language variety in
educational settings, a new approach that builds upon students' existing linguistic resources whether heritage languages, immigrant minority languages or non-standard
varieties is needed. Whether Weber and Horner (2012, 151) were right when stating
that "behind such policies of integration, there often lurks not just a concern with social cohesion but also a deeper and more irrational fear of societal multilingualism and
heterogeneity" remains to be seen along with the question of how linguistic challenges
of multilingual societies and communities – be it through migration, mobility or globalisation – will be addressed.
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NURIA HERNÁNDEZ (DUISBURG-ESSEN)
Bilingual Encounters Online: Constructing a Common Linguistic
Code in German-English WhatsApp

1.

Introduction

The goal of this paper is to carve out connections between bilingualism and the linguistic construction of identity in the WhatsApp conversations of a group of GermanEnglish speakers who all possess the much-cited "native-like control of two languages" (Bloomfield 1933, 56). The dataset forms part of the Digital Media Corpus
(DMC) that is currently being compiled at our department.1 Our focus will be on the
possibilities that the speakers' bilingual repertoire (cf. Gumperz 1964, 140) offers for
the construction of personal and group identity, giving particular attention to their ability to code-switch between the two languages for metaphorical purposes, i.e. as a linguistic choice that can be seen as "a 'metaphor' for the relationship being enacted"
(Wei 2000c, 61; cf. Blom / Gumperz 2000, 126-127). The codeswitching functions
observed in this paper illustrate how "so much of our verbal signalling of who we are
takes place below the propositional level" (Joseph 2004, 19).
Over the last decades, codeswitching (CS) between different languages has been extensively studied by researchers fascinated by the "social spaces that arise through culture and language contact" (Negrón Goldbarg 2009, 1). In this study, based on the
group's chats with the free instant messaging application WhatsApp, we will see how
the German-English CS forms part of a we-code2 that is used to evoke and construct a
shared experience and sense of group identity, with clear phatic intent (cf. Miller
2008). A functional micro-analysis of the CS habits within the group reveals how frequent CS can, at the same time, be the overall unmarked choice and carry a noticeable
pragmatic load that is understood by all group members. In both its unmarked and
marked functions, this CS behaviour is indexical of the constant social negotiation
needed for group formation and sustainment.
Example (1) shows a first WhatsApp exchange that will become clearer once we get to
know the individuals behind the data and their linguistic preferences (translations in
italics; with date and timestamps):
(1) 02.05.2013, 17:58 – Josey: What's with the TIGER?!
02.05.2013, 17:59 – Josey: Or should I say tigerS!
02.05.2013, 17:59 – Simon: Me want wissen auch Me want to know too
02.05.2013, 18:01 – Josey: Dein Denglish ist umwerfend ;) Your Denglish is amazing ;)
1

2

We are deeply indebted to the speakers for giving their data to the DMC project, including personal
information about their linguistic, cultural and social backgrounds. Linguists working on computermediated communication (CMC) will know how difficult it is to obtain users' consent for private
chat data. The two sets contained in the corpus so far are, therefore, of great value for CMC research.
We-code in the sense of in-group (vs. out-group) code, not in the original sense of low-prestige
minority code (cf. Gumperz 1982, 66).
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Let me add that, since the focus in this paper is on multilingual performance and
pragmatic effects, I will use 'codeswitching' as the descriptive term for all conversations drawing on German and English throughout the paper. Although we will see that
the use of CS is partially unmarked, there are various instances that represent a "locally meaningful event," which is generally accepted as the delimiting quality of CS
versus language mixing (Auer 1999, 310).3
In the following, multiple examples from the dataset will be discussed with focus on
linguistic indices that point towards identity construction in the group chats. Before we
turn towards the data, however, let us, very briefly, take a bird's eye sweep of the intricate landscape of language-and-identity, or rather, linguistic choices-and-identity
needs. This interplay, of course, is so complex that we can hardly do it justice here.
2.

Identity and Language Choice(s)

As human social beings, we live in a world in which "social negotiations and renegotiations" (Edwards 2009, 13) of what we are and of how others perceive us to be,
are part of all communication, in the multifarious settings and contexts of everyday
life. While the need for "psychosocial 'anchors'" (ibid., 2), which lies behind it all, is
psychological in nature, the way we achieve the psychosocial continuity we need, is
mostly through language: through the expressions we choose, the stories we tell, in the
social roles we embrace. In other words, we have many ways of communicating to
others how we see ourselves, and would like to be seen. As our main semiotic system,
language provides us with infinite opportunities to satisfy these needs, allowing us to
experience, construct and mediate our identity – or rather the many different facets
thereof – "through communication as it is enacted" (Hecht / Hopfer 2010, 116). Identity can thus be found in all our utterances, as a variably subtle layer to all the messages we compose. The precise linguistic choices in a conversation – this goes almost
without saying – will naturally depend on the speakers' communicative habits and the
conversational context, crucially including the interlocutors' relationship and the channel and purpose of the interaction.4
By implication, the means that language offers for identity construction and projection
are even richer for speakers of more than one language, who may avail themselves of
an additional linguistic system, or systems, with their own possibilities. Here, too, the
choice to use one language or the other, or both languages alternately, will depend on a
variety of factors, once more including the relationship between the interlocutors, their
shared linguistic and cultural backgrounds, and the formality of the situation.

3

4

To be more precise, in the typology proposed by Auer the data discussed in this paper would
cover both CS ("perceived and interpreted as a locally meaningful event by participants") and
language mixing ("the use of two languages is meaningful (to participants) not in a local but
only in a more global sense, that is, when seen as a recurrent pattern") (1999, 310).
Gumperz (1964, 138): "Ultimately it is the individual who makes the decision, but his freedom
to select is always subject both to grammatical and social restraints. [...] The power of selection
is limited by commonly agreed on conventions which serve to categorize speech forms as informal, technical, vulgar, literary, humorous, etc. [...] The social etiquette of language choice is
learned along with grammatical rules and once internalized it becomes a part of our linguistic
equipment."
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General Approach

The interplay between linguistic choices and identity (personal, group, national, ethnic,
religious, etc.) has been studied from a multitude of perspectives in disciplines like
philosophy, sociology, anthropology, psychology, and the different branches of linguistics, including the seminal work by Gumperz and Blom, as well as more recent
studies of bilingualism such as Niño-Murcia and Rothman (2008) and Kanno (2010).
The present paper takes a micro-interactional, conversation analytical perspective on
bilingual strategies of identity construction and the different possible connotations of
English as a matrix or embedded language (cf. Myers-Scotton 1993a, 20). Following
social identity theory, 'group identity' is viewed as
that part of an individual's self-concept which derives from his knowledge of his membership of
a social group (or groups) together with the value and emotional significance attached to that
membership. (Tajfel 1974, 9)

By looking at how linguistic variants are used to develop a common linguistic code in
digital discourse, this study joins other recent research in computer-mediated communication (CMC) which explores identity dynamics in multilingual user groups in genres of medially written but conceptually oral communication (e.g. Androutsopoulos
2007; Deumert / Masinyana 2008; Hinrichs 2006; Lexander 2012; Paolillo 2001, 2011;
Rowe 2011; Siebenhaar 2006; to name but a few). Most of these studies examine larger speech communities from a sociolinguistic perspective, in terms of communities of
practice (cf. Eckert 2000).5 The current paper adopts a slightly different perspective,
focusing more strongly on the language code as a space for identity projection and the
connotations that CS may receive through regular use. It is generally assumed that
the context in which one of a set of alternates is regularly used becomes part of its meaning, so
that when this form is then employed in a context where it is normal, it brings in some of the
flavor of this original setting (Blom / Gumperz 2000, 127)

As one of the newer socio-technical modes (cf. Herring 2007), WhatsApp has become
highly popular since its initial release in July 2009, which shows that it fulfils a basic
social need.6 According to GIGAOM Research (Kim 2011), it was already being used in
250 countries worldwide in 2011, "delivering an eye-popping 1 billion messages a day",
and has now crossed the 800 million line of monthly active users, according to a statement on co-founder Jan Koum's Facebook page from 10.08.2015. The free instant mes5

6

Eckert (2000) adapts the original anthropological concept by Lave and Wenger (1991) for the
purposes of sociolinguistics. Note that studies of 'community of practice' vary in their inclusion
or exclusion of families. I am following the definition of Lave and Wenger, which does not include families per se (unless the family itself be considered the shared concern): "Communities
of practice are groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and
learn how to do it better as they interact regularly" (2015, 1). This is probably why Lave and
Wenger give the example of "a tribe learning to survive" (ibid.), instead of merely "a tribe".
As opposed to technological determinism. "Rather than researching questions which cast technological innovation as the cause and society as the effect, social science has developed the
counter-view that 'the technological, instead of being a sphere separate from social life, is part
of what makes society possible – in other words, it is constitutive of society' (MacKenzie and
Wajeman 1999, 23). Thus, before and indeed after any new medium is introduced there is a
lengthy process of development and design, of the identification of a market and the construction of a 'need', all of these being fundamentally social activities rather than purely technical
ones" (Livingstone 2002, 18).
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saging application is especially popular in European countries such as Germany, where
our data are from. Many users, including the ones introduced in this paper, spend several
hours a day on WhatsApp, conversing with family and friends. Starting out as a simple
texting tool, WhatsApp has quickly developed into a multimodal application, allowing
users to not only send text and voice messages, emoticons and emojis, photos and videos, but also to share their location and, since early 2015, make phone calls via the
WhatsApp calling function. The group chat function, which is central for our discussion,
was introduced in 2011. Its multimodality and unlimited message length, as well as the
free first-year trial period and very low subsequent annual charges, have convinced
many smartphone users, who now prefer WhatsApp to traditional SMS.
WhatsApp is generally used for casual, fast communication. Despite its asynchronicity, it provides an "illusion of adjacency" (Herring 1999, n. pag.) on smartphone
screens that compensates for time delays; despite the fact that most messages are still
written, i.e. typed, it is a conceptually oral mode which, in the words of Rowe could be
described as "soul-to-soul rather than face-to-face" (2011, 2). The different technical
and functional properties of WhatsApp, as indeed any other medium or mode, may act
as potential shaping factors for both language use and identity construction. Despite its
medial literacy (texting apparently still being the central function for most users),
WhatsApp is an application that provides ample space for "language of immediacy"
(Landert and Jucker 2011, 1425, with reference to Koch / Oesterreicher 1985), and
linguistic features like CS that are positively correlated with a mode's degree of conceptual orality and conversationality (cf. Paolillo 2011, 3).
4.

Close-up on the data

Let us look at the data and the individuals behind them in more detail (anonymised):
Users
Josey: age 31, university lecturer in English, balanced bilingual English (1), German (2)
Rand: age 22, just starting university, balanced bilingual German (1), English (2)
Simon: age 18, doing his A-levels, balanced bilingual German (1), English (2)
WhatsApp Conversations (December 2012 + March-May 2013)
7
4,451 total words; thereof: 667 English words (15%)
655 messages, thereof:
180 containing English (27.5%), thereof:
162 German and English
17 English only
1 website quote
3 individual interviews, in German (30-50 minutes)

The speakers, who will be referred to as WhatsApp users, are three siblings from a
family whose home has been in Bavaria, Germany, for many years. When the conversations analysed below took place in 2012-13 (before the users learned of our project;
and before WhatsApp turned into a more multi-modal application), Josey, the first
7

Not counted: abbreviations like lol; established loans such as gate, cool; names and titles such
as Star Trek, Iron Man; @ 'at'. Counted: expressions that may not be known to German speakers
in general, such as pub crawl, porridge. We cannot elaborate on the distinction between foreign
words and loanwords here, nor assess how deeply individual English borrowings are entrenched
in German or individual idiolects. For a discussion see, for example, Kemmer (online) or
Backus (2014).
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child and older sister to Rand and Simon, had already moved out and lived in another
part of the country for a few years, regularly visiting the family during holidays. Rand
and Simon were still living at home, although Rand was travelling through Thailand at
the time. Their common family background, in a nutshell, is bicultural, with a German
father and Kenyan mother, who tends to converse with them in English. As regards
language competences, all three users can be described as balanced, natural bilinguals
(cf. Wei 2000b, 6-7). Josey, who as a child spent several years with her parents in
Kenya and the USA, then in Bavaria aged 9-18, and then two more years as a student
back in the USA at age 18-20, is clearly the most multilingual of the siblings, having
learned Swahili and Kikuyu as a child, French at school, and also mastering some
Spanish. When asked which language she felt most comfortable in, she said English,
whereas her two brothers said German.
In addition to the WhatsApp messages, all three users agreed to be interviewed individually (30-50 minutes; post data production) about their cultural and social backgrounds and their habits regarding the two main languages used in the family, online
and offline. As it later turned out, information from these interviews provided important clues for the interpretation of tendencies observed in the data. The interviews cannot be reproduced in full, but we will take a look at a few passages that seem important
for the overall understanding of the group's self-perception.
When asked about how they perceived their WhatsApp group and their relationship as
siblings, all three of them said that they considered themselves a closed group, not
wanting anyone else to join. They all agreed that WhatsApp allowed them to stay in
touch more regularly, and more frequently, now that they were no longer all living at
their parents' home. Josey also mentioned that, through WhatsApp, she was now having more contact with her youngest brother, Simon, since it used to be mostly Josey
and Rand talking and doing things together before the group was created.
All three of them portrayed their relationship as based on mutual trust and understanding. Any of them can talk to the others about anything, including mishaps. Overall,
they see themselves as equals, despite their different ages and interests, as described in
the following extracts from the interviews (originally German, my translation):
(2)

(3)

Int.: When you think about the boys, do you think of them individually or the three of you as a
group?
I think both, because we as a family stand out in our town anyway, probably in the entire district, everyone knows us, that's obvious. But of course because of the age difference there is 'the
older one' and 'the little one', that's there of course. But otherwise I think both, really. There is
the boys and myself, and then there is the older one and the little one and myself, and then
there's us at the same time as a group. (Josey)
It always depends on the topic, if it's something to do with literature or general knowledge, we
ask my sister, if it's about sports or the like it's my brother, and for me it's mostly about movies,
fantasy, cocktails and stuff, always depends what we talk about. Of course, my sister is a couple
of years older, she's got more experience, so it's of course easier to ask her general things, but I
don't think any of us has the mother's role or father's role, looking down on the others. (Rand)

But Simon concedes:
(4)

Sometimes I do feel like a newcomer, I think, as I said I'm the youngest, I'm only now at an age
where they can have a proper conversation with me also about politics and the like. Previously I
just used to leave. It often happens that my sister and my brother talk but I don't join in, at least
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that's how I feel. Longer texts, too, and me thinking, nope, don't feel like reading that stuff now,
if I'm not part of the conversation from the start. (Simon)

All of them consider CS an integral part of their family's communicative behaviour.
When asked how they would feel if one of them suddenly stopped using English, the
reactions were:
(5)

(6)

I only know them [her brothers] like that, so if they'd start to only... I think it would even annoy
me if they'd use only [German]... really, what's that supposed to... If there was no English
anymore, that would be strange, I can't imagine that at all, it would be very strange... (Josey)
We simply talk in two languages, nothing special really. (Simon)

In addition, Josey observed that the English conversations of her mother include frequent CS to other languages, especially when talking to her Kenyan family. CS has
thus always been a natural part of communication at their home. Having moved a lot
during her childhood and teenage years, both the use of English and the use of CS
seem completely natural to Josey, and also to Rand, who was born just after the family
moved back to Germany from the US. It seems slightly less natural to Simon, who was
born when the family had already been living in Germany for some time and who
grew up with German rather than English outside the family home.
Although the linguistic behaviour of the siblings on WhatsApp cannot be compared to
offline contexts for lack of data, the figures provided above show that English, and
German-English CS, form an integral part of their online conversations. Of the 655
messages in our dataset, almost 28% contain some English expressions; approx. 90%
of these messages are in German and English; approx. 10% in English only. This
makes German the main language in the dataset, but not necessarily the matrix language in all cases. The main focus will therefore be on finding out about possible motivations for using English and CS in the data, i.e. on "what bilingual speakers achieve
by engaging in CS, rather than staying with only one language for a conversation"
(Myers-Scotton 1993b, 6).
Examples (7a) and (7b) show a German-matrix exchange and an English-only exchange, once more with English translations of the German texts in italics:
(7a) 29.12.2012, 15:33 – Simon: was willst dann machen wieder im bett sitzen und film schaun da
können wir a [auch] ins kino what d'you want to do stay in bed
again and watch tv, instead we could go to the cinema
29.12.2012, 15:34 – Josey: I second that
29.12.2012, 15:58 – Rand: Ja mir egal ihr könnt auch ohne mich. So wies aussieht brauch ich
heut eventuell noch wen der mich holt Well I don't care you can go
without me. So looks like I might need someone to pick me up later
today
(7b) 27.04.2013, 13:29 – Rand: So yesterday evening I hab [had] some action
27.04.2013, 13:30 – Josey: As in...?
27.04.2013, 13:32 – Rand: As in your clumsy brother twisted his ankle and lost consciousness
for a few seconds. Luckily I was wondering around with a couple of
Germans who brought me back home
27.04.2013, 13:33 – Josey: Good grief!
27.04.2013, 13:33 – Josey: Are you all right?!
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Basic Statistics and Shared CS Uses

A quantitative analysis of the amount of English found in the messages of the three
users provides a first clue to their linguistic preferences. The paired differences based
on the rightmost column of Table 1, i.e. the amount of messages with CS between
German and English, are highly significant at a confidence level of p < .05 (pJ,R =
6*10-11; pJ,S = 5*10-11; pR,S = 5*10-11). Josey not only sent most of the messages in this
dataset but has the highest proportion of messages containing English and CS between
English and German. Rand sent nearly as many messages, more than twice as many
words overall, but a slightly lower proportion of messages containing English and CS
between English and German. Simon, finally, sent the fewest messages, with the lowest overall proportion of English and CS between English and German. This could be
related to the feelings expressed in (4), and to other remarks in the interviews that indicate that Simon, despite frequently switching between the two languages offline,
feels more comfortable typing German.
User

Josey

Messages

Words

English Words
(% of Words)

251

1,096

292 (26.6%)

Messages
with English
(% of Msg)

Messages with GermanEnglish CS

91 (36.3%)

82 (32.7%)

Rand

242

2,342

331 (14.1%)

70 (28.9%)

61 (25.2%)

Simon

162

1,013

44 (4.3%)

19 (11.7%)

19 (11.7%)

TOTAL

655

4,451

667 (15.0%)

180 (27.5%)

162 (24.7%)

Table 1:

Amount of English used in WhatsApp Dataset 1 (DMC), breakdown by user

The results in Table 1 match the three users' self-assessments in the interviews very
closely. In the interviews, Josey herself as well as her brothers thought that she was the
one to use English the most, and that Simon was still the one to use it least, although
he appears to be using more and more English the older he gets.8
(8)

My sister, can't really say but I think she uses English the most. Probably because she uses English at work. You always notice that when you are with people who speak English during the
week, English is more present in your speech and text messages, so I assume my sister uses
English the most, then me, then the youngest brother. (Rand)

(9)

Int.: You mentioned that your youngest brother uses English more and more frequently in conversations at home. Is that also noticeable in the text messages?
Yes, not a lot more but he dares more. I think he knows that his English is not as fluent as ours. He
only speaks English all the time with ma but has not travelled a lot to anglophone countries.
(Josey)

Josey also explains that her language choice is not triggered so much by emotions as
by the interlocutor and topic. She tends to speak about work-related issues in English,
about German politics in German, and so forth. Swearing, she says, tends to come in
Bavarian dialect, since the dialectal swearwords seem less aggressive and more humorous. Also, she mentions that their mother does not allow them to swear at home,
which is why, when they swear elsewhere, it does not usually happen in English. Ac8

In the interviews it was also mentioned that Simon first spoke English as a child, then German,
then both languages later on.
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cording to her own observations, Josey also switches to English occasionally with her
German friends, but she tries to consciously nurture her German skills by listening to
German radio programmes and speaking German in her spare time.
Notwithstanding the individual differences between the three users, a considerable
amount of CS is going on overall, within and between messages, which supports the
view expressed in the interviews that CS forms part of the family code and can, in itself, be considered an unmarked choice. In addition, since they do not usually codeswitch with other interlocutors outside the family, it can be said to function as an ingroup marker.
Shared uses in the dataset include loanwords and widely known English phrases that
might also be found among speakers with no English-speaking background, as in:
(10) 21.05.2013, 11:20 – Rand: Ok würd gern noch weiter chaten aber ich muss mein zeug packen
usw Ok I'd love to continue chatting but I have to go pack and stuff
(11) 24.04.2013, 13:07 – Josey: Na dann, go for it well then, go for it
(12) 24.04.2013, 13:36 – Josey: Ganz zunisch [zynisch] gesagt: happens all the time
Put cynically: happens all the time

but also instances of CS with discourse-structuring functions in openings and closings:
(13) 11.05.2013, 15:27 – Rand: Ja hätt ich mal gemacht wenn ich in ne größere Stadt komme versuch ich ein zu besorgen. Cu Well should have done that, I'll try and
get one in a larger town. Cu

and sequential units, especially questions and answers:
(14) 11.05.2013, 15:23 – Rand: Ich hab bloß leider nicht so viele Bilder mein Akku lädt nicht mehr
richtig I just don't have that many pictures my battery doesn't charge
properly anymore
11.05.2013, 15:24 – Josey: Too humid?
11.05.2013, 15:25 – Rand: No idea
(15) 24.04.2013, 12:58 – Josey: Hast du Have you
24.04.2013, 12:58 – Rand: Nope
(16) 24.05.2013, 18:20 – Simon: müsst uns nicht holen don't need to pick us up
24.05.2013, 19:10 – Josey: Check :)

As Rand states in the interview,
(17) When we're talking, sometimes there are just words that fit better, in German or English, it just
sounds so much better, so we just say them.

A closer look at the data, however, reveals some interesting qualitative differences in
how each individual in this group uses English in his or her own way.
6.

User-Specific CS Tendencies

What is striking about the use of English in the messages at hand is that some of its
functions can be attributed (mainly) to one specific user. Josey, for instance, is the one
her brothers often turn to for advice, which might be expected considering the age gap.
What is more interesting from our perspective is that, when she gives advice, she
clearly prefers to give it in English. Of the 47 English comments found in the dataset,
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36 were made by Josey, and all 4 instances of English advisory suggestions are also
hers (see example (20)):
(18) 18.03.2013, 20:59 – Rand: [sends photo of the family's cat lying on the carpet]
18.03.2013, 21:02 – Josey: chill'n
(19) 24.04.2013, 13:25 – Rand: Übrigens verschwand der Typ 67 spurlos in Myanmar By the way
this guy vanished without a trace in Myanmar in 67
24.04.2013, 13:26 – Simon: Auch nicht schlecht Not bad
24.04.2013, 13:27 – Josey: Ok... yikes. Great place though
(20) 19.04.2013, 13:35 – Simon: was hast vergessen? what did you forget?
19.04.2013, 13:36 – Rand: Den lonley-planet für Thailand the lonely planet for Thailand
19.04.2013, 13:36 – Simon: was ist des? what's that?
19.04.2013, 13:37 – Rand: Der Reiseführer the travel guide
19.04.2013, 13:52 – Josey: Buy a new one...

Rand, on the other hand, is the one who writes the longest messages in English. The
story-like messages he sends to his siblings during his trip around Thailand differ from
the others' much shorter messages in length and style. This seems to reflect his fondness of movies and the fantasy fictional genre, as mentioned in (3). From the interviews with Josey and Rand we also know that both of them love to read and discuss
literary texts, and that the texts they read are usually in English, which may have an
influence on their language choice in related contexts. The following example in (21)
takes up the exchange already shown in (7b):
(21) 27.04.2013, 13:29 – Rand: So yesterday evening I hab [had] some action
27.04.2013, 13:30 – Josey: As in...?
27.04.2013, 13:32 – Rand: As in your clumsy brother twisted his ankle and lost consciousness
for a few seconds. Luckily I was wondering around with a couple of
Germans who brought me back home
27.04.2013, 13:33 – Josey: Good grief! Are you all right?!
27.04.2013, 13:36 – Rand: Yeah it was on the way home and happened like 200 meters from
my guesthouse. Today I don't even have a sore foot. But you can
imagine the fuss. It took some time to convince them that I don't
need too go too the hospital
27.04.2013, 13:37 – Josey: Yeah, I can totally imagine that. So I guess you 'worked' half the night?
27.04.2013, 13:42 – Rand: Actually no just keeping my thoughts straight no actual "work"
needed. I met 2 other Germans who were staying at my guesthouse.
The one my age who's flying back home next week after 6 months
and an sold hippie who complained that there isn't any weed in
Thailand anymore 30 years ago everything was better
27.04.2013, 13:45 – Josey: Sounds like fab company ;)
27.04.2013, 13:46 – Rand: yeah a great evening.

Unlike his brother and sister, Simon uses much less English in his messages (as seen in
Table 1), which supports his statement from the interview that he feels more comfortable
using German, especially in typing. A revealing exchange between Simon and Josey ((1),
repeated for convenience in (22)) was found in the data which shows that, in MyersScotton's terms, Simon is still trying to sound out the acceptable use of CS as an index for
the rights-and-obligations sets represented by German and English in the group.
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(22) 02.05.2013, 17:58 – Josey [@Rand]: What's with the TIGER?!
02.05.2013, 17:59 – Josey: Or should I say tigerS!
02.05.2013, 17:59 – Simon: Me want wissen auch Me want to know too
02.05.2013, 18:01 – Josey: Dein Denglish ist umwerfend ;) Your Denglish is amazing ;)

According to Myers-Scotton (1993, 7),
each linguistic variety used in CS has socio-psychological associations, making it indexical of a
rights-and-obligations set. […] Code choices become associated as the unmarked indices of
specific rights-and-obligations sets in specific interaction types.

Simon's attempt in (22) could, therefore, also be interpreted as a negotiation to change
into a different rights-and-obligations set, by joining the CS behaviour of his older siblings and thus becoming more closely connected.
As an addition to this description, I would like to propose that frequent CS which functions as an in-group marker, as is the case in our data, be considered a code choice in itself. Thus, Simon's missed attempt in (22) would be a clear phatic, i.e. social move for
equal in-group membership. If we remember his mentioning in (4) that he sometimes still
feels like a newcomer to the group, being the youngest and only starting to become involved in his sister's and brother's conversations, and taking into account his less frequent
use of English, such an interpretation suggests itself. While we do not know whether the
move is perceived as such by the other group members, Josey's answer solidifies the impression that Simon does not yet know how to adequately use CS in the context of the
group, starting with structural constraints. In Silverstein's (cf. 2003, 196) words, his CS is
appropriate to context but not effective, due to its faulty form. What we can observe in
the subsequent data is that he makes no further attempt at intrasentential CS.
7.

The Parental Code

Perhaps the most intriguing finding in our dataset has been the 'parental code': instances where the siblings use English to refer to their parents or home, or where English is used in a typically parental context, e.g. for advice or help. The hunch that the
motivation to use English in these examples might be the reflection of common parental practices experienced at home was later confirmed by the interviews. According to
the users themselves, they would usually turn to their mother when experiencing problems or needing help, which is why they associate such contexts with English (remember the above quotation from Blom / Gumperz 2000).
Some of Josey's messages in the previous examples, such as (20) "Buy a new one...",
or (21) "Good grief! Are you all right?!" are close to this category. Despite the fact
that, as Rand says in (3), none of the three siblings takes on "the mother's role or father's role," Josey occasionally gives advice to her younger brothers that sounds caring
in a motherly way. In his interview, Simon also mentioned that
(23) If I've been talking for a longer time to my mother, and then start talking to my sister, I'm
probably using English. (Simon)

The examples presented in the following, however, are of a slightly different flavour,
using English to allude more directly to the shared parental background and practices
influenced, predominantly, by their mother's preference for English.
In (24), the only English phrase in the German matrix is 'orders from home',
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(24) 29.12.2012, 16:36 – Josey: Kann der Herr scho selber machen wenn er das Auto heim bringt
(Orders from home, falls Du trinken willst) His majesty can do that
himself when he takes the car home (Orders from home, if you want
to drink)

in (25), the conversation switches to English when reference is made to their mother:
(25) 12.04.2013, 8:36 – Josey: Viell. noch so Powerriegel/energy bars Maybe add some energy bars
12.04.2013, 8:37 – Rand: Gute idee Good idea
12.04.2013, 8:37 – Josey: Als "Notfallproviant" As "emergency supply"
12.04.2013, 8:37 – Josey: Oh and ask Mom if she still has the tiny travel S&H

The exchange in (26) took place on the day Rand arrived at his hotel in Thailand. As
can be seen in the first few lines, his first message is in German, but he then switches
to English to ask his siblings to "tell the parents". Simon responds by relaying their
mother's question how the trip has been so far, to which Rand responds with some details. All of this takes place in English, before Simon switches back to German.
(26) 23.04.2013, 14:50 – Rand: Also bin im hotel hab Internet und geh jetzt erst mal duschen Am at the
hotel have Internet access and will now take a shower for starters
23.04.2013, 14:50 – Rand: [sends photo of hotel]
23.04.2013, 14:51 – Josey: :))))))
23.04.2013, 14:53 – Rand: Yeah pls tell the parents
23.04.2013, 14:53 – Simon: gradgemacht done
23.04.2013, 14:55 – Simon: Ma is asking how the flight was and the trip to the hotel?
23.04.2013, 14:56 – Rand: The flight was great but it took me three hours. Too find the hotel
23.04.2013, 14:57 – Simon: Haha that was clear :-D did you take the train?
23.04.2013, 14:57 – Rand: But u already met an American tourist and we hit it off
23.04.2013, 14:57 – Rand: Yeah in the beginning it looked easy but it wasn't
23.04.2013, 14:58 – Simon: Super! war doch klar reist ihr zam weiter? Great! so predictable
will you be travelling together?

One day later, Rand is having problems with his credit card, which has been rejected.
Whereas he still seeks help in German, Josey answers in English. Her suggestions in
turns 4, 5 and 7 are in English, as is typical for her, until she is at a loss herself and
finishes the exchange with "Wait I'll call Mom".
(27) 24.04.2013, 12:48 – Rand: woran kanns liegen soll ich meine Bank kontaktieren usw.?
why is that should I contact my bank?
24.04.2013, 12:48 – Josey: Yes
24.04.2013, 12:48 – Rand: Yes?
24.04.2013, 12:48 – Josey: Could be that they locked it.
24.04.2013, 12:49 – Josey: Did you tell them you'll be i Thailsnd?
24.04.2013, 12:50 – Rand: Aber das sollte doch beim online banking angezeigt werden außer[dem] hab ich denen gesagt wo ich bin But that should appear on
the screen during online banking besides I told them where I am
24.04.2013, 12:50 – Josey: If you use your card ina different country and you didn't 'warn' the
bank
24.04.2013, 12:50 – Josey: Oh ok
24.04.2013, 12:50 – Josey: That's weird
24.04.2013, 12:51 – Josey: Wait I'll call Mom
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And finally, example (28) shows a code-switch in a message from Rand, in an advisory imperative mentioning their father in English:
(28) 14.05.2013, 12:44 – Rand: Ask dad der hat alle Infoa [Infos] Ask dad he has all the infos

8.

Conclusion

The goal of this paper was to analyse the interplay between bilingualism and identity
construction in the spontaneous conversational data of three bilingual siblings. A combined quantitative and qualitative analysis of language choices in their group chats on
WhatsApp provided insights into their linguistic preferences, as indices of identity on
both a personal (differences) and group level (shared uses).
The group's active use of German and English, and the frequent use of CS between
and within their messages, can be taken as an index for the linguistic practices they
grew up with, and hence for their common, multicultural background as the 'macrocontextual surround' (Silverstein 2013, 201). Despite the fact that CS is a generally
unmarked linguistic behaviour in the siblings' family, we can still maintain that it is
"always a reminder to the addressee that the speaker has the multiple identities associated with each of the linguistic varieties involved" (Myers-Scotton 1993b, 7). By
switching between the two languages to varying degrees, the three users differ in how
strongly they reference and emphasise these multiple identities, and in how much
weight they give to CS as an in-group maker.
As regards comparability with other studies, a written but conceptually oral mode like
WhatsApp cannot be expected to conform to findings for spontaneous speech or analogue writing. While we can agree that frequency of CS can be used as an indicator to
"measure bilingual ability" (Poplack 1980, 615) and that a certain frequency of CS can
be expected among balanced bilinguals, our data do not support the claim that in-group
membership favours intrasentential, intimate CS as observed in face-to-face settings
(ibid., 589-90). On the one hand, the messages at hand are written text, where less CS
is usually expected than in speech; on the other hand, WhatsApp is a less 'regulated
space' than traditional, formal writing (cf. Sebba 2002), which makes CS more likely
to occur. As a private, informal, readily available means, WhatsApp offers the group
the sort of intimate conversational space in which private varieties can be seen to
emerge (cf. Rowe 2011), which may differ considerably from those found in both
speech and traditional writing.
It was, therefore, not the type of CS that was informative to us (intimate vs. emblematic)
but its quality and function; it was not the structure of CS that interested us but its indexicality. The question is not whether Simon would have made the same mistake as in
(22) when talking to his sister and brother face-to-face or on the phone (though he
probably wouldn't have) but what he wanted to tell the other group members by trying to
adapt to their linguistic norms. It is not only the quantity of English words found in the
siblings' messages but the indexicality of their language choice – for telling stories, commenting and giving advice, referring to their parents or adopting the linguistic practices
observed at home – pointing to their individual preferences, as well as what they share.
In summary, both the use of English and the CS observed in this study are indexical of
a continued negotiation and consolidation of the users' personal and group identity, of
continued identity work achieved via an in-group code. In its varying functions, it ex-
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ploits the pragmatic force of language (cf. Myers-Scotton 1993b, 6) and helps the
group construct a shared experience every time it occurs. It does so by being the overall unmarked choice that feels completely natural to them as an essential part of their
family's way to communicate with each other. At the same time, however, some instances appear to be marked to the extent that, when asked about their language
choice, the users were able to reconstruct underlying motivations. This was the case
with Josey's more frequent use of English (as compared to her brothers), Simon's feeling of being less fluent in English than his siblings, and trying to change that, Rand's
story-telling, which, when asked about, he related himself to his fondness for English
movies and literature, and the 'parental code', relating their conversations to their
shared background as siblings within a bilingual family.
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ANNE DAHL, ANNA KRULATZ AND EIVIND N. TORGERSEN
(TRONDHEIM, NORWAY)
Forging a Linguistically Diverse Future:
Implications for EFL Teacher Education Programmes in Norway1

Similar to other Western European countries, Norway has seen a rapid increase in its
immigrant population (Statistics Norway 2015). The Norwegian government and the
Directorate of Education and Training (Utdanningsdirektoratet) have offered several
incentives to support the development of Norwegian language programmes for immigrants. The Norwegian Education Act states that "pupils attending upper secondary
education and training who have a mother tongue other than Norwegian or Sami have
the right to adapted education in Norwegian until they are sufficiently proficient in
Norwegian" (Education Act 2013). However, contrary the European Council's recognition of the foreign language teachers' crucial role in supporting multilingualism
(Council of Europe 2005), English is often treated as a separate subject not related to
the development of multilingual competence. We used an online questionnaire to collect information about English as a foreign language (EFL) teachers' professional
training that focuses on multilingualism, and EFL teachers' perceptions about knowledge, skills and resources needed to work with minority language students in the EFL
classroom. This paper provides a brief overview of the findings from the survey in the
light of existing EFL teacher education programmes in Norway and suggests important
changes in EFL teacher training curricula that lead to more emphasis on multilingualism. As an example, the development of a Master's degree in English language teaching, planned to be offered at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU) as of fall 2017, is discussed.
1.

Language Education for Immigrants to Norway

As of 2015, about 670,000 immigrants and 135,600 children born to non-Norwegian
parents from 222 different countries and independent regions resided in Norway,
which constitutes about 11% of the country's population (Statistics Norway 2015). The
immigrant population is quite heterogeneous, with the largest groups coming from Poland, Lithuania, Sweden, Latvia, Eritrea, Germany, Somalia, Afghanistan, the Philippines and Iceland. Figure 1 illustrates the increase in the number of first generation
immigrants in Sør-Trøndelag, a county in central Norway.

1

This paper presents a summary of findings originally published in the following sources: Dahl,
Anne; Krulatz, Anna (2016): "Engelsk som tredjespråk: Har lærere kompetanse til å støtte flerspråklighet?" Acta Didactica Norge 10.1, Art. 4; Krulatz, Anna; Torgersen, Eivind (2016): "The
Role of the EFL Classroom in Maintaining Multilingual Identities: Issues and Considerations in
Sør-Trøndelag Public Schools," in: Álvarez Valencia, José Aldemar; Amanti, Cathy; Keyl,
Shireen; Mackinney, Erin (eds.): Critical Views on Teaching and Learning English around the
Globe. Charlotte, NC: Information Age Publishing, 53-68.
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First generation immigrants without Norwegian background in Sør-Trøndelag

The Norwegian Education Act (1998) guarantees students attending upper secondary
education whose mother tongue is not Norwegian or Sami the right to support in the
Norwegian language until they have developed sufficient language skills to follow the
curriculum in mainstream classes. If necessary, as deemed by their results on tests of
Norwegian and L1 language skills developed by the National Center for Multicultural
Education and the Directorate of Education and Training, these students are also entitled to mother tongue instruction, transitional bilingual education, i.e., a bridge programme in which students receive instruction in both Norwegian and L1, or both. If
mother tongue instruction or bilingual teaching cannot be provided due to the lack of
adequately prepared teaching staff, it is the local education authority's responsibility to
provide other forms of adapted instruction to meet the student's needs, as far as this is
possible. For instance, in-class one-on-one or small group support activities lead by
community volunteers who speak the child's L1, or simplified teaching materials in
Norwegian can be provided. Immigrant children often receive transitional bilingual
education at either a 'mottaksskole', a school specially designated to provide education
for immigrant children, or in a 'mottaksgruppe' that provides transitional education for
immigrant children within a school also attended by Norwegian children. In transitional education classes, students learn to speak, read and write in Norwegian; they
gain knowledge about the Norwegian community and the local school community in
order to become socially integrated; and, if possible, receive grade level appropriate
content in subject areas that is taught along the Norwegian language.
What is problematic about this approach to immigrant student education in Norway is
that the development of proficiency in Norwegian, i.e., attainment of language skills
that allow students to function in the mainstream classroom, is heavily stressed, while
mother tongue maintenance (and thus additive bilingualism) is not actively promoted.
In particular, once non-Norwegian students enter mainstream education, very little
support is provided for development of language learning strategies, metalinguistic
awareness, and maintenance of literacy skills in the first language (Krulatz / Torgersen
2016). This is unfortunate, given that all these factors are important for successful
multilingual development. Effective learning strategies, for example, positively impact
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the acquisition of new languages (e.g., Ender 2007; Mißler 2000), which in this case
includes further development in the majority language as well as the acquisition of
foreign languages including English. Metalinguistic awareness, defined as "the ability
to focus on linguistic form and to switch focus between form and meaning" (Jessner
2008a, 277) has been found to not only result from, but also to facilitate multilingual
acquisition (Jessner 1999, 2008a). Literacy skills in the first language are important in
order to maintain a connection to the home culture, but are also beneficial for the development of literacy in further languages (cf. Cummins 1991).
2.

Education for Multilingualism

The reality minority language children in Norway face is detached from current research findings in applied linguistics and bilingual education which stress the role of
bi- and multilingual repertoires as valuable personal and community resources (cf.
Clyne 2007; Cummins 2005; de Bot / Gorter 2005). Current research on bi- and multilingualism suggests that multilingual competence has several benefits, including cognitive, social and linguistic advantages over monolinguals (cf. Jessner 2008b). For example, bilingual children have been found to have more developed metalinguistic
awareness in comparison with monolingual speakers (cf. Bialystok 2011) and can
benefit from more advanced literacy skills (cf. Cummins 2001). Research also suggests that the mother tongue can serve as a foundation and resource that facilitates the
acquisition of consecutive languages (cf. Cummins 2005). Researchers of multilingualism also postulate that multilingualism should be treated as a norm as the number
of multilinguals in the world likely exceeds that of monolinguals, and also argue that
monolingual competence cannot be used as a yardstick to measure multilingual competence (cf. Cenoz / Hoffman 2003; Cook 1999, 2009; Grosjean 2010).
While the above findings indicate that bi- and multilingualism is beneficial in itself,
research also implies that the lack of reinforcement of bilingual identities and bilingual
language development can lead to disengagement from the home language and culture,
and, as a result, language attrition, i.e., reduction or loss of a language, can occur (cf.
Cummins 2005). Lack of support for the home language and culture and underdeveloped literacy in the first language can impede the development of consecutive language systems (cf. Cummins, 2007). Educational environments that treat languages as
single entities and keep them separate in the curriculum and through classroom practices that discourage code-switching and focus on language 'purity' do not support
multilingual development. Similarly, educational systems that simply do not encourage language learners to use their knowledge of different language resources, as well
as 'weak' versions of multilingual education in which children are provided transitional
language support, can be detrimental to the development of multilingual competence
(cf. Cummins, 2000; Moore 2006; Stavans / Hoffmann 2015). On the other hand,
'strong' multilingual education programmes in which children's languages are used as a
medium of instruction, in which the use of home languages, code-switching and translanguaging are accepted and encouraged, and in which language pedagogy is based on
existing language resources, foster multilingual competence (cf. Baker 2006; Haukås
2014).
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Research on teacher preparedness to work with multilingual students suggests that
most teachers feel insufficiently prepared for the task. Often, teachers' cross-cultural
knowledge and the understanding of diversity are limited to "celebrations and the appreciation of differences" (Webster / Valeo 2011, 106). Studies in American and Canadian settings have reported that teachers feel underprepared in terms of cultural content knowledge, language learning and teaching strategies, theoretical foundations,
practical implementation of theory, alternative assessment methods, understanding of
language acquisition processes, and the ability to validate home culture and language
in support of plurilingual development (cf. Barnes 2006; Téllez / Waxman 2006; Valentine 2006). Studies on teacher self-efficacy or their beliefs about the ability to teach
successfully suggest that teachers who work with multilingual students feel unprepared
in their ability to support second language literacy skills, teach language for academic
purposes, and select appropriate strategies to support second language learners (cf.
Faez 2012; Faez / Valeo 2012).
Pedagogical practices that view linguistic and cultural differences as a valuable resource
for overall language competence, content area knowledge, and metacognitive development are on the rise in second language contexts, i.e., where children are expected to
develop proficiency in the language of the host country or to revive endangered languages. For instance, the Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach (cf.
Chamot / O'Malley 1996; O'Malley / Chamot 1990) and the Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (cf. Echevarría et al. 2008) have been applied in North American
contexts, and various programmes that support bilingual and trilingual development
have been implemented in the Basque Country (cf. Cenoz, 2005). However, there is little awareness of multilingualism among foreign language teachers (e.g., Haukås 2014;
Surkalovic 2014; Welch 2015). In addition, empirical investigations of multilingual language classrooms and assessment of teacher competencies with the aim of improving
pedagogical practices are lacking (cf. Haukås 2015). At the same time, as recognised by
the Council of Europe, English teachers fulfil a crucial role in supporting multilingualism, fostering multi-competence and promoting respect for other languages and cultures
(cf. European Commission 2005). Multilingualism is considered positive to both the
individual and society as a whole (cf. Official Norwegian Reports 2010).
In Norway, efforts to improve teacher qualifications to work with multilingual student
populations have been initiated. A key example is the school-based teacher training
offered under the initiative 'Kompetanse for mangfold' (Competence for Diversity),
which was launched by the Directorate for Education and Training in cooperation with
local institutions of higher education. However, there is still an urgent need for empirically based insights into language teachers' competence and preparedness in the area
of multilingualism.
In one of the studies to date, Surkalovic (2014) found that pre-service English teachers
lack knowledge about the extent of linguistic diversity in Norway, have a superficial
understanding of language acquisition processes, and are unable to perform a contrastive analysis of Norwegian and other languages, which she identifies as important
skills for teachers working in multilingual classrooms. In another study, Krulatz and
Torgersen (2016) reported some awareness regarding multilingualism and high levels
of motivation among EFL teachers to create positive classroom environments with
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support for diversity, yet low levels of competence in applying teaching practices that
are geared towards the specific needs of minority language students and that foster
multilingual development. While their project was qualitative in nature and thus its
findings cannot be generalised to all EFL teachers in Norway, it is important to note
that the participants in this study expressed an explicit interest in receiving further
support in terms of professional development in order to improve their pedagogical
skills and knowledge about multilingualism.
4.

In-Service EFL Teachers and Multilingual Students in Norway

In an attempt to further develop this line of research, an anonymous online survey
(Appendix) was used to collect information about in-service Norwegian EFL elementary and middle school teachers' self-reported preparedness to deliver high quality instruction in multilingual classrooms, i.e., the professional training they have received,
their beliefs about what knowledge and skills are needed to work with immigrant students, and their perceived ability to work in multilingual classrooms. Specifically, the
survey consisted of five questions related to teacher backgrounds (education, years of
work experience) and three questions which elicited teachers' responses about their
preparedness. In this paper, we focus on the following issues:
a. Any type of previous professional training with a focus on working with minority
language students in general, not limited to EFL contexts.
b. Perceived level of readiness to work with minority language students in the EFL
classroom.
c. Beliefs about knowledge, skills, and resources needed to successfully work in
multilingual classroom settings, i.e., in classrooms with both Norwegian and
non-Norwegian students.
d. Interest in receiving additional professional development training with a focus on
multilingualism, again not limited to the EFL classroom.
The survey was completed by elementary and middle school teachers and principals in
Oslo, Bergen, Stavanger and Sandnes, Trondheim, and Tromsø and some smaller
towns and villages. In what follows, we offer a synopsis of the findings which are fully
reported elsewhere2.
A total of 192 teachers responded, but after the removal of responses that were incomplete or submitted by teachers who do not teach EFL or do not teach at elementary or
middle school level, responses by 176 teachers were included in the analysis.
The first question in the survey asked the teachers whether they had in fact worked
with immigrant students. This was the case, as the majority of respondents (88%) reported to have taught students with such backgrounds.
The next question explored the teachers' self-perceived readiness to work in multilingual classrooms. The majority of participants (62%) reported relatively strong confidence in their abilities to work with minority language students. About one-third of the
teachers indicated that they do not feel at all prepared to work with minority background students, and only 5% stated that they feel very well prepared.
2

Dahl, Anne; Krulatz, Anna (2016): "Engelsk som tredjespråk: Har lærere kompetanse til å støtte
flerspråklighet?" Acta Didactica Norge 10.1, Art. 4.
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The teachers were also asked about the formal training in working with multilingual
students that they had received. Only 20% of the participants reported having had such
training. Specifically, the participants listed courses in second language methodology,
Norwegian as a second language, bilingual education, special education, or general
courses in linguistics and English language teaching. It is interesting to note that none of
the participants explicitly named courses or degrees in multilingual education, indicating
that such courses are not commonly available as part of teacher training in Norway.
In addition, the survey invited the participants to select the skills and knowledge they
considered important in working with multilingual students. Multiple options were
provided. Knowledge of teaching strategies for a multilingual classroom, resources for
differentiated instruction, knowledge of language acquisition theories, and theoretical
knowledge about various aspects of multilingualism were selected by most of the participants. Similarly, knowledge about students' cultural backgrounds, knowledge of the
latest research on multilingualism, and access to resources in students' first language
were also perceived as crucial.
Finally, the participants were asked to state whether they are interested in receiving
further training in multilingualism. Over half (61%) indicated that they would be interested in receiving such training.
In sum, the findings from the survey suggest that the majority of the participants
(80%) do not have educational background in multilingualism. Even though most
teachers (68%) reported a relatively high self-perceived level of preparedness to work
in multilingual classrooms, many (89%) also expressed an interest in receiving more
practice-oriented training in multilingual EFL classroom strategy and activity ideas,
and theoretical background and current research on multilingualism.
5.

Implications for Teacher Education Programmes

Based on the summary of findings presented here as well as the conclusions of other
studies conducted in the Norwegian context (e.g., Surkalovic 2014; Krulatz / Torgersen
2016), it can be argued that there is an urgent need to raise English teachers' awareness
about multilingualism and to improve pedagogical practices in multilingual EFL classrooms. Although EFL teachers in Norway seem to be fully devoted to the academic,
linguistic and social well-being of their students and display respectful attitudes towards
the students' home languages and cultures, there is a lot of potential for improved instruction of English. In particular, there is a need to help EFL teachers, foster multilingualism, promote a greater understanding of what being "multilingual" entails, and encourage integration of the international students' multilingual contributions, i.e., their
linguistic backgrounds and cultural knowledge, to create diverse classroom communities. EFL teachers in Norway need to develop a better understanding of the positive role
of bilingualism on the acquisition of a third language and the impact of multilingualism
on the overall cognitive development of children. They also need to become more aware
of the importance of respecting and supporting students' linguistic and cultural heritage.
In order for EFL teachers to become more successful practitioners, they need to become more resourceful in selecting, adapting and creating pedagogical materials that
support multilingualism. They also need guidance in adapting a framework for instruction that shelters multilingual and multicultural students' needs. It is encouraging that
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many teachers are aware of the need for professional development in this area and
have expressed an implicit interest in receiving more training. This suggests that existing teacher education programmes in Norway may not adequately prepare EFL teachers to work with multilingual student populations. Thus, better in-service training options need to be offered along with a revision of existing teacher training programmes.
Some efforts to address these needs have been made to date, mostly under the Competence for Diversity initiative undertaken by Utdanningsdirektoratet (the Norwegian
Directorate for Education and Training). For instance, in cooperation with local institutions of higher education, the Directorate has offered workshops on foundations of
multilingualism, strategies for diverse classrooms, and parental involvement. However, we would like to argue that a wider range of options should be made available. A
Master's programme in English with a focus on multilingualism is one such option. To
our knowledge, while other universities in Europe offer Master's programmes in multilingualism (e.g., Master in Language Acquisition in Multilingual Settings offered at
the University of the Basque Country), to date no similar programme has been offered
specifically for EFL teachers.
Currently under the review of NOKUT (the Norwegian Agency for Quality Assurance
in Education), a new Master's programme in English language teaching is expected to
be offered at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) as of Fall
2017. The programme will be guided by several objectives directly related to the study
of multilingualism, and it will focus on critical and reflective application of theoretical
and research-based knowledge of multilingualism and multiculturalism in English
teaching at primary and lower secondary school levels.
The main purpose of the programme will be to provide teachers with solid professional
and didactic knowledge and skills in English and English education, with special emphasis on English as a foreign language and multilingualism in the EFL classroom.
Students will be expected to develop knowledge of key linguistic theories and methods
in English didactics and academic research related to various aspects of multilingualism and to apply their knowledge and skills in English education and multilingualism
while carrying out advanced tasks and projects. In addition, they will learn to draw on
minority language students' home cultures and mother tongues to facilitate their language learning processes in English.
The programme will highlight multilingual pedagogies in the EFL classroom, linguistic
processes in multicultural and multiethnic speech communities in which people of various linguistic and ethnic backgrounds co-exist and interact on a daily basis, and multicultural literature in the EFL classroom. Four courses (60 graduate credit hours) will be
explicitly devoted to multilingualism in the EFL classroom, namely: multilingual teaching methods for EFL; linguistic processes in the acquisition of English including grammar instruction and the role of transfer; theoretical perspectives on literature in English
that explores socio-psychological perspectives on multilingualism; and multilingualism
and multiculturalism in English literature. Thus, it is expected that the graduates of the
programme will have a thorough knowledge of the complex role of multilingualism and
multiculturalism in the development of identity in children and young people with minority backgrounds; research-based and in-depth understanding of the multilingual and
multicultural situation in Norway and the consequences for teaching of English as a foreign language; advanced knowledge of theoretical perspectives on multilingual and mul-
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ticultural varieties of English; and a thorough understanding of various literary theories
and sociocultural perspectives related to multilingualism and multiculturalism.
6.

Conclusion

As Europe is becoming more culturally and linguistically diverse, monolingual and
mono-ethnic EFL classrooms are no longer a reality. As teachers of a lingua franca,
EFL educators have a particular responsibility to support multilingualism in their classrooms, schools and communities, and to do so, they need to receive adequate training.
There is strong evidence suggesting that in Norway, EFL teachers are not satisfactorily
prepared to handle the challenges and to explore the opportunities associated with diverse student populations, and it can be expected that there is a similar need for additional training for EFL teachers in other European countries. We would like to propose
that all institutions of higher education that train pre- and in-service EFL teachers should
at the very least offer courses with a focus on multilingualism in the EFL classroom, and
if possible, whole undergraduate and graduate curricula in this area. Preparing teachers
to foster multilingualism and multiculturalism and helping them promote cultural and
linguistic diversity in their school and communities is an important step in promoting
language learning and protecting Europe's rich linguistic diversity.
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Appendix: Survey (English translation)
SURVEY: Working with non-Norwegian students in the English classroom.
1.
Do you teach English?
a.
YES
b.
NO
2.
What grade level do you teach? Check all that apply.
a.
1
f.
6
b.
2
g.
7
c.
3
h.
8
d.
4
i.
9
e.
5
j.
10
3.
Have you had any non-Norwegian students (i.e. students who have moved to Norway with their
families and are currently learning Norwegian as a second language or students who were born
in Norway to non-Norwegian parents) in your English classes?
a.
YES
b.
NO
4.
How well are you prepared to work with non-Norwegian students?
a.
Very well prepared
b.
Somewhat prepared
c.
Not prepared
5.
Have you received any professional training (e.g. a course you took for your teaching degree or
participation in a conference) that has prepared you to work with non-Norwegian students, If
YES, what type of training was it? Please describe.
a.
YES
b.
NO
6.
What knowledge, skills and resources do you think English teachers need to successfully work
with non-Norwegian students? Check all that apply:
a.
Theoretical knowledge of various aspects of multilingualism
b.
Familiarity with the most recent research on multilingualism
c.
Knowledge of the theory of second language acquisition
d.
Ability to speak the students' native language(s)
e.
Knowledge about the students' home culture
f.
Familiarity with teaching strategies for multicultural classrooms
g.
Access to adapted teaching materials
h.
Access to materials in the students' first language / mother tongue
i.
No special knowledge, skills or resources are needed. You just need to be a good teacher.
j.
Other. Please specify.
7.
Would you be interested in receiving more professional training on multilingualism and addressing the needs of non-Norwegian students in the classroom? If YES, what would you like to
learn about? Please explain.
a.
Yes
i.
What would you like to learn about? Please explain.
b.
Maybe
c.
No

ALEXANDER KAUTZSCH (REGENSBURG) AND ANNE SCHRÖDER
(BIELEFELD)
English in Multilingual and Multiethnic Namibia: Some Evidence
on Language Attitudes and on the Pronunciation of Vowels

1.

Introduction

The linguistic situation in present-day Namibia is characterised by the co-existence of
a multitude of languages, e.g. English, Afrikaans, and German, as well as a host of
indigenous African languages. Despite this linguistic diversity and although Namibia
was never under direct British rule, English was introduced as the only official language with independence (cf. The Constitution of Namibia 1990, Art. 3 Language) and
hence has been made the main language of education in Namibian schools. The reasons for deciding on English were primarily based on ideological grounds (cf. Frydman 2011, 181), with Afrikaans being tinted as the language of oppression and apartheid, and the South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) government hoping
to overcome South Africa's policy of ethnolinguistic fragmentation (ibid., 183). However, "this massive decision was made without all the required resources being in
place" (Harris 2011, 57) and with allegedly 98% of the Namibian teachers not being
sufficiently proficient in this language (cf. Kisting 2012), "Namibia's language policy
is 'poisoning' its children" (Kisting 2011, n. pag.). Both, this local perception and the
rather exceptional decision to introduce English as the sole official language, show
that the status of this language in Namibia needs to be empirically assessed.
However, despite the fact that numerous handbooks (series), monographs, and teaching material on Englishes in countries around the world have been published in the last
decade (e.g. Schneider et al. 2004a, 2004b; Schneider 2007; Mesthrie / Bhatt 2008;
Schreier et al. 2010; Schneider 2011; Siemund et al. 2012; to name just a few), we find
that in most of these Namibia is either not mentioned at all or is only referred to in
passing and with reference to White South African English (cf. e.g. Trudgill / Hannah
2002, 28). After 25 years of independence from the Republic of South Africa, we believe that this is an unsatisfactory state of affairs.
Drawing on findings from recent field research, based on phonetic analyses (of lexical
sets), questionnaire data, and sociolinguistic interviews with informants from various
linguistic and ethnic backgrounds, the present paper will address questions such as
language attitudes towards English in the multiethnic and multilingual context of Namibia, the effects of the change from English as a Foreign Language (EFL) to English
as a Second Language (ESL) in this country, as well as phenomena of linguistic transfer from the respective L1 of the informants into their variety of English and possible
signs for nativization (see section 3 in this chapter).
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Shortly after the independence from the Republic of South Africa and the introduction
of English as the sole official language, Pütz (1995) surveyed the language use and
attitudes towards English in Namibia among members of the Nama / Damara, the Herero, the Oshiwambo, the Afrikaans and the German speech communities. The details
of this impressive study cannot be reproduced here, but Pütz (1995) convincingly concludes that "[t]he political and functional arguments for selecting English as the sole
official language in Namibia put forward by the SWAPO government also seem to be
reflected in the attitudes and opinions expressed by the great majority of the five
communities under discussion […]" (1995, 269) although "opinions varied on the extent to which English was favoured by different ethnic groups" (ibid.). For Afrikaans,
Pütz observes "an indication of the beginning of language decline. However, the
strong attitudes towards maintaining and promoting Afrikaans underlines the fact that
Afrikaans speakers seem to have a tenacity and language vitality enabling the language
to survive even under difficult conditions" (ibid., 271).
Our own data from a questionnaire survey on language use and attitudes conducted in
20141 seem to support this observation: 49.5% (106) of our informants agree, and another 19.6% (42) strongly agree with the statement that the knowledge of Afrikaans is
important. Thus, with only 9.8% (21) disagreeing, 4.7% (10) strongly disagreeing and
16.4% (35) of the informants being indifferent with regard to this question, altogether
69.2% or 148 out of 214 informants still accord Afrikaans the status of an important
language in the linguistic make-up of Namibia today. However, this includes not just
83.1% (49) of all Afrikaans-speaking informants, but also 53.3% (36) of the Oshiwambo-speaking and 87.5% (14) of the German-speaking participants in our survey.
When it comes to English, the results are even more conclusive: 85.5% (183) of our
informants strongly agree and another 13.1% (28) agree that the knowledge of this
language is important. This are 211 (or 98.6%) out of 214 informants, and includes
98.3% (58) of all Afrikaans-speaking, 100% (16) of all German-speaking, 100% (12)
of all Herero-speaking, 98.4% (62) of all Oshiwambo-speaking, and 94.4% (17) of all
the Nama / Damara-speaking informants who answered this question in our survey.
Similarly, 62.9% (134) of our informants prefer to use English in most situations
whenever possible, with Afrikaans being preferred by only 26.3% (56) of the informants. English is also the language, which for the great majority of our informants, i.e.
74.5% (155), has the highest status / prestige, with Afrikaans and German coming second (for 7.2% or 15 of the informants each). Interestingly, English is also the language
with which most informants (64 / 30.2%) most strongly identify, closely followed by
Afrikaans (63 / 29.7%), with Oshiwambo – allegedly spoken as the main language in
46.2% of Namibia's households (cf. NIDS 2006) – coming only third (38 / 17.9%).2
These quantitative survey results are backed up by statements we find in our qualitative interviews from 2015, such as the following only one:
1

2

We would like to thank Sarah Buschfeld and Markus Bieswanger, who were part of the research
team conducting this survey in 2014. We would also like to thank the student assistants at Bielefeld University, most notably Jens Thomas, Daniela Kauschke, Lisa Schumacher and Frederic
Zähres for entering the results into an SPSS grid and helping us with the calculations.
However, please note that only 65 (or 30.1%) of our informants stated that they were Oshiwambos.
But of these, 20 indicated that English was the language with which they most strongly identify.
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[...] Namibia is a country that has got at least # probably fifteen to twenty different ethnic
groups. So it's quite difficult to identify yourself with a Namibian culture. 'Cause Namibia has
got such diverse cultures erm and cultural way of thinking erm Damaras [//] Damara-Namaspeaking people have got totally different cultural values to OvaHimba or Owambo-speaking
people. Erm I think the connecting factor # for the Namibian people is the English language,
which is the official erm language, the only official language in the country [...].

Taking into consideration that almost three quarters (158 / 73.2%) of our informants
are below 25 years of age, we find it difficult to believe that Namibia's language policy
is 'poisoning' its children, as postulated by Kisting (2012) in the quote we gave in the
introduction. It rather seems that the Namibian policy has managed to create very positive attitudes towards the English language. On a broader level, our findings seem to
back up recent observations on attitudes and use (cf. Buschfeld / Kautzsch 2014,
Buschfeld 2014, Buschfeld / Kautzsch forthcoming), according to which English in
Namibia is moving from EFL towards ESL status, or in other words is developing variety status3 – an issue which would like to pursue further.
3.

English in Namibia: From EFL to ESL?

A suitable tool for assessing variety status for a form of English spoken in a certain
territory is Buschfeld's (2013, 68-69; cf. also Mollin 2007) checklist of characteristics,
which distinguishes between four major factors: 1. expansion in function, which can
be observed, if the respective territory displays widespread societal bi- and multi-lingualism in English and the local first languages, and if English is used intra-nationally
in several domains; 2. institutionalisation, if its domains of usage are localised, and if
local characteristics of English are accepted as norm and ultimately codified in dictionaries, grammars, or usage guides; 3. ways of language acquisition, i.e. if a new
variety of English is acquired naturally outside an EFL classroom; and 4. nativization
of linguistic structures, which involves the development of a considerable number of
phonological, morphosyntactic, lexical, and pragmatic features used systematically
throughout the society and together with this an orientation towards a local norm (cf.
Buschfeld 2013, 68).
Linking this to our findings about language attitudes and earlier findings on language
attitudes and use in Namibia (cf. Buschfeld / Kautzsch 2014), it is safe to claim that expansion of function is well underway, since in Namibia bi- or multilingualism is the
norm and English is used intra-nationally in a wide variety of domains, e.g. in education,
administration, the media, or for interethnic communication. What goes hand in hand
with the broad intra-national usage of English is a natural language acquisition context
outside the classroom. Moreover, with respect to institutionalisation, some usage domains, like creative writing, the media or the teaching machinery, are at least partly localised, while there are no signs of the acceptance of a local norm or its codification. As
regards the nativization of linguistic structures, Buschfeld and Kautzsch (2014, 143-147)
provide a tentative list of potential candidates for structural nativization, but more detailed information is not available yet. Taken together the findings so far have led
Buschfeld and Kautzsch (forthcoming) to locate English in Namibia in an early Phase 3,

3

The fact that Afrikaans is still used widely does not seem to have much influence on this development.
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'nativization', of their Model of Extra- and Intra-territorial Forces (EIF-model) for nonpostcolonial Englishes.
In the remainder of the present paper, we intend to support this claim by providing a first
investigation of the pronunciation of a selection of English vowels in Namibia. In doing
so, we believe to be able to show that a certain degree of nativization has taken place,
since the tendencies observed are present in the speech of larger parts of the population.
4.

English Vowels in Namibia: Two Mergers and Two Splits

Among the larger goals of our joint project on English in Namibia is a full description
of its vowel and consonant systems. However, as a first step towards uncovering peculiarities in pronunciation, we chose to analyse some vowel realisations in 18 idiolects
from a variety of ethnic groups. One of our aims here is to test empirically if the pronunciation of English in Namibia differs by ethnicity and thus by L1 background. With
a multitude of ethnic groups speaking English as a second language and an indigenous
African language or Afrikaans or German as a first language, ethnic differences are
likely to be observed, since each L1 sound systems is likely to exert its very own influence on the way English is pronounced.
In this, the situation in Namibia is similar to the one in South Africa where distinctions
are made, for example, between White South African English (WSAfE), Black South
African English (BlSAfE), or Indian South African English (cf. Schneider et al., eds.
2004a, 2004b). But even if the Namibian context may be superficially similar to South
Africa, we would expect the details to differ. This leads to our second objective of the
present paper, namely to ask if English in Namibia can indeed be seen as a mere offshoot of South African English (cf. Trudgill / Hannah 2002, 28, referred to above). We
would consider this highly unlikely, since Namibia has its own ethnic set-up, which
can be clearly distinguished from South Africa's, with different indigenous languages
and German being spoken there. The only seeming parallel is the presence of L1 Afrikaans speakers in both countries.
To tackle these issues, the present section offers an overview of the realisation of the
vowels in the lexical sets TRAP, DRESS, NURSE, and KIT4 and mainly focuses on the distributions of two vowel mergers and two vowel splits: a TRAP-DRESS merger, a TRAPDRESS-NURSE merger, a NURSE-WORK split, and a KIT split. These will help us to distinguish the English spoken by certain ethnic groups in Namibia and to distinguish
English in Namibia from South African English (SAfE).
As mentioned above, the data come from 18 Namibians with a variety of L1 backgrounds (cf. Table 1), representing the three larger language families present in Namibia: Indo-European, Bantu and Khoisan (cf., e.g. Böhm 2003, 525).
The Indo-European group consists of six L1 German speakers and three L1 Afrikaans
speakers, two of which are Basters; the Bantu group contains four L1 Oshiwambo
speakers and one speaker each with an Otjiherero, and Oshindonga, and an Oshikwanyama background, respectively; the Khoisan group includes two Damara / Nama
speakers. The reasoning behind this somewhat eclectic choice of speakers is to test if

4

On the concept of lexical sets, cf. Wells (1982).
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the English vowel splits and mergers under investigation unveil ethnically conditioned
differences or if they exhibit a rather uniform picture across ethnic groups5.
L1 (self-reported)

N

German

6

Afrikaans (white)

1

Afrikaans (Baster)

2

Oshiwambo

4

Otjiherero

1

Oshindonga

1

Oshikwanyama

1

Damara/Nama

2

Table 1:

Lg. family

N

Indo-European

9

Bantu

7

Khoesan

2

Overview of speakers used in the present study by L1 and language family

From each speaker, we recorded both a wordlist and a reading passage ("Comma gets
a Cure", Honorof et al. 2000), which facilitates a comparison between two different
levels of style. While the word-list involves a high degree of monitoring, the reading
passage, being quite absurd and containing some words which turn out to be very difficult to read (e.g. veterinary, ether, lunatic), efficiently manages to distract the reader
from paying attention to one's speech.
Vowel

N Comma

N Wordlist
383

36

TRAP

174

36

NURSE/WORK

121

36

KIT/BIT

167

36

Sum

845

DRESS

Sum total
Table 2:

144
989

Token numbers of DRESS, TRAP, NURSE and KIT used in the present study

We are aware of the fact that from a sociolinguistic point of view, a fully unmonitored
style, i.e. an interview or free conversation, would be preferable. From a phonetic /
phonological point of view, however, where it is necessary to ensure that data are
comparable across speakers, i.e. that for example vowels are measured in the same
contexts, it makes sense to control for this by means of a reading passage. We then
used praat (Boersma / Weenink, n. d.) to extract the formant values of a total of 989
vowels (845 obtained from the reading passage, 144 from the wordlist; cf. Table 2)
and the package 'vowels' for R (Kendall / Thomas 2012) to create two vowel plots for
each speaker, i.e. one for the word list vowels, one for the reading passage vowels.6
These plots, in turn, provided the grounds for our decisions on the speakers' mergers
and splits under scrutiny. Since we are dealing with idiolects, we are using a method5
6

It might be interesting to test any correlations between the realisation of vowels and the external
factors educational status and social group. But this goes beyond the scope of the present study.
We would like to thank Frederic Zähres for his invaluable help to prepare the recordings accordingly.
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ology loosely related to implicational scaling (cf. Rickford 2004), where we indicate
for each speaker if s/he does (+) or does not (-) display the respective merger or split,
or if the situation is unclear (?). The overall results are presented in Table 3.
In the following sections, we will elaborate on Table 3 and describe the details of our
findings for the mergers and splits under scrutiny. In order to illustrate our methodology and how we arrived at assertions about mergers and splits, we will present exemplary plots of individual speakers' vowels showing both mergers and non-mergers as
well splits and non-splits.7
Speaker

TRAP-DRESS

merger

TRAP-DRESSNURSE merger

NURSE-WORK

split

KIT

split

w

c

w

c

w

c

w

c

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+
+

-

-

?
-

-

+
+

+
+

+
-

+
+
+
+

-

-

?
-

?
-

+
+
?
+
?

+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+

?
-

+
-

+
-

+
+

+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
?
?
+

+
-

+
?
?

+
?

+
+
-

-

+

?

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

?

-

+

+

+

+

-

?

?

+

Afrikaans
Speaker 1
Afrikaans (Baster)
Speaker 1
Speaker 2
German
Speaker 1
Speaker 2
Speaker 3
Speaker 4
Speaker 5
Speaker 6
Damara/ Nama
Speaker 1
Speaker 2
Oshiwambo
Speaker 1
Speaker 2
Speaker 3
Speaker 4
Otjiherero
Speaker 1
Oshindonga
Speaker 1
Oshikwanyama
Speaker 1
Table 3:

Two vowel mergers and two vowel splits in 18 idiolects

4.1. The TRAP-DRESS Merger
As illustrated in Figure 1, some speakers of English in Namibia exhibit a DRESS-TRAP
merger, while others do not. Judging from the results by idiolect (cf. Table 3), however, this seems to be a widespread feature, occurring across all ethnicities in 15 out of
7

A comprehensive presentation of all vowels plots is not possible here due to space limitations.
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18 speakers in the reading passage and in 10 out of 18 in the wordlist. The clearest
distinction between monitored and less monitored speech is found in the German
group, where all but one speakers have no merger in the wordlist, whereas four out of
six speakers merge DRESS and TRAP in the reading passage.

Figure 1:

Exemplary DRESS-TRAP merger (Oshiwambo, reading passage) and non-merger
(Afrikaans, reading passage)

The TRAP-DRESS merger is strongest in the black population with a Bantu and Khoisan
L1, where it occurs in all speakers in the reading passage and in seven out of nine
speakers in the wordlist. In the L1 Afrikaans speakers, including the Basters, the
merger is only shown for the two Basters (for both in reading passage, for one in the
wordlist), while the white Afrikaner does not merge the two vowels. However, here
the results need to be taken with a grain of salt due to the small amount of speakers.
The situation in SAfrE seems to be fairly similar, with the merger being observed
regularly in broad White South African English (WSAfE) and the Black South African
English (BlSAfE) mesolect (cf. Bowerman 2004, 937; Van Rooy 2004, 945), while in
the BlSAfE acrolect it occurs variably (cf. van Rooy 2004, 947).
4.2. The TRAP-DRESS-NURSE Merger
The second merger under scrutiny, TRAP-DRESS-NURSE, whose presence in and absence from certain idiolects is exemplified in Figure 2, is clearly not a feature for L1
speakers of German and Afrikaans (cf. Table 3), including the Basters, who maintain
the distinction between DRESS / TRAP and NURSE, realising the latter as a mid-central
vowel []. By contrast, in L1 speakers of Bantu languages NURSE tends to have the
same quality as merged TRAP / DRESS, i.e. a mid-front vowel []. In the two Damara /
Nama speakers (L1 from the Khoisan family), there is no visible trend, since the
merger is absent from one speaker, while the other merges NURSE with TRAP / DRESS in
the reading passage. The situation, again, is similar to South Africa, where this merger
is documented for the BlSAfE mesolect (cf. Van Rooy 2004, 945) but not for WSAfE
(cf. Bowerman 2004, 936).
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Figure 2:

Exemplary DRESS-TRAP-NURSE merger (Oshiwambo, reading passage) and non-merger
(Afrikaans / Baster, reading passage)

4.3. The NURSE-WORK Split
Another peculiarity we have observed is a split in the lexical set NURSE (cf. Table 3).
Here four speakers in the wordlist (one L1 speaker of Damara / Nama, Oshiwambo,
Otjiherero, and Oshindonga each) and five speakers in the reading passage (the same
four as in the wordlist plus the second Damara / Nama speaker) have a mid-back
vowel [] in words of the NURSE set starting with /w/, in our case work and worked,
which is why we call this subset WORK. In all other words, NURSE merges with TRAP
and DRESS in these speakers. Since only L1 speakers of Bantu and Khoisan languages
display this split, it might indeed be ethnically conditioned. Note, however, that besides the L1 speakers of German and Afrikaans, including the Basters, the remaining
L1 speakers of Bantu and Khoisan languages do not exhibit this split. This means that
its distribution is more variable than the distribution of the TRAP-DRESS-NURSE merger
and before a reasonable conclusion can be drawn, more data need to be taken into consideration.
Interestingly, this split has not been reported for any type of English spoken in South
Africa8, which might render it a distinguishing feature for English in Namibia.

8

Note, however, that a realisation of part of the NURSE set as [] is also documented for Cameroon English (CamE; Simo Bobda 2004, 888). But the NURSE split in CamE has a different distribution, with all words spelt <ur, our, or> having [], while those spelt <er, ere, ear, ir, yr>
have [], which is why Simo Bobda (2004, 888) distinguishes NURSE and TERM.
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Exemplary NURSE-WORK split (Otjiherero, reading passage) and non-split
(Afrikaans / Baster, reading passage)

4.4. The KIT Split
Another split, which is well-known in WSAfE, is the so-called KIT split, where only
those words of the KIT set in which the vowel follows or precedes a velar or palatal
consonant are realised as [] or [i] (KIT); in all other contexts, which we will categorise
as the subset BIT, the realisation is [] or centralised [] (cf. Bowerman 2004, 936). In
BlSAfrE this split is not found regularly but might be emerging in the acrolect (cf. Van
Rooy 2004, 948). The details of this split and its status have been widely discussed and
are also disputed. For a critical account see Bekker (cf. 2008, 239-277). The present
analysis for the KIT vowel in Namibia merely aims at testing if a potential split can be
observed in Namibia and if this split is ethnically conditioned. A full-fledged analysis
of this split, however, goes beyond the scope of the current survey.
The reading passage provides six and five tokens for KIT and BIT, respectively, while
the wordlist has one token for each subset. These were plotted separately for each
speaker and compared to their realisations of FLEECE and lettER in order to see which
words have a high front pronunciation as opposed to [] or centralised []. As can be
gleaned from Table 3, we have found this split in seven speakers in the wordlist and in
fourteen speakers in the reading passage, interestingly across all ethnicities. Figure 4
(right) shows an L1 German speaker, who has high front vowels in all words and thus
does not split up the KIT set, while Figure 4 (left) gives evidence of an L1 speaker of
Damara / Nama with both high front realisations as well as [] or centralised [].
However, the KIT split in this speaker, and in fact in all our speakers except the white
Afrikaner, does not seem to be fully consistent with respect to the phonetic context of
the vowel, for which the L1 speaker of Damara / Nama in Figure 4 (left) serves as an
example. Here three out of five potential BIT vowels (mirror, administered, different)
have a mid-central realisation, while two are high front (Mrs., district), and four potential KIT vowels (six, official, picked, kit) have a high front realisation, while two (give,
itchy) are centralised.
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Figure 4:
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Exemplary KIT split (Damara / Nama, reading passage) and non-split
(German, reading passage)

In sum, three observations as regards the KIT split in Namibia can be made: First, it
appears to be less consistent with respect to the categorisation of words into either KIT
or BIT. Second, it is found across all ethnic groups. Third, the fact that it is present in
more idiolects in the less monitored reading passage than in the more monitored word
list suggests that this split is not a feature of the acrolect. All this taken together, the
KIT splits in Namibia and South Africa seem to follow differing conditions, which
calls for a more detailed account in the future.
4.5. Candidates for Structural Nativization
Summing up, the previous sections on two mergers and two splits in the vowel system
of English spoken in Namibia have unearthed tendencies towards both nationwide and
ethnically conditioned nativization of the pronunciation of English in Namibia.
The nationwide peculiarities we have found are a TRAP-DRESS merger and a KIT split.
The potential nativization of pronunciation features restricted to certain ethnic groups
might be seen in a TRAP-DRESS-NURSE merger and a NURSE-WORK split.
The two mergers, nationwide TRAP-DRESS and ethnically conditioned TRAP-DRESSNURSE, confirm alleged parallels between the Englishes spoken in Namibia and South
Africa. By contrast, the two splits point to cases of potential Namibianisms. The split
of the lexical set NURSE – into a backed vowel following /w/ and a fronted vowel elsewhere – which some of our L1 Bantu or Khoisan speakers exhibit and which we have
termed the NURSE-WORK split, has not been observed in South Africa. The KIT split
found in our Namibian speakers differs from South African speakers in the following
respects: it is neither restricted to white speakers nor to the acrolect of black speakers
and its distribution might follow different rules than in SAfrE.
The underlying reasons for the splits and mergers are very likely to be found in L1
transfer, but for a closer examination of this, comprehensive cross-linguistic comparisons are required in the future.
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Conclusions and Outlook

Both our findings on language attitudes and on the vowel system of English in Namibia suggest that this language is on its way to becoming a second language variety
in the multilingual and multiethnic make-up of the country. They confirm the claim
made by Buschfeld / Kautzsch (forthcoming) that English in Namibia is in an early
stage of 'nativization', i.e. in phase 3 of their Model of Extra- and Intra-Territorial
Forces. As regards our findings on language attitudes, English is believed to be an important tool in many areas of intra-national communication but also of (national) identification. The results of our vowel analyses have confirmed both our predictions that
English in Namibia exhibits some differentiation by ethnic group and that it is partly
distinct from SAfrE. For a more comprehensive picture, however, further extensive
analyses of our data on all linguistic levels are needed.
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TILL MEISTER (BIELEFELD)
Language Attitude Towards English in a Global Society

1.

Introduction

In this contribution the acceptability of non-standard structures in international written
English will be discussed. Non-standard here refers to structures that deviate from
readers' expectations as to what is formally correct English. What is perceived as correct often is directly related to what is prescribed in common works of reference and
used in formal registers – usually by speakers of Standard British and American English. This is directly connected to the question of formal correctness in successful
communication in English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) and which role native and nonnative speakers play in a global speech community. One answer to this question may
be treating ELF as a communicative setting accommodating all speakers of English
rather than a variety defined by a more or less closed speaker group. This would set
ELF apart from, for example, national varieties such as British and American English.
It will then have to be asked whether typical non-standard structures of ELF communication are indeed "generally unproblematic and no obstacle to communicative success" (Seidlhofer 2004, 220). In order to investigate this aspect of international communication, 142 speakers of English of various linguistic and professional backgrounds were asked to assess the correctness and acceptability of a selection of common non-standard structures in written international communication. The paper first
introduces some considerations on ELF, the demography of the global English speech
community, and contexts and origins of morphosyntactic variation in English as a
global language. Then, the outline and results of an elicitation study are presented, including an overview of those structures that were pervasively considered non-standard.
2.

English as an International Lingua Franca

There is no self-evident binary distinction between who may be considered a native
and who a non-native speaker of English if this native speaker status is dependent on
proficiency (cf. Saraceni 2015, 174ff.). It is generally accepted that non-native speakers outnumber those for whom English is a native language by far. Crystal (cf. 2003,
61), for example, suggests a factor of about 3.3. On a global scale there are thus more
than three times as many non-native as native speakers. Imperial history, the US' status
as a superpower in the 20th century, globalisation in general, and more recently electronic communication can be held responsible for today's status of English as not only
a lingua franca but the dominant international lingua franca used in the widest range
of registers and by the greatest number of speakers (cf. Jenkins / Cogo / Dewey 2011,
297; Widdowson 1997, 144). Research in English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) so far has
focused on spoken conversation and production. Among the most comprehensive collections of ELF are the Vienna Oxford International Corpus of English (VOICE) and
the Helsinki corpus of English as a Lingua Franca in Academic Settings (ELFA). Although extensive publications based on both corpora together with Jenkins' (2000)
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seminal publication on ELF phonology contributed largely to today's understanding of
the characteristics of international communication in English some questions remain to
be answered. ELF research has shown that deviation from what is commonly considered grammatical in one of the major native varieties of Standard English is not an exception but the reality of international communication in English involving in its majority non-native speakers. How do speakers judge variation in ELF communication
though? Of what relevance is this if English as a means of international communication replaces the major native varieties as the target of teaching English as a foreign
language (cf. Ministerium 1999, 19 and Ministerium 2014, 16)?
While morphosyntactic variation can be considered to be generally acknowledged, so
far no comprehensive description of grammatical features of ELF on the level of individual variants is available. Such a comprehensive survey may indeed neither be feasible nor provide a relevant advancement in insight if crosslinguistic interference from
the speakers' different native languages and the resulting differences of various
speaker groups within the global speaker community are considered. Assuming that
crosslinguistic interference with the speakers' other languages plays a major role for
what variants can be found in English as a non-native language, the number of variants
would be connected to the number of other languages spoken by non-native speakers
of English. ELF communication being a global phenomenon at the same time suggests
that this number of languages must be huge and that theoretically any combination of
speakers would be possible. Predicting the variants used by every speaker of ELF
would thus be almost impossible. For this reason, I suggest treating ELF as a communicative setting rather than a variety associated with a (global) speaker group and a
closed set of language variants.
Another question is if native speakers are to be included as participants in ELF communication. While earlier definitions of English as a Lingua Franca (cf. Firth 1996,
240; House 1999, 74) described ELF communication as taking place between nonnative speakers and excluding native speakers, more recent publications have shifted
towards an inclusion of native speakers in ELF communication (cf. MacKenzie 2013,
47; Seidlhofer 2011, 7). Considering the political, cultural, and socioeconomical influence of the Inner Circle,1 any exclusion would render what is left a special case rather
than a general phenomenon of global communication. Communication with native
speakers of American English, with the US as the world's (second) largest economy, or
native speakers of British English in the Commonwealth and Europe actually seem
rather likely instances of international communication. This is reflected in contemporary ELF research and also in the present study.

1

Kachru's (2001, 519-520) Three Circles of English classify national varieties of English with
regard to their use: the Inner Circle refers to countries where the majority of the population has
English as their native language and where it is an official language, the Outer Circle refers to
countries where English is a postcolonial second language variety that often fulfils important
national function and often is an official language, the Expanding Circle is comprised of those
countries in which English is a foreign language with no national function.
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Varieties of English in the Context of Lingua Franca Use

As mentioned above, a comprehensive study or collection of ELF structures is not
available. Therefore, research in variation must refer to the national varieties of English. It can be assumed that non-standard structures from varieties of English as a native or non-native language can be found in international communication due to a
combination of crosslinguistic interference, performance errors, and plateaued language acquisition in a state of fossilisation (cf. Han 2006). Therefore, features of British and American English (standard and non-standard), Indian English, South African
Englishes, and so-called learner varieties and typical learner errors were used next to
what have been described as typical ELF structures. Typical learner errors have been
collected as forms of deviation from (British or American) Standard English produced
by learners of English as a second or foreign language (e.g. Turton / Heaton 1999) and
are often connected to crosslinguistic interference with the learners' native languages
(cf. Swan / Smith 2001). If these structures are indeed common in non-native speakers'
and learners' English, they must occur in ELF communication involving these speakers. Typical ELF structures represent communication between speakers of different
varieties and are taken from ELF Corpora (e.g. Mauranen 2010, 18; Seidlhofer 2004,
220).
British and American English are relevant in three ways, first, as native varieties used
in international communication, second, as target varieties of language teaching, third,
as varieties with great sociocultural impact on the globalised world. In their role as
target languages the two major native varieties not only have shaped the language produced by millions of learners but also their attitudes. While learners may rarely be able
to gain the same competence in the phonology, grammar, lexicon, and pragmatics of
British and American English as the varieties' native speakers, learners' approximations to these varieties can be found around the world wherever competence in these
varieties persists as the objective of language learning and teaching. This applies to
countries where English is a foreign language and used solely for international communication as well as countries where English is an important means of communication within the country despite being a second language. Also, English often is an official language in countries where it is a means of inner communication and as such often serves as an intranational lingua franca between speakers of different first languages.
The latter context applies to many former colonies and a great number of speakers of
English. India, for example, was included as the nation with the largest number of
speakers of English (cf. Crystal 2003, 63), and Indian English is a variety that is associated with a nation whose economy has been one of the fastest growing in recent
years (cf. Graddol 2006, 32-33). In India, Hindi as the primary national language and
English share the function of a national lingua franca. The situation is different in
South Africa. Linguistically at least equally diverse, English has established itself as
the dominant national lingua franca, despite an overall surprisingly low share of native
speakers (cf. Statistics South Africa 2012, 26). Since the end of apartheid and in contrast to Afrikaans, English has prevailed as a primary national lingua franca. It is usually spoken as a second language, and so far holds other wide-spread African languages at bay, both with regard to use in domains such as education and as a second
language in general (cf. Deumert 2010). Also, all three well-described major ethnic
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varieties, Black, Indian, and White South African English, coexist and do not seem to
be in the process of levelling into one uniform variety. According to the official census
data, English is only the majority's first language for Indian South Africans (cf. Statistics South Africa 2012, 26). For the majority of speakers from the other ethnic groups
English is not their first language.2 South Africa is thus a good example of how distinctive varieties of English spoken by native and non-native speakers continue to coexist in an ongoing intensive dialect and language contact situation characterised by
intranational lingua franca communication.
4.

Informants and Procedure

The communicative setting in which English is used as an international lingua franca
could be defined as "any use of English among speakers of different first languages for
whom English is the communicative medium of choice […]" (Seidlhofer 2011, 7).
This includes native and non-native speakers alike. Hence, 94 non-native speakers of
20 different first languages and 48 native speakers participated in the present study.
Due to the necessary restriction to only a few varieties of English, not all possible
combinations of speakers of different varieties of English engaging in ELF communication could be represented. Therefore, the use of non-probabilistic sampling methods
was acceptable and convenience as well as snowball sampling used.
43 of the 142 informants came from the context of academia, including both native
and non-native speakers of English.3 Non-native speakers without experience as English teachers came from different professional fields addressed via personal contact or
direct communication with regional businesses. English teachers were recruited from
regional secondary schools and through personal contacts of the researcher. The native
speakers without a background in ELT who took part in the study often worked for
various private and civilian institutions and establishments working with the British
Army. With this group, snowball sampling was predominantly used. The same goes
for native English language teachers who did not teach English at university level.
These informants came predominantly from private language schools in Germany. Finally, convenience sampling was used when collecting data in the UK.
The informants' grammaticality judgment and acceptance of various morphosyntactic
structures of the abovementioned varieties was elicited using a text specifically designed for this purpose. This text was an email supposedly written by a student who
asks a professor for permission to repeat a missed exam. While reading the text, the
informants marked everything they 'considered non-standard or an error' as either acceptable or unacceptable. The notion of what was considered either 'non-standard' or
an 'error' was supposed to be subjective and reflect what the informants regarded as
2

3

This does not mean that, for example, WSAE is not a first language variety for the minority of
White South Africans who are native speakers of English. While the 2011 census refers to "first
language" (Statistics South Africa 2012, 26), the 2001 census uses the term "home language"
with reference to "[t]he language most often spoken at home, which is not necessarily the person's mother tongue" (Statistics South Africa 2003, vi). The latter definition clearly refers to
English as a speaker's primary language rather than the sequence of the acquisition process. Although no explicit explanation is given, the term "first language" suggests the latter but is potentially ambiguous.
Another 14 may be added if students are included (the students were not students of English).
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deviation from what they considered correct English. Therefore, no further definition
of the terms was given to the informants and the lack of such a definition apparently
did not present a cause of concern to the informants since none of them asked for clarification.
Marking the text combined a grammaticality judgment task and assessing the structures' acceptability in the following way:
1) If informants marked a structure, they thereby stated that they considered the
structure incorrect. The product of this process were the 'marked structures'
whose acceptability and potential impact on ELF communication were assessed.
2) When marking a structure in the text, informants had to distinguish between (a)

structures the informants recognised as deviation from what they considered correct English but still acceptable in the given context and (b) unacceptable forms
of deviation.
In accordance with James' (1998, 65ff.) distinction between grammaticality and correctness, it was of no concern whether a structure was indeed ungrammatical according to any theoretical paradigm or work of reference. The marked structures represent
what the informants perceived as ungrammatical. What was incorrect depended on the
individual informant and not the researcher's conception of what is grammatical or
Standard English. Prior research suggested that variation in (spoken) ELF did in most
cases not affect communicational success (cf. Seidlhofer 2004, 220) and that the use of
non-standard structures in ELF seemed unproblematic. By considering acceptability,
communicational success in ELF is redefined as acknowledgement of conversational
maxims rather than mere intelligibility and the absence of a complete breakdown of
communication.
The informant group was divided into four subgroups:
-

non-native speakers without a background in English language teaching
native speakers without a background in English language teaching
non-native speakers with a background in English language teaching
native speakers with a background in English language teaching

Non-native speakers without any background in English language teaching constituted
the largest group. For these informants, communication in English is always lingua
franca communication, either intra- or international. This group consisted of 58 speakers of 17 different first languages other than English. The second group included 23
native speakers without a background in English language teaching. These informants
represent common native speakers who may communicate with speakers of other languages for any other purpose, professional or private, than teaching English. Speakers
of four different national varieties of English were represented in the study.4
In addition to the groups consisting of speakers without a background in English language teaching, native and non-native speakers with experience in English language
teaching were included and formed another two informant groups. There were 25 native and 36 non-native speakers who had taught English language classes prior to their
4

Six varieties, if Scottish English and Welsh English are considered as national varieties rather
than regional dialects, which could be done on the basis of separate language policies and the
role of Gaelic and Welsh.
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participation in this study. Teachers of English were included for their assumed greater
metalinguistic awareness and familiarity with typical learner errors as well as their role
as disseminators of language norms.
The texts marked by the informants were analysed as follows: first, it had to be established what the informants' markings referred to. Since the informants all received a
plain text, there were individual differences as to what and how exactly the informants
marked individual passages. Some informants tended to mark single words and punctuation marks while others tended to mark larger chunks of text (often entire noun and
verb phrases). Generally, the structure in question could easily be identified, but in
some cases the markings were ambiguous, which had then to be considered in the data
analysis. Second, since several informants marked the same structures, these structures
were considered types: the omitted third person singular -s, for example, would constitute one type that was marked by 116 informants, and this number of markings would
then represent the tokens. Third, in order to establish which structures could be considered the most problematic in terms of awareness and acceptability in written ELF,
the structures (types) were ordered according to the number of markings they received
(tokens). This was done for the entire informant group as well as the aforementioned
four subgroups. Fourth, the thus ordered structures were divided into quintiles according to how many of the informants of the respective groups had marked them.
Structures marked by more than 80% of the informants of a group, i.e. the first quintile, were considered to have been marked pervasively. It can be assumed that there
was general awareness for the pervasively marked structures. In contrast to the pervasively marked structures of the first quintile, structures that fell into the fifth quintile,
i.e. those marked by less than 20% of the informant group, would only rarely be identified as nonstandard and could thus be considered relatively unproblematic in communication with informants of this group. While neither the size of the informant group
nor the limited number of structures in the sample text allow for a definite and statistically representative assessment of what exactly is acceptable in international communication, the results suggest that it is at least possible to stratify the acceptability of
non-standard structures and that there are general tendencies shared by speakers of
different language backgrounds.
5.

Pervasively Marked Structures

As mentioned above, the structures were ordered according to the number of informants who had marked them. The thus ordered structures were divided into quintiles:
the first quintile consisting of those structures marked by more than 80% of the informants, the second quintile by those marked by 60 to 79.999% of the informants, the
third by 40 to 59.999%, the fourth by 20 to 39.999%, and the fifth by less than 20% of
the informants.
Structures marked by more than 80% (1st quintile) were considered to have been
marked pervasively, i.e. there was general agreement on these structures' incorrectness
among the informants. Structures marked by less than 20% (5th quintile) were considered rarely marked, these structures were often only marked by individual informants
and there was no agreement on these structures' (in)correctness.
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Table 1 represents all structures that were marked pervasively, i.e. by more than 80%,
by the members of one of the four groups: non-native speakers (NNS), native speakers
(NS), non-native speaker (NNS) teachers, and native speaker (NS) teachers. Examples
for non-standard structures from the sample text that were marked pervasively by all
four informant groups are the exchange of the relative pronoun who for what, the use
of the state verb to know in the progressive, and negative concord:
"The people, what own a little grocery store, […]"
"I am knowing all this may sound like a cliché, […]"
"I do not want no well paid job, […]"
Pervasively Marked Structures / 1st Quintiles, Table 1

Relative pronoun exchange: who / what
Mass noun pluralisation
State verb and progressive
Relative pronoun exchange: who / which
Negative concord
Monosyllabic adjective and periphrastic comparison
Omission of determiner (article)
Verbal inflection after modal
Regularised past tense
Invariant present tense verb form / omission of 3rd
person singular -s
Object pro-drop / detransitivisation
Singularisation of plural noun
Alternative prepositions
Combined inflectional and periphrastic comparison (superlative)
Intrusive determiner (article)
Perfective punctual past and progressive
Adverbial use of adjective
Intrusive prepositional complement
Homophone exchange
Invariant question tag / no reversed polarity
Inversion of direct and indirect object

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

NNS
teachers
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

NS
teachers
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

NNS

NS

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The members of the four groups did not mark completely different structures. Instead,
the groups varied in how many structures from the set presented in Table 1 were
marked:
- Overall 21 structures were marked by more than 80% of at least one of the four
groups.
- All 6 structures marked by more than 80% of the non-native speakers without
ELT experience (NNS) were also marked by more than 80% of the informants of
the other three groups.
- 11 structures were marked by both teacher groups (NS and NNS teachers) and
the native speakers without language teaching experience (NS).
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- 14 structures were marked by at least two of the four groups, either the two native speaker groups (NS, NS teachers) or the two teacher groups (NS teachers,
NNS teachers).
- Only 7 structures were marked by only one group, 6 of them by the native
speaker teachers and only 1, the inversion of direct and indirect object after a
ditransitive verb, by the common native speakers.
Table 1 shows that if a structure was considered non-standard by the non-native
speakers (NNS), it was also considered non-standard by all other speaker groups. Also,
if a structure was marked by any group, it was, with the exception of inversed direct
and indirect objects, at least marked by native speaker teachers of English (NS teachers). The overlap between what was considered non-standard by the native speakers
(NS) and non-native speaker teachers (NNS teachers) shows that teaching experience
and training seem indeed be able to create a similar awareness among non-native
speaker teachers and common native speakers of English.
From this point of view, programmes seeking to create (near) native proficiency in
teachers appear to be relatively successful. Generally, however, native speaker teachers (NS teachers) who have the combined advantage of native speaker background and
a background in language teaching appear to be the most reliable source for what
could be considered non-standard English. This can, of course, not conceal the fact
that even among native speaker teachers of English there is an enormous amount of
variation in what is considered non-standard: 88 of the 125 structures (70.4%) marked
by the native speaker teachers formed the fifth quintile and were marked by less than
20% of the group.
6.

Results: Correctness and Acceptability

All informants
All in all, 302 different structures (types) were marked by the 142 informants 3764
times (tokens). 9 of these structures were marked by more than 80% of all informants
(first quintile), 271 by less than 20% (fifth quintile).5 Without discriminating between
native and non-native speaker, teachers and common speakers of English, agreement
on what is non-standard English was thus extremely limited: only 3.0% of the structures were marked pervasively, while 89.7% were marked by less than 20% and often
only individual informants. While it is therefore difficult to predict everything an individual speaker may consider (non-)Standard English, there definitely is a very small
subset of features that were almost always identified as non-standard. These pervasively marked structures – or, better, their grammatical counterparts – could thus form
a common morphosyntactic core in analogy to Jenkins' (2000, 159) common core of
phonological ELF features.6 This research question can thus be answered positively: it
is possible to identify structures that are generally perceived as non-standard in written
5
6

The middle quintiles (2-4) were relatively small for all groups and received only small numbers
of markings.
Grammaticality, i.e. accordance with linguistic theories and / or works of reference, would actually not be sufficient. Grammatical structures also have to be perceived as correct by speakers of
English.
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English. However, the number of these structures seems to be extremely restricted in
comparison to what the individual speaker may consider non-standard.
The identification of incorrect structures alone does not reveal how speakers react to
structures that have been identified as non-standard. The notion in ELF research that
non-standard structures are generally unproblematic as long as they do not impede intelligibility or lead to communication breakdown (cf. Björkmann 2009, 236-237;
Seidlhofer 2004, 220; Jenkins 2000, 132) suggests that structures perceived as nonstandard may still be acceptable in lingua franca communication. For all 142 informants, including native and non-native speakers, teachers and common speakers, there
was a clear tendency that structures which were identified as non-standard by a greater
number of informants were also perceived as unacceptable. Structures marked only by
few or individual informants were more often perceived as acceptable by those who
marked them. It could be assumed that the informants who did not mark a structure at
all would let it pass as a variant of Standard English. 76.9% of the markings identified
the pervasively marked structures of the first quintile as unacceptable, while 62.9% of
the markings identified the structures of the fifth quintile, i.e. those that were rarely
marked, as acceptable (see Table 2).
Markings and Attitude: All Informants, Table 2
Quintile

Structures

Markings

Acceptable

Unacceptable

1

9

1146

23.1%

76.9%

2

10

986

34.2%

65.8%

3

5

384

47.9%

52.1%

4

7

258

42.6%

57.4%

5

271

1008

62,9%

37.1%

Total

302

3764

40.5%

59.5%

7

Non-Native Speakers of English
Although the inclusion of native speakers in studies of ELF has been acknowledged,
the main focus nevertheless was on non-native speakers (cf. Seidlhofer 2011, 7).
Among the informants, there were 58 non-native speakers for whom English was not a
childhood home language and who had not taught English before.8 Of these 58 nonnative speakers, 5 were bilinguals who did not have English as one of their home languages. 18 different first languages were represented by the non-native speakers of

7

8

The share of structures marked as unacceptable in the first and as acceptable in the fifth quintile
were highlighted in order to show that structures which were marked by a great number of informants were generally considered unacceptable more often than structures that were marked
by a minor number of informants.
A distinction between ESL and EFL varieties or Outer and Expanding Circle varieties was not
made in this context. Instead, childhood home language was used to distinguish between native
and non-native speakers of English. Those who claimed English as (one of) their childhood
home language(s) were considered native speakers. For a discussion of the overlap between
Outer and Expanding Circle see Buschfeld (2013, 56ff.).
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English. Due to practical reasons, the largest group were native speakers of German
(34 plus 3 bilinguals).9
As for the overall group, the structures were divided into quintiles depending on the
number of markings they received. The discrepancy between the first, i.e. the pervasively marked structures, and the fifth quintile, i.e. those structures marked by only
few or individual informants, was even bigger for the common non-native speakers
than for the complete informant group including native speakers and teachers of English (cf. Tables 2, 3). Of the 223 structures marked, only 6 structures were marked by
more than 80% of the informant group (1st quintile, cf. Table 1). 194 structures were
marked by less than 20%. The 6 pervasively marked structures of the first quintile
made up for merely 2.7% of all structures marked. Thus, agreement on what was considered non-standard was extremely low among the non-native speakers of English.
The common L2 speakers' attitude towards the identified non-standard structures was
relatively lenient: almost half (49.1%) the marked structures were considered acceptable. The pervasively marked structures, however, were largely rejected as unacceptable by the informants who identified them (73.0%).
Overall, the results for the non-native speakers show the same association of perceived
incorrectness, i.e. deviation from expected StE norms, and lack of acceptability. Nevertheless, the very restricted number of pervasively marked structures partly accounts for
prior observations that some typical structures of ELF communication are largely unproblematic (Seidlhofer 2004, 220; Jenkins 2000, 132). The overall greater share of
acceptable markings also tends to support this view. Still, overall attitude can only be
described as relatively, not as absolutely lenient: every second identified non-standard
structure was considered unacceptable by the non-native speakers in this study. If successful communication depends on the use of acceptable language, avoidance of forms
that are potentially considered non-standard is thus indispensable in ELF communication with non-native speakers.
Markings and Attitude: Non-Native Speakers of English, Table 3
Quintile

Structures

Markings

Acceptable

Unacceptable

1

6

311

27.0%

73.0%

2

8

310

47.1%

52.9%

3

7

200

45.5%

54.5%

4

8

160

51.9%

48.1%

5

194

452

66.4%

33.6%

Total

223

1433

49.1%

50.9%

Native Speakers of English
The control group of "common" native speakers of English, i.e. speakers who grew up
with English as one of their home languages and without experience in English lan-

9

The bilinguals had Arabic, Dutch, or Italian as their other native language.
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guage teaching, consisted of 23 speakers. 6 different nationalities were represented,
including five informants from the U.S. and eleven from the U.K.10
Of the 124 structures marked by this group 14 were marked pervasively (1st quintile,
≥80% of the informants, cf. Table 1) and 92 only by few or individual informants (5th
quintile, <20%). Overall, the native speakers' attitude was more restrictive than the
non-native speakers'. 70.2% of all markings indicated that the informants rejected the
respective structures as unacceptable. Most remarkably, the native speakers without a
background in language teaching were the only group where the majority of the rarely
marked structures of the fifth quintile were considered unacceptable (54.5%). Hence,
even if there was no consensus on a structure being non-standard, chances were high
that it was considered unacceptable by a native speaker. At the same time, the relative
size of the fifth quintile suggests that agreement among native speakers was not high
enough to make, even on a larger database, completely reliable predictions as to what
individual speakers will identify as correct or incorrect, acceptable or unacceptable
English. As for the complete informant group and the non-native speaker group, frequently marked structures were considered unacceptable much more often than rarely
marked structures. High frequency of marking could therefore be associated with a
lack of acceptability. This relation between awareness and acceptability has also been
observed for all informants and the non-native speaker group (cf. Tables 2, 3, 4).
Markings and Attitude: Native Speakers of English, Table 4
Quintile

Structures

Markings

Acceptable

Unacceptable

1

14

297

20.2%

79.8%

2

8

134

30.6%

69.4%

3

1

13

23.1%

76.9%

4

9

55

40.0%

60.0%

5

92

143

45.5%

54.5%

Total

124

642

29.8%

70.2%

Teachers of English
Teachers of English, both native (n=25) and non-native (n=36), were included as language experts with a deeper metalinguistic knowledge of the language as a result of
their practical experience and training. Equally important for their inclusion was their
function as disseminators of language norms. For non-native speakers, English teachers are a primary source of language input. L2 learners of English rely heavily on their
teachers in their understanding of what is standard and non-standard, acceptable and
unacceptable language. Correctness, i.e. what is perceived as grammatical, and acceptability could overlap among non-native speakers relying on formal language learning
because deviation from language norms is often associated with errors and poor performance in language testing and formal language learning.

10

The other native speakers were from Australia, Canada, Ireland, and New Zealand.
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Markings and Attitude: Native and Non-Native Speaker Teachers of English, Table 5
Native Speaker Teachers
Quintile

Structures

Markings

Acceptable

Unacceptable

1

20

466

18.2%

81.8%

2

3

50

28.0%

72.0%

3

3

39

35.9%

64.1%

4

11

65

53.8%

46.2%

5

88

141

64.5%

35.5%

Total

125

761

31.4%

68.6%

Non-Native Speaker Teachers
Quintile

Structures

Markings

Acceptable

Unacceptable

1

12

388

24.0%

76.0%

2

9

223

43.5%

56.5%

3

3

50

56.0%

44.0%

4

4

35

34.3%

65.7%

5

124

232

69.0%

31.0%

Total

152

928

42.0%

58.0%

For both teacher groups, most of the pervasively marked structures of the first quintile
were considered unacceptable (native speaker teachers 81.8%, non-native speaker
teachers 76.0%; cf. Tables 1, 5). In contrast to this, the rarely marked structures of the
fifth quintile were mostly marked as acceptable (L1 64.5%, L2 69.0%). The 25 native
speaker teachers were the group that identified the greatest number of structures per
informant and the group with the greatest number of pervasively marked structures. As
far as the acceptability ratings were concerned, native speaker teachers of English
were more restrictive than non-native speakers with and without English language
teaching experience but less restrictive than native speakers without a background in
English language teaching (especially with regard to rarely marked structures, cf. Tables 4 and 5).
7.

Conclusion

The results of the present study challenge the assumption that the use of non-standard
structures and deviation from Standard English norms in lingua franca communication
is generally unproblematic. The non-native speakers who participated in this study
showed the lowest degree of awareness for non-standard structures. Nevertheless, their
attitude towards variation, although the most lenient of the four informant groups, does
by no means encourage any laissez faire policy in international language usage. If
about every second identified non-standard structure is deemed unacceptable, only
avoidance of non-standard structures can be the basis of truly successful communication. This is in contrast to prior assumptions which connected success in ELF communication to the absence of communication breakdown and intelligibility (cf. Björkmann 2009, 236-237; Seidlhofer 2004, 220; Jenkins 2000, 132, 160). While correctness alone may not guarantee clarity and communicative effectiveness (cf. Seidlhofer
2011, 99), it seems nevertheless essential for acceptability. Structures considered un-
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grammatical and non-standard in the major native varieties are often perceived as incorrect and the broader the agreement on a structure's non-standardness, the more
likely the structure is also considered unacceptable by native as well as non-native
speakers of English.
Despite the amount of variation in what was identified non-standard by the individual
informant, the overall results show a pattern in what is often considered incorrect or
non-standard English. A set of structures that are most likely to be considered nonstandard could be identified and these structures are usually also perceived as unacceptable. These structures could form something like a common core of structures that
should be avoided in written English because of their general unacceptability. Structures that are identified less frequently as non-standard and are usually perceived as
acceptable, on the other hand, can probably be considered relatively unproblematic in
international communication.
Identifying an exact and comprehensive common core for written ELF English was
beyond the scope of the present study. This would require the identification of the statistically most significant idiomatic structures of all major varieties of English from the
Inner, Outer, and Expanding Circle, and asking speakers of English from all around
the world to assess the correctness and acceptability of these structures. For the time
being, adherence to the major native varieties, British and American English, as target
varieties of language teaching and references for what is to be considered standard and
non-standard seems advisable. This must not be understood, however, as a suggestion
to generally sanction the use of other structures: while it is in the best interest of
speakers and learners of English to equip them with the most widely accepted varieties, efforts need to be made to raise awareness and understanding for variation in English as a global language at the same time.
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URSULA LANVERS (YORK)
Teaching Languages 'To Instill the Love of Learning':
School Management, Teacher and Student Voices
in Four UK Schools

1.

Introduction

Global English is threatening motivation in English first-language speakers to learn
any modern foreign languages (ML) at all (cf. Lanvers 2014, Lo Bianco 2014). This
problem is palpable in the many Anglophone countries, and especially discernible in
the UK where education policy changes have caused a continual decrease in language
learning over the last decades. As UK education varies considerably in its four nations
(England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland), this chapter focuses on England, comparing beliefs on teaching and learning ML1 in four secondary schools among three
stakeholder groups: students aged 13 / 14 (Year 9), their language teachers, and senior
school management (Senior Management, i.e. head teacher / assistant head). In the
UK, schools of all types have considerably higher managerial autonomy e.g. over
budget, teacher recruitment, and buildings; thus, the Senior Management team has
considerable input in shaping their school.
The following section contextualises ML learning and teaching at secondary school
level, notably
- devolution of management to schools, that is a further increase of autonomy of
schools, reducing influences of central and regional government
- factors specifically impacting on ML, that is
- language education policy
- the social divide in language learning, and
- severe grading of ML
2.

Devolution and League Tables

Both the last Conservative / Liberal Democrat coalition and the current Conservative
Government strongly support the notion of devolving power to individual schools,
permitting Senior Management control over admissions, budget and curriculum. 57%
of English state secondary schools are now school types with such autonomy (Academies or Free Schools) (Board / Tinsley 2015), increasing competition between
schools (Ball et al. 2012). All secondary schools in England are subject to a 'League
Table' of results for the General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE: nationally
standardised and accredited tests in a variety of subjects at age 16+), the main indicator of academic success. Furthermore, ML is known to suffer from disproportionally
severe grading at GCSE level and subsequent qualifications (A-level = Advanced
level, school-leaving qualification permitting university entry, typically taken age
1

And Latin, in one school.
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18+). At GCSE, students score on average one full grade below results in other subjects, based on both individual grades in other subjects and past grades, and A-level
languages suffer greater attrition than other subjects (all data: Myers 2006). Schools
with high levels of language take-up at GCSE may therefore have comparatively
worse 'League Table' results (cf. Board / Tinsley 2015, 4), leading schools to let only
few, high-achieving students continue with ML beyond the compulsory phase. Further
factors encumbering ML teaching in UK secondary schools are policy changes, the
unpopularity of languages as a school subject, and the increasing social divide in language learning uptake. These are discussed below.
3.

ML Policy, Subject Image and Social Divide

For a brief time only (1988-2004), the UK implemented compulsory language learning
for all up to age 16. In 2004, language study was made optional from the age of 14
(Swarbrick 2011), leading to year-on-year reductions in students studying languages
beyond the compulsory phase. Take-up of languages beyond age 14+ varies greatly
from school to school, with most schools admitting only higher academic achievers to
study a language beyond age 14 (cf. Filmer-Sankey et al. 2010), leaving "a growing
overall impression that schools are starting to regard languages as expendable for some
pupils" (Board / Tinsley 2015, 9). A further problem regarding ML at secondary level
is its unpopularity with students (cf. Blenkinsop et al. 2006), who might think of the
subject as boring, pointless and / or difficult. The knowledge that they can stop MLs at
age 14 has worsened this negative image for learners age 11-14 (cf. Evans / Fisher
2009, 2). Furthermore, a rather inward-looking, monolingual English mentality may
lead to an exaggerated perception of the global significance of English (cf. Dewaele /
Thirtle 2009). Without a doubt, within the EU, British students have the poorest motivation for language learning (cf. Eurostat 2012).
The study of ML beyond the compulsory phase also acts as a social marker: 86% of
private compared to only 44% of state schools have a policy of compulsory language
for some students aged 14-16 (cf. Board / Tinsley 2015). 76% of private, compared to
only 18% of state schools make ML compulsory for all students for the ages 14-16 (cf.
Board / Tinsley 2015, 119). In 28% of state schools, many students are not given the
opportunity to study a language at age 14+. Generally, the more academically successful a state school is (measured by schools' average GCSE results), and the better the
average socio-economic status background of students, the higher the percentage of
students studying ML beyond age 14 (cf. Board / Tinsley 2015). For instance, the percentage of students studying a ML for their GCSE (i.e. age 14-16) correlates negatively with the percentage of pupils entitled to free school meals2, a reliable indicator
of the relative social deprivation of a school's intake (cf. Board / Tinsley 2015). In addition, schools that are allowed to control their admissions (especially Academies)
have more students studying ML at GCSE than other state schools. In general, devolution of power to schools permits Senior Management to shape their school according
to socio-economic factors, in particular the social mix of their intake (cf. Braun et al.
2011) and offers opportunities to schools to 'cream off' the best pupils (cf. Goldring
2005). Thus, social segregation in UK schools, currently judged relatively average
2

The percentage of a schools' cohort entitled to free school meals is deemed a reliable indicator
of the relative social deprivation of a school's intake, see Board / Tinsley 2015.
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compared to other European countries (cf. Jenkins et al. 2008), is likely to increase
with devolution, as socially advantaged families can afford to live in catchment areas
with more successful schools (cf. Allen 2007, Burgess et al. 2014). Living close to a
successful state school is associated with a disproportionate mark-up in house prices,
enabling middle-class parents to 'buy into' the catchment area of popular state schools
(cf. Cheshire / Sheppard 2004).
To summarise, there is a strong social divide between those who learn languages beyond the compulsory level, and those who do not, a tendency facilitated by schools'
ability to determine admissions as well as their language policy. Students' beliefs regarding languages as a school subject are more polarised than on other subjects, and,
for Senior Management, the pressure of 'League Tables' militates against making languages compulsory beyond the strictly necessary. Frequent changes on the policy level
suggest a lack of direction regarding the purpose of teaching ML (cf. Pachler 2007).
Governmental reports and investigations into the ML decline (cf. Board / Tinsley
2015, Dearing 2007, Nuffield Foundation 2000) tend to highlight utilitarian benefits
about language study (economic need, employability), neglecting 'softer' and less
measureable benefits of language learning, such as personal enrichment, societal cohesion, intercultural understanding, tolerance and world citizenship.
The following empirical study triangulates views on ML teaching and learning from
three groups (students, teachers, Senior Management), all operating under these challenging conditions. Senior Management, teachers' and students' beliefs about language
learning and teaching from four different schools are compared. Schools include
-

state and fee-paying schools
schools which may control their own intake, and that may not
schools that make languages compulsory for all aged 14-16, and that do not
schools with low and high percentages of students entitled to free school meals.

The schools are situated in Northern England3, in an area of low ethnic diversity (average 95% white), with few students having a different first language English than English, and the lowest percentage of student studying a ML age 14-16 (for GCSE) in
England (cf. O'Donnell 2008).
4.

Research questions

1.

What do Senior Management, teachers and students think of the following issues:
rationales for teaching / learning languages and current and possible future experiences of language learning?

2.

How do opinions on the rationales and future of learning / teaching ML of school
management, teachers and students differ between schools?

5.

Method

In each school, one member of Senior Management and at least one language teacher
were interviewed, and a minimum of three mixed-gender focus groups were organised
with Year 9 students (aged 13-14) (randomly chosen, except for gender balance). Year
3

County not named to protect anonymity of schools.
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9 students were chosen as they or their schools must decide whether to continue with
language study or not. Focus groups were employed to promote free discussion among
students, and decrease inhibition in front of the researcher, especially important given
the students' age; this data-eliciting form is known to be particularly effective in reducing the felt gap between the researcher and the researched (cf. Field 2000). Staff
interviews lasted about 20-25 minutes and student focus groups about 15 minutes.
Student numbers*
% students sitting
at least one
language GCSE*
KS 3 language
policy**

KS 4 language
policy **

School 1***
1495
95%+

School 2***
1481
95%+

School 3
650
c. 25%

School 4
610
95%+

Near 100%
study 2 MFL,
3 possible.
Limited choice
between 2
languages.
1 MFL GCSE
compulsory, 2
or 3 possible
depending on
pathway (under 20% study
2 languages).
Some language
choice.
8.8%

Near 100%
study 2 MFL.
No choice between 2 languages.

Near 100%
study 1 MFL.

Near 100% study 2
MFL. Some choice
between 2 languages.

1 MFL GCSE
compulsory, 2
possible depending on
pathway (under
20% study 2
languages).
Some language
choice.
11.4%

1 MFL GCSE
for high ability
doing pathway
1.
No pathway
choice.
No language
choice.

1 MFL GCSE compulsory, 2 possible
depending on pathway (under 10%
study 2 languages).
Some language
choice.

38.2%

N/A

56%

54%

79%

5 groups = 26
students

5 groups = 28
students

3 groups =17 students

1

1

83
1

1 Assistant
Head

1 Head Teacher

7
1 Assistant Head

% of students eligible for Free School
Meals* in 2015
% of students
66%
achieving 5+ a*-c
GCSocio-economic
status 2015*
Data collected
Year 9 Student
5 groups = 28
focus groups with
students
5-6 students (mixed
gender)
Total no. student participants
MFL Teachers
4
Total no. teachers
School Management
Table 1:

1 Assistant
Head

Participants and data

* 2013 data from http://www.education.gov.uk/ [last accessed 15 January 2015]
** Data from school websites and Heads of MFL.
*** These State schools had a policy of compulsory language study up to age 16+ at the time of data
collection but have made languages optional at age 14+ since.
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Table 1 summarises the general characteristics of the four schools. Academic and social descriptors of state schools 1 and 2 are similar: both are popular with and made all
children except for 5-7% of lowest ability study a language up to age 16. Unlike
school 1, school 2 controls its admissions. Schools 1 and 2 achieve above national
average on key performance indicators and have below average percentages of students entitled to free school meals. The reverse is the case for school 3, set in a former
mining town with high unemployment, with a high percentage of students entitled to
free school meals, and a high percentage of students with special educational needs,
and below national average academic performance. This school is undersubscribed,
and in strong competition with a better performing nearby Academy. School 4 is a
high-performing private school in a Senior Management all coastal town, without
strong competition from other private schools. No official socio-economic descriptors
are available for this cohort, but high fees exclude all but middle-class background
students. Schools 1, 2 and 4 make study of a language compulsory for most students
up to age 16; schools 1 and 2 make most 11-14 year olds learn two languages and offer
several languages; in school 3, students aged 11-14 are offered one language only,
which most drop aged 14+.
A qualitative approach was used to elicit motivational and attitudinal statements, and
to investigate interrelations between these and socio-demographic and school policy
variables. Interviews and focus groups were structured around pre-formulated questions (Appendices 1 & 2), encouraging spontaneity and free student interaction. Data
was audio recorded and orthographically transcribed. NVivo was used for coding and
analysis. For the coding process, an 'emergent integrative framework which encapsulates the fullest possible diversity of categories and properties' was adopted, involving
constant comparison of coding and analysis (cf. Glaser / Strauss 1967). Bar charts displaying coding frequencies were created, for the three stakeholder groups and four
schools.
6.

Results: Research question 1

As is evident in graph 1, Senior Management are mostly concerned with rationales for
teaching ML that relate to improving overall academic performance, but also on fostering cultural understanding. They mostly referred to wider, even global rationales for
teaching ML, but also debate the difficulties of implementing good ML provision. Despite this, Senior Management, first and foremost the Senior Management of school 3,
had visions for a place for ML in education that go far beyond what they currently offer: they frequently mention the potential of ML, for instance, to help students 'learn
how to learn' (cf. Harris 2008), and to foster intercultural awareness (= awareness of
differences between own culture and that of others, see e.g. Tomalin / Stempleski
2013). School 3's Senior Management crystallised this vision in his slogan (mentioned
eight times in the interview) 'instil the love of learning'; however, he admits failure to
deliver on this, as he sees the school obliged to 'teach to the exam'.
Teachers mentioned rationales relating to cultural understanding, tolerance and respect
with the greatest frequency, but expanded much more on non-utilitarian rationales,
such as fostering cognitive development and linguistic awareness. Teachers also expressed sharp criticism of national policy, and, with the exception of school 3's
teacher, were broadly supportive of their own school's policy. Like Senior Manage-
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ment, they expressed acute awareness of the gap between what languages could offer
and the current 'teaching to exams' maxim, but most teachers described their own
teaching as somewhat non-compliant with this maxim.
Students see the reason for any language study first and foremost in terms of the professional and (to a lesser extent) educational advantages that language skills offer.
However, beyond this, they offer an impressive range of rationales, frequently mentioning cultural enrichment and respect towards other cultures. Although they did profess to disliking some classroom activities, they also shared many innovative and exciting ideas concerning language pedagogy (from learning 'with Google translate
glasses on', to 'obligatory stay abroad'), suggesting that students do have an appetite
for language learning, but perhaps not the activities currently offered in ML classes.
Overall, teachers mentioned the widest spectrum of rationales for learning languages,
and cited a wide range of challenges in language teaching: severe marking, examfocused curricula, and lack of Senior Management support; they also deliberated more
on the problem of finding rationales for languages, in the context of Global English,
and referred to the inward-looking, monolingual culture in their region, aggravating
the problem of 'selling' languages to students. Senior Management expressed the tension between non-language-specific rationales for language learning, crystallised in the
phrase 'instil the love of learning', and their need to 'teach to exams', and also somewhat blamed teachers for uninspiring teaching. Students strongly focused on skills use,
and thus spent a great deal of time speculating as to which language would yield most
benefit. However, they expressed very keen awareness of the 'respect and tolerance'
rationale for learning ML. The global spread of English did not emerge as a very
strong de-motivator.
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Graph 1: Senior management: topic frequency by school
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Graph 2: teachers: topic frequency by school
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Graph 3: students: topic frequency by school
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Results: Research question 2

The largest school differences were observed among Senior Management: for instance,
Senior Management in school 3 emphasised generic educational benefits (developing
learning skills, cognitive benefits); by contrast, the Senior Management of school 4
(private school) referred frequently to the usefulness of language qualifications for the
students' academic careers. Regarding teachers, the school 3 teacher evoked the most
negative topics, and felt the largest discrepancy between what kind of ML teacher they
would like to be, and what they currently did. Among students, it was noticeable that
those in private school had the fewest negative comments to make about language
learning, and school 3 students complained the most about the poor ML provision in
their school: it seemed a more popular subject than, for instance, in school 1 (with
compulsory ML for all up to age 16), where more students said they disliked the subject and found it hard. Overall, however, student differences between schools were
much less pronounced than staff differences.
8.

Conclusion

The strong differences, among Senior Management, in rating the place of ML in education can clearly be linked to the different schools' socio-economic status and academic
credentials. For instance, Senior Management (and teachers, albeit to a lesser extent)
from well-performing schools mentioned the 'educational qualification' argument: this
rationale was explicitly rejected by both Senior Management and the teacher of school
3, a relatively poorly performing school with a more socially disadvantaged intake.
It was noticeable that school 3 students, unlike those from the other schools, did mention the benefits of languages for travel, most likely because of lack of funds to travel
abroad. Beyond this, however, the students' thinking about ML showed much less
school difference than that of their staff. Students in all schools valued the 'cultural
enrichment' and 'showing respect' rationales, and had imaginative ideas about improving language pedagogy. The teachers had less to say on the subject. Thus, this study,
along with Grenfell and Harris (2013), found very little attitudinal difference towards
languages that might relate to schools' socio-economic status intake, in stark contrast
to students' actual opportunities for language study, which is sharply divided along
socio-economic status (see above).
Educational management has been known to translate curriculum and policy in a different, often more results-focused manner than might have been intended by policy
developers (cf. Wang 2010). This observation seems to apply to the provision of ML at
school level in today's English secondary schools. Senior Management might have
innovative and holistic visions for ML teaching, but, in the end, their decisions about
school policy with regard to ML are determined by 'League Table' pressures on the
one hand, and perceived utilitarian benefits (educational qualifications, professional
skills) for their students on the other. When applying these criteria, Senior Management tend to frame students from lower socio-economic status as gaining little from
ML. The private school staff, by contrast, referred to utilitarian benefits such as travel
abroad, qualifications for university applications, and professional use of languages.
By contrast, students in all schools, regardless of their school's socio-economic status,
express visions and rationales that go far beyond the utilitarian arguments that are usu-
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ally proposed to them in an effort to raise motivation. These young learners from very
varied socio-economic status backgrounds expressed a willingness to share in the 'burden of language learning' and showed curiosity towards 'otherness'; in other words,
they possess (at least some) "international posture" (Yashima 2009).
This study has deepened our understanding of the mechanisms that lead to this segregation, starkly evidenced in the latest Language Trends report (cf. Board / Tinsley
2015). The combination of
- devolution at school level
- 'League Table' pressures, and
- lack of direction for ML in education
have created a context which compels schools to adopt ML policies that reinforce social segregation. As the power to determine who learns languages, and to what level,
lies increasingly with Senior Management, students who happen to attend schools with
a low socio-economic status mix are likely to have their aspirations for any language
study curtailed, whether they like it or not. As a consequence, socio-economic status,
already a strong predictor of a student's general academic performance (cf. Hartas
2011), becomes the strongest predictor for the study of languages.
Language education in the UK today is facing a challenge that is – in principle –
common to all learners, namely Global English. Strong visions for the purposes of
ML, coupled with strong education policies, could overcome these challenges, but the
political agenda of devolution suggests the opposite trend. Judging by the outcome of
this sociolinguistic study, the future of language learning at any higher skills level in
the UK will increasingly lie with a privileged minority only.
9.

Limitations

This study was conducted in three schools, in towns and one village in a dominantly
'white' area of Northern England. Students, although representing the full spectrum of
ability, were randomly selected for participation. Outcomes might differ in different
settings (e.g. more ethnical diversity, different student mix), or with different language
education policies.
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